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Preface4

Military transport aircraft and helicopters will continue to be of increasing importance in future military operations, Due to
economic constraints, military transport aircraft technology has not received the samne level of attention that hass been directed,
for example, to combat aircraft. In-service fleets of transport aircraft are also becoming physically old and technically outdated,
and are less and less capable of fulfillig the more. demanding mission requirements.

It wes therefore considered important and timely to review this area and assess:

-The present and perceived future military roles and requirements for airlift;

- T'he developments in technology necessary to fulfill the requirements;

- The extent to vhich technology developed for civil applications can enh~ance the capabilities of military transport aircraft
and helicopters;

- The kind of technology that can bring real cost reduction; and

It was also considered important to review the current and future development programmes in this field, and assess to what
extent they etabody the new technologies.

A Symposium sponsored by the Flight? Mechanics Panel of AGARD was seen as the best way of examining some of these
aspects. The Symposium included sessions on operational experience and requirements; cockpit design and aircrew
performance; specific technologies such as fuel, powetplant and aerodynamic design; and a review of current and new

Preface

II y a tout lieu de croire que l'importance crotsante que eat accordee aux aironefs et aux hilicoptires do transport militaires sera
maintenue lora des operations militaires futures. iusqu'ici, en raison des contraintes 6cononsiques, les technologies entrant dans
la construction des aironefs de transport militaires nWont pas susciti le mime intiret que celles employees pour les avoins de
combat par example.

Lea flottes d'avions die transport qui sont en service & l'eure actuelie sont vicillissantes, techniquernent demodees et de momns
en momns aptes a repondre aux exigences de certaines missions difficiles.

11 a donc 6ti considir6 comnme necessaire et opportunt d'examiner l'tat actuel des connaissances dans cc domaine, amnsi que
d'iyaluer:

- Ie r6le militaire present et future et lea specifications du transport ac~rien niilitaire.

- lea diveloppemnents dens lea techniques necesaires pour ripondre As ces sp~cifications.

- la mesure dana laquelle lea technologies developpees pour des applications civiles peuvent servie i augmenter lea capacitds
des avions et halicoptrtrs die transport militaire.

Itle technologies susceptibles d'mmener une v~ritable reduction des co~ts.

11 a igalementt Wt consideri comme important die fare Ic point des programmens de develcappement actuels et projetis dans cc
donsaine, et d'estimer leur contribution potentielle pour ties technologies nouvelies.

Le Panel AGARD de Is Md6canique tie Vol, a deci(M que l'organisatious diun symposium fut I'une des meilleures voics pour
examiner certaines de ces queutions.

Le symposium coosprit des sessions sur les specifications et l'exprience op~rationnalles, Ia conception du poste doe pilotage et
lea performances des 6quipages, les technologies employ~es dans des domaines sp~ciflques tels que lea. combustibles, lea

L . ~propulseurs et [a conception a6rodynarnique, ainai qsuun r~sumi des programmes en cours et prevu.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

by

Onpup Captan Keth Chqmmn
Arms Control & Disarmament Branch

Plans & Policy Division
hIternatlonal Military Staff

NATO, Brussels
Belgum

Before beginning this address, I wanted to make one or two
points about my credentials. Although I was the senior officer
involved in airlift operations at SHAPE until a few months ago, and
remain very interested in the future employment and applications of
air transport forces, I am now working in En entirely different field
(arms control) at NATO HQ. Accordingly, I shall not be expressing an
official NATO view this morning but only a personal opinion from the
perspective of my current position in NATO.

We stand today at one of the major crossroads of history.
After more than four decades of facing up to the threat from a
Soviet-led Warsaw Pact, whose offensive posture has been only too
obvious, NATO suddenly finds itself confronting an altogether
different challenge - a challenge which requires the Alliance to
maintain a credible strategy against a rapidly changing background of
international relations. Since airlift missions are always conducted
in support of other military tasks, and since airlift concepts of
operations can never be divorced from overall defence policy, I
thought I should begin my remarks to this important and timely
symposium by commenting upon the remarkable changes which are
beginning to transform the politico-military landscape.

As you know, the tempo of change has been truly breathtaking.
In the space of just a few short months, which will probably come to
be seen as one of the most significant periods in this or any previous
century, the political climate has changed almost beyond recognition.
To continue with the meteorological analogy, the cold front and
associated depression which has dominated the political weather in
Eastern Europe for so long is rapidly giving way, under high pressure,
to anticyclonic conditions, and the long-tern outlook calls for "Open
Skies" and good visibility, of course, the impact of these changes
has not been confined to Eastern Europe, where progress towards
democracy has developed an unstoppable momentum. Here also in the
West the nature and pace of those profound changes, coupled with the
radical policies now being pursued by President Gorbachev, have had a
tremendous impact on political and public opinion alike. As a result,
all Alliance governments have become committed to seeking (and in some
cases to demanding) significant arms reductions and an appropriate
re-shaping of NATO roles, strategies and capabilities.

Even as recently as last autumn, no-one could have predicted
the extent to which political and public perceptions and expectations
would become so dramatically transformed over a period of only a few
months. That said, the NATO Alliance has long recognized that the
world has far too many weapons and has for many years tried to achieve
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international stability and security at a much lower level of forces
than those currently deployed in Europe. Now, am a result of
developments in Eastern Europe, plus our massive investment in
building up and maintaining a strong defence over the past four
decades, we are on the brink of achieving this hitherto elusive goal.

Following the treaty on intermediate nuclear forces signed in
December 1987, it now seems certain that Presidents Bush and Gorbachev
will sign another on reductions in strategic nuclear systems within
the next few days. Meanwhile, the negotiations on reductions in
Conventional Forces in Europe - better known as the CFE talks -
continue in Vienna and will hopefully culminate in a formal treaty
before the end of this year. It is worth noting that the CFE
negotiations are addressing reductions (within continental Europe from
the Atlantic to the Urals) in the following specific categories:

* Main battle tanks

* Armoured combat vehicles

* Artillery

* Combat Fixed-Wing Aircraft

* Combat Helicopters

* US and Soviet stationed troops

Agreed figures for each category are still subject to
negotiation but the key objectives remain clear:

* To establish a stable balance of conventional forces at
lower levels than those currently in place.

* To eliminate imbalances which could be prejudicial to
stability and security.

* To eliminate the capability for launching surprise
attacks or large-scale offensive actions.

For various reasons, progress in Vienna has been rather
disappointing in recent weeks but, given sufficient high level
political direction - and both President Bush and President Gorbachev
seem equally determined that the arms control process should continue
on its successful path - there is every reason to assume that the
problems will be resolved. Accordingly, moat analysts expect a CFE
treaty to be signed later this year) covering some or all of the
weapon systems I mentioned a few moments ago.

So much for the background. The question we must address, in
the context of this symposium, is "What are the implications for
military airlift capabilities and concepts of operations?" Make no
mistake; there will be implications. For example, no-one seriously

AL
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doubts that military expenditure will be reduced to & greater or
lesser tcxtent in ell Alliance states in ark attempt to obtain, and to
be seen by the vote-rs to obtain, the so-called "Peace Dividend". in
some countr~f.as, tbW'. government (or opposition party, if elected), is

already committed to making large reductions in defence spending at
the earliest opportunity. In others, the government may prefer to
hold budgets at approximately current levels In cash terms, vhilst
allowing them to decay in real terms due to the corrosive effects of
inflation. But however the reduction is achieved - whether overtly or
by stealth - the net effect will be the same. Even after allowing for
savings resulting from the reduced numbers of tanks, artillery and
other weapon systems - and remember that these savings will probably
be largely offset by the costs of the associated destruction and
verification regime., especially in the initial years of CFE
implementation - there will not be enough money to sustain the
remaining elements of the inventory at existing levels. Almost
certainly, events will then follow an all-too-familiar course.
Defence commitments and capabilities will be reviewed; priorities will
be re-assessed; and hard decisions will have to be taken on which
capabilities must be preserved and which capabilities should be
sacrificed to allow those others to be retained. Many of you at this
symposium, regardless of nationality, will remember what has happened
in the past when budgetary pressures have forced governments and
Ministries of Defence to identify candidates for savings. All too
frequently, military airlift has been assessed as "Inice to have" but
not sufficiently vital to retain when forced to compete for scarce
funds with othe, military priorities and capabilities.

Please don't misunderstand me. I am not saying that air
transport forces will on this occasion have to bear more than their
fair share of the coming "pain and grief". I am merely drawing
attention to the obv'ious fact that, despite their many qualities and
advantages (to which I will return in a few moments) airlift forces
are always likely to be vulnerable to excessive pruning when military
budgets are squeezed hard. As far as I know, neither NATO nor
National Defence staffs have yet had a chance to study the strategic
implications of arms control aad budget reductions, much less the more
detailed questions of doctrine, concepts and posture. Events have

s imply been moving too fast. In any case, it makes sense to adopt a
cautious and measured approach. Before deciding if, how and when its
defence policy should be revised, the Alliance needs to await the
outcome of the CFE Treaty, monitor events in the USSR over a longer
period, and satisfy itself that a unified Germany will be firmly
embedded within NATO.

Nevertheless, we now know that policy and strategy reviews
will take place within the foreseeable future at bath the national and
international level. Assuming that a worthwhile CFE treaty can be
signed, complemented if possible by a comprehensive package of
Confidence and Security Building Measures, the Soviet Union's posture
west of the Urals will lose much of its potential for large-scale
offen&Ive action. At the s&me time, the emergence of truly
independent governments in Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary will
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create a buffer between NATO territory in tentral Europe and the
Soviet Union, and thereby further reduce the USSR's capacity for
surprise attack.

But, as you know, the political and economic situation inside
the USSR is likely to remain extremely grave for some time to come as
G-orbachev struggles to implement him reforims while trying to avoid
presiding over the break-up of the Soviet Union as one republic after
another queues up to demand independence from Moscow. Such an unstable
and volatile situation in a state which is am militarily powerful am
the USSR is fraught with danger, and it would therefore be folly for
the Alliance to lower its guard too moon. With that in mind, and
assuming that arms reductions are implemented more or less as planned,
I believe that military airlifE-iould and should attain not a lesser
but a greater importance in any future spectrum of western defence
capability.

My rationale for this assertion is as follows. First, let us
consider the future situation within Europe. force levels on both
sides will be reduced, the Soviet posture will become less threatening
and warning time of any Soviet aggression will increase. However, the
simple facts of geography mean that the USSR will still be able to
deploy forces from East to West more rapidly than the USA and Canada
can deploy reinforcements across the Atlantic. In view of the slow
speed of ships and their vulnerability to various forms of
interdiction, it will therefore be vital for NATO to retain a
dedicated force of airlif term that can deploy large numbers of key
personnel and urgent supplies to Europe from North America witliln a
relatively short tivescale.

The advantages of reach and rapidity of response over vast
distances - which only airlift can provide - were clearly demonstrated
during the Arab/Israeli War of 1973. Although this was rather a short
war, it was over by the time the first logistic supplies arrived in
Israel by sea from the USA. Meanwhile, the USSR had airlifted 15,000
tons of supplies to Egypt and Syria, and nearly twice that amount had
been flown Into Israel by a combination of civilian and military air
transport assets.

One could, of course, cite many more examples from the
post-war era in which airlif term (both fixed and rotary wing) have
repeatedly moved troops, equipment and logistic supplies over
distances, terrain and within timescales that would have been
impossible by any other means. In fact, during the 40 years since the
Berlin Airlift (1948/49) - an operation which above all others
demonstrated that air transport forces could be a powerful factor in
the application of political as well as military pressure - all major
powers, and many lesser ones, have come to recognize that, in the
final analysis, a sovereign state must be ready and able to use force
in defence of its vital interests. if, when these interests are
threatened, sufficient forces are not already in place, they must be
deployed quickly to where they ane needed. Frequently, the time
factor will be critical, In which case only airlift will suffice.
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What I am saying, of course, is that airlift already is -and
will continue to be in the new era of a-ms reductions - a major
instrument of deterrence and force projection. Neither army nor air
combat units can realise their full potential unless they can be
rapidly deployed to where they are needed. This is not to say that
forces can be quickly deployed only by air; in some cases, involving
distances of just a few hundred miles, it may be almost as fast and
certainly more cost-effective to deploy by truck or train if suitable
roads and railways are available. Moreover, airlift can never compete
in terms of payload with the massive capacity of a good Failway system
or fleet of cargo ships. on the other hand, it remains a basic fact
of military life that force projection can seldom be achieved without
recourse to at least some airlift.

For example, we all know that fighter aircraft cannot operate
effectively away from their home base without groundcrew, specialist
equipment and weapons. Most if not all of this logistic support must
be airlifted if the inhereitt speed and flexibility of the combat
aircraft themselves are not to be degraded. Even after the CFE treaty
is signed, there are still likely to be thousands of combat aircraft
on both sides and they will still need to exercise frequently -
sometimes at great distances from their home bases. Thus the
continued existence of airlift (and, where appropriate and available,
tanker/transport support) will be crucial to the training
needs and operational credibility of many alliance combat aircraft units.

As for the role of ground forces in the new era, I see no
reason to change my view that armies enjoy full credibility only if
they are able to deploy rapidly from their peacetime bases to wherever
they may suddenly be needed - both within the future European theatre
and in other parts of the world. Conversely, ground forces which
cannot call upon at least some dedicated fixed-wing and helicopter
airlift are certain to lack reflexes and mobility, and as a result may
be powerless to invervene effectively in situations where, with the
benefit of air mobility, they night otherwise be able to play a
decisive role.

Perhaps at this point I can draw your attention to the
distinction between rapid reinforcement (entailing the deployment of
forces by air to strengthen an existing base or garrison) and the
wider concept of using airlift to intervene in areas where there may
previously have been no military presence. Although the ability to
undertake rapid reinforcement operations offers a variety of
political, operational and economic advantages - especially in the
future when NATO strategy ,i~l probably rely even more heavily on
reinforcements than it does .oday - the capacity to insert forces by
air whenever and wherever they are needed is arguably more important.
Although prospects for peace in Europe have never been better , there
are other areas of the world - notably the Middle East and some parts
of Africa - which remain dangerously unstable. Currently, the West
has little or no permanently-based units in those areas, but
who can say when we might need to apply some military pressure? It is
another reality of politico-military life that early deployment of

IL
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even a m~odest force can often defuse or stabilise a potentially
dangerous or deteriorating situation.

I would also contend that: the possession of even a limited
air tran&'port capability - which is to may enough airlift to apply at
least some measure of force - will confer advantages out of all
proportio:a to the resources involved. NATO's ACE Mobile Force (or
AVP) is an~ excellent illustration of this concept, As you probably
know, the AMP is a lightly-armed, brigade-sited multinational force
which is ivitended to reinforce deterrence in a threatened area by
demonstrati.ng NATO resolve and solidarity. In order to be in place in
time to actieve this objective, the AMP must move with great speed to
its deployment areas on the flanks from its dispersed locations on
both sides if the Atlantic. This means that it must rely heavily upon
air transport. We may expect the same principle to apply to any
additional multinational mobile forces which the Alliance may decide
to establish in the coming years.

In Euwmming up, I would like to leave you with the following
key points:

1. First, the implications of the probable reductiona in
some categories of conventional forces have yet to be
fully addressed. Until the necessary policy studies
have been initiated and completed, it is impossible to
estlimate the Impact on nalional postures and
inventories.

2. Second, it is reasoneble to assume that military budgets
will eventually be reduced and that airlift forces may
once again prove vulnerable. This has already happened
in the USA where the planned procurement of C-17s has
been cut back by fifty per cent.

3. Third, I believe that excessive cuts in airlift
capability would be undesirable because air mobility is
likely to assume greater importance as NATO moves
towards greater dependence on reinforcement, and as some
Alliance members look increasingly to their individual
and collective interests outside the NATO area.

As we all know, airlift operations do not enjoy the glamorous
image of the combat-orientated roles, but they do share the classic
air power attributes of speed, reach and flexibility and, more
importantly, they confer these same qualities upon the forces which
they carry and 3upport. Hence it is not surprising that, within the
space of only a few decades, airlift operations have come to occupy a
pivotal role in the projection of military power - whether at the
strategic, tactical or battlefield level.

Of course we would all acknowledge that there are limitations
to what air transport operations can achieve, due to such factors as
aircraft capacity and performance, and the availability of suitable
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airfields in the right locations. We also recognise that airlift is an
expensive asset for which demand is always likely to oxcesed supply.
Nevertheless, it remains my basic thesis that only airlift can provide
the rapid response which is so essential if force is to be applied in
time to deter, counter or defeat aggression. To me, it seems
self-evident that both fixed and rotary wing airlifters will remain a
basic and indispensable instrument of defence policy and power
projection. I also believe that the operational posture, reflexes and
credibility of Alliance forces will continue to be significantly
enhanced by the extent to which their key components can be airlifted.
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SUMMARY

"The Advanced Transport ,Technology Mission Analysis (ATTNl is a broad based
investigation of tuture tactical airlift mission requirement, and of the attendant
technologies necessary to satisfy those requirements. The KTTMA study is a joint
Aeronautical Systems Division, Deputy for Development Planfing (ASD/XR) and Wright
Research and Development Center. Technology Zxploitation Directorate (WRDC/TX)
initiative. This paper addresses the approach taken in the study effort and the
perceived needs for a 21st century Advanced Theater Transport (ATT). The descriptors
"theater, tactical, and intratheater" are used synonomously in this paper and are to be
differentiated from a "strategic" or "intertheater" airlifter.

Specific military airlift tasks are defined in detail for Europe, Southwest Asia,
and Central America that are representative of the kinds of miassons that we believe
will drive the demand for theater airlift in the 21st ceiitury. .--. t-_lt0 _.1... -

&-ag Like JnrL ~te-pfetiv **y At5~teo 9- t" oa _alternative syseeor pttAr;;7_
Presented are the results of conceptual STOL and VSTOL airlifters relative to the
current US airlift fleet in accomplishing -the tasks defined above. Perceived system
deficiencies and corresponding needs are identified. Otie such need is improved cargo
handling (loading/unloading and transshipment) for future theater airlifters operating
into short, austere landing sites in or near a threat environment. When one considers
the many variations in intermodel interfaces with present or f!tuý airlifters and the
potential increase in the need for theater airlitt -o--an -nto onal scale, the cargo
handling issue may be one of several that could bcnefit greatly from international
cooperation.

INTRODUCTION ~t~i
The US Army's evolving AirLand Battle doctrine features tfhe concept of a non-linear

battlefield where versatile and highly maneuverable fighting units are operating
autonnmously with largely non-existent or indefensible ground lines of communication.
Prosecuting warfare under this concept may demand airlifters that are highly responsive,
capable of operating into and out of an austere combat environment quickly. In
examining the role of the future theater airlifter in this context, the mission analysis
and technology planners at the Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) embarked on a program
of in-house and contracted midsion analysis, technology application, and concept
development to understand the key issues and to assess their impact on mission
requirements and technology needs. The examination of future airlift needs is conducted
in the context of three projected notional scenarios the European Central Region,
Southwest Asia, and Central America. The regions represented in these scenarios offer a
diverse sampling of geographic features, infrastructure, climatic conditions, and threat
intensities necessary for a couprehensive analysis.

With perceived changes in Fig I in the ways the US may be fighting future wars,
study efforts were focused on the accomplishment of (1) a good understanding of the
problem, (2) an analytical basis for establishing needs, (3) the identification of
critical technologies, and (4) the identifioation of key system-level trade-offs.

To gain insights into the problem, lets look at current airlift capabilities shown
in Fig 2.. If the Continental United States (COMIJS) is located on the lower left of this
highly simplified chart and the combat arena on the far right, then we see theator m9
airlift operations today and in the near-term, with the airlifters as shown. We can
operate into and out of sone of the forward operating locations (FOLa) and forward f
operattng bases (Fos) with runways at least 3000ft (900M) - 4000ft (1200H) long andW i
that are in the Army's Cors' rear. But from there, cargo for the Army must be* in
transshipped forward as needed:by available trucks, helicopters, etc. The big question.
here is, C•g this going to be goc.d snough for the 2lt century?"

If the Air Force is* really serious about supporting the US Army's evolving AirLand ~ -
Battle doctrine, then rig I depicts the future role of theater airlift via the -
additional arrows.. Rets, the future airlifter is called upon to operate forward of the a)
FObs and FOLs and near and alon2 gcolbkt areas. On occasion and under special
circumstances, with external support, the airlifter say be required to enter combat -

areab. Further, as the Army concept of- a non-linear battlefield evolves and becomes
implemented, each aircraft *lssion flown in support of Army operations could occur in an
active combat area. Am a result, US airlitters may be required to fly in harm's way
nore than they have ever done before. Although not presented in this paper,

91 823 048
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considerable work in survivability was done tu determine the goals for the needed
survivability enhancements.

The theater transport of the future, sa will be shown throughout the rest of this
paper. may be called on to operate world-wide in a variety of climatic conditions
ranging from the plains of Europe to the mountains of Southwest Asia to the jungles of
Central America, against varying threats that are far more lethal than in the past.
Operations into and out of remote and austere locations with unimproved runways, limited
or non-existent landing aide, a•d in many cases, no materiel handling equipment will be
required routinely.

APPROACH

The study approach in Fig 4 began with a "Needs Analysis." The Foreign Technology
Division at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base developed a 20 year threat projection to
airlifters in three scenarios, Europe, Southwest Asia, and Central America. The threat
was documented and is updated periodically. Next, it was necessary to postulate a
finite set of typical airlift tasks or jobs in each Of the three scenarios for the 21st
century. This was done with the help of Military Airlift Command (MAC) and the US Army
and resulted in the identification of approximately seventy-five different cargo
movement tasks or jobs that were representative of the nature and spectrum of
interservice airlift tasks anticipated. These jobs constituted the "definition of the
problem" or the jobs to be done by our airlift fleet. We next defined the baseline
force in our airlift fleet as consisting of C-130Ho and C-17s. The deficiency analysis
examined how wall the C-130Ne and C-17s accomplished the set of jobs in the threat
defined in each of the three scenarios. From this, system deficiencies were identified
which in turn influenced system needs. 'echnology opportunities for ATTNA were examined
by the Wright Research and Development Center to identify critical technologies that
could be applied to system needs.

After the threat, the jobs, the baseline force, the deficiencies, and the technology
opportunities were defined, members of the airframe industry (Boeing, Douglas, and
Lockheed) were engaged to provide potential solution concepts sensitive to each of the
elements in this approach. The solution concepts obtained were then evaluated by the
Air Force to determine how well they performed relative to the baseline force in
accomplishing the given job set in the presence of the projected threat. The General
Research Corporation was an additional contractor engaged by the Air Force to provide
specialized modelling and analysis support.

This complete cycle through the study approach has become known as our "First
Iteration." Several of the following figures will amplify upon key elements of the
study approach.

The representative airlift jobs fell into the five major categories shown in Fig 5;
that is deployment, employment, retrograde, reconstitution, and alternate missions. In
accord then with the way that a thirty day war builds up in each scenario and the way in
which the combat areas were expected to move, specific cargo movements in the operations
were defined in terms of the job characteristics shown. In defining and adding
credibility to the jobs, operational airlift expertise was c necessity and this is where
both MAC and the US Army were very helpful.

Thirty representative ATTNA jobs were defined for the European 30 day conflict.
These jobs are highlighted in Fig 6 to illustrate the spectrum of tasks chosen.
Although not shown specifically, all jobs arm defined by closure time, movement
priority, frequency of occurrence, size/weight, threat proximity, distance to delivery,
etc. Closure time is the time required to deliver the total tonnage for a particular
job. Priority relates to an operational determination of job importance. Frequency is
how often the job occurs in a thirty day period. These parameters provide an indication

7 . of the detail necessary to define the jobs within a theater of operation.

Fig 7 presents bar charts of the tonnage distribution of the European jobs in Fig 6
by unit moves, emergency resupply, routine resupply, evacuation, and retrograde
equipment. The frequency of occurrence of typical airlift activities and how they
compare in total tons delivered are shown for a fixed level of tonnage delivered in a 30
day period. It can be smen that unit moves constitute 364 of the tonnage moved, whereas
emergency resupply and routine resupply together makeup more than 504 of the tonnage.

It-s also important to nott that LAZNA is not just working the traditional airbase-
to-airbese problem in theater airlift. We are concerned with where the job begins,
where it ends, and the transportation modes and the infrastructure in-between. The
intent is to minimize the travel time betwaen entry and delivery sites and thereby
enhance responsiveness- Fig 9 highlights the various delay points in delivering cargo
from entry to delivery sites using a M6OL oa conventional aircraft. A VSTOL concept
minimizes the delays in flying directly from entry to delivery points. One of the goals
Ot this study is to quantify the differences between 8TeL and VSTOL airlift concepts.

The frequency and order of job ocourrencew are a direct function of force build-up
snd combat area movement in each scenario, and represent the cargo type, tonnage, and
movement necessary to satisfy the theater airlift demand as a function of time. Fig 9
shows the demand function for Europe derived from the European job set shown earlier,
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and also includes similarly derived demand functions for Southwest Asia and Central
America from their respective job sets. The functions are broken down into categories
to illustrate the types of cargo to be moved. The categories are passengers (PAX),
bulk, amm, fuel, and vehicles. The breakdown offers insight into the nature of airlift
requirements per theater. Also presented is the percentage cot cargo delivered into and
near the combat area. These demand functions are fed into a simulation of a 30 day war
in each scenario and serve as a basis for comparing the productivity/etfectiveness of
alternative systems in a mixed force. It must be zeuembored that these demand functions
are representative of the tonnages required in a portion of each theater and do not
constitute total theater airlift tonnage.

I
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

As indicated earlier, study contracts with industry (Boeing, Lockheed, and Douglas)
were initiated to obtain a data base describing a range of potential system concepts for
a future theater airlifter. The weleeted configurations from those studies are
presented in the matrix shown in Fig 10, by concept type, payload box-size, and
contractor. The contractors were asked to look at not only STOL and VSTOL concepts, but
also low observable versions of each. They were directed to begin with a C-130H box-
sine and to examine the range of payload variants from 25,000 lbs (11.36 Metric Tons or
MTs) to 60,000 lbs (27.27 MTO). The elements in the matrix are lift-propulsion
combination* of the concepts selected. For example, US8 TV represents *Upper Surface
Blowing - Turbo Panst UP1 PF represents "Externally Blown Flaps - Prop Fan;" TP stands
for "Turbo-Propt" and the rest are self explanatory. Approximately one-hundred
configurations were developed by the contractors and screened down to the 22 shown. A
further screening by the Air Force resulted in a detailed in-house analysis of 16 final
concepts.

The payload/range performance of the advanced concepts in Fig 10 is presented in Fig
11 for the purpose of comparison relative to the C-130H. The advanced concepts carry
only internal fuel while the C-130H in the comparison requires external fuel also. The
improved performance over the C-130H is largely a function of technology changes since
the 1950m in areas such as materials, propulsion, lift devices, and fuels. The V-22
OSPREY performance envelope is included for additional comparison.

In addition to developing concepts, there is a need to measure their
benefits/penalties throughout the development process. To this end, an airlift
transportation model was devised for ATTMA and is called the Generalized Air Mobility
Model (GANK). Fig 12 illustrates the features, inputs, and outputs of the model. As a
tunction of the 30 day war scenario, cargo movement requests from the demand functions
are processed by the transportation model scheduler. The scheduler considers the
available aircraft, cargo priority, and destination, and assigns aircraft to accomplish
the delivery. The figures-of-merit illustrated as outputs represent those most commonly
used herein, with many other outputs available also. The use of the model is analogous
to controlling a taxicab system in one of our major cities where every cab is tracked by
tail number and reports into a central command post on a regular basis to pick up new
assignments and to report any problems. The survivability parameter for each aircraft
configuration being analyzed is determined separately and input into the model. The
model is capable of handling mixed fleet operations and was instrumental in producing
the system comparisons to be presented next.

For the fixed fleet analysis results presented in Fig 13, the baseline for
comparison is a mixed fleet of C-1308s and C-17s. The fleet consists of 80 C-130Hs and
16 C-17s in both Furope and SOA scenarios, whereas there are 16 C-13OHs and 2 C-Is in
the Central American scenario. The alternative concepts are similarly employed in a
mixed fleet with C-17s, with a one-for-one substitution of ATTs for C-130Hs. The
figure-of-merit in this illustration is percentage improvement in tons delivered-on-time
relative to the normalized baseline. Three payload/box size variations are examined for
each configuration. This analysis holds fleet size constant with productivity and cost
being variable. Par the European scenario postulated, the STOL configuration is most
effective. However, box size does not appear to be a factor. The use of the C-I7 in
conjunction with the alternative concepts appears to compensate quite nicely for
variations in ATT payload/box size. Examination of the effectiveness measure for
Southwest Asia and Central America indicate* quite a different story. Southwest Asia
can be best satisfied by a Large STOL or VBTOL because of large distances separpting
take-off and landing sites, relatively few airfields which are far apart, high hot
conditions at many of the landing sites, and long transshipment distances over poor
roads. Central America is best satisfied by a medium VSTOL aircraft because of short
distances separating take-oftf aW landing sites, an abundance of many very small air
strips cut out of the jungle, and very poor roads for transshipment. These findings
indicate that Europe may not be the scenario driving requirements for an ATT, ad that
C-17 allocation -nd usage are critioal to the Solution.

Another view oa therpobles is obtained by comparing the baseline with mixed fleets
of alternative STOL con•epts in Surope relative to equal ,affa tivenees. Wig 14
adeoastrates the .q"al effectiveness parameter, total tons delivered, for a number of
fleet *Jose. Fleet miss to varied as a ratio of aircraft "X" and C-17 aircraft.
Aircraft OR" represents the C-130H or one of the three boxsise/payload variants of the
STOL AMT alternative cormept. At a fleet size of 80/16, the baseline exhibits an 800
total tons delivered figure-of-merit. For the same fleet asis, the alternative concepts
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achieve 100% total tons delivered. For equal fleet effectiveness, the alternative
concepts achieve the 80% tigure-of-merit with lose than 1/2 the C-130ti fleet size. The
small box seze concepts achieve $0 effectiveness at a fleet slas of slightly greater
20/4. This analysis. indicates that any of the SYOL payload/box size alternatives can

achieve acceptable oeffetiveness in the Uuropean scenario at greatly reduced fleet sizes
relative to the baseline.. The issue now becomes one of cost, C-17 utilination rate and
availabilitya and the business strategy embraced by HAC.

NEEDS

The need for a future theater airlifter is based on support requirements of US Army
doctrine, increasing obsolescence of our present tactical transport aircraft, a rapid
advance in enemy threat capabilities, and the existence of exploitable technological
opportunities capable of providing the means to counter current deficiencies. These are
expanded upon as follows. (1) The Army's AirLan4 Battle doctrine and its emerging
future operational concepts emphasize securing or retaining the initiative and
exercising it aggressively to defeat the enemy. Tactical airlift. is pivotal to support
of the Army's rear, close-in, and deep operations, as well as Special Operations Force
augmentation. Transshipment logistics are prohibitively expensive in this environment
and must be minimised. To satisfy these future tactical airlift requirements, an
airlifter must be capable of delivering essential cargo directly to the user without
traditional airfield/cargo handling constraints. (2) The C-130 has been the primary
theater airlifter since 1955. C-130 design did not envision today's emphasis on low-
level flying, shortfield delivery requirements, greatly increased threat, etc. A need
exists for a future airlifter that is affordable, reliable, supportable, maintainable,
dependable, and available in present and future operating environments, especially with
a non-linear battlefield. Consequently, unless that capability is acquired, present and
future tactical airlift requirement* cannot be met. (3) The present and future threat
environment is far more lethal than that envisioned by designers of the current
defenseless tactical airlifter. Present tactical airlift inadequacies and the increased
enemy threat dictate a requirement for incorporating advanced survivability features
that minimize threat exposure in the air and on the ground. This present threat
environment coupled with enemy air defense advancements and predictions for future
proliferation casts doubt on our ability to meet theater airlift demands without an
enhanced capability. (4) Application of advanced technological features (i.e., vertical
lift/advanced propulsions, low-observables, composite materials, etc.) will provide a
quantum leap ip capability to satisfy %any aspects of the tactical airlift mission.
Technological advancements focusing on rapid cargo onload/offload and aerial delivery
improvements are of particular importance. Dramatic advances in cargo aircraft
payload/field length performance, flight characteristics, aeromedical capabilities,
survivability, maintainability, and cargo handling are achievable, and investigations of
their applicability must be accelerated.

The needs stated above are general in nature and must be quantified. Through
implementation of the AT"TH study approach presented earlier, a summary of the major
"perceived needs" taking shape thus ftr for an advanced airlift system is presented in
Figs 15 and 16. One of the key needs is a short field capability that can provide
retail delivery into short austere landing sites that have little or no material
handling support. Aircraft systems with short field capabilities from near-vertical
operations to a 200Oft STOL capability are being examined. A corollary need for
operations into austere areas is a landing gear with a soft field capability. Equally
important for austere operations is the needed independence from external support for
loading/unloading operations. A range of load/unload concepts is being investigated to
perform the load/unload operations in minutes rather than hours. Similarly, we need to
be able to convert from a cargo configuration to a medical evacuation configuration in
minutas instead of hours. And finally, the most important need of all in today's
austere defense budget is affordability. We must present the user with alternatives
that are highly productive, low risk, and affordable. An &gressive goal to pursue is
to maintain the S/ton delivered for the now airlifter equivalent or les than that of
the C-130.

There isn't enough space in this paper to discuss all the "perceived needs."
Suffice to say, the study is continuing with the intent to quantify as many needs as
possible, to determine applicable tradeoffs, and to identify critical technologies.

FUTURN ACYIVITIES

Today's deficiencies in theater airlift productivity have been discussed throughout
this paper and Fig 17 summarizes some of the key ones. Our airlitters today are as good
as is the infrastructure they are operating in. With long, hard-surface runways, with
many airfields, and with a good road structure for transehipment, we can demonstrate a
reasonably good transportation capability with theater airlift. In a much poorer
Infraotrmctuve, where moat of our future conflicts may occur, or with a non-linear
battlefield, today's system has limitations. Today's capability is also tied to the
463L Material Mae linh System, an aging and resource limited contingent of loaders and
unloaders not very well-suited for operations in forward, austere environments. Today's
airlift force is airdrop-capablet however, the airdrop function by its very nature is
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excellent for emergency situations but is a very inefficient one for sustained
operations and creates a heavy training burden. Airland operations, if possible, are
far sore preferable.

As shown in Fig 18, today's deficiencies may be greatly reduced by building an
airlift system that strives to beonme independent of the scenario inftrastracture! that
is. it has a short field capability and a soft-surface landing gear for getting into the
short austere fields as close to the customer as possible. Once there, its quick self
unload capability permits a rapid departure to escape attrition while nn the ground.
Because the system provides direct support to the customer, there is a great need for a
good command, control, communications, and intelligence (C3I) link.

The thrust then for the future is to continue technology develcpuent, continue the
development of system concepts and joint concepts of operation with the Army, improve
our methodology for comparing alternative systems (improve GAIM to be sensitive to cargo
handling constraints and C31), and encourage opportunities for international
cooperation.

Because of the importance of the cargo handling Issue, which has been mentioned
several times in this paper, it is the subject of an Air Force initiative urging
international cooperation. The proposed plan for the study, scheduled to start yet
sometime this calendar year, is presented in rig 19. It begins with a determination of
the cargo that must be moved under what conditions, how quickly and to where. Next, a
broad range of solution concepts is explored to obtein an initial screening of feasible
concepts. Those with the most potential are developed further and assessed again, with
the identification of critical technologies needing further development, Independent
studies by interested countries will be conducted over a period of 12-18 months with 2-3
joint meetings throughout to exchange d.ta and findings. Details of the study are yet
in the early planning stages.

The key elements of our future acquisition activitkes for the ATT in the near term
include 2nd Iteration studies, Concept Direction studies, and Demonstration/Validation.
We are currently in the early portion of our 2nd Iteration studies investigating both
STOL and VSTOL concepts. Concept Direction studies will focus onto a single concept
while Demonstration/Validation could pave the way for an advanced airlifter by
approximately 200S at the earliest. Concurrent with these activities are various
ongoing working groups, individual study ufforts, and technology initiatives throughout
government and industry, all under the advanced airlift umbrella.

CLOSING RfMARKS

As evidenced by the results reported in this paper, there is such US interest in an
advanced theater airlifter. To date, we've defined the problem, established the key
needs, identified the key tradoffs, and have begun to analyze them. The STOL aircraft
represents the low risk approach. The propeller VSTOL in a variety of forus looks
promising in many respects, but such work yet rmains. With the austere defense budgets
predicted for the future, there is a great need for encouraging international
cooperation. The cargo handling initiative may be the beginning of what could lead to
an international aircraft development effort that could have broad implications for both
military and commercial transports of the future.

ALg•+
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DESIGN OF THE ADVANCED CARGO AIRCRAFT
THE U.S. ARMY'S NEXT GENERATION TRANSPORT ROTORCRAFT

AN OVERVIEW

by

Chris Jaran, Senior Design Analytical Engineer
Advanced Design and Business Development. Sikorsky Aircraft

Mail Stop 5322 A4, 6900 Main Street
Stratford, Connecticut 06601

AD-P006 242 States

Summary

•' A family of rotorcraft were defined to meet the projected requirements of the U.S. Army for combat airlift in the
year 2000 and beyond. A detailed definition of equipment and mission load inventories was developed, and a
knowledge-based simulation assessed the capability of various-size aircraft to transport these inventories in three

combat theaters: Europe, Southwest Asia, and Latin America. Payload capabilities of 18, 26, 30, and 39 thousand
lb (8,165, 11,793, 13,608, 17,690 kg) with 270 nm (500 kIn) radius of action at Army hot day ambients were identified
as potentially cost effective design points. A 9 X 9 ft (2.74 X 2.74 m) cabin cross section was required, with a cabin
length of 32 to 41 ft (9.75 to 12.5 m) depending on design payload. Single and tandem rotor helicopter solutions
were defined for each of the four design payloads. A tilt rotor solution was also examined. A single rotor
configuration with a design gross weight of 94,000 lb (42,637 kg), a rotor diameter of 122 ft (37.2 m), and three
engines served as a baseline for evaluation of the impact of various design criteria and system technology levels.

Analysis

The U. S. Army has identified a need to replace their existing medium lift cargo helicopters (CH-47s) with an

Advanced Cargo Aircraft (ACA) that will enhance present combat airlift capabilities with increased payload

capacity, increased range and survivability, and greater mission versatility, flexibility, and responsiveness. This

new aircraft, presently scheduled for initial operational capability (IOC) in 2015, will support the goals of the

Army of Excellence and will constitute an essential element of the Airland Battle Doctrine for the coming
century. It will be required to transport a wide variety of loads under the stressful conditions of combat

worldwide. The cornerstone of the ACA design must be its flexibility, versatility, and ease of handling a diversity

of combat multipliers. It must be designed to provide the Army's tactical link to the Air Force's strategic lift

capabilities, and to facilitate the timely transfer of necessary stores and supplies from the supply points down to

the combat user levels. An effective ACA will be one that provides the local Commander freedom to determine

what critical supplies are moved and where, based upon his on-tf.-spot assessment of user needs and the

criticality of his missions. The ACA must be an effective combat multiplier itself, enabling the Cormnander to

rapidly shift his assets in a way that brings about a positive and decisive ou'icome to the battle.

The Aviation Applied Technology Directorate (AATD) of the U. S. Army at Ft. Eustis, Virginia, contracted with

Sikorsky Aircraft to conduct a study of ACA design requirements. The approach taken to define the best ACA

design comprised three separate tasks: definition of airlif requirements, evaluation of a family of aircraft

designs in simulated combat operations, and identification of needed technology exploitation.

In the first task, an assessment was made of the combat and combat service support airlift movement needs.

This task included projection of the current vehicle and equ.pment inventory into the future operational time

frame, definition of scenarios for several potential conflict intensity levels, and prediction of the relative frequency

of movement nesds. A listing of load items anticinated for rotoreraft transport in a year 2015 time frame was

compiled from the inputs of 19 different U. S. Army organizations. Each load item was characterized by its

weight, dimensions, whether it can be carried externally, whether it is stackable internally, and what its typical

aircraft load and unload times are. Load items ranged from a 240-lb (109-kg) trooper to a 110,800-lb (50,258-kg) M-
88 recovery vehicle.

Drawing from the compiled equipment list, eight general categoriea of missions were developed to represent

future U.S. Army combat airlift requirements. Figure 1 provides examples of the selected missions, which
ranged from combat resatpply to the movement of outsied equipment. These missions were incorporated into

three roe tative theaters o operation; Europe, Southwest Asia, and Latin America, to create a total of 24
unique missons. Thea. theaters were selected bae on the likelihood of future U.S. Army involvement, and

provide a wide rag of ambient coditions (Europe 2000 ft, 70.F (610 m, 21*C), Latin America 3000 ft, 85*F (914 m,
29VC), Southwest Asia 4000 f, 96F (1219 n,350 C)). Detailed mission descriptions were then developed listing the

load items, mission profiles, expected level of threat, and reliti operational constraints. The load item list for
each mission incl4ded weight and dimensions as well as item qtity and a numerical ranking of item priority.
Load item priority was ranked from 1 (lowest) te 9 (highest) based on the item's ability to impact the outcome of the

battle or event. Mission flight profiles described mission leg lengths and headings and included features such as

assembly areas, pickup points, air control points, drop-off points, and refuel support areas. Mission geometries
were derived from actual geographical maps and included the impact of topographic features, existing airfields,
harbors, and transportation infrastructure. 91-08824
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The second task drew upon the results of Task I to create an expert sate simulation model which helped
determine cabin dimensions and payload capability which maimiz vehicle productivity. The assessment of
the performace of a large collectien of aircraft doe in the 24 mIssione required a new analysis tool to manage
the I number of varable and Combinations involved. A knowledge-baed simulation was developed by
software engineers at the United Tehnologis Research Center to model the rotorcraft cargo transportation task.
Key elements of the transport task include the packing of the aircraft (how to most efficiently load individual
items in a specified cabin size), flight routing, and fiel Danagement, Rules were developed by logistics experts
for each of these elements and were combined with the details of the 24 missions to create a realistic operational
simulation. Features included the trading of fuel for additiosal payload if mission legs permitted, and an
accounting of time and fuel spent in loiter awaiting availability of finito area landing zones. Detailed results are
provided on an individual and aggrsgated mi-sson basis, and include over 30 mission performance parameters
describing the utilization, effectivenesa, and efficiency of each vehicle size.

Three measures of effectiveness (MOE's) were selected to identify optimum sized aircraft, Ton-miles is a
traditional MOE often used in car transport analysis. Simply the product of tons of cargo and number of miles
traveled, this measure reveals nothing about the efficiency of the aircraft size in relation to the cargo items
carried. The larger the aircraft the better. Specific productivity is another widely used MOE that normalizes ton-
miles by dividing it by mission time and aircraft weight empty. Mission time reflects delivery speed, and weight
empty is analogous to vehicle cost Specific productivity therefore represents relative efficiency in delivering
cargo.

While measuring efficiency, however, specific productivity provides no indication of the vehicle's effectiveness in
carrying every load within a given mission. For example, analysis of the simulation output indicated that a
relatively small ACA, although very efficient, carried only 75% of the cargo items listed for a mission due to its
limited lift capability. A less efficient but larger ACA had a lower specific productivity, but delivered over 95% of
the mission cargo. A new MOE termed priority effectiveness was developed and used along with specific
productivity to identify both efficient and effective aircraft sizes. Priority effectiveness is the fraction of cargo
items delivered weighted by their relative priority. It is the ratio of actually delivered priority value to lthat
mission's available priority value. Thus, priority effectiveness penalizes a design that leaves uncarried loads
behind and rewards a design that delivers a large percentage of high priority loads.

As a final measure, priority effectiveness is combined with specific productivity to provide an overall MOE,
priority productivity, that captures the impact of both an efficiently sized aircraft and a mission effective
aircraft. Figure 2 compares the results obtained using specific productivity with the co'rresponding priority
productivity results. In this example an ACA with a 36,000-lb (16,329-kg) payload has a greater MOE value
than one with an 18,000-lb (8,165-kg) payload because of its increased effectiveness in the mission. A new
point of interest is also exposed at 30,000-lb (13.608-kg), as this size aircraft benefits from a jump in
effectiveness but not in efficiency. In general, the effectiveness fraction tends to bias the selection towards
the larger, more effective sizes. This bias decreases as payload capacity increases until either a priority
effectiveness fraction of 1.0 or the maximum value of efflctiveness possible for a particular cabin size is
obtained. Table 1 provides a summary of the selected measures of effectiveness.

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

Sp•cdfic Productivity r we'zht X miles carried
mission time X empty weight

Priority Effectiveness groritl value delivered

priority value possible

(where priority value = priority value X load item quantity)

Priority Productivity specific productivity
X priority effectiveness

One hundred and sixty combinations of payload capacity and cabin dimensions were evaluated in an initial
optimization process using the knowledge-based simulation. Four locally optimum payload capacities were
identified, and an optimum cabin cross section was selected. Simulation data were aggregated using" the
anticipated frequency of operation for each mission within a theater to create weighted average theater-level
results. All-theater results were then derived using a weighted average of the three theater-level results.

Cabin lenths fomn 24 to 52 ft (7.3 to 15.8 m) and payload capacities from 14,000 to 40,000 lb (6,350 to 18,144 kg) were
addressed in the initial run matrix. te 4000 ft, 96OF (1219 m, 35-C), 270 m (500 kin) radius of action payload
capacities ae used only as a common refemec; the payload capacities are greater at lees demanding ambient
conditions and mission distances. A coupling between payload capacity and cabin length was clearly seen at
about a 26,000-lb (11,793-kg) payload capacity. Beyond this, increasing payload capacity required an increased
"minimum cabin length to benefit from increased lift capability. Table 2 provides a listing of these payload
capacity selections and their corresponding cabin lengths.
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TABLE 2. FIlRST ITERATION SIZE SELECTIONS

Payload capacity
(4000 ft, 965*) Cabin Length

(lb) (kg) (fit) (m)
18,000 8,165 32 9.75
24,000 10,886 36 10.97
30,000 13,608 36 10M7
38,000 17,236 4D 12.19

For each of the initially selected aircraft sizes in Table 2, cabin width and height were varied to identify any
coupling relationships and to make preliminary selections. Using priority productivity, each size exhibited
optimum capability at a cabin height of 102 in. (259 cm). The loads driving the cabin height selection were
identified by the simulation to be a collection of wheeled vehicles including the HEMITT.

Similar data were compiled for cabin width. As was the case for height, each aircraft size was found to have the
same optimum cabin width, 96 in. (244 cm). The cargo items driving the width selection were identified to be
particular containers and pallets including the palletized loading system (PLS) fiatrack and 20-ft (6.1-m)
containers.

A cabin cross section was developed incorporating the selected dimensions. A military standard 6-in. (15-cm)
clearance was provided above the ,oad and between the side of the load and the cabin walls, making the resulting
internal dimension 9.0 ft by 9.0 ft (2.74 m by 2.74 m). This cross section was used in all suLsequent simulations
and design studies.

A second series of simulations was conducted to complete the design optimization, with more rigorous analysis of
locally optimum payload capacities and the corresponding optimum cabin lengths. Data were again collected on
a mission level and aggregated to theater-level results.

The European missions generally feature medium-length mission legs and a large spectrum of cargo item sizes,
with many items under 5,000 lb (2,268 kg) and many over 30,000 lb (13,608 kg). Trades of fuel for additional
payload can be in excess of 10,000 lb (4,536 kg). Vehicle specific productivity is typically driven by combinatiors. of
cargo loads of several items and not by individurl items. Aircraft payload capacity at the European ambients of
2000 ft, 701F (610 m, 219C) and the medium ranges is of the order of 150% of the reference 4000 ft, 95°F (1219 m,
35WC), 270 nm (500 kin) radius of action payload capacity. Given the large payload capacity, typical aircraft sizes
are volume-limited well before becoming lift-limited. Major peaks of performance were identified at 25,000-,
39,000-, and 50,000-1b (11,340-, 17,690-, and 22,680-kg) (4000 ft, 95°F) payload capacities with a minor local peak at
18,000 lb (8,165 kg).

The Southwest Asia missions feature very long mission legs with up to 270 nm (500 kin) radii of action. These
missions were also flown at the most stringent ambients, 4000 ft, 95OF (1219 m, 350 C). Rotorcraft airlift is seen as
playing a major role in this theater due to the lack of a reliable transportation infrastructure, the result being
large numbers of items of various types in the mission lists. Missions often require nine or more sorties of an
eight-aircraft company to deliver all cargo. Aircraft sizes that can carry a greater number of items per load
reduce the number of sorties required. The combination of long mission legs and high density altitude yield low
payload capacities, and aircraft are frequently liftlimited b•fcre becoming volume-limited. The mission ranges
required also discourage the use of external lift. Specifir productivity peaks and levels off at 44,000 lb (19,958 kg)
design payload, after which increasing aircraft weight empty reduces the specific productivity.

Latin America missions aft typically short to medium in length and are flown at an intermediate ambient
condition. The large variety of load items seen in the other theaters is reduced, such that individual cargo items
can have a substantial impact. External lifts are frequently used and internal fuel is often reduced as much as
50% of fuel capacity, or 7,000 to 8,000 lb (3,175 to 3,629 kg). Local peaks in specific productivity occumred at 17,000-,
30000-, 37,000-, and 46,000-lb (7,711-, 13,608-, 16,788-, and 20,866-kg) design payload. Each optimized payload
requirement is the result of a specific additional capability that occurs at that point. At 17,000 lb (7,711 kg) a
MILVAN becomes a viable load, at 30,000 lb (13,608 kg) the 20-ft (6.1-m) containers are transportable, at 37,000 lb
(16,7W2 kg) efficiency jumps as certain double payloads become possible, and at 46,000 lb (20,865 kg) the long 48-ft
(14.6-rn) cabin increases internal lift capacity.

Each theater was assigned a weighting fac*or incorporating probability of utilization and intensity of conflict.
Initial weighting at usage at 50% Lurope, 26% Southwest Asia, and 25% Latin America. Using these theater
weighting factors, individual theuter results were combined into the all-theaters result shown in Figure 3. With
these results *be final payload capacity selections were made. Peaks identify locally optimum payload capacities
at 18 ,000i 26,01k). 30,000, and 8U000 lb (8,165,11,793,13608, and 17,690 kg) at the 4000 ft., 9560 (1219 m, 36-C)
ambient enuditicm Payload "pamities beyond 42,000 lb (19,061 kg) were not considered due to the unrealistic
aircraft sizes that Yoult. Optimum cabin lengths were selected by varying cabin length for each selected payload
capacity, A 32-ft (9.76-m) cabin length was selected for the 18,000-1b (8,166-kg) payload capacity aircraft. Both the
26,000-lb (11,793-kg) anm 8,0,00-lb (13,'08-kg) solutions require a 35-ft (10.67-m) cabin, and a 41-ft (12.5-m) cabin
was matched to the 39,000-lb (17,690-kg) *,i.
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Once optimum cabin uAso and payload lift capability were determined by the simulation, several "families of
waigerei created to address conceptual desig:n madrtone. Table 3 summarizes the selected payload

cpcities and cabin dimensions for the fimily .1ACA designs. MAlo listed is priority effectiveness for each of the
selected sises. This val-Ae reprasenita the wegtdaverage across all missions and all theaters. The payload
capacity dictates the installed power and dynamics system sizing and the cabin dimensions dlefine the fuselage
geometry. Thiese data were used to eetablish more detailed design solutions at each aircraft size for the purpose of
down-selecting to a recommended ACA sime.

Detailed designs were created for single, tandem, and tilt rotor solutions. Several design criteria were prescribed
to ensur a level of commonality between the hur selected design points. A design mission with a 270 nm (500
kin) radius of jaction at 4000 ft 96F (1219 m., 3500 was used. Figuro 4 shown the design mission profile. Aircraft
equipment requirements were provided by the Army or were established in communications with military
personnel familiar with cargo aircaeft operations. Key ACA operational and systems requirements include
health monitoring and two-level maintenence capability, all-weather-day/aight operations, extensive
survivability and self-defense suites, aad advanced load handling equipment.

TABLE 3. ACA SELECE SIZES - SECOND ITERATION

Payload at Cabin Cabin Cabin Priority Based
4000 i% 96-F Length Width Height Mission

(lb/kg) (ft/rn) (ft/rn) (ft/rn) Effectiveness

18,000(8,165) 32(9.75) 9(2.74) 9(2.74) 76%
28,000(11,793) 35(10.67) 9(2.74) 9(2.74) 84%
30,000 (13,60) 36(10.67) 9(2.74) 9(2.74) 89%
39,000 (17,"6) 41 (12M) 9(2.74) 9(2.74) 93%

A maximum main rotor disk loading of 10 paf (478.8 nt/sq mn) was mandated to permit unrestricted operations by
ground personnel in the rotor downwnah. A 1.75g normal load factor capability at 150 kta (278 kph) was provided.
The fuselage end landing gear were designed to stringent UH-60 levels of crashworthiness.

Aerodynamic and weights technology levels were representative of 1990 state-of-the-art design. Extensive use was
made of composite itructure in bohthe fueage and dynamic system. Drive system tecbnology levels were
derived from design efforts in a NASA-sponsored Advanced Rotorcraft Technology (ART) transmission program.
A survey of current and future engine technology programs resulted in the selection of 6000 ship (4474 kw) class
turbosheft engines.

Figure 5 shows the profile view of the ACA single rotor family of designs. The Lockheed C-130 transport and the
CH-63E arc shown for scale. Single rotor design solutions have gross weights ranging from 75,500 lb (34,246 kg)
for the 18,000-lb (8,166-kg) payload, sine, to 126,600 lb (57,424 kg) for the 39,000-lb (17,690-kg) payload size. The two
smnal'or designs use three 6000 slip (4474 kw) class engines while the larger designs use four. The 18,000- and
30,000-lb (8,166- and 13,608-kg) payload aircraft have disk loadings of 10 pef (478.8 nt/sq in), whereas the other
designs required a reduction in disk loading to match hover power required with power installed. All designs
employ a canited tail rotor which provides from 2,000 to 3,000 lb (907 to 1,361 kg) of vertical lift.

Tandem rotor design solutions were developed using identical design criteria as for the single rotor designs to the
extent possible. Configuration commionality was maintained between families of designs by using the same
Cockpit, cabin section (where Possible), and systems. All tandem rotor designs utilized four-bladad rotors, a 30%
rotor overlap-to-diameter ratio, and a 0.15 gep-to-stagger ratio. Figure 6 depicts the resultant family of tandem
rotor helicopter designs. The result of getest interest when comparing single and tandem rotor designs was
the similarity *in gross weights at each design point. The tandem rotor designs typically have slightly lower
weight empt which is balanced by increased fuel requirements. Simulation-selected sizes based on single rotor
trending shud therefore be generally applicable to tandem rotor designs as well. As in the single rotor designs,
the two larger tanidenis use fou engines and the 26,000- and 39,000-lb (11,793- and 17,690-kg) payload sizes require
reduced disk loadings to match powers.

A tilt rotor design provided gains in mission productivity whore internal loading end long mission legs permitted
it to take advantage of higher speed capability, but its significantly higher weight, installed power. and disk
loading make it an unattractive ACA solution.

Tak~eoff gesweight capability for the mission simulation was based on hover out of ground effect at 96%
intemedaterated power (IRP) with a 200 lipm (1.0 mpa) vertical rate of climb at the appropriate ambient

cnion.The mission performance benefits of using takeoff techniques other than a standard hover were
assessed by calculating payload capabilities fbi, a variety of takeoff procedures. Techniques included rolling
takeoffs a hmvr takeff using a higher short-term enigine rating, and twin lift using two aircraft to lift a single
vey heavy extrnal load. Individual takeoff techniques were matched to particular missions based on their
suitablty. For example, rolling takeoff were used only with internal loads and where a runway was %vailable,
and twin lift was not used in high threat environments.
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Figure 7 shows the impact of the use of alternate lift techniques on the overall priority effectiveness of the four
sizes of aircraft. Using alternate lift the 39,00-lb (17,600-kg) pyload size becomes l00q effective, being able to lift
every item in every mission load lhst, including the the 110,800-lb (50,258-kg) M-M recovery vehicle, which is twin-
lifted in Europe. The 30,000-lb (13,608-kg) payload aircraft becomes over 99% effectiva, leaving only four loads
behind. The greatest gains in effectiveness are realised at the 26,000-lb (11,793-kg) size, wherm effectivenes jumps
from 84% to 98.5%. The smallest size shows substantial gains as wall. The use of an aircraft size which is well
matched for all but a few loads but can then transport those loads using special mission tactics, is seen as a
substantial cost saving opportunity.

Selection of a recommended solution from the Amily of ACA designs involved evaluation of technical risk,
procurement end lil h-qee ests, and mission effectivenese. Given the high mission effectiveness achievable with
the 26,000-lb (11,793-kg) payload aircraft using suitable alternate lift techniques, it was concluded that this
aircraft provided the most attractive solution.

The study resulted in the following con&Wonsow

1. Eighty-five percent of the individual loads requiring airlift in support of U.S. Army intra-theater combat
weigh less than 50,000 lb (22,680 kg). Whe fne ncy of need is considered, 90% of required mission loads
weigh lem than 30,000 lb (13,608 kg), The loaded PL flatrsc in the 30,000-lb weight class, is a key driver
of aircraft payload and cabin volume requirements.

2. A cost-effective aircraft sies orresponds to the capability to take off vertically with 26,000 Ib (11,793 kg) of
payload, plus fuel fkr 270 am (500 kin) radius ot action, at 4000 ft, 95* F (1219 m, 35*C). At sea level standard
day and short ranges, lift capability is in soms of 50,000 Ib (22.,80 k;).

3. When rolling takeoff, use of a higher engine rating for takeoff, or twin lift (two aircraft acting together to lift
a single load) is operationally viable, the already small number of non-liftable mission loads is reduced
significantly.

4. The aircraft cabin should have an internal cross section of at least
9 x 9 ft (2.74 x 2.74 in), and an unobstructed length of at least 35 ft (10.67 in).

5. A helicopter meeting the above requirements with 1990 advanced level technology would have a design
gross weight on the order of 94,000 Ib (42,637 kg), and require three engines in the 6,000 hp (4,474 kw) class.

6. Single rotor and tandem rotor helicopter solution provide about the same mission productivity for about
the same weight and cost. Other attributes would have to be considered to discriminate between them.

7. The modest improvement in overall productivity that is potentially achievable with a tilt rotor would not
appear to justify the higher weight, greater installed power, and harsher downwash environment.

8. A three-engine helicopter solution provides the most efficient match of total and engine-out power
requirements. A larger engine should be considered for aircraft sizes requiring more than three 6000 shp
(4474 kw) class engines.

9. Technology beyond what is currently in production is needed to produce an ACA with reasonable weight
and cost. Without this technology, aircraft weight would increase on the order of 17%, or 16,000 lb (7,257
kg). The key areas where technology advances need to be concentrated are composites, transmissions,
rotors, and engines.

10. Judicious application of technology that is advanced beyond the levels assumed, and selective tailoring of
design criteria, should make it possible to reduce the weight of the aircraft by approximately 8,000 lb (3,029
kg). The key technology is advanced composites for the airframe and rotors. The key design criteria is the
engine power rating assumed to be available for takeef
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GP.UERA CONFAGURATON ASPECI ON AIRUVFER DESIGN

by

J.L.L1e DIme, Advanced Deiv* DfT
JIilemee, Advanced Design DVI'T AD-POO6 243 J-nPrommD~

ProjectsDivisonC.AS.A

10 111 1111Avenida John Lemon, S/A

-~Thin paper trie to briefly sumarlae the main montraine which must be covered during
the prefeeeibilitY phame in the airlif ter dasipe, hamad on the actual background of the
Advanced osiPe hMP*Vtm~t of CAM&

Looking at the recent aviation history we can am that in the period before the IM V V
there was not any aircraft that could be considered to he designed uneder military trane-
port criteria, certainly caused by the absence of the need of an airlifter slates in the
Airforces at that time, and the clear domain of the civil airlines requirements.

The TX N N brou~bt the necessity of reel mialitary traaeprt aircraft that could be able
not only to carry troops and paratroops buat alse loads and vehicles clame to the first
Lime of combet. Thin emcessity developed in three dixeotiom,

LI Specific transort gliders like the Airspeed Sores. General Aircraft samiloer, Goatha
326 %ACD 00 t&6

2.- Conversion of civil airlines or even bombers into transports Douglas DC-3 IC-47PM3
Cuartis C-47. Lockheed 0-496 04-7h. 313-U Avro York, etc. ~

V. specific designs for military transort aircrafto ARAMO 232. me 323, C-119 Packet,

et---

Fram this period momn ideas caer that are atil in use today like the forward or rearward
ramp door to easy the Ioed and unload of the crf 323, General Aircraft amilcar)
or the multiple wheeled leanding ge eer -Zad 232 "'.4 /~4

It wa really in the 1Pm, and led by the experiance of the Korean counit, whet' the

airlift group. of the Airforces become asimportant &A they are today~thet the design for
specif ic military transprt aircraft started everywhere, in an endeavor to meet typical
requi~rements for thin type of aircrafits Short field length capebility, eeay onload and
offload load dropping capability. unpaved and unprepared runways. capability. godload
capacity Ui -eight and volumsalow maintenance, etc c-130 Hercules. C-160 Transell,

Nowadays, a "Inew* factor hae arisen with enormous importance, IM Itself it in not
really now. The aircraft designers of the foregoing decades have had in their minds mo
kind of coet smalleim the really nwitema is the methodology and the computer toola that
cam allow us today to foilow an exhaustive coo anatlysis and to compare a great number of
possible configuration solutions to metisface the requiremente.

I' PA Amirwu~timm "a N iM was founded in IM. vhe first design effort on
transprt aircraft oam from the fourtiee wheni the designadc the 0-20 and 0-202 and led
into the delmntand production of the C-307 QABOS which wan in service with the
Spanish Mir roams in the mixtiem.

918 23 0091-82 [NIIEflhII
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The requirement analysis proces are sumariaed on figure 1.

3. RnsMnIM vý ALTUMA,,V nomTA, rs

During the requirements analysis process several alternative configurations must be de-

signed and evaluated by the Project Offices, prior to concentrating all their effort on

the most promising onesL

At the end of the analysis, two or three alternative configurations may cover the

requirementi. To select the optimum one implies a methodology which will be presented

later on this paper.

To ilustrate these items, some real examples will be presented.

QMs Co212

In 1964, CASA Projects Office started the firaL studies to design a new aircraft based on

Spanish Air Force specifications

In summary, the main requirements were to design a multi-purpoes transport aircraft able

to replace the old JU-52 with capacity for small military vehicles and able to operate

from unprepared short fieldsL

The main specifications to be full-filled by the C-212, are summarised in figure 2.

During a period of time of four years several configurations were evaluated, being finally

selected two alternative configurations.

The main common characteristics of both configurations were : aircraft with high wing.

monoplane and double-slotted flaps, unprimouried fuselage of *almost squarew co

section and large access rear door, two turboprops fixed tricycle landing gear and

windscreen offering good visibility.

The first design was an airvraft configuration with straight wing and struts to support

it. A three view drawing in shown in figure 3.

The finally selection was a configuration with a cantilever wing and a medium-high

thickenees profile.

The optimum configuration is shown in figure 4 and in figure 5 is presented the actual

configuration of the CAA C-212/8-30%0

It is important to mention the operative weights evolution on this aircraft. The WTOW of

the prototype was 6000 Kg and the preset specification shows a N"'O of 7700 Xg for the

C-212/series 300 which repreast. an inormment of 28 % on operative weights based on

re-engine progra-
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Landing Distance (MLW) 700 a

The CN-235 ham been selected by Air Forces of three NATO countries Spain, France, Turkel

and it is now in selection process by USAF.

The aircraft has been also mold to several Air Forces all over the worlds Saudi Arabia,

Boetwana, Indonesia, Marocco, Brunei, Chile, Ecuador, Panama.

FUROFLAG

An European industrial consortium was created in 1989 by the companies AERITALIA

ataly), AZ.OSPATIALE (France), British Aerospace (United Kingdom), CASA (Spain) and HBB

(West GermanyPn order to design tnd develop a new aircraft to replace the C-130 Hercules

and C-160 Transall aircraft.

The Independent European Programme Group CEEPG) issued the draft of OST for "Future Large

Aircraft* (FLA) in April 198. This O1ST included the basic requirement from the

Ministries of Defense of Belgium, France, West Germany, Italy, Spain, United Kindom and

Turkey for a new generation tactical transport able to be converted to a tanker variant.

The main specification can be summariaed as being a Tactical Transport Aircraft in the

range of 20-25 Tonnes of military pay-load with long range capability in the order of

2000-2500 nm.

On this AGARD panel there are other specific papers presenting in more detail the actual

statua of the programme, anyway, just to give some examples, in figures 1415 and 16 are

shown alternative configurationa of EROOIAG with different powerplants and cabin di-

mensions.

4. CONFIURATION

As it is mentioned before, during the requirements analysis process trade-off studies must

be performed in order to obtain a clear idea of the influence that some key parameters

have over the complete aircraft configuration. The identification of the critical

parameters and the evaluation of advantages or penalties to be paid for covering one or

another requirement is esntial to design the optimum feasible solution from both

technical and economical point of view.

Them trade off studies must cover a lot of configuration aspects, besides of mission and

performance data; however, for an airlifter design, there are some which have a tremendous

influence upon the overall configuration.

Thes configuration aspect are presented as follow*

- MUtary Loed to be tranqorte&

The idemtification of all the types of loads to be carried by the new design is the

first stop to be oovered by the designer in conjunction with the Military authorities.

It in essential to determine, not only the mass and geometrical data of each load, but

also the priority by which it is to be transported, the number and distribution inside
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the f•uslage cabin. This analysis allows critical loads, and also the critical points
on loading operations, to be identified.

- -oel Langth and Crown smatis

After the selection of the critical loads, it is nsooesary to evaluate the effect on
dcabin design.

A trade off study between the percentage of Military loads able to be transported, And

the implications in weight and fual oonsumption of the configuration, must be carried

out to determine the optimum one, and to identify the loads which cannot be transported

without a big penalty on the overall configuration.

To present some figures of merit, for example, for a medium-large military transport

design the effect of increasing 10 % in fuselage width implies an increment of 7-9 %

in fuselage weight and around 3-5 % in total groem weight. Or, 10 % increase in

fuselage length will imply an increment of 10-12 % in fuselage weight, and around 3-5 %

in total groms weight.

- din System:

Based on the previously mentioned items and on the operational requirements for the

aircraft, an amaement of the loading system must be done. This includen the to design

and analises of the rear ramp and ventral door, including the procems of loading

vehicles in order to determine the minimum clearances between the military loads and

the aircraft structure.

It must be also considered in this study the implications and benefits to be obtained if

a variable oleo extension is included in the loading operations.

As a conclusion of this analysis, the percentage of military loads versus ramp angle and

sill height, will be determined.

Depending of the operational requirements, an the particular, the loading times, it may

be neccemary to analizes the advantages and disadvantages of implementing a front

loading system. This study must be focused on determining the penalty in weight and

subsystem complexity to be paid in order to reduction on loading times.

Separate comments must be made, when considering the design of solutions incorporating

a double vertical tail, in order to increase the space in the rear fuselage xone for the

loading operations. This method was used, in the past, on the Packet and Noratlan

designs for example, however, nowadays the weight penalty to be paid and the drag

increase normally drives to design a single vertical tail.

-Wing Design:

One of the mot important requirements for military airlifters is operation on short

fields.

This requirement implies the design of a wing with sophisticated highlift devices. The

determination of the efficiency of theme highlift devices in order to fulfill the

performances requirments versus weight and complexity needs to be done very careful

job, to be able to assure that the wing design is in accordse with the real needs of

aircraft operations, taking into account that an overdimension of wing area of around 5

% implies an increvmnt in wing weight of 10 .
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-Number and Type of enoginhma

The speed range required for the aircraft drives the type of powerplant to be

incorporated on the configuration. For airlifter with a speed requirement up to N = 0,6
the optimum solution is normally to install turboprop engines

When the s is in the range of M - 0, - 0.67 the new single rotating prop-fens

| ~pr~e.t the best .performance, although the propeller affinisncy could be the main

S~problem to be analinsd.

in the range speed of N n 00-0,77 the counter rotatory prop-fon must be smriualy

considered an the selected powerplant even taking into account the technological risk
that the development of this type of engine carries. In this range of speed, at least

on the higher margin, the utilisation of turbofan powerplant is also posevile, however,

for the same design mission the reduction on gross weight between counter rot.Ftory
prop-fan an turbofan configuration can be evaluated in 6 - 8 % for a medium-large

airlifter.

For speed range greater than M = 0,77 the best suited powerplant will be turbofan

engines.

The next configuration aspect to be considered in the number of engines. it is driven

by the availability of engines in the power range required, and by the reliability

requirement imposed on subsystems associated with the engine and on the complete

aircraft. This subject must be asased in depth since the difference in gross weight

from a configuration with two engines compared with four engines, with similar total

thrust, can be in the order of 9 -11%.

There are several other parameters to be considered during the trade-off studies before

fixing the final requirements, in particular mission parameters, field and flight

performances, and secondary roles to be covered by the new design. These have not been

considered in this paper to emphasize the configuration parameters.

5. (MGmRATIONS COMPARISON ITFBOOGX

During the Feasibility Phame for any new program, the normal procedure at present in to

study and analyze several different configurations, designed according to the established

requirements.

This mans that there must be adequate tools to allow comparision of all these

configurations in order to check which of them better acomplixhes the required mission*.

Several parameters could be used to do this comparison but in the case of military

transporta, probably the two most important characteristics are the resu'ting Cost and
Effectiveness for each of the configurations under study, for the missions for which they

are designed.

The assessment of Life Cycle Cost versus Misaion Effectivenes will provide the

information necssary to diacriminate between the several candidate configurations

allowing studies in the following phas to be concentrated only on the most promising

one.

L
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Attention Will be focused from now, in this chapter, mainly on Maniion- 3fiectivenue

Analysis, due to the fact that cost analysis masme already to be better understand and it

has elsi been the main subject of a past KS Symposiu.

Talking about rmilitary tremuporta tw eooljfley difftirent utilisations can normally be

expecte& peacetime and wartime.

Altnough aircraft and flit aising will normally be driven by wartime requirements, it is

clear that peacetims operations will coupon a high percentage of the total aircraft

utilisation time, so this need also to be carefully analysed in order to compare the dif-

ferent configurations studied. Operational effectiveness . in both oases (peace and

wartime) must be cons•lered.

The configuration comparison process, could then follow the following st-epst

a) Clearly, the first thing to do is to identify and define the missions to be used as

bames for the study. The number of such missions must be enough to cover all the

relevant aspects of the intended operations.

b) Another factor which clearly need to be carefully studied in order to get an adequate

Mission Effectiveness analysis, in the definition of the expected threats during the

operations of the aircraft. It means that for each mission, the definition of the

scenarios in which the a/c have to operate must be started, with as accurate in-

formation as possible about dist.ribution and number of threets, their general

•iharacteriicsm etc.

This information, used for the vulnerability/ survivability analysis, will be

transformed into expected survivability figures and kill rates for every of the

configurations studied, that affecting the final number for fleet sizing required to

aocwu.qish the missions, with each of the a/c.

cW After that, a careful selection must be made, of the parameters which are going to be

used as a measurement of aircraft effectiveness.

At the early stages of a program the results obtained for the Mission Effectiveness

Parameters will normally allow the identification of the configuration design

parameters which influence to a high degree the final result. Trade offs in theme

parameters will permit the &election of the best values for the final reference

configurations.

d) In the end, and a result of the different factors considered previously, it will be

possible then to

- Discriminate between the several configurations studied in a quantitative way,

helping in the selection procs in objective form

- Identify the changes in the configuration design parameters which may produce an

improvent in the overall effectiveness of the aircraft, in order to evaluate if

it is worth or not to change them.

- Make a preliminary assesment of the overall fleet size required to perform the

intended minions in the threat scenario environment expected for the aircraft,

which is in the end, one of the most important results which can be produced at
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the early stages Of A Pfogram.

All of this however, must be done with tools suited to the preliminary phamses of the

prooram which mans that they must be fast enough to unable se, -ral different
configurationa be analysed in short time. It Means& Clearly, that the result a obtained
will be normally approximated an absolute values, but they still can bec,nF~idered an

fully valid for Comparison purposee, which ise the aim of the preliminary phases.

A block diagram summarising this proese is shown in figure 17.

6. numvAnDW 0

The history end actwua pcIs followed at CASA for the analysis of the requirements and

select-ion of the wacnt suitable configuration for a new Miitary Airlifter System have been

presented

The importance of an adequate initial choice of some parameters such as fuselage

cromr-sction and length, wing area and geometry related to load and unload operations

has been emphasixed.

Peace time and war time operations must be taken into account to get a realistic view of

esential factors such as fleet suze a"d life-cycle cost for the transport system.

Finally the availability of suitable powerplants in an important factor to fix the final

specifications of a Military Airlif ter SysteiL

/N
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ENSWEIIRS TIRES PMt LA FRAICE K SES D2KIDWNC ES 0AT1UIMELL RECENI

LECOLONEL BEVLLARD, sous-cmE KMSnuTRANSPPRT ARIEN MILITAIRK

* B.A. 107 - 78129 VELIZY-VILLACOUDLAY-AIR

VEST PARCE W5E L'HISTOIRI LNUR DICTIE WUE LIS ARMEES De LA FRANCE
ONT Pu ACQUERIR, DANS UN PASSt RiCENT, DES EXPERIENCES OPERATIONNELLES
RICHES D'INSEIGNENENTS CAR TIREdS DE THEATRES AUSSI DIVERS GUE L'INDOCHINE,
L'ALGERIE OU Li TcmgAD.

AiNSI PURENT ELAMORS LES COCPSD'EIWoLO D IUNE AVIATION DE
TRANSPORT MILITAIRE, EUX-MWJS AYANT DONN WAISSANCE AUX CRITkRES
INDISPEN4SAULES X~ RETENIR QUANT k LA CONCEPTION DE FLOTTES ET D'AYIONS
PUTURS.

EN EFFET, AU FIL DES NECESSITES DUNE GUIERRE TOUJOURS NOUVELLE,
DE NOHUEEUX VMNS D'ACTIaNS FURENT DIEVELOPPS : DES OPfRATIONS AEROPORTEES
AUX EVACUATIONS SANITAIRES, DES PORTS AfRIENS AUX MISSIONS PLUS
PARTICULIERES, S'IL NE FALLAIT RETENIR QU' UN SEUL CRITkRE CE SERAIT SANS
CONTESTE CELUI DE LA SOUTE

LE COHANDEMENT DU TRANSPORT AiRIEN MILITAIRE (CO.T.AJ'1.) ET AVEC
LUI L'ARNE DE L'AIR FRAN9AISE ONT ORIENTf EN CONSEQUENCE LEUR REFLEXION
VERS LE FUTUR ET RETENU, A L'HmhiflU 2003, QUELGUES VERSIONS6 POSSIBLES
D #UN CARGO TACTIQUE POLYVALENT LARGE D &AU INONS IM ET HAUT DE 3,55M,
C 0EST-)A-DIRE DE TAILLE ANALOGUE XL CELLE D'uN FINIA OU DuN EUROFLA.

VEST DIRE QUE CET AVION SERA UN AVEON NUUVEAIJ : IL NE SAURAIT
9TRE NII UN C160 QUADRIMOTEUR NI UN C130-J NAIS DEYRA ETRE Li FRUIT DUVNE
COOPERATION EUROPdENNE POUR LE MOINS, ANtRICANOEUROPEENNE POUR LI MIEUX.

0. PRENMLE

LA FmANCE. DANS SON PASSE RECENT DE L'APRtS SECOND! GUERRE NONDIALE, A ENGA6E
ET ENGAGE ENCORE DE MULTIPLES OPERATIONS LOIN DE SES FRONTIRRES. IL FAUT VOIR LX UNE
CONSOU4ENCE DIRECT! DE SON HISTOIRE QUK, AU-DELX DE LA DdCOLONISATION, A SU LUI CREER
DES LIEM MAS AUbSSI LWI IPOSER DES DIWIRls

PARTIE DE SON OUJTIL MILITAIRE S'EST FORGEE EN CONSEQUNCE ET C'EST AU TRAVERS
DES EXPdRIENCES OPERATIONNELLES RiCENTES QU 'IL PAUT ESSAYER DE TIRER LES ENSEIGNEMENTS
NiCESSAIRES EN MATIMRE DE CONCEPTION D'AVIONS DE TRANSPORT MILITAIRE.I ~ CETTE REPLEXION SERA PENEE EN TROIS TEMPS:

1. HIME : L'INDOCINE ET LALAERIE W9I - 1962

2. ALIJOURD'NUI i L'APRiam EiT LE TCHAD 1969 -1990

3. Dms4iN : L AVION DR TRANSPORT FUTUR 2003



1. NIB tL'IOWNE ET L'I.URIE 1W - 1962

LES VIRITANLIS IOEUTS Ki L'AVIATI@N DE TRANSPORT NILITAIRE EN TART WUE MODE
D'ACTION NiCESSAIRE AUX FORCES AWIES FUMMINASS REMONTENT X LA GUERER D'INDOCHINE,
C'EST-1-DINE 1947.

IL EST VRAI CEPENDANT WEI L'ORISINE PROPRIMENT DITE DU TRANSPORT AfRIEN MILITAIRE
DATE PLU7OT DE 1945 ALonS ant LA FRANCE SI VOYAIT CONPRONTfE AU DfLICAT PROSLkNE DU
RAPATRIEMENT DE SES DEPORtTES ET PRISONNIERS DE GUERER. IL S'AGISSAIT LA DE FAIRE FACE
A UNE SITUATION D'AUTANT PLUS DIFFICILE QU'AUCUM MOYER CON9U ET ORGANIDE A CETTI FIN
NE SE TROUVAIT ALORS DISPoNtILE. TOUJOwts 1ST-IL WUI LI RASSEMBLEMENT DES APPAREILS
LES PLUS NETCROCLITES DU MOMENT, COMME LES ANCIENS DOMSARDIERS RECONVERTIS VAILLE QUE
VAILLE, DONNA LE JOUR AU GROUPSIIENT DES YMOVNS NILITAIRES DE TRANSPORT AERIEN
(6.R.N.T.A.) ANCfTRE DE L'ACTUEL COMMANDEMENT DU TRANSPORT AIRIER MILITAIRE PLUS CONNU
SOUS L'ACRONYME DE CO.T.A.M..

CET ASPECT DES CHOSE$ M(RITAIT DI~TRE fVOOIJ( AVANT W'EN REVENIR A L'INDOCHINE.
IL A EN EFFET LE MtRITE D'ITRE HISTORIQUE IT DE NETTRE EN fVIDENCE UN TYPE DE MISSION
GuIl AUJOURD'HUI, TEND A PRENDRE DE PLUS EN PLUS D' IMPORTANCE . LES MISSIONS
HUMANITAIRES.

ALORS, L'INDOCHINE I LA FRANCE Y MENA UNE GUERRE LONGUE DE SEPT ANNEES, GUERRE
ADOMINANTE TERRESTRE MAIS GUI RMVLA, CHAQUE JOUR DAVANTAGE AU FI ~LI~U CONFLT, LA

NfCESSITE IMP(RIEUSE DES ACTIONS INTERARMfES. IL 5*Y EST AmI D'EXfCUTýR DES OPAARA.Io~s
AfROPORTdES, RAVITAILLEMENTS PAR AIR, POETS AfRIENS, fVACUATIOP~S SANI~IIRES,.
BOMBARDEMENTS, TRANSPORTS LOGISTIGUES, OU DE V..P..

POUR CE FAIRE LE 6A.H..T.A. NE DISPOSAIT WUE DE JA 52, A CE POINT PEU NOMBPEUX
GUE DES RENFORTS A~fRICAINS CONSTITUIEs D UNE CENTAINE DE C47? IT D'UNE VINSTAINE DE
C119 PACKETT FURENT NiCESSAIRES : DEJA L'INSUFFISJANCE DES MOYENS NATIONAUX SE FAISAIT
CRUELLEMENT SENTIR I RALGRf TOUT, CELA NIEMPfCNA PAS DE DiVELOPPIR DES MOWES D'ACTION
ADAPTiS AUX OPfRATIONS A RiALISER COMME LE FURENT LES PARACHUTAGES AU-DESSUS DES POSTES

1501g5 SANS LESQUELS ILS NE POUVAKENT SURVIVRE,

ALOES VgRITABLENENT LES CONCEPTS D'EMPLOK DE L'AVIATION DE TRANSPORT MILITAIRE
VIRENT LE Jam~. C'fTAIT TOUTEFOIS TROP TARIQ POUR CHERCHIR A LES VALIDER SUR CE GUI
DEVIENDRAIT LE FUTUR CHEVAI. DE DATAILLI, LE N2501 NORATLAS LIVRO AUX UNITfS
OPtRATIONNELLES QUELGUES MOII SEULENENT APAS LA FIN DES OPdRATIONS DE CE THdATRE
ASIATIWE*I

TOUJOURS EST-IL GWE DE CII CONCEPTS FURENT TINES DIES CRITIRES HiCESSAIRIS A
LA CONCEPTION D 'AVIONS FUTURS ET INT96RALEMENT RETENUS POUR LA DIFINITION DU CARGO
POLYVALENT ACTUIEL - LE C160 TRANsALL. CII CH4OIX FURENT JUDICIEUX COMME LI COMP IRMA
L'UN4AUNENT SUIVANT I L'ALdnERIE

1L2. L'hL*ixu : 195M - 1962

AuTAJIT L'IIUOCHINI EST ASSOICUi A L'EMPLOI vu AJ 52 (RENFORCf DES C471
NdRICAINS), AUTANT L'ALIERIE REST! LI THEATRE NORD-APRICAIN D'INrENSE UTILISATION

AvIC CET AVION, lTll LES M=ES D'ACTIOU DEVELOPPiS A L'OCCASION DU CONFLITPRECEDENT FPlmT EXPLOIT9S DIEN GUI SUR UN THOMTR PROPONDENENT DIFFiRNT. BIEN PLUS,



N1 NOUVEAUX VIRENT LI JOUR TANT IL EST VRAI QUE, LA NATURE DES OPiRATIONS IVOLUANT,
L 0 PSAGEMENT AIRIIN PRIT DE PLUS EN PLUS D 'IMPORTANCE AVEC L'APPARITION D'APPUIhFEU
RAPPROCHE NON SAN CON~gQQP.Wc SUR LES MISSIONS. IL SIEST ALORS AS! DE POSTIS DE
COMNANDEMENT VOLANT, RECHERCHE DE RINSE IGNEMENTS, 9CLAIRAGE DE CHAMP DE SATAILLE IT
HiLIPORTAGES D'ASSAUT.

LES INSEIGNMEMNTS QUI S 'IN DfGASkREMT POUR LI TRANSPORT AdRIEN MILITAIRE FURENT
DE DEUX ORDRES

Au PLA DES TECHNIQUES NISIS IN OIEUVRI, IL EST APPARU QU'ELLES PURENT ADAPTfES
IT EFFICACES IN REGARD DES BUTS RECHIRCHiS. ELLES PERMIRENT DO#4C DE VALIDER LES CRIAtRES
RETINUS EN INDOCHINE 06I PURENT D9VELOPPfS NOS CONCEPTS D'IMPLOI.

EN IFFIT, QU'EST-CE CUEl LI SYSiTMI V'ANNES D'UN AVION DE TRANSPORT MILITAIRE,
SI CE N 1p ST IA SOUTE ? CILLI-CI DOlT PERMETTRE DES '

- CHARUENENTS IT DECHARUIIENTS RAIDES IMPLIQUANT DES ACCkb AVIONS PARFAITEIENT zIteAefS.

- MAT&RIELS ADAPTES k CES CHARGEMENTS COIWME LI SONT PAR IXEMPLE DES RAMPES D'ACCkS.

- EMBARQUENENTS DE TOUT TYPE DE FRET,

- TRANSPORTS DE PASSDAERS ASSIS OU COIC:HiS.

- PARACHUTAGIS DE PERSONNELS COI4ME DE MATORIELS.

- POSIES DE COISVJIIEMENT VOLANT DOTfS DE MOVINS DE TRANSMISSIONS NiCESSAIRES ET ADAPT~fS

k LA MISSION INTERARMfIS.

- VOLS LE PLUS BAS EiT LI PLUS PRdCIS POSSIBLE, DONC DE BfNgFICIER D'UN MAXIMUM DE
VISIBILITt DAMS LI COCKPIT IT DE NOYENS DE NAVIGATION ADAPT9S.

- UTILISATIONS DE TOUTES LES SURFACES POSSIDLES POUR LI DfCOLLAGE IT L'ATTERRISSAGE,

DONC D'ITRE SUFFISAMMENT RUISTISE. RdSISTANT IT AUTOUCHI.

Au PILAN DE L'ORSANISATION ENSUITE J IL APPARUT INDISPENSABLE DE DkCIDER, k
L'ISSUE DE CITTE GUERRE, LI REGROUPEMENT DES MOYENS LOURDS ET DES HhLICOPTARES AU SEIN
D 11UN SEUL NAIU3 COMMAISDEMENT, LI CO.T.A.M. ACTUIL.

CECI WEST PAS SAMS INFLUENCE SUR L'AMiLIORATION DES AiRONEFS D'AUJOURD' UI
IT LA DiFINITION DE CIUX DEI DEMAIN DkS LORS QU'UNE MEILLEURE COHiRENCE EST ASSURfE.
CVEST IN EFFET AU SEIMN D'UN MNIE ETATMA.JOR GUI PEUVENT CTRE 9TUDItES LES DONNIIES
TACTIGUES IT STRATtGIQUES PERMETTANT UNE APPRocHE rLODALE IT EXHAUSTIVE DU PRO9LtME
A3OITISSANT A LA OfFINITION D'AVIOUS LES MIEUX CON9US POSSIBLES IN REGARD DES MISSIONS

AACCOMPLIR,

IL FAUT AINSI TENIR C0OMPTE DES

* ACTEURS tVOLUTIF8 GUE LCON POURRAIT CLASSER IN DEUX CATI!GORIES

-LES FACTEURS EXTEROES TOUT D'ADORD, REPR9SENTiS PAR DIFFORENTES MENACES.

Au PLAN DiGITRATfGISUE ELLIS EXIGENT DES FORCES ARWES FRANVAISES UNE BONNE

CAPACIT9 DE DISPERSION CE GUI IMPLIQUE D'IQUIPER LI TRANSPORT AfRIEN MILITAIRE DE
NONDREUX CARGOS MOYENI PORTEURS DE PRWPRINCE k DE GROS PORTEURS IN QUANTIT9 RfDUITE.
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Aui PLAN TECHNIUJE ENSUITE, ELLES CONDITIONNENT LES CAPACIT11S D'UN AVION A
SURYIVRE DAN$ UN ENVIRONNEMENT PART ICULI EREMENT HOSTILE, D ObI LA MISE AU POINT
D'11QUIPEMENTS PARTICULIERS AUTORISANT UNE T~kS BONNE NANOEUVRABILITt EN YOUThS

CIRCONSTANCES ET EN TOUTE SfCURITi.

- LES FACTEURS INTERNES ENSUITE, INHfRENTS X LA NATURE DES BESOINS MILITAIRES

TRANSPORTER MARS TOUJOURS DIFFICILES X fVALUER POUR I AVENIR. CELA RELIVE DE LA

STATISTIQUE ET CONDUIT X ARRITER DES COMPROMIS QUANT AUX DIMENSIONS DE SOUTE A RETENIR.

IL PEUT iGALEMENT S'AGIR DES MODES D'ACTION QU'IL FAUDRA METTRE EN OEUVRE ET

POUR LESQUELS LES TECHNIQUES NUN9RIQUES PERMETTENT UNE 11VOLUTION ET UNE SOUPLESSE QUE

N' AUTORISAIT PAS AUTREFOIS L 'ANALOGIQUE.

*FACTEURS INVARIANTS QUI RELUVENT AUSSI BIEN DES GRANDS ENJEUX STRATdGIQUES

ARRCTfS PAR LES PLUS HAUTES AUTORITIIS DE L'gTAT QUE DES CONTRAINTES DIVERSES D'ORDRE

POLITIQUE, 9CONOMIQUE OU TECHNIQUE RAREM4ENT MAfTRISiES PAR LES MILITAIRES. LA MOBILIT9
DES FORCES EST, POUR LA FRANCE, UN BON EXEMPLE DE FACTEUR INVARIANT QUI CONDITIONNE

DIEN-SOR L'AVION DE TRANSPORT FUTUR EN CE SENS QU'ELLE IMPLIQUE DES DISTANCES, DfLAIS

ET THUATRES D'INTERVENTIONS POUR LESQUELS SERONT DOFINIES DES CHARGES A TRANSPORTER
CARACTfRI5tES PAR LEURS NATURES , POIDS ET VOLUMES.

DE ýA PEUT-ON ESTIMER DES DIMENSIONS DE SOUTES POSSIDLES, DES COMPLfMENTARIT9S

DE MOVENS SOUHAITADLES, DES MODES D'ATO NiCESSAIRES ET DES COMPOSITIONS DE FLOTTES

ID~fALES.

CETTE APPROCHE SERA REPRISE PLUS EN DiTAIL DANS LE CHAPITRE CONSACRt AU FUTUR.

MAIS IL FAUT AUPARAVANT ABORDER LES LEgONS D'AU.JOURD'HUI.

V'EST L'OBJET DE LA DEUXItME PARTIE.

2. AIJJOURD'HUI :L'AFRIQUE :1969 - 1990

LA FRANCE, AU COURS DES DEUX DiCENNIES PASS9ES, S'EST ENGAG9E A PLUSIEURS

REPRISES ET EN DIVERS ENDROITS DE CE CONTINENT. Ni LA MAURITANIE NI Li ZAYRE NE SONT

EXEMPTS D'ENSEIGNEMENTS MAIS NUL MIEUX QUE LE TCHAD NWET PLUS APPROPRIf POUR TACHER

DE FAIRE LA SYNTHkSE DES EXPfRIENCES OPIERATIONNELLES ACQUISES. IL OFFRE EN EFFET

L AVANTAGE D'UNE CERTAINE CONTINUITI! DAMS Li TEMPS ALORS MgME QUE, LA NATURE DES MENACES

iVOLUANT, LES MODES D'EGEMN SE TRANSFORMg RENT, NON SANS CONS6QUENCE POUR L'AVIATION

DE TRANSPORT MILITAIRE fQU!PfE POUR CE FAIRE DE DC8 GARANTISSANT L'9COULEMENT DU FLUX

LOGISTIQUE ET DE C160 TRANSALL PLUS ADAPTI! AUX MISSIONS X CARACTERE TACTIQUE,

POUR COMMIENCER, IL CONVIENT Di RdFL9CHIR SUR LA PiRIC~DE 1969 - 1974 DES PREMItRES
OPIRATIONS, CE DgCOUPAGE N'AYANT RIEN D'ARBITRAIRE MAIS REFLfTANT UNE ACTIVITI! ORIENTfE

A SON DfBUT VERS UN SUPPORT DE NATURE PRINCIPALEMENT LOGISTIQUE.

241 LES PRENIdRES OPIERATIONS : 1969 - 1974

A L'OCCASION DES PREMIERS ENGAGEM4ENTS IL S EST ESSENTIELLEMENT AGI, COMPTE

TENU DE LA NATURE DES MENACES, DE FOURNIR UN SUPMqRT LO6ISTIQUE AU DISPOSITIF DE NATURE

PIJRENENT TERRESTRE ALORS MIS EN PLACE.

Y FURENT CONFIRM~lS LES CHOIX FAITS SUR C160 EM MATIARE DE

-SOUTE : APTITUDE A TOUS LES TRANSPORTS POSSIDLES ET Di FA9ON AUTONOME.
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- AVIONS CAPACIT9 AUX TERRAINS SONMAIRES ET AU TRAVAIL EN CONDITIONS TRES AUSTkRES
(CHALEUR, SABLE, ...) AUTONOMIE DE LA NAVIGATION ET DE LA MISE EN OEUVREJ
AVANTAGE DE LA VITESSE, GRANDE MANDEUVRABILITih ETC,.

MAIS Dd.A DES INSIJFFISANCES SE CONFIRP&ENT COMME

- LA FAIBLESSE DU PARC AfRIEN (INEXISTANCE DE GROS PORTEURS LONG RAYON D'ACTION),

- LE MANSIE DE VISIBILITE DANE LA CABINE.

- LA MODESTIE DES CAPAC111ES LOGISTIQUES EN TERMES DE CHARGES OFFERTES/DI STANCES

FRANCHI SSABLES.

- LA NiCESSITf AU NIVEAU DU THdATRE CNIVEAU TACTIQUE) DE DISPOSER D'AVIONS STATIONS
RELAIS DE TRANS14ISSIONS POUR LES OPiRATIONS ENGASfES,

LES TROIS PREMIERES RENARQUES SERVIRONT D'ENSEIGNEMENTS POUR L'AVION DE TRANSPORT
ET LA FLOTTE FUTURS. C'EST EN EFFET UN PEU TARD POUR LE C160 ENCORE QUE LA RELANCE

DE CET AVION EN 1980 A PERMIS DE DfVELOPPER UNE VERSION RAVITAILLEtiRS/RAYITAILLiS

AMhLIORANT SENSIBLENENT, A CHARGE CONSTANTE, LES DISTANCE$ FRANCHISSABLES.

LA QUATRIkME QUANT X ELLE A PERMIS DE DAVELOPPER UNE VERSION C160 POSTE DE

COMMANDEMENT (P.C.).

EN RfSUM9 CES PREMIERES OPtRATIONS Au TCHAD ONT PERMIS DE METTRE EN GVIDENCE
DES INSUFFISANCES DdJA PRISES; EN COMPTE (OU QUI LE SERONT) POUR L'AVION DE TRANSPORT

FUTUR MAIS AUSSI DE VALIDER LA PARFAITE ADAPTATION DU NOUVEAU PORTEUR C160 AU TRAVAIL

DANS DES CONDITIONS DIFFICILES (PARACHUTAGES, VOLE BASSE ALTITUDE, TERRAINS SOMMAIRES,

MISE EN OEUVRE, FIABILITd, AUTONOMIE, ETC.).

IL FAUT CEPENDANT Y AJOUTER UN ENSEIGNEr4ENT SUPPLgMENTAIRE D94A TIRf DES ACTIONS
ANTfRIEURES MAlE PARTICULIiREMEAT CONFIRMi SUR CE THUATRE, k SAVOIR, LA NfCESSIT9 DE

DISPOSER DIQUIPAGES POLYVALENTS, RO#4PUS X TOUTES TECHNIQUES, DONC TRtS BIEN FORM9S

ET TRES BIEN ENTRAWNS IMPOSANT LA MISE AU POINT, AUJOURD'HUI D9J)A MAIS DEMAIN PLUS

ENCORE, DE SIMULATEURS DE MISSIONS DES PLUS fVOLUgS.

WUEN EST-IL MAINTENANT DE LA PfRIODE ACTUELLE ?

2,2. LES opiRATioNs SUIVANTES: 1974 - 1990

LA NATURE DES OPRATIONS CONNUT UNE NETTE 11VOLUTION EN RAISON DE L'APRTO
DE NOUVELLES MENACES DiCOULANT DES NOUYELLES CAPACITES DfVELOPPfES PAR CERTAINS PAYS,

NOTAPVMENT EN MATIkRE DE GIJERRE AfRIENNE.

PUREMENT TERRESTRES A LF.UR ORIGINE, LES DISPOSITIPS DEVINRENT DE PLUS EN PLUS

INTERARNfES, LA COMqPOSANTE AdRIENNE S'AFFIRMANT CHAQUE JOUR PLUS INDISPENSABLE BIEN

QUIVOLUANT DANE LI TEMPS.

EN EFFET, ET POUR DES RAISONS ESSENTIELLEMENT POLITIQUES L *OFFENSIVE DUT CiDER

PROGRESSIVEMENT LE PAS A LA DEFENStVE, LA DISSUASION (CETTE FOIE-CI DANS LE SENS DU

FORT AUl FAIDLE) DEVENA14T L'OBJECTIF PRINCIPAL, S APPUYANT SUR DES MOVENE DE DiFENSE

AdRIENNE INPORTANTS ACCOMPAGNiS DE MOYENS DE RETORSION SIGNIFICATIFE.

MAIE QUELLES CONSiQUENCES CELA ENTRA!NAIT-IL POUR L' AVIATION DE TRANSPORT

MILITAIRE ?
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A) LAL NOUVELLE POLITIQUE AINSI FIWEi PUT A L'ORIBINE D UNE BRUSQUE AIUWNTATION DES
a0111 A TRANSPORTER PUISQU'IL S'ABISSAIT ALORS DE METTRE EN PLACE DES SYSTbkES
CONIRENTI ORGAM ISIIS AUTOXIR DES COMPOSANTES

RADARS + AVIONS + MISSILES

LES POIDS ET VOLUM4ES N'dTAIENT PLUS A LA SEULE DIMENSION DE LA SOUTE DU C160
GRAVENENT NISE EN DEPFAUT.

B) LE TNfATRE D'INTERVENTION ET L'fYOLUTION DES FORCES EN PRIISENCE FURENT LA SOURCE
DE GRANDES DIFFICULT9S EN MATIlRE D'AUTORISATIONS DE SURVOLS DE CERTAINS PAYS DONT
LA VOLONTI! DE NEUTRALITd NE PEUT QU'fTRE RESPECTtE. DE CE FAIT CEPENDANT LES DISTANCES
A FRANCHIR FURENT PLUS PROCHES DE 7000 KM QUE DE 3000 KM. LA ENCORE LE C 160 N'fTAIT
PLUS ADAPTI! ET IL FAUDRA EN TIRER LES LEgONS POUR L'AVENIR.

c) DE CE QUI PRiCEDE IL FAUT COMPRENDRE QUE I 'AFFRkTEMENT DE GROS PORTEURS CIVILS DEVINT
ABSOLUMENT NiCESSAIRE, DfNOTANT UNE POIS ENCORE I 'INSUFFISANCE DlU PARC AVIONS DlU
CO.T.A.M.. BIEN PLUS, UNE GRANDE PARTIE DES CARGOS TACTIQUES C160 DURENT 9TRE
MOBILIS9S POUR APPORTER AU PLUS PRES DES ZONES D'UTILISATION, LES 6RANDES QUANTIT9S
DE MATI[RIELS DfBARQUdS SUR LES GROS AfROPORTS SEULS SUSCEPTIBLES D'ACCUEILLIR LES
GROS PORTEURS. CET E4ISEI6MEMENT EST ESSENTIEL EN MATItRE D'AVION DE TRANSPORT FUTUR
QUI DEYRA DONG POUVOIR INTERVENIR SUR DE 6RANDES DISTANCES ET DIRECTEMENT VERS LES
THfATRES D'ENGAGENENTS. SON APTITUDE A PRATIQUER DES TERRAINS COURTS ET SONMAIRES
SERA DONC UN CRITtRE RfDNIBITOIRE.

Di) L'ABSOLUE NdCESSITf DES MOYENS DE TRANSMISSIONS NON PLUS SEULEMENT ADAPTfS AU TH9ATRE
(NIVEAU TACTIQUE) MAIS, ET C'EST NOUVEAU, PERMETTANT LE DIALOGUE DIRECT ET DISCRET

AU NIVEAU OPdRATIF. CET ASPECT EST AUJOURD' HUI A L'iTUDE.

E) L'ADAPTATION INfVITABLE DES MOYENS DI RECUEIL DU RENSEIGNEM4ENT MATS POUR LESQUELS

LES REMkDES ADOPTdS NE FONT PAS L'OBJET DE CETTE fTUDE,

F) L'iVOLUTION INDISPENSABLE DES MODES D' ACTION NOTAMMENT EN MATIkRE DE VOLS TACTIQUES,
LARGAGES OU POSERS D'ASSAUT DE MUTT. LES TECHNIQUES NfCESSAIRES POUR V PARVENIR
SONT MA14TENANT AU POINT ET INTfGRALEMENT PRISES EN COMPTE POUR LA CONCEPTION DE

L'AVION DE TRANSPORT FUTUR.

G) L'APPARITION D'UNE MISSION NOUVELLE ET INDISPENSABLE AU PROFIT DES AVIONS DE CHASSE:

LE RAVITAILLENENT EN VOL NOTAMMENT EN BASSE ALTITUDE. LES C160 NG (NOUVELLE

GiNfRATION) SONT AUJOURD'HUI APTES AU RAVITAILLEMENT DE TOUT AVION DE COMBAT DE

L 'ARMdE FRANgAISE ET L'AVION DE TRANSPORT FUT1JR LE SERA-

H) LE DiVELOPPEMENT DES MOYENS N9CESSAIRES POUR AFFRONTER LA MENACE SOL-AIR, IL S'AGIT
BIEN fVIDEMMENT DIE MOYENS DE DiTECTION QU'IL EST [NUTILE ICI DIE DiTAILLER ET DE

LEURRAGE ACTLJELLENENT MIS AU POINT SUR C160. PRIS D&S LE SlAME DE LA CONCEPTION
SUR L IAVION DIE TRANSPORT FUTUR ILS SERONT DAVANTASE INTfGRdS QU'ILS NE LE SONT
AUJOURD*HUIa

I) Au TCHAD AUSSI ONT dTf VALID9S TOUS LES, CRITtRES PRfC9DEMMENT DfFINIS EN MATItRE
DE POLYVALENCE ET D'ENTRAINEMENT DES fOIMIIPtS MAI$ AUSSI EN TERMES DE CORPLENENTARITt
DE LA FLOTTE ACRIENNE, D'AUTONOMIE ET DE PRECISION DES MOYENS DIE NAVIGATION. IL
EN EST UN NOUVEAU, DU MOINS PEU fVOQUf ENCORE A CE JOUR POUR LES AVIONS DE TRANSPORT:
LES SYITkMES DE PRIPARATIONS DE MISSIONS. ILS DEVIENNENT IMPfRATIFS DtS LORS QUE
LE FACTEUR RAPIDITf D'INTERVENTION CONDITIONNE LA ROUSSITE POLITIQUE DIE L'ENTREPRISE.



A ~Le COTAM TRAVAILLil A L'HEURE ACTUELLE SUR DE TELS SYSitMES CECI EN COHElRENCEj CaNPftkTE AVEC UN VASTE PROGRAMMqE, AUJOURDHUI -FINANCt, DE RdNOVATION DE Sf3 C160

TELLES SONT DONC LES RfFLEXIONS ACTUELLES DE L'ARmdE DE L'AIR FRANCAISE QU' IL
CONVIENT MAINTENANT DE PROJETER DANS LE FUTUR. C'SST L'OBJET DE CETTE TROISIkME ET

DERNIERE PARTIE.

3. DERAIN : LAVION DE TRANSPORT F0113 2003

3, 1. PR~AmiLE

LE DESOIN INITIAL DE CET AVION fTAIT EXPRIMf POUR 1995 MAIS LES NOMBREUSES

CONTRAINTES fVOQUfES PLUS H4AUT ONT CONDUIT A REPOUSSER CE PROGRAMM¶E AU-DEL). DE LCAN

2000 TOUT EN ASSURANT LA SURVIE DES TRANSALL DE PREMIkRE GiNdRATION EN CONHRENCE AVEC

LES NOUVEAUX OBJECTIFS FIXfS.

QUOIQU'IL EN SOIT LEUR REMPLACEMENT EST INELUCTABLE ET, JkS A PROSENT, LE

COMNIANDEMENT DU TRANSPORT AfRIEN MILITAIRE A DfFINI CE QUE DEYRAIENT 9TRE LES PRINCIPALES

CARACI-4RISTIQUES DE L'AVION DE TRANSPORT FUTUR (A.T.F.).

IL A PRfCIS9 NOTAMMENT LES DIMENSIONS IDfALES DE LA SOUTE, LE NOMBRE ET LA

NATURE DES VECTEURS A M4ETTRE EN LIGNE POUR QUE SOIENT SATISFAITS LES BESOINS GLOBAUX

DE LA FRANCE EN TERMES DE CAPACIT9 J)E TRANSPORT AgRIEN MILITAIRE.

MAIS CE TRAVAIL N' PAS ft .LABOR9 ISOLfMENT. IL EST LE FRUIT D'UNE

COLLABORATION 9TROITE AU NIVEAU INTERARMiES ET LES PRINCIPALES CONCLUSIONS DU GROUPE

DE TRAVAIL CONSTITUf A CET EFFET SONT DONNES CI-APRkS.

3,2 RfTHODE

- LA DtMARCHE ADOPT9E A 9T LA SUIVANTE :CARACT&RISER LES DIMENSIONS DE L'A.T.F. A
PARTIR DE DIVERS SCdNARIOS DONT LE REGROUPEMENT EN CONCEPTS PERMETTRAIT D'EN 9VALUER

LE NOMBRE INDISPENSABLE A ACQUfRIR.

- L'LABOR.ATION DES SC9NARIOS A iT LE FRUIT DU REGROUPENENT DE DIVERS PARAM'ETRES DE

SITUATION EN CINQ FAMILLES :TH9ATRE D'INTERVENTION (PAR EXEMPLE LA FRANCE OU

L'OUTREMER, ETC.), CONTEXTE (NEUTRE OU HOSTILE), MISSIONS (ENGAGEMENT, SOUTIEN,

SPgCIALE,...), PROFIL (BASSE ALTITUDE, HAUTE ALTITUDE) ET OBJECTIF (PARACHUTAGE,

ATTERRISSAGE), CHACUN DES PARAMkTRES RETENU COI4PARd A TOUS LES A'JTRES PERMETTANT

DE DiGAGER DES SCHeMAS TYPES DE MISSIONS SELON LA VRAISEMBLANCE DE LEUR OCCURRENCE.

AINSI, NE SAURAIT ETRE RETENU LE LARGAGE TRkS GRANDE HAUTEUR A L'OCCASION D'iVACUATION

SANITAIRE EN FRANCE I ...

- UN CERTAIN NOMBRE DE SdtNARIOS (11) ONT AINSI g~ VALWDS PAR THfATRE, COMME

L'ENGAGEMENT D'UNE GRANDE UNITi TERRESTRE EN EUROPE OU L'EVACUATION DE RESSORTISANTS

FRANCAIS D'UN PAYS MIl.
REPLAC9S DANS DES SITUATIONS STRAT9GIQUES (OU CONCEPTS D'ENGAGEMENT) DiFINIES AU

N0O4BRE DE 5 (EX: ASSISTANCE OPfRATIONNELLE A UN PAYS AMI), LEUR TAUX DE VRAISEMBLANCE

A PU ETRE GVALU9. (PAR EXEMPLE, LE 'RED9PLOIEMENT DE SGRETf INITIALE" (SCfNARIO)
NWEST PAS VRAISENBLABLE DANS LE CONCEPT IVASSISTANCE OP0RATIONNELLE X UN PAYS AMI").

DE LA ONT 9T REPERTORIfS LES MATfRIELS ET PERSONNELS A TRANSPORTER POUR CHAQUE TYPE

D' INTERVENTION ET D9FINIS, EN FONCTION DES CARACT9RISTIQUES SP9CIFIQUES DES MISSIONS

k A EXECUTER, TROIS TYPES DE CARGOS, ATFO, ATFI, ATF2 POSSIBLES.



-,*APARTI1R:. DE 1C99 KYP9OTA4SES, CON, EPT PAR. WONCEPT :IL A PALLU CALC.ULER LA TAILLE DE
LAP~TT. ~wRVwR OTPZ E AN#WIMENTS, TENANT COMPTEDE DIF5N S

CONTRAINTESi POLITIQUES ET dCONOP WUES NOTAI44ST, ONT i~ APPORTiS (AINSI DEUX CONCEPTS

NE PEUVENT ITRE JOUfS SIMULTANNMENT) j IL EN EST RESSORTI QUE LA FLOTTE DE RWFRENCE

fTAIT CELLE CORRESPONDANT .AU CONCEPT LE :PLUS% PINALISANT. EN ;OUTRE LA PARTICIPATION

DE GPOS PORTEUJRS DE LA CLASSE. C17 A (Ti ENYISABiE.

- FINALEMENT, L'ITUDE A DiBOUCHf SUR UNE FLOTTE SOUHAITABLE, EN 2010 D'ENVIRON 80 ATF,
41 A340 ET 6 C17, CET A.T.F. OFFRANT UNE SOUTE LARGE 0 'AU MOINs 4M4 ET HAUTE DE 3,55M4.

- LES CARACTIERISTIQUES PRINCIPALES DE CET AgRONEF RgSIDERONT DANS SES GRANDES CAPACITiS

TACTIQUES TOUT TEMPS : CAPABLE D'INTERVENIR VITE ET LOIN, D'OPfRER EN AUTONOMIE SUR

DES TERRAINS DE 1000Ml, SONMAIREMENT AMINAGdS, SUSCEPTIBLE D'UTILISER TOUS LES MODES

D 'ACTION CONNUS X CE JOUR, EN TOUTE SdCURIT9, ET DE S'ADAPTER AlSiMENT AUX

DiVELOPPEMENTS DE TECHNIQUES NOUVELLES, IL SERA LE REFLET EXACT DE TOUTES LES LEVONS

APPRISES SOUS TOUS LES CIEUX ET SUR TOUS LES TERRAINS PAR LE TRANSPORT AfRIEN MILITAIRE

FRAN9AIS.

CO LUS ION

CE SONT LES CONFLITS DANS LESQUELS LA FRANCE S'EST ENGAGgE APRiS GVERRE QUI

QNT PERMIS D'ARRETER LES CONCEPTS D' EMPLOI D'UNE AVIATION DE TRANSPORT MILITAIRE,

CONCEPTS AYANT A LEUR TOUR ENTRAWN LA DiFINITION DES CRITARES IMPiRATIFS DEVANT

INTERVENIR DANS LA CONCEPTION D'AVIONS FUTURS.

DiJA LARGEMENT VAL!DiS SUR C160 TRANSALL ILS 9VOLUENT NgANMOINS EN MEME TEMPS

QUI'VOLUENT LA NATURE ET LE VOLUME DES INTERVENTIONS MENiES, ELLES-MgNES D~COULANT

DE L'ALCROISSENENT DES MENACES RENCONTR&ES.

PLUSIEURS D' ENTRE-EUX ONT DtJA 6Ti PRIS EN CONSIDERATION, SUR LA RELANCE DES

TRANSALL EN 1980 ET LA R~NOVATION AMORCUE POUR 1992. MAIS CERTAIN$ NE SAURAIENT L 'fTRE

QUE DANS L'AVENIR : ILS DIMENSIONNENT X LA FOIS L'AVION FUTUR EN TERMES DE CAPAcIT9S

ET PERFORMANCES MAIS AUSSI LA FLOTTE FUTURE EN TERMES DE COMPLtMENTARITi ET DE QUANTITf.

AINSI, AU STADE ACTUEL DES RiFLEXIONS DU CO.T.A.M. ET A L'HORIZON 2010, LE

PARC AVIONS DU TRANSPORT AfRIEN MILITAIRE FRANrAIS DEVRAIT SE SITUER AUTOUR DE 80 ATF,
4 A 6 C17 ET 4~ A340 MILITARIStS.

LES CARACT&RISTIQUES ESSENTIELLES DE CET A.T.F. SERONT

- SA SOUTE QUI DEYRA PRiSENTER UNE HAUTEUR MINIMALE DE 4M4 ET UNE LARGEUR MINIMALE DE
4M4 BIEN SUP9RIEURES AUX DIMENSIONS ACTUELLES DES C160 ET C130.

- SES GRANDES CAPACIT6S TACTIQUES TOUT TEMPS ALLIdES X SON RAYON D'ACTION IMPORTANT.

- SON INTEROPtRABILITt D'ES LORS GUE CET AVION NE VERRA LE JOUR GWEN COOPfRATION

EUROPiENNE POUR LE MOINS, AMRICANO -EUROPiENNE POUR LE MIEUX.
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RECENT I PROVYENIT TO TIlE RAF AR TRANSPORT FORCE

by

Sqi. 1kd D).mchitoeh •'

AD-P006 244 Joint Aost3

I. iThis paper will describe the most significant improvement to the United
Kingdoms Military Air-Transport Force In recent years. That is the
procurement of the Lockheed Ll01 1 Tristar aircraf into RAF service. The
reasons behind the introductton of the Tristar, and its subsequent
modification into three very capable tanker, freighter and passenger carrying
variants will be outlined. Moreover, some of the aircraft's capabilities and
drawbacks will be discussed. In addition, and with a view to the future,
some of the cost disadvantages of an aging air transport fleet will be
considered. Furthermore, the RAF approach to considering a timescale for
the introduction of a possible replacement transport aircraft will bepresented• .- &Lo l _ -v "!. (t4 c•.- F•C 4 l,••-,o. :••• •S• .-

2. Rangrind. Up until 1982,. It had been envisaged that the United
Kingdom's Air to Air Refuelling (AAR) tanker fleet would comprise the Victor
K2 (a converted bomber aircraft) and the VC10 K. These aircraft were
planned to serve up until the end of the century, when a new multi-role
tanker/transport aircraft could assume the role. However. the Falklands
Campaign of 1982, which relied heavily on the RAF transport and tanker
assets, rapidly used up much of the Victor K2 remaining fatigue life.
In addition, the conflict also established a long term demand for more
transport/tanker capacity, for the long range intervention or reinforcement
roles. In 1982, one short term measure to augment the AAR Force was to
convert 6 C 130 aircraft to single point tankers. For the longer term, it was
decided that a new aircraft, similar to the USAF KC10, had to be procured.

3. ELgrmtJnL Late in 1982, due to a slump in the civil air transport
industry. there were many cheap surplus airliners on the commercial
market. Two groups of aircraft were identified as beinksuitable for the RAF
needs, the DC10 (ex bankrupt Laker airways) and the Iristar (ex British
Airways and Pan Am surplus aircraft). Both aircraft types were studied, and
although it might have been supposed that the existence of the KC 10 tanker
derivative of the DC10 would have given that type the edge, there wo~uld in
fact have been little read across to the civil aircraft conversion. Eventually,
the Tristar emerged as the most suitable aircraft for the RAFs planned
conversion. Six ex British airways. and three ex Pan Am aircraft were
purchased in 1988/84. giving the RAF.a fleet of 9 relatively low hour wide
oied aircraft.

4. •&Ir 3A Bak&t. Although it was the need to augment the RAFs
Tanker Force that InItIaly drove the acquisition of the Tristar, the aircraft
are also required as freighters and passenger carriers.

5. •ircraft Yaai. The Tristar modification programme, carried out by
Marshall s of Cambridge Engineering, is approaching completion and
has resulted in the three variants described in table I

So ].91-08826
P1 8 23 051 91-08826
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TA

No of A/C RAF Desig Modifications

2K Mk1 - AARprobe fitted.
-Additional fuel tanks fitted into the

underfloor freight holds.
- Forward main cabin fitted with a

freight floor, for baggage stowage.
- Centre line mounted twin AAR

HDUs fitted.

4 KC Mk 1 AAR Probe fitted.
- Additional fuel tanks fitted into the

underfloor freight holds.
- Large freight door fitted in fuselage

side.
- Freight roller floor fitted in the

main cabin.
- Centre line mounted twin AAR

HDUs fitted.

3 C MK 2 -K) AAR Probe fitted.
- Basic airline configuration retained,

but wing mounted AAR pods will be
fitted, to give away basic tuel only.

6. Tanker Conversion. The KMkl and KCMkl tanker conversion was
accomplished by the following aircraft modifications:

a. Under Frig Hold Tanks. In order to be an effective AAR
tanker aircraft, additional fuel capacity was required. So it was
decided to install fuel tanks in the underfloor freight holds. Seven fuel
cells were built to the same dimensions as standard airline baggage
containers, so that they could be inserted through the existing hold
doors, into the forward and aft holds. This provides the capacit for an
additional 100.000 lb (45,500 kg) of fuel. Moreover, the aircraft s
existing fuel system was modified, and extra fuel pumps fitted, to enable
all tanks (in the wings and holds) to either give or receive fuel in flight.

b. Airframe. Because the under-floor fuel cells contain a greater
weight than the holds original design capacity, the compartment
floors had to be strengthened, and frame reinforcing straps fitted
externally.

c. Hos Drm _UM. Two Flight Refuelling Hose Drum Units (HDU)
have been fitted into the rear of the aft freight hold. Only one HDU can
be deployed at a time, but two units provide for redundancy. A new
pressure bulkhead had to be built around the HDUs, as these units
fuction unpressurised. Each HDU is capable of deploying up to 70 ft
(21.3 rn) of hose, and can deliver fuel at a rate in excess of 4000 lb per
minute.

L
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d. EghtlcQk The bulkhead at the rear of the flight deck had to be
moved 16 -in (0.4 wn) aft to ateonunodate an enlarged flight enginers
panel, from where fuel -dispensing -operations are contrdlled. A closed
circutt- 'I sytem is providled for the flight engineer taimonitor the
receiver aircrafts progress.

e. AMB E~b. For maximnum flexibility, all 9 aircraft were fitted with
refuelling probes. The -probe is mounted above the flight. deck, offset to
the right, above the co-pdiW*~ seat. The fuel. is. touted into the aircraft aft
of the flight deck, and connects- with the aircraft fuel s tern in the mid-
section. -The probe is declined 7* below the aircraft's datum to allow for
the nose up attitude experienced at typical refuelling speeds.

FWD HOLD AFT HOLD
59,0001bs/26,750k 41 ,OOOks18,7OO0kg

TOTAL ADDITIONAL FUEL: 1 OOO,OOOlbs/45,4000kg
TOTAL FUEL LOAD INC WINGS 213,2401bs/96,7000kg

Fig 1 illustrates the location of the underfloor fuel tanks and. Hose Drum
Units:

7. Airciraft 12mrg Overall, the external modifications increase the aircrafts
drag by 7% at cruise speed. Half of this additional drag derives from the
probe. Therefore, and if required, the probe can be removed and replaced by
a flush fitting blanking plate.
8. Cabin gonfigzxa . Each of the three Tristar variants has a different
cabin configuration as follows:

a. IS kNk 1. This variant retains 204 of the original airline seats in the
centre and, aft, sections of the main cabin. in a 3-4-3 fit. Because the
firelht hold now contains fuel, provision is made for passenger baggage

forward cabin.. Theg bgae is put in specially designed
containers *Wdi -we, loadd though the mid- section passenger door.
The frelIgt section of the ýe'ii bas a roller floor, and a remova-ble baill
mat can be fitted inside the door to assist container loading. The total
baggage capacity is 25000 lb (11365 kg) in 33 containers.
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4T

b. l~ .lbllrelbtervraaatis ftted Wit age cargto door in
theu sdeof hefuu~a~ wad~roide aclear o _ "lng of 140
by 1Inces (56 b~r1.59a) abinflor lvel, when the

upo tot a000 lb(54eg)e chtion -te hevydtycetAleto.Abl
matnsittedradjleint to th arg doorfite to a nssisrte thatnteuvl ofiia
large loads trough the apertre A tote of 20sanadue 108 icu~e h
dorapa ertourel (43000s kprig). c Four internalwich arep pa rovided t
assito the onsloadge andpostieronreg fcbi fright. The flexbstnialtyteett
srnthenpassengerte wt rolellrtied by avng utyom bil re tcet pallets fitefwt
passengertedatsjaceys torth aergodorntoasseqipmet. the raoleuchaning of
thslarielansthrsugh erfrh ipe andpermie.AtWo 0stvariaberato of y88ic
passengers4 M iandfeigt.anb Acaxrimum numbe of 194mu payloaizdsetca
bepafitted. 950 abrat which0 leave 3ou nlletsa aviables fore passienger
bh aggange.rnti role, pasretanger emervigencystomye systes refitted with

the seats, as the airline overhead luggage bins have been removed to
povide more freight space. In order to provide crew crash protection

when carrying freight, a heavy duty restraint net is fitted at the forward
end of the cabin.

TRISTAR KC Mk 1

CIREW PROTECTION NE~T

Fig 2 illustrates some of the structural mnodifications to the KCMk
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c. QMk2 LM. The 3 aircraft of this varlent will essentially remain in
the airline passenger At, with no additi6nal fuel tankage. However, they
will be fitted with wi mounb!d AAR pods to enable the aircraft to give
SWay a #roprtlon'of wi bng" ft*;l.

9. Mw TheIa In RA• service has a maximumi all up
w 0,00 lb (244,950 kg), compared with the 504,000 lb
(228,615 kgV of the standard airline versiom. This AUW Increase does not
derive from anY structural moId-catkns,: but le accomplished by reducing
the in-flught 0 limit from 2.5 0 to 2.00, and Is required to permit the
aircraft to operate with its ful fuel load.The penal=y fnr operating at the
higher gross W•ht. is that the balanced feld take bff distance required Is
Increased from 00 ft (265 ml to 10000 It (3050 m).. Therefore, tere are
relatively few-mlitary airfields In Europe where a fully laden Tristar could
take-off. However, the aircraft will operate at lower wei4hts from smaller
airfields, and then top up as required, using the Tristar s own refuelling
probe. As a passenger or freight carrying aircraft, the underfloor fuel tanks
will normally remlnempty,do at we tsu to 510, lb
(321,3368!g), With a payload of 95,000 lb-(43•4Y2 kg), and using wing fuel
only, the Tristar has a range of 4,200 nun (7,780 km.• .The aircraft has a
relatively hlgh long range cruise speed of MO.83, and a normal cruise speed
of MO.85. However, these speeds are reduced when operating above the
normal 504.000 lb (228,615kg) AUW. When in the tanker role, the Tristar
can refuel aircraft over a speed range of 180 - 320 kts IAS/MO.84. at
altitudes up to 35.000 ft. Moreover, it has 124,000 lb (56.266 kg) of fuel
available for offload at a range of 2,300 mm (4.260 km) from base.

10. Operaig Problems. Generally. all the Tristar variants have proved to
be valtuable and flexible air transport aircraft. However, several problems
have been encountered in service, some were foreseen, some not. Most of
the drawbacks derive ;rom the basic design of modern wide bodied jets. As a
tanker, the Tristar clearly has a large amount of fuel available for offload.
However, at present none of the aircraft are yet fitted with the planned wing
AAR pods.The delay in this, the final stage in the Tristar modification
programme, is due to a temporary incompatibility between the AAR pod and
the planned wing mounting point. So for the Immediate future, the Tristar
will remain a single point tanker, which can cause delays when large
numbers of fighter aircraft are queuing up to be refuelled. The Tristar can
refuel all RAF AAR capable airciaft, however, some difficulties have been
encountered by C 130 receiver aircraft. At the relatively low C 130 refuelling
speed of 200 kts, the Tristar produces a large downwash which deflects the
C130 2" down. Therefore, for a C130 to onload a typical 30,000 lb (13.636
kg) of fuel, the refuelling formation has to enter a toboggan manoeuvre from
25,000 ft to 8,000 ft. The Tristar is limited to operating from major air bases
due to the high pavement strength required for runways and taxiways, and
the large amount of ground loading equipment required to raise freight 15 ft
(4.57 m) to the cargo floor. This latter drawback could be solved by fitting an
internal cargo loading gantry, which is under consideration.
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1. , -One problem WjchURdLbe encountered by most of the
NATO air rces, is that of aging air pot airca. The P .? Cl 30 and
VCO t r fleet are __- :;rjy;ares ofage. Although these
aircra hafetmown fewer their civian countepart,
metal halgue and corMrosin are PrOblms Of acceleratg importance
The present aircraft could be kept in service for perhaps a further 25 years,
but at an ever Increasing cost. learly. it will be economic to replace these
aircraft when the cost o running the present fleet exceeds the cost of
purchasing. maintaining, and operaticn new.airc.. Therefore,. the RAF
has Instigated a 'Cost of Owne p Study', which will estimate the cost of
maintaining the viability of the C 130 and VC10 fleets for a further 25 years.
The cost advantages accruing from purchasing new aircraft derive from the
following savings:

a. E c lriaft juld,1. Fewer of the next generation of transport
aircraft can provide the same airlift capability as existin& large fleets, as
they will have superior performance and possibly larger freight
compartment dimensions. New construction methods and increased
component reliability mean that new aircraft will spend less time under
maintenance, whilst the present aircraft will need increasingly more
refurbishment.

b. Reducd Mai . Future aircraft would reduce manpower
requirements; fewer numbers of more serviceable aircraft will
substantially reduce the number of ground personnel needed. Moreover,
the new aircraft are likely to be crewed by only 2 pilots and one
loadmaster. so fewer alrcrew will be required. However, for some roles, it
may be an advantage to retain a small number of navigators.

c. Reduced O=Wati co=. The annual operating costs for a fleet of
new aircraft, with an equal airlift capability to the present fleet, will be
substantially lower due to better aircraft performance, fuel efficlency and
manpower savings.

12. Timn f --eek 0-A-,MA. The timnescale for the replacement of the
present air transport fleet is as yet not determined, as the results of the 'Cost
of Ownership Study' are yet to be analysed. However, there are other
pertinent factors such as changing defence requirements and budget
constraints. For instance, If a ksnmaler transport fleet is called for, then the
existing aircraft could possibly be made to serve longer. On the other hand.
If the present capability is to be maintained, replacement aircraft would be
needed earlier.

13. Uhke eulawemen AUMcft. When the Umescale for the replacement of
the current RAF transport fleet is fixed, the new aircraft will be selected on a
cost effective basis from the available contenders. Possible replacement
aircraft include the following:

a. -C10 J. The J model C130 is a relatively straightforward update of
the well proven C130 E/H. It is forecast to be available at comparatively
low unit cost. The advantage of the C130 J is that it has an Improved
payload/range capability, better short field performance, and should be
available within the next 6 years. However, the J model will have the
same load limiting freight bay cross section of the present C130.
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b. = An. The European Future Large Aircraft promises a
superior airtt caLAbility to the C(130 J. However, the earliest in service
date of this aprcrlt is likely to be into the next century, and at a
relatively hih unit cost
c. Adysancg mJAi fler. Various large US aircraft manufacturers
Shave prot desi for a new "Super-SML" advanced tactical
htranve =•o rcraft. hese designs are still In the concept stage, however,
Sthe ae-ivra is forecast to have a superior capability to the C 130 and, if
the USAF support the programme, a relatively low unit cost.

14. The procurement of the Lockheed Tristar into RAF service, and its
subsequent modification into an AAR tanker and an extremely capable
freight carrying aircraft has been relatively stralighforward. Moreover, by
Smaintaining a range of three variants, and the abIlity to re-role the freighters
into er carriers, the fleet is proving to be a flexible asset to the RAF
air tr=anspo force. The aircraft are very cost effective, by virtue of the fact
that at the time of purchase, surplus airliner prices were depressed. The
limitations of the large wide bodied aircraft design have caused some
problems, such as the amount of ground handling facilities required, and
airfield pavement limitations. However, as a strategic air transport and AAR
tanker aircraft, the Tristar has proved a success.

15. The RAF, along with many other air forces, is facing the problem of an
aging air transport fleet, with Its C 130 and VC 10 aircrat nearly 25 years
old. present a cost analysis is being conducted to decide a timescale for
the introduction of a new transport aircraft. When the time for a
replacement Is determined, the most cost effective aircraft will be selected
from the available options.

NL.-
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C-130 ELICYRONIC COCKPIT
A3LIAUIIATY AMD MAINTAINIDILAY TNfltNOWGY INSKRtTIflN

bV
Lieutenant Colonel Robert L. RussellA D -P008 245l Chief, RAW and Technology Division 1XRAI')

0 8fiedquarter* Military Airlift Command (MAC')
Scott, APB, Illinois 62225-5001

901MRY. The Reliability and Maintalinability Technology insertion

Program (AROTP) Is aimed at accelerating now technologies from the
laboratory and applying thin to Air Force wapon syatema in an effort
to Improve reliability end mintainability (Ran). This RANTIP

poet wil repace some sixty &Asal% type tockp intruments In a
WPl itary 'Airlift Command (RA) C-1301I with six li'Jquidn crystalfa
panel displays. -Five displays will be installed on1 fthett
pilot Im/coilotsa Instrument panel with a sixth diaplay Installed at
the navigator's station. Designed In the, old-lg50sO* the C-130 has
remained highly cost effective to procure and operate. This is due
largely to the, simplicity of Its systems and the fact that its design
and tooling costs have long since been amortized. The aI rcraft
performs a diversity of missions quite well. but the repairing and
stocking of obsolete analog type instruments has become logistically
difficult and costly. T-tw purpose of this project is to demonstrate
the operational effectiveness and suitability of active matrix liquid
crystal fiat panel displays In the C-130 and to validate the
projected RaM improvements of this technology over eleci romechanical
anlog instruments and cathode ray tubes (CRT). Although work Is
still in progress on this project, the successful development and
integration of this technology offers significant potential
imprzvement in Ran, redundancy with geaceful degradation, and
enhanced operational effectiveness. once proven, this technology can
be applied to a wide variety of other aircraft throughout the Air
Force inventory and other Department of Defense services, as well as
that of the commercial aircraft industry. Je - i>j ~a~tz CLac~c'

C-130 Aircraft The C-130 has achieved worldwide recognition as a cost-effective,
reliable airlifter. it Is operated extensively by the U.S. Armed Forces. as well as some
63 foreign countries. The current MAC C-130 force is planned to be the primary U.S.
theater airlift aircraft well into the 21st Century. It will be complemented by both the
C'-17 aircraft, to be operational In the mid-1990's. and the Advanced Theater Transport
(ATT), to be introduced sometime after 2066. The C-130 has met the airlift challenge
since the mid-190So. even an Army and Air Force demands for tactical airlift have steadily
increased. The majority of RAC's C-1302a were purchased in the early 1960s.

With an average aircraft service life approaching 25 years. avionics systems in the
aging MAC fleet are becoming Increasingly difficult to ma.intain and expensive to o;perate.
The repair and stocking of obsolete analog-type instruments pvrticularly have become very
difficult and costly. Sources of repair parts and replacemert systems are becoming scarce
as more manufacturers leave the business or change their product lines to better moet the
industry's demands. This repair and stocking problem is not unique to the C-130, be~t
exsots on virtually all aircraft procured before the mid-1970s.

RAT1P RANTIP is a joint U.S. Air Force Systems Command/Air Force Logistics Command
Vrogram chartered to ideritify and accelerate the development and insertion of emerging
laboratory technologies, with significant RAk payoffs, into Air Force systemsu. itmerging
technology may be loamely defined as any technology ready for transition from a laboratory
environment into its first application in an Air Force system. Generally, the technology
will require further deveiopment before it can be implemented into 'ho targeted system.
The teqhoology can be targeted for any Air Force systims application (aircraft, mstsiles,
ground support equipment, etc.) at any level within that system (subsystem, comonent,
line repleceble unit IL~u) * etc,). The technology must have Laigh payoffs in the Ran area
consistent with the U.S. Air Force Ran 2000 goals.

9;120 Reftrair; Cockpit. Bach year. projects are submitted to the RAMT1P office at
Wright-Patterson ai r Force mast, Ohio, for evaluation and competition for funding. The
IRAEIP office evaluates all proposals, makest a tentative refting, and pasessn th.at ranking
to a General Officer Steering Giroup (GO8G) for approval. if selected by the GDOG, the
RAWTIP office will fund develcpsvnt of a prototype system for test and evaluation to
validate the Ranw improvements. and moat. Importantly, to reduce the risk to the
implemsntir,1u command of ý.nserting that technology into production hardware.

Yn Movamber 19*7, NO MAC outimitted a proposal to the RUWTIP office to modify one C-130
with five flat-samel liquid crystal displays (LaF)) as a rep]la'emnt for the analog
instruments on the pilot's Instrument panel. All the flight director and engn
Instruments will be displaeld on these panels, offering greatly improved reliability,

rema-y IA"d egbae oprtons. Figure I shows the display configuration. show. are
the pilot and Copilot flight and navigation displays, with the engine iirstrwaent display
located in the center of the panel. A sixth display is located at thes navigator's
station.' 91-08827

9I. 8 23 052
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FIGURE 1. DISPLAY COUVIGRTAION

Eoch flat panel display Is predicted to have a Mean Time Between Failure (1WBF) of
approximately 8,000 hours. The present instruments show about 55 hours Mean Tinse etween
Maintenance, Inherent (NtMWI). The new instrument suite, using the flat-panel displays,
can be expected to provide 200-300 hours NMDI. We use 0Y1NI as an operational measure of
reliability, where •MF is a prediction based upon piece part reliability, generally
demonstrated in a laboratory enviromtent.

In March 1938, the MAC submission was approved by the GO6. Lockheed Aeronautical
Systems Company (Georgia) was awarded the contract in Auqust 1988 by Warner-Robins Air
logistics Center as part of their basic ordering agreement with Lockheed. Lockheed
selected Litton Systems Canada Limited as the supplier for the flat-panel liquid crystal
display. The Wright Research and Development Center's Cockpit Integration Directorate at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, is providing the technical consultation on the
display performance requirements. This four-year effort has a total projected cost of
approximately $13 million, with funding provided by the RANTIP office.

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAUI iICDA.

Ie]nooy. The LCD is expected to provide us with the next generation of electronic
displays for military aircraft, succeeding the CRT. LCDs operate using the unique
characteristics of liquid crystals. The properties of liquid crystals are in between
those of a crystalline solid, whose properties vary with direction, and a liquid, whose
properties are the same in all directions. The cigar-shaped liquid crystal molecules,
known as the twisted nemitic crystal, possess the unique property that when a voltage is
applied, they unwind and align themselves parallel to the electric field. Using optical
polarizing principles, the alignment of the molecules either blocks light or allows light
to pass.

Thousands of these molecules are arranged vertically and horizontally as individual
dots. called pixels, of liquid crystals in an X-Y matrix pattern on glass. Through
application of appropriate software, each of these pixels can be controlled into a"blocko or "pas r mode, thus enabling pictures of high detail to be formed on the glass
viewing surface. A "backlightw behind the glass makes these images visible to the
operator under high ambient light conditions. The LCD principle of operation is depicted
in Figure 2.

LCD are being developed in various sizes. The active display area for the C-130
IIMTIP project is 6.0 x 3.0 inches. The pixel (dot) arrangement is 960 x 1,280 pisesi.

The electrical signal transmitted from the Display Proceisor rcontrols a thin film
transistor switch at each pixel. By opening and closing these switches via software
control, the desired pixels can be illuminated to various levels, and the nonselected
pixels remaL dark. Four pixels are than grouped into cells where each pixel is aligned
with its aem primary color filter (red, blue, or green). Multiple colors with variable
sha8ding levels can he displayed.

LCIJ Advantag~g. Compared to CRt,. LCDs have been described as offering savings of
about 60 percent in volume, 70 percent In weight, and 80 percent in power. With increased
production capability. 1CD costs have been estimated to be 50 percent of the cost of a
comparable CRT with 10 times the reliability. The shorter depth of the flat panel LCD is
a major advantage in retrofitting this technology to existing aircraft because of the
usual laso of space' behind the existing instrument panel. The larger depth of the CRT
makes it cost-prohibltive In many current aircraft, this being the case with the C-130.
To retrofit an euisting C-130 with the CRT display would require the entire instrument
panel to be mowed aft to allow more space behind the panel to accomodate the CRT. This
would result in the control column also being moved aft, impacting the flight control
system design and significantly increasing the cost of the modification.
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FIGURE 2. LCD PRINCIPLE OP OPERATION
(one Picture Element - Pixel Is Shown)

Another disadvantage of CRTs is the larger the display, the dimr the Image. This is
because the electron beam has to scan faster, and therefore, cannot excite the CRT
phosphors as well as it can when scanning more slowly, as in a smaller CRT. The shadow
mask also absorbs about S0 percent of the incident energy. In LCDm, the brightness of a
pixel is independent of the size of the display. Also, no horizontal/vertical linearity
or focus adjustments are required in the LCD.

SYSTEM D8=CUIPTIOH.

General. The graphics processing for the various display formats end input signal
management is performed by the electronic modules inside the Display Processors. Two
IDisplay Processors are used in the system, each of which can support the six displays. A
total failure of one Display Processor does not degrade the operation of the system. A
design feature of the displays is called *graceful degradation." Instead of catastrophic-
type failure, the display quality may become degraded with the failure of individual
pixels caused by electrical shorts or switch failures. Individual pixels or lines of the
display unit fail, indicated by always-on or always-off dote on the display. Depending
upon the location and groupings of the pizels, the display may be quite useable and
replacement of the display unit deferred. Minimal standby flight instruments and a
Standby Engine Instrument Display are provided as safety-of-flight backup capability if
the complete primary display system were to fail.

System Architecture. The system architecture is centered around the Electronic Plight
Instrument System (SPIS) NIL-STD-1553B data bus, with analog and ARINC 429 serial
interfaces used for redundancy and for minimum impact on the existing systems. The system
architecure/inter-face is depicted in Figure 3.

To provide the enhanced navigation displays in the map format, an interface to the
S•elf-Contaimed Navigation System (SCNS) NIL-STD-1553B data bus is used to transfer
iaviqation data to the display system. The SCHS software was modified to Increase the
data rate for critical display datA from 5 hertz (HA) to 20 HI. The two Display
Processors are remote terminals on the SCNS data bus enabling the SCNS to piovide the data
required for the navigation displays. The 9CNS analog interface is retained to support
the autopilot and flight director operation.

The Data Acquisition Units (DAu) contain the signal conditioning circuitry which
interfaces with the engine sensors to format the data for display of engine operating
information. The signals are converted to digital form and transmitted over the EPIS data
bus to the Display Processors for presentation on the display units. The DAU8 are
arranged to provide operational redundancy via an AMIC 429 interface to the Standby
Engine Instrument Display. This provides a backup capability in the event of a complete
failure of the 51I1 data bus. The Standby Engine Instrument Display is a monochrome LCD
located in the lower center of the instrument panel. It provides an alpha-numeric
presentation of engine data as a backup to the primary display system.

Two Air Data Computers (ADC) provide information to the Display Processors via the 39IS
data bus, with also a direct interface to the Display Processors provided by dedicated
ARINC 429 serial data buses. The Identification, Friend or Poe (IFF) is connected to ADC
No. I for encoded altitude information.
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FIGURE 3.* SSYB ARCrITUCTUR3

The Inertial Navigation Unit (1313) is controlled by the ACI over the ICES data bus.
The Display Controllers are monochrome LCDs and are connected to the Display Processora
via an ARIUC 429 high speed, serial data bus. The Display Controllers are centered on the
upper portion of the instrument panel and provide the pilot and copilot with menus that
enable display format selection and switching.

The APS-133 Type II Radar is interfaced to the display system using a Radar Interface
Unit. This interface unit is a modified C-17 unit providing dual independent video
outputs to the Display Processors. The independent outputs provide the capability for two
different radar ranges to be displayed simultaneously, but the radar cannot operate in two
different modes simultaneously. One of the outputs is shared by the pilot and copilot and
the second output is used by the navigator. A failure of a Display Processor will cause
the system to reve-t to a coinon radar range selection for the pilots and navigator. The
Radar Interface Unit is connected to the EFIS data bus for receipt of attitude and heading
stabilisation signals and for range control. The radar mode control functions are
performed with dedicated control panels.

The Display Controllers are connected to the Display Processors via MRINC 429 data
buses. The Display Controllers provide the capability to control which information i•
displayed on the display units. Two Display Controllers are installed on the instrument
panel, one each for the pilot and copilot. Controls for the display unit at the
navigator's station will also be provided. The pilot and copilot will each exercise
control over the configuration of his respective display units. Rowever, in the event of
a failure of a pilot's/copilot's Display Controller, the other pilot will have the
ability, using his own Display Controller, to control the configuration of the other
pilot's display unit.

The Standby Engine Instrument Display is a monochrome LCD located in the lower center
of the instrument panel. It provides a numerical presentation of engine data as backup to
the primary display system. It is connected to the four DAUs via AR]lWC. 429 data buses to
receive engine data directly.

The Digita~l Automatic Flight Control System (DAPCS) is a new autopilot/flight director
systme for the C-13S that replaces the old 3-4 Autopilot and CPU-65 Plight Director.
There are no connections between the auto~pilot and the NIL-S'lD-15S33 data buses. All of
the interfaces use discrete wiring. To support all of the analog interfaces for the
autopilot and flight director, the present navigation instrument switching system is
retained, but only a few of the interfaces are used by the display system.

Dipas The two primary flight displays are the outboard displays located directly
in front of the pilots. The information previously displayed on the pilot's/copilot's
attitude direction indicator (ADI), airspeed indicator (Agh), vertical speed indicator
(VII), altimeter and partial (horimontal situation indicator (ElI) is now displayed on the
primary flight display. Flight director mode data and some navigation data are also
presented on this display. There is only one format available, but a declutter capaubility
is includedI in the design.

The two navigation displays are located inbard of the primary flight displays on the
main instrument panel. The navigation display has a basic map format with minor
variations to suit the navigation mode selected. Data previously displayed on the 981 and
two hearing distance heading indicators (BiDE) is presented on this display. Radar is
displayed as an overlay on the map display for the pilot and copilot. (One UDRI is
retained on the main instrument panel to provide backup navigation informration in case of
" complete loss of display system functions.
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"e center display is Used primarily to monitor engine parameters with limited caution
and warning information displayed on the bottom of the display. The Standby Nngine
Instrument Display is used to display essential engine data upon the complete loss of the
display system functions.

The additional display at the navigator's station has a basic map format similar to
that available to the pilot's and copilot's navigation displays. Radar in displayed as an
overlay on the map display, or as a radar-only display without any computer-generated
symbology. All of the navigator's present instruments are retained. The display unit
replaces only the navigator's radar display. Independent control of radar range is
provided for the navigator's display unit.

Various display formats and symbology were reviewed by a working group consisting of
MAC and Lockheed representatives from several functional areas, including aircrew
standardisation and evaluation, aircrow training, flight safety, logistics, human factors
engineering, software development, and crew station design. Each display format will be
evaluated in detail during systems integration and flight testing.

Hardware Redundancy. Two Display Processors are used to formulate the information for
the six displayse Six unique displays, with full function capability, can be supported
after the comp ete failure of one of the Display Processors. Pollovinq the loss of the
capability from Display Processor No. I, the bus controller functions for the EFlS bus are
performed by Display Processor No. 2. Although complete operation of the system can be
performed by one of the Display Processors, the pilot-controlled operations are normally
performed by Display Processor No. I and the copilot functions by Display Processor No. 2
No flight-crew action is required following the failure of a Display Processor; however,
an advisory message is displayed to notify the crew of the loss of one level of
redundancy.

Following a failure of one of the display units, the pilot/copilot may reallocate the
functions of the remaining serviceable units to provide information displays adequate for
the completion of the mission. The most critical display units are the pilot's flight
display, copilot's flight display, and the engine instrument display. If one of theac
fails, the appropriate information is transferred to either the pilot's or copilot's
navigation display. The transfer is accomplished manually from either of the two Display
Controllers.

The four DAUs are arranged to provide redundancy of interface and handling of engine
data. The two primary DA[s each process data from two engines. Each primary DAU is
backed up by a secondary DAD processing the same data. The same data transferred across
the JPlS bus is also transmitted on ARINC 429 buses to the Standby Engine Instrument
Display to provide a back-up capability in the event of a complete failure of the EFIS
data bus.

Display Control. The two Display Controllers are mounted in the upper center of the
instrument panel. Each contains two simpler, monochrome LCDs with a 3.3 z 2.3 inch usable
area with eight pushbuttons associated with each half of the Display Controller. The
selections are menu-driven with the functions of the pushbuttons changing as selections
are made. Communications and navigation radio frequencies with channel numbers are
displayed at the bottom of the Display Controllers. These frequencies are readouts only,
with no control of the radios provided from these panels.

Selections which control discretes from the Display Controllers can only be made from
that particular Display Controller; i.e., pilot controls pilot functions and the copilot
controls the copilot functions. Some redundancy is built into the Display Controllers,
but full functionality cannot be maintained after complete failure of a Display
Controller. Flight director mode selection cannot be made for the side associated with
the failed unit, but limited raw data display selection is still available.

P!O .M L.._The project is broken down into four distinct phases corresponding to
the appl fiscal year that the effort is funded. The major tasks associated with
each phase are summarited below&

Phase I (FY 88) - Begin Detailed System Design.
Select Equipment Suppliers.

- Complete Interface Design Documents.

Phase 11 (P¥ 89) - Complete System Design.
Begin Integration Testing.

- Fabricate Installation Components.

Phase I1I (FY 90)- Modify Aircraft.
- Conduct Engineering Flight Test.
- Prepare and Deliver Aircraft to MAC.

Phase IV (F! 91) - Support MAC Operational Test and Evaluation.
- Demodify Aircraft.

OP oTIl Y Tn ANDEALUATION WOT&U. Following the modification of the C-130 at

i iikheU'ifaciLi ty in Georgia and the initial engineering checkout and flight test, the

aircraft will return to the 314 Tactical Airlift Ninq at Little Rock Air Force Base,

Arkansas. The C-130 will be flown and maintained by MAC operations and maintenance



personnel during a six-month OT&i period. The USAF Airlift Center (ALCNT) located at
Pope Air Force Base, Worth Carolina, will direct the testing and pelate the final test
report.

The OTMR will evaluate the operational effectiveness and suitability of the Ler.
technology in the aircraft installation. major operational effectiveness issues to be
evaluated include:

- Sunlight Readability.
- Readability From Multiple Wide Viewing Angles.
- Information Clutter and Dynamics.
- Base of Use of the Display Controllers.
- Display Formats ard Symbology.
- Night Vision Goggle Compatibility.

Operational suitability issues will address supportability of the technology and
Include the following:

- System Reliability and Maintainability.
- Maintenance Skill Level Required to Maintain and Support.
- Fault Detection and Isolation.
- Support Equipment Requirements.

CONCLUSION. The use of liquid crystal flat panel displays has the potential to
revolutionize the display of critical flight and performance monitoring information.
Improved reliability, maintainability, and operational effectiveness will drive the use of
flat panel LCDs in the design of our next generation of aircraft, as well as the
modernization/modification of current aircraft cockpit displays.

This technology supports MAC's and Warner-Robins Air Logistics Center's efforts to
modernize C-130 and C-141 flight stations. This RANTIP project will demonstrate the
benefits and identify the problems with this technology, greatly reducing the risk of
successfully inteqratinq flat panel LCDs. in the C-130 and C-141 aircraft.

DISCLAIMER

This research report represents the views of the author and does
not necessarily reflect the official views of the Department of
Defense or the United States Air Force.
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L . EXPERIENCE AEROSPATIALE DANS LE DOMAINE DES AVIONS DE LIN ETP

AIA M

10 cockpit est l'endrolt do laovlon vons loquel tous los syst~mes convergent pour dialoguer
avec Is phloto.

Dons les 10 demnl~res ann6es, de grondes 6tapes ont 6t6 franchies en ce qul concerne
l'ergonomie et les technologies. qul ont conduit 6 des modifications profondes dons la
philosophle de conception du cockpit, pour mioux tenir compte des exigences actuelles
d'expioltatlon et do s6curitt. L'AEROSPATIALE. qul a actuellement lo responsabilit6 do Ia
conception ot du d6veloppemont des postes A330, A340 et HERMES, poss~de uno large
exp6uience du sujot. apr~s avOir dWINi tous les postes do lo famille AlRBUS mols 6galement
do Ilo famliloe ATR.

La d~finltion d'un cockpit ost le r~sultat d'un processus complexe. qui met en cause:

- t'exp6rience acqulse sur los programmes pr6c~dents.
- los r6sultats dos efforts do rocherche.
- los informations proveonant do dlff~ronts interlocuteurs (compagnies a~riennes, pilotes.
autorit6s do certificwtion, tabricants do syst~mes ... ),
-a m6thodobloge propre 6 I'AEROSPATIALE, bos~e sur une analyse statique et une phase

*L'onalyse statique repose sur des crit~ros tols quo:
- la vlsibilit6 extmern

Iso contort Cespace libre autour do lo t~te, ..
-racc~s au poste do travail.

- diverses r~gies orgonomiquos
Cette phase utiliso lorgemoent los moyens Informatiques (CAC) et aboutit t6 la fabrication
do moquettos d'insta~lation.

0 La phase dito do teveioppomnent ost lo phase pendant laquelle la plupart des concepts
01 des solutions relatives 6 t'Intorface Hommo-Machino sont propos6s, ossay6s ot
adopt6s. en saoppuyant sur divers mayens Informatiques et des simulatours sp6cifiques
au programme concern4.

Lanalyse dynamnique consisto en la validation a posteriori du processus lors d'une cam-
pagno d'essais en vol : ia tOche pilote est 6valu~e au travers d'une analyse giobale do
so charge do travail. A partir do mesures do param~tres Internes (variabilit6 cardiaque
par exemple) ot oxtemnes (incidence avion, plan do vol ... ). un modolo a 6t6 construit . qui
pormot do rostltuor l0 niveau do lo charge do travail et d'en doterminer los limites, accep-
tables.



1.2-tin solution AM9US A 3MX at A..310 EECC

Le concept FFCC (Forward racing Crew Cockpit) est bos6 sur Io faol que 1r6quipage C6 2 au
6i 3) regords vers taovant.

Cool eat une cons6quonce directs de lilntroductlon dana ces aviona de la techriologle
digitale. qul a permis une, complbte r~organhsotion du panneau plafond et du panneau Ia-
t~ral.

Los commandes, des syst~mes sont sltu6es sur Io panneau plaifond. Une am~lioration Im-
portanto de, lexploltatlon op6rationnelle est apport6e par lo philasophie 'posts 6toint" :
lorsque tout va blen. tous lea boutons poussoirs sont 6toints. La pr6paratlon dt i poste en est
grandemont focl~ifte. Colt. philosophie .51 comnbln~e 6i ur,, ut~lllsatlon coh~ronte d'un
code de couleurs. Les boutons poussoirs luminoux mont Int6gr~s dons les synaptiquos sys-.
t~mes. Indiquant soit une continultA. salt une Interruption du circuit concem6.

Le panneau lat~ral a W6 6 norm6ment r6duft :i n1est plus utfilis6 6 titreoap~rationnel e1 est
maintenant r~serv6 uniquomnent 6 la maintenance.

Con4;u des Ie depart pour un 6quipage 6~ 2, I'A 310 eat dovenu un programme c16 dons Ie
domains des cockpits d'ovions civils, du fall daoutres am~lioratians majeures 116es aux
technologies digitales : I'nstallotion do 6 tubes cathodliques pour lo pr~sentatlon
d'informatlons aur la planche do bard. et l'introductlon d'un calculateur d~dlA 6 la gestlon
du vol. Ces deux nouveaut~s ant vu fours fonctions accrues sur l'A320 et sont pr6sent6es
plus en d~taiI dans Io section sulvante.

Le paste do l'A310 pout en fall Otre consid~r6 comme un paste do transition, combinant c6
Ia fols l'utillsation d'instruments convenlionneis et cello do technologies nouvelles (comme
les tubes cathadiques). Cellos-cl ant b16 Atendlues, et ont atteInt lour abouissement avec Is
paste doe pilotage do lAIlRBUS A320.

1.3 -Do EA 320 6 rA330-340

Le cockpit de I'AIRBIJS A 320 constitue un Important pas en avant. compar6 6i tus les
autres cockpits modomnes, et oat maintenant consld6r6 comme Ie standard mandial en
mati~re do pastes, do pilotage. La mellioure preuve en est Is faog quo Ie Baeing B747-400 et110
Mac Dannell-D3ouglas MD1 1 ant W1 con~us sur la base de o Iam~ie architecture g~n6rale.
Bien ontondlu. los principalos caract~ristiques qul font Is succ~s de l'A320 ont 6t6
recondultos sur les AIRBUS A 340 et A330, coest 6i dire principaloment:

- lNntroduction do commandos do vol bloctriques avoc des manches lat~raux ot une
commande do pouss6e minlaturis~s.

- la g~n~railsatlon do tubes cathodliques, pour la pr~sentation doe toutes los Informations
primairos (iA 320 oat alnsi I0 premier paste di mat6rlaliser I0 concept *All Glass Cockpit').

1 -3-I -1 LesJounisicnts

Les Commandos do Vol Electrlques (CDVE). entratnant l'utflisatian do manches lat6-
raux, ont permis une r6organisation aptImale do la planche do bard, avec pour
chaque, pilate une meolleuro vialbilift sur les deux tubes devant lul et sur lea deux tubes
de lo planche contrals.



Do lA 310 6 l'A 340, uno W~re de regles do base concemant lo symbologlo sur tubes
cothodlques oatW d~finle ot am6flor6o par l'offort conjugu6 doe pilotos et d'ing~nieurs.

On pout on signaler Wd les princlpides:

*lors de chaque phase do vol. seulos los donn6es optimales sont pr6sent~es: a insi
des Informnation~s utiles pour daoutres ph~ases doe vol quo la phase en cours no sont
pas montr6os et no viennent pas surcharger Inutilmemnt los 6crans.

-oucuno charge do travail suppi6mentaire noest demandee 6 I'6qulpage pour com-
mander et comprendre los Informations pr~sent~es.

o ucun entralnoment sp~clfique nI changoment Important dons les processus men-
taux no sont n6ceusares pour utIlise los CRT.

Los cquatre tubes cathodliques des deux planchos pilotes constituent l'EFIS (Electronic
Flight Instrument System).

Devant chaque phloto so trouvo le "Primary Flight Display' (PFD) qui donne toutes les
Informnations n~cessaires au pilotago 6 court terme de I'avion.

Lour plus grande taille (7.25' x 7.25') compar~e aux tubes de l'A 310 (6.25" x 6.25") per-
met do pr6senter un T-basiquo cornplet:

- Attitudes au centre do Ilimago
- Anbmom~tne sur Ia gaucho
- Altim6trie, et variometre 6 droito
- Cap dons la partie lnf~rieure.

La partie sup~ideuro donne des Informnations sur les modes du pilote automatique ac-
tits ou arrn6s.

Sur le m~me niveau horizontal so trouve le "Navigation Display" (ND), r6serv6 6 la
gestion du vol 6 long torme. On y pr6sente lo situation de laovion par rapport 6 son plon
do vol. 10 pilate pout s~lectlonner plusleurs modes, en fonction de la situation:

-1le mode ARC. oi i'on montro le plan de vol avoc l'avion au bas do 1'6cran
-10s mode ROSE MAP. avec Is plan do vol. et laovion au centre do l'lmage
- los modes ROSE VOR et ROSE ILS (Identiquos au HSI m6canlque).
Pour los cdeux premiers modes, le pilote pout choisir 6 6chehles do cartes, allant do 10 6
320 NM (fonction 'zoom").

Los Informations du radar m~t~o. des options suppl6mentaires (aides radio, points
taumaonts. a6roports) ou los positons daoutros avlons pauvent Otre suporpos6es 6 ces
Images, ovoc los positions st/ou tallies ad6quatos correspondlant 6 1l6chelle et ou
mode sWect6s.

Pour lo s6loction des fonctions EFIS. chaque pilote dispose d'un boltier do commande
lnstall6 sur l'auvont.
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Le Mavame ECAM

Les doux tubes cathodiquos. sltu6s sur la partle centrale de la planche do bard,
constituent l'Electronic Centralized Aircraft Monitoting (ECAM).
L'6cran du haut est i"Engine and Warning Display' (EWO). 11 montro. en partle
supbrloure :

-los parametres primaires des moteurs
loI position des bees et des volets
l e cotburant total

La portle lnf6rloure do I'6cran EWD pr6sente:

- en utlillsation narmale, to page 'MEMO* qui donne des Informations sur los sys-
tames acilis temporairoment tels quo I'APU, le d6givrage, los messages cabines
(NO SMOKING/SEAT BELTS),....

- on cas do panne, los messages daolerto ou daolarme et les proc6dures asso-
cibes.

L~cron Inf~riour est le 'System Display* (SD) qul pr6sente:

- los synoptIques des systdmes avion, qul peuvent salt Otre appel~s manueliement
par ie pilate, salt Otre pr6sent6s automatiquement (on montre le syst~me le plus
pertinent compte tenu do la phase do vol on fonctionnement normal. ou le Sy-
noptiquo du syst~me on cause en cas do panne), Pour I'A330 et r'A34O. 13 pages
syst~mes ant 6t6 d6finies: MOTEIJRS (porambtres secondaires). PRELEVEMENT
D'AIR, PRESSION CABINE. ELEC. ALTERNATIF, ELEC. CONTINU, HYDRAULIQUE, APU,
CONDITONNEMENT D'AIR, PORTES, ROUES, COMMANDE DU VOL. CARBURANT.
CIRCUIT BREAKERS ot CROISIERE.

- une page STATUS cantonont des Informations sur l'at otp~rationnel rbel de
laovion ot sur di6ventuolles limitations ap~ratlonnelies apr~s panne.

Un boftier do commando ECAM est sttu6 sur go pyI~ne central, pour lo s~lecfion ma-
nuolle, des pages du 'System Display'.

11 existe aussi des disposItits pormottant d'attiror l'attention des pilotos en cas d'alorme
-des boutons lumineux sur laouvont. combin6s 6~ des alarmes sonoros. demandent 6

rd6quipage de se r6f6ror 6a r~cran EWD oO) un message est apparu.

1e systme. ECAM bkn4flcie au maximum des possiblllt~s de reconfiguration offertes
par Ia technolagie digttale et los 6crans do visualisation 6lectronIques.

1I onm loe g contort do pilotage on mhinilsant Ia charge do travail. pormfettont ainsi 6
l'6quipago do so cornsocrer 6z des t~chos de synth~se comme la gestion optimole do
la mission at do la machine.

Des reconfigurations. r.)cr-eIles par action pilate ou automotiques, soft possibles af in
de garder toutes los knt, ..notions disponlbles en cos do panne d'une unite doe visuali-
sation.



I- 3- 2 -Los CommandosdevMW

Une cors6quence premiere de o Iag~nralisatlon des CDVE est I'utilisation do manchos
iat~roux.

Los modifications do trajectoire avion sont envoy~es aux calculateurs qul common-
dent les orgones, de puissance des surfaces mobiles. Ainsi. des actions musculaires
Importantes no sont plus n6csssoires pour transmettre ces intormatlons.

En fonctlonnoment avec PNote Autornotiqus. los monches, latbraux restont en position
noutre: ls pillots pout e. tout momrent reprendro I& contr~ls par action sur is mancho,
d~sengapeant ains le PA.

Los manchs lot~raux offrsnt ravontage d'un melliour contort do pliotage (vision sans
obstacle du p~'ote sur los Instruments et acc~s plus aisb au slgeg) et d'une Importante
r6ductio~n de polds.

Allant do pair avec l'introduction du maricho lat6ral, des manettes des gaz minlaturi-
sees ont 6galoment 6t6 adoptaes. profitant pleinement du concept "Full Authority
Digital Engine Control" (FADEC).

Icl aussi, los transmissions m6canlques ant disparu. entraTnant une reduction de o ia tlile
des manettes.

Des positions fixes pormettent lo selection ais~e des modes do pouss6e limite.
Lorsque laoutomanotto ost active, 11 ny a pas do mouvomont do la manette.

1- 3 -3 - La onufte autornalau du vol

L'ntroductlon do calculatours num6riques sur A 310 a entraTn6 des 6volutlons Impor-
tantes dons los syst~mes do conduite automaotique du vol. aussl bien du point do vue
mat~riel (en terme d'int6gration do systemes) quo du point de vue logiclel. Cola a
simpllf6 6norm~mont llnterlaco Hommo-Machine :acces 6 des modes supbrleurs,
couplage entre commandos autoenatiquss do tangage et do pouss6e.

L'A310 fut aussi le premier programme 6 Otre 6quip6 d'un "Flight Management
System' (FMS), Calculateur do Gostion du Vol.

Los fonctions et loutortt6 do ce syst6me ant 06t augment6es sur les programmes sul-
vants. en m6me temps qu'll a vu son lnt6gration progressive avec los au~res systemes
do conduits do vol. co qul a conduit pour l'A 330/340 au "Flight Management
Guidance and Enveobpe System* (FMVGEC).

Les doux FMVGEC do rA330/A340. assocl~s di un "Flight Control Unit' (FCW et 6 doux
"*Multipurpose Control and Display Unite (MCDU) pour linterface pilate. constituent le
systme do Conduits Automatique du Vol.

Cs syst6rne offro :
- la tonction gostlon du vol. qul pormot une navigation complete (horizontale ot

verticals simulton6ment).
- dos fonctians do guidage :pilate, autornatique, directeur do vol et contrOleoau-

tomnatiq do la pouss6e.
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-o Iaonction *Enveolppo de Vol' onveloppe do vitessos. d~tectlon du cisaille-
ment do vent et do Iaolpha-flaor*.

GrOco 6~ rutlillsatin d'une Importante base do donn~es do navigation. comprenant
los aides radio. les points toumnonts. los routes o~rionnes, los obroports, los; prac~dures
do d6port et darriv~. to fonction Gestlon du Vol pormet 6 lAqulpage de construire lo
plan do vol ad~quat. ot do Io modifier facilemont 6 tout moment du vol par
llinterrv~iiolre do to MCDU. Le pilate pout survellict en permanence ta situation
houlzontale par Io prbsentation du pian do vat sur to *Navigation Display'. Dans ie plan
vertical. ie syst~me colcule les profils de mont6e et descente. oinsi quo los vitsses et
attitudes do craolsre, do formn 6' minimiser Is coOt ou Ia consommatlori do carburont.
Pour ceola lo syst~me tlent 6i jour le Plan do Vol. quell. quo salt ta monl~re dont le pllote
lao d6flni (route compagnie. "clty-palr% point toumaont par point toumnant) et modlfl6
Cdirect TO'. proc6dures d'attente ....). d~termlno Ia position avian et sa distance au
Plan do Vol. et r6allse un guldoge automnalique to long do ce plan de vol.

11 r~alis oaussi des pr~dictlons do temps, do carburant ot d'altitude 6 chaque point
tournant on utilisant los mod~los a~rodynamlques et motours do l'ovion, los conditions
do vol actuellos et cellos pr6vues. ot r'indice do coOt do Io compagnie.

Le dialogue ontre los phlotos et los FMS so tait par llinterrn~diaire do deux boTtlers de
commando et do visualisation (MCDU) Ci 6cran cauleur. porticuii~rement faciles 6i utili-
ser malgr6 Ia complexlt6 et Ia varl~t6 dos possibilit6s du systbme.

Do mmem quo le systeme ECAM, le syst~me do conduite automatique du vol a pro-
fond~ment modifi6 to charge do travail do l~quipage, du talt quo le couplage entre
systeme do guidago ot syst~me do gostlon du vol permet dosormals, un guldage au-
tomnatique complot le long d'un plan do vol 6~ 3 dimensions, du d~colloge 6
Ilatterrissage.

I -3 -4 -JgLoMgkiterigrc

Sur i'A3 10, Is pannoau lcrt~ral a 6t4 extrOmemont r6dult, at r~serv6 6 des fins do main-
tenance. A partir do i'A320. ii a totalomont dlsparu, et a Wt romplac6 par le
Calculaoteur Central do Maintenanco (CMC).

Les fonctians BITE (Built In Test Equipment) ant 6t6 Int~gr6os danvs los calculateurs. et
gr~ce 6 co calculatour contral do maintenance. pouvent d6sormais Otre common-
does et pr6sent~es via ta MCDU ; 11 ny a donc plus qu'uno Interfaco unique entre les
pilotos. Io maintenance au sal et los syst6mes. Les Informatians. on anglais clair. con-
cernont choquo ponneoapparue, y sont disponiblos pour los sp6cilolstes do mainte-
nance :Its pouvont connaltre rl'houre do to panno. Io chapitre ATA correspondant, le
LRIJ concernk et ont 6galement acc~s aux calcularleurs connect6s 6 partir d'un soul
point do rovIon.

1 -3- 5 -..LgW.i thMuISKMUrlo~iau

Le Systmem Bibliltheque Eloctranique, Embarqu6 (ELS: Electronic Ubrory System) per-
met Ia consultation des divers documents ou Informations n~cessaires 6 1'exploitotion
do laytion. embarqu~s dons une unlt6 do stackago 6lectronique.
Co systome ost octuollomont 6a 1'tude 6 I'AEROSPATIALE pour l'A330 et 1'A340.



GrOce aux technologies utills~os, IRLS oerret de disposer 6 bord dlinforrnatlons ox-
haLLstives et coh~rentes et d'c'-n assurer une miss Ci jour plus ols6a quaovec une do-
cumnentation popier.

Chaque plote dispose d'un 6rnran plot 6 haute r4s.31ution pennettont la recherche et
latffichoge. pendant toutes los phases du vol. des Informations textuelles et gra-
phlIques. auJourd'hul 6dlt6es sur support papler.

Los manuels do vol (FCOM), los diverses prooedures, lo MEL oinsi que les cartes
doapproche et do terrain sort accessibles 6 partir do chaque poste et peuvent Otre
6dft~s 6i to demands sur limprimante Instoll6e dons 1s pylOne.

La recherche dlInforrnation est tacllt~e par l'utlilsotlon de divers modes daoccos
(menus, designation. recherche do mat. ATA, ...).

De plus. une pr~s~Iection dynamique d'intormatlon est propos~e 6 l'ut~llsoteur en
foriction des situations de vol ou d'un 6v0noment cockpit (alarms ECAM).

Los Informations destin~es ou pilote sont compl6t~es par los In~ormations de mainte-
nance permettant de d~sposer en ligne de l'ensemble des diverses donn6es sp~cl-
tiques 6 l'avion.

Des terminaux sltu~s dans los, zones do maintenance assursnt aux 6qulpes sol le sup-
port n6cessolre aux Interventions. grace 6 l'accessiblit6 aux documents do mainte-
nance.

1.4 Futur at nerspectivas nour los nylons clyils

Les programmes ianc~s dons Io seconde moffi6 des onn6es 90 b~n~ficleront d'une nou-
vells r6volution., 4ans laovionique :le concept de tcA~rance aux pannes. l'ovionique modu-
lairs lnt~gr6e, un nouveau standard de bus (ARINC 629). lravlon tout-6lectrique. la transmis-
sion do donn~es optiquos. sont los nouveaux principes quo I'on envisage d'appiiquer 6 ce
moment 16.

LOntertace Homme-Machine b6n~fiera selo aussi de l'introduction de technologies nou-
velles. teiles quo los 6crans plats Ci cristaux liquldes. de nouveaux syst~mes de d~signa-
tion. lo Commando Vocals. des orgones de commands 6i mini-d~placemnents,..

L'AEPOSPATIALE paursult son effort do recherche, regardaont dQ6~ au del6 do I'A 340, l'A 330
o1 l'A 321. Ls simulateur do vol prospectit EPOPEE est OHMls pour 6valuer ces nouvelles
technologiess:

- des visualisations 3D permettront do suporposer des symbalogles de pilotage Ci une
Image du so], ot contribueront bi un pilotage instinctif do l'ovion. par exemple Ians
doapproches IFR, profitant ainsl des nouveaux systemes do navigiation tots quo MLS
(Microwure Laiding System) et GPS (Global PosItlonning System).

- un syst~mo do bibliothoque 6lectronique. totalement Int6gr6 Clux outres syst~mes avio-
nkques et ou cockpit (pour lo saul. do donn~es etlIa visualisation) coriduira Ci un cockpit
'sons paplor". Pt contribusra encore Ci simplifier la charge do travail du pitote.
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- dons Is fuur. ravian no bra pkx conuidkr commem un 416mWen W16l dons 1'sipoce o6-
rnon. maigsewra reft 6 Un Impartant *s~ow do cornmunlcatlomarit d'*chonges do don-
n'.s.

La coop~rotlon active ontno so ei bard ost Io C16 do I'offcct=06 du syst6me global. Pour
cola, do nouv'au systmrns sont 8 l'tude. Cqui ant un Impact sur Vintertoco homme-ma-
chine 8 bard do Iovlon:

- 19 MIS (MiCr"aVG Landing System)
- le TCAS CTroffi Alert and Colligon Avoldoxie System)
- r'ACARS (ARINC CommunIcation Adrouming and Reporting Systam) pour los com-.

munlcatlons air/sal do lo compogrdo
- Ia ifolson do donn~es ATC Made S qul arpvllorora do fa'qon significatlve le dialogue

entre to Syst~me, do Contrfle AbnIOei ot l'ovlon. Cola devralt om~lioror la r~gulation
du trafic. ot donc amoner des gains significatif en efticocit6, s~curft6. perfor-
mances. 6caniomle do cauburant .... )

- les communIcatlons par saolklets (SATCOM).



I.-IEXPRIEN±CE ACQISE DANAS LE DOMAIN! OU TPANSPORT AERIEN MILITAIRE

Au cours des ann6ez 1980 iA~rospatiaio a con4;u at r6alls des porteurs sp~ciaux Ci partir des
C 160 de Ofto pulls Wol a ~o6 ai l6tude do lo r~novation do r'avionique et de lo tiotte des C
160 du COTAM. Cetto onotyo condulteoen accord avoc los Services Officleis franrois a abouti
ou d~veloppement et Io mise au point d'un nou~veau concept do conduite de 1a mission de
transport a6iien.

11,.1 - Lg beolnexprim6 nor le COTAM

11 sogit do fournir aux C 160 los mayens do lour mission dons ie nouveau contexte
geopolifique onvlsag6:

- Le no01.Nou syst~me de locolisotion dolt Atre pr6cis, autonome et discret.

- Lergonomlo d'instaiiation dolt proposer ou pilote une assistance pour les opbrations
tactiques do suivi de terrain. de largoge et do poser sur ies terrains sommaires.

- L'ovionique nouvelle dolt Otre compatible avec la dur~e de vie estim~a de laovion
(2010).

- Le nouveau concept dolt Otro impiant6 sans modification majeure dle lavilon.

11 .2 -Identification du besoin nor I'A roWnatioi DMnartement Avion Milltaire

Le besoin daovionique militaire sur i'avion de transport militaire peut Otre resum6 en
plusleurs points crarcteristiques.

A - Effectuer une iocalisation discrete autonome 6i laide de au momns trois sources
ind6pendantes et pr6cises; gorantir une pr~cision de localisation en mode nominal
et en mode degrad6 (une source invalide).

B - G~rer les performances de l'avion et la navigation au sons large : 1 faudra tenir
compte des surfaces hostiles d6finies par les menaces adverses. ii faudro gerer des
horoires precis. ii foudra optimiser los capacites dle charges offertes de laovion sur
des terrains sommoirement omenages,

C - Assurer loautoprotection passive et active de l'ovion au cours de ses d6placements:
6coute discrete des systemes d'interception, alarme de l'6quipage, reaction aux
menaces directes.

D - FoumnIr 6i i'qulpage les Informations relatives 6i son plan dle mission (Navigation.
iivraison, communication) sur des surfaces
- dedlees au pilotage direct (visu t~te haute)
- d6di6es Ci la navigation (6cron t~te basso)

E - Aider lMquipage Ci conduire la machine en outomatisant les tOches doe routine telies
quo surveillance des paramOtres do contr~le des syst~mes, telles que tenue de
paromOtres do pilotage donn~s. telies quo s~quences doe vol Ci prof ii prbdefini,
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F - Assurer tout lW calculls 6 Coroctire tactique : sulvi do flMn~roire et des horoires,
guldogo pour largoge. guldoge pour poser. limitations adopt~es.

G - Pormettre sams Intrusion odvmsIe renembl. des Nalsons op6ratlonnelles entre l'ovion
otile centre do contrOle des missions : tranhrnhsslons crypt~es de donn6es tactiques
permettont do remottre 6 hauteur lo situation do menace ot l'1iln6ralro. transmissions
cry~ptbes relatives 6 ravancomont do lo mission.

11.3 - Las rcontraintes d'amAnagrnmont e, bord

Cos controintes sont d'ordre mecanique. d'ordre 6lectrlque, d'ordro ergonomique.

- 11 n'o pas W6t envisag6. pour des ralsons 6vldontos do coot, de red~finIr un nouveau
poste de pilotage . 1 a 6t6 d6cld6 do rechercher les technologies outorisont
l'installatlon des Interfaces de pilotage et do commando n6cessit~es par le besoin
d6finl. dons roenvironnomont m~canlquo du C 160.

- 11 na pas W6t envlsag6 d~tude ni do d6flnitlan do syst~mes nouveaux, mais
l'extrapolatlon d'6qulpoments exlstants et connus. Dans ces conditions, les liaisons
6loctriques sont anologiques. discrbtes ou num~riques. et permettrant une int~gration
alseosur C 160.

- Les dimensions m~caniquos dos Interfaces sont compatibles avec los panneoux
dhmpiantatlon ; le bosomn d4clairage do nult avec: port des lunettes do vision nocturne
a conduit 6 red~finir les sources luminouses. Entin los temps daopprentissage de raovion
par un Jeune pilote no sont pas supbriours. 6 ce quills 6talent auparavarnt.

11.4 - Le concept ayioninue retenU

4 - 1 - Lwrhitocure

L'architecturo est crticul6e autour d'un calculateur central. doublA par s~curit6.

A -Ce calculateur reolot des Informations :

-Inltholisotlons automoatiques ou manuollos assur6es par l~quipago.

-Doni6os; pormanentes stock6es dons une data base.

-Localisotions op6r~es par des sources Ind~pendantes.

-Mesures ovions :on~mobarom~trie. radio aitm~tros. d6bits carburant.

B - Ce coiculatour blabore une localisatlon optimale e1 i.n guldage do navigation;
guldage di caract~ro g~noral conforme oux r~gles do laoviatlon civle ou guidage
6 caract~ro tactique pour los missions sp~cifques militairos.



C - Ce calculateur distribuo les Informnations

- vers los visuallsations t~te haute (HUD)
- vors les vlsuolisotlons tote boss. (EFIS, CDU)
- vers le pilote automatique eti19 directeur de vol
- vers les moyens de radio-noavgatlon et do radio communication.

4 - 2 - O2Aoralgns giffectJos 0, lrAvionlue n&Uvefle

La majoritO des calculs sont r6alls~s dons los deux unhObs centrales de traltement:

- calcul des performances do layton
- calcul des paoamOtres de vol logistlque ou tactique conform~ment aux profils de vol

d~finis pour lo mission
- 6labaration des consignes do piliotage permettant de respecter le pla~n do mission
- gestlon automotique do la navigation et des horairos
- gestlon automotique (ou manuolle ou choix) des mavens de radionavigatlon et de

radilocommufllcatiofl

4 - 3 - Lgos technoloales ng~~l§g~ ng~nd rnortmltlesn g~iwt 2r

- La gestlon contralls~e de la mission i l'alde de calculateurs de haute puissance et
de grondo rapidlt6. ot do lignes num~rlquos de typo ARINC 429 100 kilo

- Los Interfaces de commande et voisualisatlon fond6es sur des 6crans plats 6 cristaux
liquides

-L'implantatlon d'EFIS aux derrders standards technologiques

-Le pilotage de base fond6 sur des informations flgur~es en W~e haute cu travers d'un
HUD : vols 6~ tr~s basse altitude, largagos, posers, decollages.

-L'int~gration au poste de pilotage do l'ensemble autoprotoction

-La compatibilIH6 du poste 6 l'emplol dos lunettes do vision nocturne

4 -4 -Los ouvelles m!§issins gnvlsao .eme nt d'Otnde e cham 6cr tionnel des

L'6quipage pourra Imm~dlatement Otro r6dult 6 3 (2 pilotes + 1 m~caniclen navigant).
Le quatriOme homme en place navigateur sera un renfort pour les missions d~licates
ou do longue dur6e.

La s~curMt du vol et la s~iret6 do la mission soront iortement renforcbs gnrice aux
automatismes lib~rant. l6quipage des op~ratlons do routine et gr~zce 6 la confortatlon
par le HUD des 6valuatlons visuelles du piloto, et grace 6 la grande fiabilit6 des
6qulpoments mis on place.

Uno meilleuro optimisatlon dos vols seor garantle par la pr~cision nouvelle des
moyens do gestlon de la mission :gain sur los carburants consomm~s, gain sur les
charges offertes.
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Los vols 6 coract~ro tactique pourront g~n6raloment s'atfranchir des conditions de
vlsibilIt4 horizontale et des conditions nuit/jour. Les minima d'approche autonome
pourront 6tre consid~rablement r~dults, un objectit initial est d'autoriser lapproche
jusqu'uu joun. ROMEO" lorsquo los condition~s do localisotion s'avoront satisfalsantes.
Los largagos pourront Atre ox~cut~s sans, visibilit6 lorsque les conditions de
localisatlon s'ov~reront satistalsantos.

Enfin une surveillance permanents par autotest interne pormottra do signaler ot de
prendre on compte Imm~diatement et outomatiquemont touts defaIllance de lun
des 6quipoemnts constitutif du systmem.

Lo combinaison des rossources limit~es du minist~re do la defense et des besoins
op~ratlonnels 6 r~soudre a conduit 6 retonir une solution 6conomique mais
ambitieuse ;l'utilisatlon des d~veloppements los plus r~cents de laovionique civile et
leur adaptation aux bosomns milltalres a porrnls de r~duire sensibiement les co~its ot les
risquos comparativement 6 une solution bas~e sur une innovation totals dont la dur6e
do miae au point so seralt consid~rablement accrue.

La contrainte financi~ro sera donc sans Impact direct Sur Ieofficacit6 recherchoe du
systoem arvionique nouveau,
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I.APPIJCAIIONS FINIVIAGERS SUiR [AS FUTUR& AVIObNS DE TRANSPORT MILITAIRE
1l- - MOY~bj MATFRIFLS phrrmentter do ~rorNemvr un nnuvfetu roaft do condufto do

1-1 -Leoilogaae2gourt terme

Soul un pilotage t~te haute permet do r~soudre l'ensemble des bosoins d'informolion
et do guidlogo.
En particuller los phases d~llcotes de vol 0 vue : manoeuvres de posor et docoliage
sur terrains sommoires, manoeuvros do largage avoc et sans la vue du sol,
manoeu~vres do largage 6 tr~s foible hauteur, suM d'un Itln6roire 6ti r~s basse altitude
no peuvent 6tre conduttes ovec efficacit, s~retO. s~curlt quo silol pilate assure
simulttn~ment le contr~le des param~tres de pilotage et lo surveillance du mnonde
ext~rleur.

Uineoanalyse do champ visuol d~montre qu'un confort couront de pilotage seralt
attoint pour une couverture trohsversale de 300et verticale de 200 au mains.
Des tOtes optiques de type holographique et de typo couleur doivent Otre
envisog~es. elle sont en cours do d6veloppement.

I- 2- Lo navkaation 6 mnoyon qt lona terme

Los figurations do navigation en altitude actuolloment explolt~es sur les a6ronefs
commorcioux sont imm~diatement utilisables dons los m~mes conditions.
Elles ne permettont cepondant pos doassurer la tonction suivi de terrain dos que i'on
sOcarte do llitin6raire progromm6.

Los systOmes do num~risation do terrain permettent aujourd'hul d'assurer la fanction
cortographie basso attitude en figuront directement sur un 6cran. le relief. les contours.
los lignes remarquables. L'utilisation d~crans plots 6 cristaux liqulde permet en outre
d'61iminer l'effet, n~faste poui la lecture, du soleil direct sur les tubes cathodiqlues.

Un pilate pout disposer d~s oujourd'hui d'une carte couleur 6 6chelle variable sur un
6cron do navigation. 11 pourra donc modifier son trajet en fonction des menaces
m~moris~es, ern fonction du relief, en fonction do so destination finale et compte tenu
du trojet Initiolement programm6.

Lin 6cran d~dlO 6 la navigation dolt permettre au cargo militoire do se doplocer en
haufte ou basseoaltitude compte tenu de crit~res opbrotionnels m~morisbs avant le
d~colloge. voir remis oi jour au cours du vol.

1 -3- La aestlon dal svtomej

Uin moyen do typo ECAM. implant4 sur A300/600, A 310, A 320 ost do nature 6 garantir I0
sbcuritO du vol 01 Ia fiabIWl6 do lo mission:
La surveillance automatis~e des syst~mes do bard etlla pr6sentation des listes do
manoeuvre en cas do panne. libdrent lMquipage des t~iches subolternes do veille et
lul permottent do so consacrer 6 la gestion du vol et 6 la surveillance des 61ments
sp~cifiquos do so mission:

- Communications ovoc: le monde ext~rieur
- Relations avec la zone cargo
- SuM du d~roulement du vol.
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Les syst~mes de lorgages dolvent Otre Inclus dans la gestlon assur6e par FECAM en
faisant opparoitre lo configuration do lo saute. I'6tat d'avancement do lo pr~porotlon
au largage ou encore I'6tct dordlmoge du trOt embarqu6.

Deux 6crans d~dibs 6 lECAM of une Interface d'acc~s aux syst~mes permettent
d'assumor lo gestion automatique dos moyons do bard.

I- 4- Le conftri du d9rulemen~t 4l "00d VOes porgm~te misin:

Ce d6roulement s'effectue 6 l'aido des paramOtres mission:

- Horaires estim~s et suM do itRin~raire

- Itin~raires doe repli pr6v'us
- Choix des moyens doe locailsation
- R~cepfion dInformations m~t~orologiques relatives aux points de Iivraison, relatives

oux a~rodromes de destination ou do repiis afin de r~actualiser lIftin~raire ie cas
6ch~ont.

- R~ceptiorn d'informations op~rationnelles relative; 6i chaque 6tape de la mission.
- Surveillance au paste des op~rations doe chargement/d~chargement, Jes

op~rations de Iivraison.
- Comptes rendlus au centre de contr~le op~rationnel.

11 sera donc n~cessaire d'installer:

A - Un mayen doe communication herrn~tique. en vue d'assurer los liaisons
op~rationnelies bilat~rales .

B - Un moyen vidoo fournissant au paste une vue directe sur les op~rations de largage
en cours.

Dons ce but. los maoyens de type ACARS cctuellernent utilis~s doans laoviatian civile
peuvent 6tre crypt~s pour assurer la transmission do dornn~es.

Un des e-crans syst~mes dolt 6tre utilis6 au cours du largage pour v-,rifier le ban
d~roulement de la s~quence en cours.

1 -5 - Lguog~rotctiondge avion

Les disposlftlt de d~tectio n de menace sont deo eux Types

- Mayens TCAS d~velopp~s dans le cadre do i'aviation g6n6rale pour alerter
1'6quipage vis 6 vis des trafics dle proximit mneno(,,nts (en trajoctairc) ou non.

- Moyens de d~codage dos impulsions radar pour en d~terminer le caract~re
menaqant et moyens de d~tection doe proximit6 do missile.



Ces moyens sont presentes actuellement sur des indicateurs sp~clffques ce qui no
r6pond pas au besoin identIfle de pilotage tete haute. Cos menaces doivent Atre
pr6sent~es de fai~on immanquable, dons le collimateur de pilotage afin de s'lnt~grer
aU besoin 6 court terrne de reaction de 1'6qulpage: manoeuvre evasive, et leurrage.
commond6 manuellement sI I'automatisrne n'est pas en cours.

Laoutoprotection de laovion de transport futur peut reposer :

A - Sur une detection declenchant un signal sp~clfIque sur l'6cran de pilotage t~te
haute

B - Sur un declenchement automatique ou manuel des moyens de leurroge en
fonction des conditions op~ratlonnelles amblantes: Interface d~di~e 6 port~e de
main des deux pilotes.

111- 2- Les nouvelles Integrfaces en cours de mise au point

De nouveaux dispositifs de dialogue avec les caiculateurs centraux sont en cours de
mise au point. L'objectif est de simplifier l'acc~s du pilate ai ix parametres de gestion du
Vol:

- Designation Instinctive de param~tres
- Facilit~s daoffichage de donn~es
- Activation rapide des modes de fonctionnement autoris~s des syst~mes.

A - Tablttetatile

Elle permet par simple touch6 d'une tablette sp,-cifique de d~signer, sur un 6cran, un
param~tre de conduite (lAS, Altitude, ou autre). d'en modifier la valeur de consigne
par une manipulation instinctive simple et rapide ne n~cessitant aucun
apprentissoge (baloyage du dolgt sur la tablette). et doactiver cette nouvelle
consigne.

B - EaranaA~fkI

Un 6cran plot couleur propose un menu de modifIcations dont Iapplication est
autorls~o (nouvelles valeurs des param~tres Je vol. nouveaux modes de
fonctionnement des syst~mes).

La s~leciion se fait par simple touch6 de la zone de l'6cron portant la modification
retenue. I'6cran se reconfigure automatiquemnent en fonction des actions
pr~c~dentes de le6quipage.
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C - Cofmmandovocal

So manipulation ne ri6cessfte pour 1'6qulpoge que la pression sur un Inverseur d4dI6
(locolls sur le manche de pilotage par exempie).

Elle permet l'afflIchage de param~tres de consignes. l'activation de nouveaux
modes de fonctionnement de syst~mes.

Elle peut Otre lnstall6e en redondance d'une seconde Interface manuelle (pilote
automatique, ou afficheur de fr6quence do radio communication par exemple).
L'exploration actuellement en cours dolt tinailser une philosophle d'implantation au
poste.

D - Ls aspects p~nolisants offacks nor ces nouvelles itrae

La r~daction de consignes de vol par Il'nterm6dialre d'un clavier alphanum~rique
6tait cipporue p~nalisante sur ies CDU m~caniques o tube cathodique actuellement
propos~es par les 6quipemnentiers.

L'impiantation de touches d~di~es 6 un mode do fonctionnemoent unique, dont
l'acc~s n'est pas toujours autoris6, condulsalt 6 la multiplication des commandos
dont certaines 6taient fr~quemment inhib~es.

Do plus, il ost apparu que los utilisateurs n'utlisalt qu'une partie des possibilit~s des
syst~mes de gostion mission du fait do la relative compiexit& d'acc~s 6 certaines
fonctions.

Ces nouveiles interfaces ant pour objectff d'6liminer ces d~fauts.

III - 3- L.architecture nouvelle du D~oste do l'ovion do transoort militaire

3-1-Les orincipes cde coceti!2n

Cette architecture dolt Lstre optimis~o pour:

- assurer los ionctions ldentifl~es par lexamon du beosim op~ratiannel,
- facilitor la tache de l'6quipage comparativoment 6~ co qu'ele est aujourd'hui,
- diminuer les temps do formation des jeunes pilotes. et permettre la conduite du vol 6

deux: ujn pilate, instructeur et un pilate en instruction.
- s'int6grer dans le domaino milltalre en utilisant un syst~me ARINC num~rique BUS 1553

Le concept 6 retenir est:

- Un pilotage tate haute
- Une gestlon mission tote basso
- Une reconfigurabilit6 maximale en cas do panne
- Des MTBF systemes (,iev~s.
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3 -2 - La fanction oilotgae naviaation

Le pilotage est assur6 par une vlsuallsation collimat6e en Wae haute dlans ur. viseur
holographi~que d'ouverture de champ: 300 x 200 au mains.

La navigation est assur6e par un 6cran plot cauleur assuront 6i la dlemandle lo fonction
cartographie. Chaque pilate dispose d'un 6cran de navigation.

En cas de ponne du collimateur, une Image de pilotage peut Otre reconfigurbe sur
rMcran de navigation.

3 - 3 - La fgnrtIon aestlon!§ degostmes

Un syst~me ECAM propose sur deux 6crons tate basse entre les deux pilotes un suivi
outomatique des systbmes dle bord ;cet ECAM incorpore en outre lo fonction
chargement/dbchargement, sutv du largoge C6tot de preparation, d~rouiement des
s6quences).

3 -4- La fonction aest ion de_ aq missin

Elle est assur~e par au mains une Interface specialis6e '6 disposirtion dle chacun des
pilotes et qui permet:

-d'assurer les modifications de plan de vol (itin~raire, horaire. altitude).
-d'assurer les communications de cantr6le a6den et op6rationnelles.
-d'assurer le meilleur choix de localisatlon
-d'assurer l'affichage et 1'engagement des tenues autamatiques des param~tres de
Vol

-d'acc6der dilrectement 6~ la prediction des performances de l'avion
-d'acc~der 6, Ia connoissance dle l~tat op6rationnel de a'vion grace aux auto tests
internes de lensemble avionique.

III1-4 - Effet de la nouvelle concention dle condulte ovion sur les performances r~aeieMenl
atteintes an onlrcstion

4 - 1 - DQterringlion de Ia charae offete qptimglea

Par nature, l'avian de transport militaire n'effectue que peu de lignes a6riennes
rbguli~res.

L'6quipage dolt recourir au manuel d'explaitatian pour calcuier so charge offerte sur
chaque nouvelle 6tape dle so mission.

L'Impr~cision do lecture la complexit6 d'61aboratiors des choix VI/VR, braquage
volets, et puissance dle d~colloge, condluisent 6videmment les 6quipages ea utiliser
une m6thode simplif1te non aptimale mais s~curls6e par une reduction syst~matique
des charges affertes,

k"



Le recours aux calculateurs do bord pormot aprbs Insersion des poram~tres
op~rationnels du jour (longuour do piste, coefficient do rev~tement. vent,
temp6raturo) doe connoltre exoctornnt los mellieurs porambtres do d~colloge pour
uno charge marchande donn6o. ou do connafltr lo charge olferte maxirnale et les
param~tres do d~colloge assocl~s.

Ce calcul auitomnatique pourra Otre relter6 au demler moment attn die r~aJuster la
charge embarqu~e compte tenue des donn~os finales.
11 Van sulvra une r~duction d'usure des moteurs puisque la puissance du maximale de
d~collage no sera plus affich6e qua dons los cas ou lo charge embarqu~e sera
limitative. et 11 soen sulvra un accrolssement des capaclbs de transport r~eliement
mises on oeuvre.

4 - 2 -ertgison de tenue des J6lmelts do Vol

A - LaFDEC

Cet 6qulpement moteur garanti lo plus grande pr~clsion des 6l6ments de
condulte moteur puisque I'actlon du piloto se r~sume d~sormais ei loffichage de
puissances objectit's et quo le FADEC assure l'automatisme qul conduira le moteur
vers la puissance objectif otffch~e et selon Ia mohlioure ligne de fonctionnement.

B - Les commgndes do vol Aloctrlques

Ces commandes modmfent lo notion do pilotage, et am~liorent la vislbilit6 vers les
ponneaux frontaux

- Les commandos classiquos permettent Linl pilotage en 'assiette*
- Les commandos 6lectriques pormettent un pilotage en 'trajectolre'.

Sans action corrective permanente du pilate. 11 devient donc possible de stabiliser
une trajectoire. los outres param~tres pouvant varier. La tache de l~quipage s'en
trouve faclllt~e.

C - Le nhlotgge tfte haute

Gr~ice 6z l'ouverture do champ optique consid~rablement accrue dans un
collimateur (300 x 200) par rapport aux 6crans en t~te basso. lo lecture sera
beaucoup plus pr~cise ot la densitt des Informations prbsent~es sera r~duite.
Wa tenue des 616ments do vol pourra do ce falt Otre nettement accrue en pr~cision
et optlmlse au cowrs des phases do vol d~licates (poser. largage. d6collage).

La figuration en t~te haute d'un vecteur trajoctoire devient pcirfaitement
homogbne avec: los commandos do vol blectriquos.

4- 3- RoaL "to~ dei iminima m~tioroalues ofcessire pour ume L/ivrlsn

A - Llvralson par posr ou oar lartgope e6 trds foible houtour

11 existe une relation directo entre Ia visibilitA. lo pr~cision de localisation et le
guidage assur6 sur un HUD.
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On peut donc d6finIr des minima pour chocune des configurations dle localisation
en cours. La collimation 6 rI'ntini garantit ['acquisition visuelle la plus pr6coce de la
piste et un recalage humoin lmm~dlat en cos de besoin.

Laopproche autonome sans ILS ni MILS pourra 6tre envisag~e avec des minima
faibles d~s qu'une certitude existe sur lo classe de pr~clsion de localisation.

B - Livralson par IoQoge=

Hors largage 6a tr~s foilbe hauteur, tous les moyens d~finis pr~c~demment assurent
un guidage pour le largage sans la vue de sol, pourvu que la precision de
locallsatlon garantisse la chute de la charge sur la zone pr~vue.
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IV- ~QWNLUION

L'apport des nouvelles technologies d~velopp6os pour l'ovlatlon commerciole de
transport et l'opport sp6clflquo d~tudos militoiros en cours permettont d'accroTtre le
domalne d'empbol d'un Wvon de transport miffltare

- En garantissant los meilleures, charges offertes do l'avlon
- En tondant 6i 4llmlnor r'effot n~foste des conditions do vlslbift6.
- En focilitont lo formation des 6quipages
- En r6dulsont los coOls d'exploltatlon : 6quipoge ei doux. gostlon optimis~e des rechanges.
accrolsement des temps do fonctionnemont sans panne.

Uno coop~ratlon surop~enne en vue do d6flnlr et construire los successeurs des C 130 et
C 160 no devralt pas manquer do tenir compto do l'impact op~rationnel des 6tudes on
cours.
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' SUMMARY

The continuous growing in systems/functions installed In the modern aircraft,
imposed by the more and more demanding requirements in terms of performance and safety,
is leading to the developmant #nd the application of new components and systems in the
area of cockpit indication and automatic controller integration.

The Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT) and other multifunction display techonologies are
rapidly replacing many of the dials, panels and gauges of the old cockpit. Artificial
intelligence and high level automation are emerging in digital avionics. These systems
would take over the crew in many cockpit management functions such as reconfiguration to
compensate fault or execute emergency procedures.

This paper analyzes the design a certification aspects related to the adoption of
these new techonologies and discusses some aspects of human factor engineering which
become an integral part for the cockpit design, for the simbology and for the logic
integration of the function within the automatic control and display system.(;_,)

Aircraft cockpit design has changed radically in recent ytars and will continue
significantly in the next future.

The changes result primarly from advances in uýinputer and display technology to
reduce pilot workload and enhance flight safety. These developmients produce an impact
on the pilot interface with the aircraft system, as consequence of the intensive
introduction of system automation in those area normally left to the pilot control:
fuel, hydraulic, electrical systems, avionics, etc.

The flight deck is the aircrew's primary point of contact with the airplane. Unlike
the rest of the airplane which is designed with the specific objective of exceeding
human capabilities, the flight deck must be designed with the human limitations very
much in mind. The use of new technology has been introduced to reduce pilot workload
and make flight safer.

The new technology, particurarly at level of the micro- electronics, provides a
greater number of design options than before, such a way that the designer has a large
capability to "build up" systems around "crewmen".

In the past, new design was rarely considered entusiastically by the operators,
due to the fact that new systems were designed taking in accuuytt above all the

performance and technical requirements instead of operators needs and utilization.
Today trend considers that new design and techniques shall improve aot only systems

performance but shall tailor pilot's requirement in terms of efficiency, safety,

comfort, user learning. To achieve these aims the following criteria are to be

considered:

- the arrangement of the fligth crew compartment shall be such as to ensure that the

flight crew members will be able to perform all their duties and operatt thb
controls in the correct manner, without unreasonable difficulty, %,tique or
concentration;

- the arrangement of the crew compartment shall be such as to minimize the likelihood
of injury to the flight crew members, both in normal operations and in emergency

conditions (included landing).

Clearly the inclusion of the crewman as part of the system in most situations
introduces particular problems due to human limits. Physical and mental workload, in

crew members, are the limits of the performance of the man-machine system, where

machines show superiority in terms of speed, power and the ability to perform multiple

activities simultaneously. Therefore man and machine must match their limitations and

capabilities in order to be considered complementary rather than competitive.
In common with most of the next generation of civil aircraft, the military aircraft

should have a flight deck which can be operated by two pilots only. The impact of this

requirement on the overall flight deck design concerns primarly the cockpit accomonation

and consequently the automation, in such a way that functions previously operated by

F/E, Navigator and other crew men can be centralized.
Research and industrial application are introducing a defined technology that is

based on the utilization of sensors, displays and keyboards to simplify and reduce crew

1 9q 0 91-08828
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workload and minimize Cockpit Mise. New screen technology (flat panels, HUD,
TOuch-Sensitive), Area Keyboards with Direct Digital Keys and Direct Voice Inputs,
microprocessor Controlled Systems as Plight Management System (VMS), Ground Proximity
Warning Pystem, Centralized Alert Monitoring System (AMI) and Display Automation (DA)
will permit to eliminate the third crew member, providing the pilots with all the
information and aids necessary for a safe flight. The use of cnckpit automation will
improve pilot workload reduction too. Around this basic 'core", cockpit configuration
can enhance to ensure effective application of mission requirement to flight deck
design.

This paper intends to discume the problems associated to the application of an
Automatic System Controller (ASC) integrated with an Automatic Monitoring and Alerting
System (AMAS).

2. PILOT AND AUTOMATION.

Pilot's role and task are radically changed with respect to those ones that they
have had in the previous generation of aircrat.

The continuous growing of the systems complexity has introduced a lot of knobs,
switches, gauges and lights to operate and monitor the system; this contributed to
augment pilot'r workload. In the new cockpit the manual controls are diminishinj and
will continue to diminish, they will remain only as backup for safety considered tasks.

This introduces other problems and questions regarding clew takeover of control and
training retention. The pilot will be no longer in control of the aircraft, but will be
essentially a "flight manager" and a "supervisor" of the System ControAlers which are in
charge for him. Pilots have the information to make decision instead of data to
analize.

Cockpit automation is addressed to exclude the pilot from the "information loop" so
compromises were made to keep the pilot active. The major human factor concern
expressed by pilots and other critics on the introduction of the automation in the
cockpit is how "keep the pilot in loop".

An answvr to this importAnt problem could consist in providing tht crew with a
different and major amount of information utilizing electronic displays or interactive
monitors, see figure 1.

3. DISPLAY AUTrOMATION AND SYSN AU•ONATION.

3.1 General.

In the control theory, automation means that human function is replaced with machine
functioning. In the specific application to the cockpit, automation means that some
tasks before performed by the pilots are operated by computerized machine.

The pilot is assuming the role of manager and supervisor in the new automated
cockpit. It is Easential in this described picture that the pilot can tace over on the
machine if he judges that it is acting unsafely.

The tasks uiormally considered for automation application in cockpit of the last
generation where essentially control type function, such as flight path guidance,
electrical distribution management and environmental control.

The aircraft of the newest generation incorporates automation in many other areas
like power plant (FADEC), navigation (FHS) etc. Reasons for this rapid development can
be identified by the following:

- Technology available.
- Safety requirements.
- Increased Workload.
- Complex requirements for military misLions.

Technology available.
The microprocessor revolution and the development of reliable high resolution

displays cerLainly are the principal responsible of this development.

Safety requirements.
The effort of the----signer to enhance the safety of critinal functions results in all

increased number of functions been automated, especially in those cases where the
accident investigation proved that the primary responsibility of the accident was human
error.

Increased workload.
Th-e inc-rease nber of tasks demanded to the pilot in the flight of the modern

civil and military aircraft produced an unacceptable level of workload. Certainly the
automation, alleviating the pilot of part of tk.i tasks, is used to reduce the final
workload.

Complex re!uirements for military missions.
The insreased demands for speciTl mission, involving a multitude of countermeasure

and reconaissance system, whose operation is some time beyond the human capability,
requires to introduce a lot of automation in the new developped systems.



3.2 Display autointion.

As anticipated in previous paragraph@, the increased automation requires theintroduction of now concept In the cockpit.
The current conception of the "glass. uockpit based on computer driven Cathode Ray

Tube (CRT), has allowed to go beyond the constraint of conventional electromechanical
instruments and of lamps type annunciators, that are limited in what they can do and
present.

The incredible flexibility of the electronic displays allows the deaigner to inform
the pilot of what are the actual limits tor the system at the moment and to present the
informations in format never used beforet symbols, colors text and graphics, resulting
in pictorial of the system presented clear and unambiguoýts. This presentation reduces,
if not eliminates, the need of interpretation of the status of the system.

The figure 2 shows an example of synoptic associated to a generic system that can be
presented on an electronic di splay.

Particular care is required in evaluating the amount of information to present to
the crew in the specific flight time frame. There is a serious risk that the pilot can
be over loaded with the presented informations, not always necessary for that particular
situation, but absolutely required in case of system failure or automatic system
reconfiguration (fig.3). In fact, with "soft" displays the pilots can select or
deselect dedicated "Page" of the system examAnated and find all kind of information
required. This introduces another kind of automations "display automation".

The concept behind this definition is "do not tell the pilot every thing but what he
needs when he needs", of course leaving to him the authority for requesting more detail,
operating particular selections if the phase of flight permits. This concept is
realized in the definition of a new philosophy of caution and warning system as
described in the next paragraph.

3.2.1 Automatic Alerting and Monitoring System.

The main function of an alerting system is to monitor the aircraft systems and to
inform the crew if a failure occurs or if an unsafe condition is reached. As a
consequence of the major automation introduced in the aircraft system, design of the
alerting system is changed.

"Keep the pilot in-Lho-loop" if means inform the pilot of the status of the system,
also means to let the pilot know what the automatic system is doing, or in case it is
taking an action, if that is the one is supposed to be done. In other words it helps
the pilot to monitor the "good" functioning of the ASC. This implies that the alerting
system must be designed to be capable, in case of a generic aircraft failure, to inform
the crew in two different ways in relation of the ASC operation, as illustrated in
figure 4:

a) the failure occurred and the result of the corrective action taken by the
automatic system controller

b) the failure occurred and the corrective action to be taken by the crew.

The use of the electronic displays greatly increased the possibility to define
different message levels with different meaning in terms of pilot action required (as
defined in ARP 450D) using color, shape and symbols.

The alert are generally classified in four different categories:

Level 3: associated to failures/conditions requiring immediate crew awareness
and/or immediate crew action.

Level 2: alerts requiring immediate crew awareness but delayed action.

Level 1: alert indicating status or system malfunctions not requiring immediate
awareness nor crew action. In this category are the messages associated
to the automatic reconfiguration.

Level 0: indications related to selection considered normal for a short time.

Associated to the categorization indicated, different shape and color is attributed
to the displayed messages, in order to facilitate the crew recognition.

The level 3 are presented in red, where the level 2 and 1 are amber, and in order to
clearly inform the crew that an •ction is required a different shape is also used (box
around the message or different s .ibol in the first position etc.).

Because of the flexibility offered by the new displays and computerized equipment,
the number of messages will easy reach the many hundreds. A new problem is to be
solved: cluttered display in case of cascade of failures. To solve this problem is
necessary to identify for each failure the "genealogical tree", in other words the
failure(s) generating and the one(s) that Is generated. Then we have to build a grid of
inhibitions that allows to display to the crew the message(s) associated to the
originating failure only.

This feature, based on the "most significant alert" concept, results in a help for
the pilot and contributes to reduce the workload.

To give an etample, in case of an electrical bus failure, many other system powered
by that bus will fail, resulting, in the old cockpit, in a number of indicators
illuminated, and the capacity to find the originating problem and to apply the
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appropriate procedure depends on the crew ability.
Using the new concept, the computer is programd in a way that. in came of the above

failure only the Rgemerator bus" failure is prese~nted to the crew on the main alert
list, where the consequent failures are indicated in a secondary alert list.

Thespilot will have to apply the correct procedureo.
This process of Rinhibiting" the alerts when they are conesequence of other failures,

is extended also to the came when the alert (the failure condition) is normal for that
status of the system.

As an example, because it is normal to have engine oil pressure law when the engine
in not running, the associated message is inhibited during that condition. The
application of the, above concepts associated to the use of programmable displays, where
the messages are written in clear letters, improves the recognition of an anomalous
condition eliminates the possibilities of a misinterpretation and contributes to reduce
the workload.

3.3 System automation.

As anticipated, we are going to discuss the automation associated to the utility
systems of the airplane. The benefits of this type of automatic control can be
indicated in increased safety and reduced workload. The crew operation of these systems
can be divided in two different types.

a) Normal operation: for example the activation of fill fuel pumps to balance
the airplane or adjust the center gravity.

b) Abnormal procedures: for example turn of f a failed component.

The first idea is to replace the paper check list with one electronically generated
and presented on a dedicated display.

The pilot has not to find the procedure to be applied to the specific failure, the
computer will find for him. The auto selection, taking in account the phase of flight
and the prioritization for multiple failure, can be considered.

The result is an high complexity with a little workload saving and no safety
increase. The pilot manually takes corrective and delayed action and no clue for the
pilot if is pushing the wrong button.

The other solution is to. implement the normal and abnormal "procedure" in a
microprocessor based system in order to completely discharge the pilot of the task to
operate these aircraft systems. The problem to be solved, in this type of approach, is
the protection of the aircraft against possible unsafe conditions caused by erroneous
actions taken by the automatic controller, without crew capability to be aware of
recovery. An indipendent Alerting System, which monitors the ASC operations, and a
series of hardware and software protections can be the answer.

The reversion to the totally manual mode of operation shall be guaranteed to the
crew in any condition and even the ABC shall revert to the manual mode if a predefined
unsafe configuration for that system is recognized.

If the total loss of the hydraulic power is considered a critical condition, the
controller shall revert to the manual mode of operation if the next required action
causes that condition, the manual reversion shall always be associated with a predefined
aircraft system reconfiguration considered safe. The figure 5 illustrates schematic
architecture for an Automatic System Controller, integrated with displays and overhead
panel.

Each system controller has two identical channels, with same microprocessor and
using the same software, Only one channel is in control at all time, with the other one
in "stand-by".

when a failure is detected the channel in control switches to the other one. If
both channels fail the controller reverts to manual. To avoid the risk of the aircraft
completely operated manually, separated controller for each system has to be considered.
But the next step will be many controllers located in a same "fail safe" computer with
the advantage of simplified interface between the different systems.

4. COS1CWSZOUS.

Today the pilot is a supervisor of the automatic systems and his workload needs to
be reduced- therefore, design engineers are gathering certain operational decisions into
the software to allow pilots to decide what the system automation have to "tell" him,
above all fWght phases, during critical phases such as takeoff or systems
reconfiguration a..ter a failure.

Although we have described many real benefits to be derived from automation, it is
not sufficient justification for doing so everywhere and everytime. In some instances,
the decision to automate some or all of the components of a man-machine system is based
on a desire for increased safety or reliability, by reducing the opportunity for human
error. Automation may derive also from a desire to avoid excessive workload, or may be
provided to improve performance. Finally, there may be economic reasons for automation
such as fuel efficiency, reduction in crew complement and reducing maintenance or
extensive ground support.

Sonte of the potential reasons for automation include a reduction in operator skills
and systems understanding, but limiting, on the other hand, operators' abilities to
respond in a timely way when the unexpected occurs. In addition, operator inactivity
might be increased by automation.



some of the$e problems might be avoided by applyI r autation note selectively by
poviding operators with additional training or sni ul activities to maintain their

nvolvement in the system control. Operators met evaluate the auatomated systees it
the Ssytems aet safe, reliable and allow operators to interact naturally with the state

of the system, many potential froblems might be avoided.
In .h* future, the use o touch-screen cotrols may improve pilots confidence with

systems beacause it will be easier the utilination of the display runss by touching a
screen than entering data with a keyboard qs the ourrent teohnology vermits.

in conclusion, whtat has boo~n discussed4 mand described re~roseate, today state-of-art,

in some of the moast modern, both military sad civil. apicatios. Clearly. due to
increased use of electronic*, new theories and &"aIn could atlast in a "at future and
cockpit design &rd automationas alication ..ldotrlz to 0"a"~ at a -swift Pae-s- to

process complex inte~ration in disp41y informmtion, function selection and controls.
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C-17 Piloted Cockpit Testing

WAD -P006 247 .o..ckatborLt Col, USA?A D PD62 7puty Director of Test, Deployment and

I~h**~h**Traising Systems
I"aC-17 System Program Office

Aeronautical Systems Division 0
Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio 43433-6513

The C-17 aircraft under development will have a worldwide airlift mission in both
combat and peacetime environments. With only, two pilots in the cockpit, (eliminating
the navigator and flight engineers, standards of Military Airlift Command (tAC)
operations) design and testing must be logically thought out and executed to enhance
mission completion and reduce the pilot's workload. Numsrous test facilities are being
used to test the state-of-the-art avionics, its i-aterface with the pilots, and the
ability of the pilots to accomplish this mission \J I

1. C-17 MISSION AND CREW CONCEPT

The C-17 advanced transport being developed by Douglas Aircraft Corporation (DAC),
Long Beach, California, will be a four engine turbofan aircraft capable of airlifting
large, outsize payloads over intercontinental ranges with or without aerial
refueling. Thus, the C-17.s mission is worldwide airlift of US combat forces,
equipment, and supplies. The C-17 will deliver passengers and outsise/oversize/bulk
cargo over intercontinental distances, provide theater and strategic airlift in both
the air-land and airdrop modes, and augment aeromedical evacuation and special
operations missions. It will provide the flexibility to easily transitioc between
these delivery modes by allowing rapid inflight reconfiguration. Its biggest
contribution to the present airlift system will be long range delivery.

The direct delivery characteristics of the C-17 offer an important additional
advantage. The C-17 can routinely operate in the theater role currently limited to
the C-130 and dramatically improves strategic deployment capability as well as
theater movement of forces and sustainment. The C-17 offers warfighting commanders
the flexibility to respond to both theater end strategic airlift requirements. One of
the unique roles for the C-17 is the delivery of outsize combat equipment/cargo
directly into a austere airfield.

There are numerous significant features on the C-17 that take advantage of
advances in today's technology. These include the following: supercritical wing design
end winglets to reduce drag, increase fuel efficiency and range and minimise the
amount of ramp space required; receiver inflight refueling capability; externally
blown flap configuration, direct lift control spoilers and high impact landing gear
system, which contribute to the aircraft's capability to operate into and out of
small austere airfields; forward and upward thrust reverser system that provides
backup zapability, reduces the aircraft ramp space requirements, and minimizes the
interference of dust, debris, and noise on ground personnel activities; cargo door,
ramp design and cargo restraint systems that are operable by a single loadmaster and
permit immediate equipment offlood without special handling equipment; two nan
cockpit with cathode ray tube (CRT) displays that reduce complexity and improve
reliability; a mission computer to manage pilot workload, navigation tasks, and
integrate all avionics inputs; maximum use of built-in-test (BIT) features to reduce
maintenance and troubleshooting times; and walk-in avionics bay below the flight
deck that improves accessibility. (See Appendix A)

Two requirements drove the cockpit design: short field landing and life cycle cost.
Short field landing with a large transport aircraft means being able to routinely land
and stop in 3000 feet. To accomplish this, the aircraft must reliably touchdown
as close as possible to the leading edge of the runway. This allows the aircraft
to use all the remaining runway to stop the ground roll. Experience on the DAC YC-15
program in the 1970's demonstrated that pilots could land significantly closer to
the runway leading edge by using a steeper S degree glide slope rather than the
normal 3 degree glide slope. The pilots had to "aim" the aircraft and fly it to a4 spot on the ground. This technique required the use of a Head-Up Display (HUD).
Life cycle cost was reduced by decreasing the number of crewmembers and increasing
the reliability of the information systems, i.e., computers and e~ectronic displays.
This required greater in-cockpit visibility, made the yoke obsolete, and in

essence, made the cockpit overhead panel become the flight engineer.

A key critical feature that resulted from reducing the life cycle cost is the two
pilot cockpit concept. By fully integrating and simplifying pilot tasks, two pilots
can handle the requirements of both the diverse missions described above. The key
point is to obtain confidence that the two pilots can in fact handle all requirements
before actually flying the aircraft. This will be accomplished through a thorough
ground test program with the pilots a. an integral part of the evaluation process.

In order to prepare for the pilot tasks and workloads to be exhibited in bclh
S~91-08829
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developmental (DT&S) and operational test &ad evaluation (014), the pilots most be
an integral part of the ground testing aod development effort. This must
include not only DAC pilots, but test pilots and opotational pilots from the "user.n

"Pilot-is-the-loop' testing is essential before actual flight test. To this eed,
the Air Porce and DAC have developed and used numerous simulation devices for advanced

MTE3 pilot evaluations. Notion based simulators (PACW8 Notion based Simulator,
NASA's Vertical Notion Simulator, and the Air Porce Plight Test Center's Test and
Evaluation Mission Planning Simulator) are being used to evaluate the pilot and flight
control systems interplay. An Integrated Display DOvelopmont Station (IDDS) is
being used to evaluate pilot workload, display symbology usefulness, and human
factors. A pilot-in-tha-loop simulator to evaluate all software, avionics, and the
pilot interfaces, is present in the Plight Ucrdware System (PRS). The Plight
Control System simulator (FCSS) is tasting actual pilot inputs to mechanical,
hydraulic, and electrical components and their responses.

The aggregate o. all these facilities and their associated evaluations and
tests it leading to the thorough preparation of the C-17 for actual flight operations,
The cockpit design and utility have been evaluated and pilot workloads have
been detailed, simplified and refined. The flight control system and pilot interface
is being evaluated and the total system integration, to include pilots, will have
been thoroughly explored before flight test. This type of attention and pilot
involvement will make the C-17 eminently qualified to perform its multitudinous
roles. This paper will describe thess facilities and the associated pilot evaluation
techniques.

II. THE C-17 COCKPIT

The C-17 cockpit has been designed to reduce the number of crewnembers on Military
Airlift Command (MAC) missions. Thus a pilot and co-pilot will handle all piloting
responsibilities as well as those previously accomplished by a navigator and a
flight engineer. Thus, the MAC pilots will need a more sophisticated cockpit
which can permit them to maintain the proper situational awareness and still
successfully perform their mission. The introduction of a HUD as the primary
flight instrument and a "glass cockpit", one containing many computers and CRT
displays, are being used to reduce the pilot workload. (See Appendix B)

a. Current Configuration

The heart of this cockpit design is the Mission Computer (MC), which enables
the C-17 pilots to handle the myriad of tasks required to accomplish their mission.
Three redundant MC. continually cross-check each other and can provide the pilots
with information on flight planning, system performance, aircraft and avionics status
and execute required functions to accomplish the mission, e.g., navigation. These
computers are accessed manually using a keyboard.

The cockpit is arranged for optimum visibility of all displays, instruments, and
controls by either pilot. (Figure 1) The instrument panels are designed with a
"display by exception" philosophy, i.e., other than primary displays, only
switch*, lights, or instruments that identify an out-of-tolerance condition will be
lit. The most obvious cockpit design features are as follows:

- The use of a HUD Is to provide the pilots with visual guidance for
precise flight path control and minimal touchdown dispersion. The HUD is a primary
flight instrument permitting the pilots to maintain visual reference outside the
cockpit during critical phases such as landings, combat extractions and the Low
Altitude Parachute Extraction System (LAPES) missions.

- The use of control sticks rather than yokes to provide the pilots with a
better view of flight instruments and displays.

- Four Hulti-Functional Displays (MiDs) that provide mission and aircraft
information. (See Appendix 0) The MFDs can be sat for five basic formats with submodes
for four of these as follow:

MFD Functions Submoda

Primary Flight Display None

Havigation Display Map
Chart
Compass

Plan Position Indicator Station Keeping
Radar

Engine Normeal
Expanded
Secondary

Configuration Surface positions

_LL
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Standby indicators for attitude, altitude, airspeed, engins and other flight critical
conditions way be used if the MFD* are displaying other informatioa.

b. Evolution of Deomin

The cockpit configuration was the result of gradual evolution and analysis. It
involved five alternate configurations with many variations of each. The basic
console configuration (Figure 2) Included the four CRT* for the Mission Computer.
The key to the cockpit development eas been the increased emphasis placed on the HUD
as the primary flight instrument. It to integral to pilot tasks, not an ancillary
instrument.

The C-X proposal cockpit, presented in January 1981, (Figure 3) included six
"3" size (i.e., 4" x 4" glass else) CRTs in groupings of two. These CRTe would
make the C-17 cockpit a state-of-the-art glass cockpit. This cockpit included
dual, limited capability HUDS, which were only Visual Approach Monitors (VA~s),
limited to VPF approaches where the pilot can see the ground. It used a itabilleed
horisontal line, depressed for the approach angle, to monitor hie glide path. The
displays were grouped in Vertical Situation Displays (VSDa) and Horisontel
Situation Displays (Moo.). The VSD and RED displays were fixed and could not be
changed. The VSD contained primary flight date like altitude, attitude, a4.repeed,
and heading. The ReD gave a overhead map display with waypoints, compass, and heading
information and lateral deviation.

Evaluation of the C-X arrangement revealed limited switching capabilities between
the CRTs, inadequate CRT display s@ie, installation problems, and lack of pilot
flexibility. Subsequently, four new arrangements sere proposed and evaluated during
1984.

The first alternate comprised six CRT* in groups of two. Four were D (6" x
6' glass size) CRTs and two were B CRTs. The proposed HUD remained unchanged (tigure
4). Two VSDs and two 1eDs were made the larger D CRT while the two smaller B CRTs
were changed to HIDe. These HFD@ were capable of wwitching between different display
formats. A second alternative used six D CR7T next to each other (Figure 5).
Again, there were two VSDs, two HSDs, and two HIDe, but all were now the large sime
CRT.

Both of these alternatives put HSD and VSD on a larger format and allowed
peripheral pushbuttons on the D display. However, the cost was the most expensive of
all alternatives and the cockpit appeared crowded. There was no space for growth
on the instrument panel and the 2D-23-2D format presented interchangaability problems
due to noncommon CRTs. It moved standby instruments to one side and deleted one set of
standbys.

The third alternative used 5D CRTs (Figure 6), with two VSDs, two RSDs, and one
MID. The HUD remained the limited capability VAN from the proposal. This
configuration offered all the advantages of the previous two alternatives, plus
allowed space for growth, bigger D displays at all positions, intercý:.ngeability, and
a convenient grouping of pilot essential instruments around the MFD. However, cost
was still high and the five CRT arrangement led to an undesirable, unbalanced
arrangement. It presented only one CRT common to both pilots and still deleted one
set of standby instruments.

The final alternative presented four MFDs using the 0 CRT (Figure 7). The
1-2-1 arrangement allowed pilot flexibility, reduced the total number of CRTe,
balanced the arrangement, reduced pilot workload and provided growth space and
space for dual sets of standby instruments. It allowed dual standby
instruments. Additionally, this alternative proposed fully capable HUDs, a new idea
for transport aircraft. This full-up H0UD would include functions necessary for
the C-17 mission, i.e., guidance for LAPES, and approach guidance into Small
Austere Fields (SAAF), allowed full envelope head up operation, provided additional
mission capability and still retained HUD growth capability. However, DAC was
uncertain the Air Force would accept the full capability HUD. Additionally, DAC would
have to pioneer by developing the HUD format for a large transport with the C-17's
tactical missions.

This last alternative was accepted by the Air Force in 1985 and is basically
today's C-17 cockpit arrangement. This arrangement allows all required operations,
redundant capability through the KIDs, better pilot accessibility, reachability and
readability, loes LRUs with more interchangeable parts, and flexibility for future
growth. The HUD has become the primary flight display. The pilot flying the
C-11 uses the HUD and has his Navigation Display head-down, i.e., does not
simultaneously display his primary flight display on his HID. ' He can use HUD
Information to keep his head outside the cockpit and fly the same procedures, whether
VFR or IFR. The pilot not flying will use the primary flight display and may stow
the HUD.

With this approach each pilot has a primary flight display and Navigation
Display, and shares a common engine display. Each pilot has his own full-time HUD,
standby attitude indicator, ntandby altitude/airspeed indicator and a Bearing
Distance Reading Indicator (BDII). One center MFD is always set to monitor engine
instruments. The HUD now displays the primary flight display data necessary to fly
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the C-1l. NPO funationa are shove is Appendix D. The BUD also has two declutter
modes ms that duriuS peak werkloed periods. the pilot *ea remove sesecessary date end
simplify the display.

Thus, the C-1l pilot flying haa so **ed to treassitioa from Uasied down to heads
or. By soi8s the NUD ae &he primary flight imetrameet, he eliminace& the transition,
ease@ his workload. *ad has the added advantage of flying any VPi or 111 approach
nsoig the ease proeednre. Thee weather. pbase of the complex airdrop/cargo
mission. or type of approack besom* irrelevant faster* is flying. This concept is new
to the military transport aircraft world, bet will not remain as. All transport
aircraft of the future should one this oencept as the aircraft can be operated
more safely and coasistently by the pilot. The C-17 ead its BUD and glass cockpit are
definitely paving the way for the ftaure is all military and transport aircraft.

[II. ADVANCEO DT&| PILOT EVALUATION TOOLS

This sectios describes aumerous test and simulator facilities. These are owned and
controlled by various agencies, each of which ban control of releape of informsation
partainian to their imdividual facility. All contribute to giving pilots
confidence in various aircraft system capabilities before initiation of the flight
test program.

a. Intearated Display Develonment Station (IDDS)

The 100S is owned and operated by DAC at the Long leach, California (CA)
facility. This is a motionless cockpit simulator to evaluate cockpit displays, pilot
workload, and interface of the crew with the displays. It is particularly useful in
evaluations of symbology on the HUD, the KC and all CRT displays. Operational and
test pilots have been involve6d in these evaluations for years and have provided the
baseline human factors engineering information that will allow the varied number of
complex C-17 missions to be successfully flown.

The IODS has a computer generated, exterior visual display which is instrumental
In allowing pilot evaluations. Using the HUD, KC and the rest of the glass cockpit,
C-17 pilots have "flown" routine takeoffs, landings. airdrop missions, parachute
extraction missions, and air refueling tasks. These missions have included five
degree approach landings, crosswind landings, day and night flight conditions, IFR and
VFt flight, formation flying end others.

The 1DD0 supports the C-17 program by providing Information to meet the following
objectives:

- Evaluate and advise program management on the operational utility and suitabiliLcy
of the C-17 cockpit design.

- Evaluste pilot operational procedures, flight manuals, and checklists.

- evaluate the pilot workload.

b. Fliaht Hardware Simulator (PHI)

The FPS is owned and operated by VAC at Long Beach. The PUS is a fixed base
simulator facility under development and construction which will provide the C-17
design, and test and evaluation toems the capability to integrate the total avionics
suite to the electronic flight controls via actual C-1l electronic multiplexing units.
Systems level testing, i.e., testing of all avionics marking together simultaneously
as during actual flight, will be tested in the YES. & key feature is that the FHs
will aleso allow pilot-in-the-loop avionics evaluations using actual C-17 avionics
hardware and software. This facility will provide pilots the closest cockpit
conditions to actual flight before the flight test program.

The IRS supports total avionics integration through five objectives:

1) Provtde the simulation capability to support verification of the avionics
design.

2) Provide evaluation of the operator sand system responses to selected faults or
failures. (See Appendix C)

3) Use actual C-1? production configurations to provide actual avionics
hardware and software interface with the "1553" multiplex bus.

4) Provide the necessary controls and displays to give the pilot a realistic
cockpit eaviroaumt with *hich to evaluate the Integrated production avionics for
selected missions.

5) Provide the flight crew with a realistic vorkload and flight
fasilisrisatiom before commenciag the flight test program.
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a. motion lame simulator (•IS)
This test facility is owned and operated by DAC at the Long leach facility. it

ti a &is degree of freedom, motion imisletor which allows evaluation of piloted
i tasks in a limited envelope. It is primarily used to develop and evokuetv C-17

flying qualities and the C-17 Flight Control System (PCS). Additionally, it is a
useful tool in evaluating failure modes, for pilot training and first flight
preparation and validating simulator models to be used by the Air Force as air craw
traneors.

The heart of the HIS is the ELXKl computer. This simulates aircraft handling
characteristics, provides the C-I? predicted aerodynamics, and produces aircraft engine
effects, weather conditions and the coupled control surface movements to be expected
from pilot inputs as a result of the aforementioned characteristics. Using a
limited visual display, DAC and USAF pilots fly tasks controlled by FCS engineers.
These tasks can range from cruise trim points to crosswind landings.

In 19689, the MIS underwent an upgrade to enhance its test usefulness.
State-of-the-art actuator and hydraulic seals were installed along with a stand alone
hydraulic power source. All now electronics include servo amplifiere, a
microprocessor controller, fail safe systems and new sction drive software. All these
improveaents resulted in a more reliable, more responsive and accurate HIS.

The objectives of C-17 testing in the MIS are as follows:

1) Develop and verify control laws for the stability and control augmentation
systom of the PCs.

2) Pilot evaluations of simulatsd C-17 handling qualities as they are developed
and refined.

3) Evaluate failure modes, crose-wind capabilities and flight characteristics near

the ground.

d. Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS)

The VMS is owned and operated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) at its Amoes Reseerch Center in San Jose, CA. This is a six degree of freedom,
large amplitude, high fidelity motion simulator. It offers computer generated visual
displays, and a cockpit type (cab) enclosure that can be reconfigured to mast the
user's requirement. C-17 testing was done in the transport cab. shared with the NASA
space shuttle.

The VMS was used in 1988 and 1989 to develop and evaluate C-17 flying quality and
the PCS. Failure state testing was accomplished as was development of special
techniques to enhance handling qualities. All testing was done with test pilots from
DAC, NASA Ames, and the USA?.

a. Plight Control Systes Simulator (PCSS)

The FCSS is owned and operated by DAC at Long Beach. The FCSS is a steel
framework (iron bird) on which moast of the aircraft's hydraulic and mechanical
components are mounted in their correct vertical positions. To conserve space, the
fuselage has been shortened over 42 feet. However, all hydraulic and electrical line
lengths are the same as on the actual aircraft.

Simuldted control surfaces, i.e., ailerons, elevators, rudders, spoilers, flaps
and slate, are mass balanced to replicate the actual control surface. Th:a allows
actual measurements to be uadL of control surface deflections versus pilot inputs.
The PCSS tests the integration of all these mechanical systems with the hydraulic,
electrical and flight control systems. All components, subsystems and systems will be
production units.

Planned upgrades to the FCSS include a second ELSXI computer to provide a simple
pilot visual display, simulating airloads on control surfaces and an upgrade to pilot
cockpit displays to allow more realistic pilot evaluations. Objectives of the FCSS
testing include:

- Qualification of the hydraulic system used with flight controls.

E- valuating transients during changes from electronic to manual PCS control.

- Investigating failure modes of the hydraulic system.

E- valuation of pilot interaction with all represented systems.

f. Test and Kvaluation Mission Flanning Simulator (TEMPS)

This facility is owned and operated by the USAF at the Air Force Flight Test
Center (APFTC), Edwards AFP, CA. It is a six degree of freedom, motion simulator
allowing evaluations of pilot tasks in a restricted aircraft envelope. It it used
for all flight test programs conducted at Edwards AFB. AFFTC computers store
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simulated aerodynamic date along with aircraft handling qualities, engine

characteristics and other information for the aircraft undergoing flight testing.

For the C-I1 program, the TEMPE vii be used immediately before and during
the flight teat program, It's usefulnese is reflected in the following objectivest

- Edwards flight crew fsmiliarisation with C-17 expected responses and handling
qualities immediately proceeding every new phase of flight testing.

- Post-flight comparison of actual with predicted responses leading to refined
simulation and poseible improvements in the C-17 system itself.

IV. PILOT EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

Pilot evaluations have occurred in all these facilities. Both quantitative and
qualitative information has been obtained.

Qualitative evaluations by pilots in the form of queationnaire*, debriefings,
Cooper-Harper evaluations, eaeting discussions, and written reports can be accomplished
on all facilities. This type of information is particularly valuable in the IDDS for
cockpit and pilot workload evaluations. This information was extremely valuable
during the evolution of the cockpit and HUD design.

Quantitative date is also obtainable in all facilities. Engineers work closely with
the pilots to develop meaningful tast cards. The simulators provide numerical feedback
on all accomplished tasks which is then correlated with pilot qualitative
commebits. This type of data has been proven invaluable in FCS teating in the tIeS,
VItS, FCSS and PHS.

V. SUtltARY AND CONCLUSIONS:

The United States Air Force end Douglas Aircraft Company have designed the C-17
test program to simulate actual flight conditions as closely as possible before
actually flying. This is doubly important as the pilots in the C-17 cockpit
will be extremely busy. Therefore, simulations must concentrate both on avionics
integration and cockpit evaluations. There are facilities to evaluate pilot
workload, cockpit symbology. and the man/machine interface, i.e., the IDDS and
FiS. Other facilities such as the MIS and VMS concentrate on FCS development
and evaluation. 'he FCSS, FHS and TEIPS look at the avionics Integration and
the interface between the pilot and the C-1I systems. By working through a
well-thought-out test program using these facilities, the C-17 developmental effort
can be accomplished before the start of flight tasting, with a cockpit, procedures
and systems that the pilot can be comfortable with.

The evolution of a well-thought-out C-17 cockpit design has led to a four ?IFD,
two HUD configuration that is the wave of the future. The C-17 HUD is designed as the
primary flight director, allowing the pilot flying the aircraft to maintain his focus
outside the aircraft, regardless of the weather or the phase of the mission. This
concept Is new to the large transport world, but will not remain so. The C-17 is
leading the way for all aircraft of the future. The C-17 cockpit controls and
displays are configured and designed to enable the C-17 to successfully perform its
mission of worldwide airlift of US combat forces, equipment and supplies, whether over
intercontinental distances or within a theater.

APPENDIX A

C-17 Capabilities

Key Features: The C-17 is required to have the following functional capability to
accomplish its mission:

- Tranaporation of outsiae/overaia,/bulk cargo.
- Transporation of nuclear cargo.
- A.lr refueling.
- Adverse weather, day/night operations.
- Airland and airdrop/LAPBS airdrop operations of 60,000 lbs rigged loads.
- Personnel airdrop operations at high/low altitudes.
- Combat offload.
- Transportation of mixed loads to include troops.
- Aeromedical evacuation.
- Small Austere Airfield (SAAF) operations.
- Worldwide operations to include medium threat environments.
- Reliability, maintainability, and availability.

Interfaces: The C-li Is required to interface with these systems to accomplish its
mission:

- Air traffic control, navigation, and station keeping systems.
- Military commend, control and communications systems.



- Defense M&pping Agency (DHA) Digital Aeronautical and Flight Information System
(DAVIS) data bass.

- Air Force Global Weather Central (APGWC) computer flight plAns.
- Ground forces/material handling equipment.
- Ground servicxng to include ground defueling to Army systems, maintenance and

logistics systems.

Unique Characteristics:

- Electronic flight -ontrol systen.
- Electronic engine controls.
- High impact landing gear.
- Direct lift control with externally blown flaps.
- Nominal flight crew sise of two pilots and one loadmester to accomplish all

airland/eirdrop missions.
- Fully mission capable Head-Up Display (HUD).
- CRT display of navigation and flight attitude information.
- Majority of avionics integrated through mission computer.
- Use of On-Board Inert Gas Generating System (OBIGGI) for fuel tank inerting.
- Cockpit automation through the mission computer end warning and caution system.
- Ruggedised Laptop Computer (RLC).
- Night Vision Goggles (NVG) compatible cockpit.

APPENDIX B

C-17 Cockpit Controls and Panels

Left Additional Crew Member (ACM) Console

Headset Receptacle Panel
intercommunication System Panel
Oxygen Regulator

Pilot's Console

Headset Receptacle Panel
Utility Light
Nosewheel Steering Handle
Inter Communication System Panel
Oxygen Regulator

Instrument Panel

Avionics Switching Control Panel
Searing Distance Heading Indicator
Multi-Function Displays
Standby Altimeter/Airspeed Indicator
Standby Attitude Indicator
Total Fuel Used Indicator
Split Axis, AP/ATS Annunciators
Brake Pressure Indicator
Alternate Brake System In Use Indicator
Anti-Skid Switch
Standby Engine Display Panel
Horizontal Stabilizer/Rudder Trim/Aileron Indicators
Landing Gear Panel
Flap Position/Index Indicator
Speed Brake Indicator
Slat Extend/Slat Disagree Annunciator
Clocks
Mission Computer Switching Control Panel

Glareshield Panel

Glereshield Warning Indicat~rs
Communication Navigation Control Panel
Engine Fire Extinguishing Handles
Fire Extinguishing Agent Low Annunciators
Automatic Flight Control System Panel
Instrument Lighting Control Panel
Head-Up Displays
Floodlight Dimmers

Overhead Panel

Communications Panel
Flight Control System Actuator Panel
Internal Lighting Panel
Backup UHF Communication Control Panel
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Backup VHP Communnication Control Panel
Vi InmortLing Panel
Auxiliary Poevr Unit Control Panel
Electrical Control Panel
Landing/lasi Lighting Control Panel
environmental System Couttol Panel
Hydraulic System Control Panel
Fuel system Control Panel
Ground Proximity Warning System Panel
Bailout Alarm/Stall Warning Test Panel
Anti-lee Control Panel
External Lighting Panel
Warning Annunciation Panel
Inertial Reference Unit Control Panel
Fire/Sooke Detection Annunciator Panel
Personnel yarning Signa Control Panel

Copilot's Console

Headset Receptacle Panel
Utility Light
Intercommunication System Panel
Oxygen Regulator
Oxygen Quantity Indicator
Oxygen Cross Feed Switch

Right ACH Console

Headset Receptacle Panel
Oxygsn Regulator

Pedestal

Mission Computer Display@
Mission Computer Keyboards
Multi-Function Control Panels
Passenger Address Panel
Cabin Pressure Indicators
Cabin Pressure Control Panel
Engine Throttle Controls
Flaps/Slats Control Module
Aerial Delivery System Control Panel
Identification Friend or Foe Panel
Alternate Trim Control Panel
Trim Select
Pedestal Lighting Control Panel
Weather Radar System Control Panel
ACH Intercommunications System Panel
Parking Brake Contro!
Flap Index Selector Switch

APPENDIX C

Fault Insertion Candidate Table

1. Single Engine Failure
a. en*ine out
b. lose of ability to control engine thrust at any EPR
c. engine fire

2. Ground and flight spoiler system failures
s. Jammed surface (any single spoiler)
b. broken linkage
c. loss of hydraulic pover

3. Elevator system failures
a. Jammed surface (complete surface)
b. Jammed surface on only one side
c. broken linkage
d. loss of forvard load feel spring

4. Horisontal stabiliser failures
a. jammed surface
b. runaway surface

5. Aileron system failure
a. Jammed surface
b. broken linkage
c. lose of load feel spring
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d. lose of hydraulic pover

6. Single thrust reverser failure

7. Asymmotric/split trailing edge (TB) flaps

S. Asymmetric loading edge (LE) devices

9. Flaps (TB/LS) devices fail to extend/retract

10. Antiskid fails

1i. %rakes fail

12. Loes of nose vheel steering

13. Tir- failure, any tire

14. Gyro failures
2. a couplet* loss of any sinile sensor output*
b. ramping sensor output
c. biased sensor output

15. Accelerometer failures
a. a complete loss of any single sensor output*
b. rasping sensor output
C. biased sensor output

16. Radar altimeter failures

a. s complete lose of all sensor output**
b. ramping sensor output
c. biased sensor output

17. VOR/ILS failures
a. a complete loss of all sensor output*e
b. ramping sensor output
C. biased sensor output

18. DME failures
a. a complete losa of all sensor outputs*
b. ramping sensor output
c. biased sensor output

19. Harker beacon failures
a. a complete lose of all sensor outputs*
b. ramping sensor output
c. biased sensor output

20. Air data computer failures
a. a complete loss of any combination of sensor outputs*
b. ramping senior output
c. biased sensor output
d. alpha vane failure
e. pitot tube failure
f. static vtnt failure
S. temperature probe failure

21. Attitude Reading Reference System failures
a. a complete loss of all sensor outputs*
b. ramping sensor output
c. biased sensor output

22. Inertial Reference Unit failures
a. a complete lose of all sensor outputs*
b. ramping sensor output
c. biased sensor output

23. Engine sensor failures
a. a complete loss of any single sensor output*
b. ramping sensor output
c. biased sensor output

"* 24. Automatic Direction Finding failures
a. a complete lose of all sensor outputsa
b. ramping sensor output
C. biased sensor output

25. Plight control surface sensor failures
a. a complete lose of any siugl1 sensor output*
b. ramping sensor output
c. biased sensor output



26. Gcst sensor failedi complete losa of any single sensor output*

27. &a air temperature probe failures
a. a complete loom of any single sensor output*
b. rasping sensor output
0. biased sensor output

28. Pail validity bit on any sensor that has one

29. Rngina Sync system failures
A. faill to Meximum value
b. fall to minimum value
c. fail to aero

a This includes failure of a sensor output signal at soms selected dsestintions but
not at otherS.

APPENDIX D

KFD and HUD Data

Head-Up Display - Primary Flight Data

- Attitude
- Altitude
- Airspeed/Mach No
- Vertical Speed
- Heading
- Flight Path Vector
- Flight Director
- Plight Mode Annunciation

Multi-Punctional Displays

Primary Plight Display/Vertical Situation Display (compatible with the HUD)

- Attitude
- Altitude
- Airspeed/Mach No
- Vertical Speed
- Heading
- Lateral/Vertical Deviation
- G Levels
- Flight Hide Annunciation
- Flight Director
- Performance Limits

Navigation Display/Horizontal Situation Display

- Map
- Flight Plan Waypointa
- Background Data
- Ieset CDI
- Weather/Beacon

- Compass
- lAdlo Nav-Bearing Device

- Chart
- Flight Plan Review

Plan Position Indicator (PPI)

- Station Keeping
- SKI PPI
- RAW SEE Deviations
- SRK Annunciatlons

- Radar
- Weather
- Beacon

Engine

- Normal
BPS

- Fuel Used
- Thrust Reverser



-Thrust Limit

Thrust Selent
-PFul Flow Toteliser

-spanded
- PR

- ua~v
- Pool Flow
- BOY
- N)

- Secondary
- OIl Pressure, Tamp, Qty

Configuration/Plight Control Display

- Slevator Position
- StabiliOsr Trim
- Rudder Position and Trim
- Aileron Position and Trim
- Flap Position and Index
- Slat Position
- Spoiler Position
- Direct Lift Control
- Thrust Reverser
- Landing Gear Position
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Figure 2 Current C-i7 Center Console
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Figure 3 C-X Proposal Arrangement
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8WUSAR. 1Since the earliest days of aviation, there have been
aircraft accidents (now referred to as *flight mishaps"). In earlier
times, mechanical malfunctions were blamed for the greater number of
mishaps. Engineering and technological advances, however, have since
lowered the likelihood of "machine-induced" mishaps. Now, the "man"
part of the equation (in a chain of events leading to a mishap) is far
more likely to be the primary cause. 117:1) Thus, as aircraft are
made more durable, reliable, and better able to sustain increased
workloads, the humans who operate them must find ways to adapt or cope
with the greater demands which result from improved machine
capability. The bottom line question for today surfaces asn What
causes cremwmembers to cmit errors in Judgment, performance, or
perception, and bow might the influences of such causes be r.educed?
Progress in the field of suman Factors- (Hr) analysis has ravealed
some solutions while advancing the fundamental goal of flight 5afiaty--
mishap prevention. This paper is intended to clarify amKi summarime
the impact of OF studies on mishap prevention and show how aircrew
fatigue is a common denominator among RIP elements. Accepted
techniques for ocmbating and coping with fatigue are l.iitvd. Finally,
recommendations on how to maintain operatiocrl avare tess of &i. row
fatigue considerations are proposed. (Z•S '* ý I /

AIRCUAJY RISRAPI. Great strides have beeI•ade towards fliht safehya miimkp prevention
goal. As the first step in the process of reducing the likelihood of recurrence, causes
must be identified. Actual aircraft mishaps and near mishaps provide investigators with
opportunities to study possible causes. Safety professionals search out not only what
happened, but try to focus wore on why a mishap occurred. (18S) mishap stat&stics also
offer clues which help identify areas of greater mishap potential. For example, analysis
indicates the majority of jet aircraft accidents occur during the approach or landingphases of flight. (25t18) Such evidence certainly justifiex greater attention to ensuring
optimal crew performance during initial and final stages of flight.

Mishap Causes: Federal Aviation Administration (FAR) mishap studies show a common
factors human failing rather than mechanical malfunction is the prevalent cause of flight
mishaps. (14s2) Though mishaps may be attributable to design, maintenance, air traffic
control, sabotage, or "acts of God," the crew is often a key element. (25:181) Since
aircraft safety design engineers have nearly worked themselves out of a job by resolving
the machine-caused part of the problem, crew-caused mishaps dominate all other types
despite increased priority given cockpit resource management programs. (171ll; 11$21)
Complacency, overconfidence, or inattention are a few factors which now tend to go
together in building the 91 picture. (19:11) The applied technology of human performance,
or *ergonosics," receives increased levels of attention, but the riddle remains unsolved.
(17:1) Pinning down an BP error is a maoth proposition for any mishap investigation
team. Nonetheless, up to 80 percent of all aircraft mishap studies attribute 97 as
"casual." (17:1; 12:14) Recent studies suggest many more mishaps could be blamed on HF if
the reason for the "undetermined cause" category of mishaps could be substantiated.
(16:14)

h ..ctors Studi s Flight Safety professionals continue to look at HP more
closely now as they attempt to unravel the mystery of what causes people to crash
perfectly good aircraft. HF is defined as Uthe study of physical, physiological,
psychological, psychosocial, and pathological limitations of man as he interfaces with his
eavironment.0 (1M13) Simply stated, UP is a broad discipline which attempts to account
for mishap causes not directly attributable to hardware failure. The investigative model
used in MP analysis includes the following basic categoriest environmental, equipment
design, workload, operational, behavioral, and medical. Within the medical category fall
the following elements: general health, sensory acuity, drug/alcohol ingestion, and
fatigue. (2s2) Considering the increased attention given BF in mishap investigation, HP
should also recive imoreaso emphasis in mishap prevention. Aviation professionals arc e
calling for new methods•to prevent fixation or listractions which can monopolize the 0
thinking processoe of crod rfrs wo av* supposedly trained to avoid such traps. (25:181) (V
MAA safety specialists a leftdg they cannot make flight rules for every situation, and

they stress that pilots have a moeal responsibility to operate in the safest way possible*

by onsderng erona liitalofeIncluding fatigue. (14s4) Fatigue among aviatorsoften ocaurs due to stress associated with =oiroadian rhythms."

elett s of Ciroadian f hl3 a. Ciroadian rhythm is a term applied to the body's normal
day/niqht cqcle. Baal rhythm (circadian) dem"ychronisation has long been acknowledged to ___

have a profound effect on motivation and performance, (12:15) The ezact mechanism of
circadians is not fully understood, but the effects have been shown to be extremely O
disruptive in termi of how a person "fees" when the normal activity cycle is interrupted.
(9:53) The daily sleop/wake cycle for most people is longer than 24 hours, usually by 1
to 3 hours. The average cycle is 25.2 hours. Thus, greater fatigue occurs when traveling

1. 91 8 23 053
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in an easterly direction than traveling west because the day is Uocmpreasedi (vest to east
flight) as opposed to being *stretched" (east to west flight). (22s3421 S.2) Airarens are
particularly susceptible to the effects of airoadians, and even the most motivated
profes*sonals have fallen victim to that elusive mental mechani•m which can temporarily
numb the brain Into inactivity at critical times. (251811) We know staying at a particular
destination long enough evOntually permits resetting of the biological clock, or
"entrainment,0 at the rate of about 1 hour per day (1 4ay fox each time sonm crossed.
(5M2) Unfortunately, aircrev schedules rarely permit entrainment to occur at en route
stops. An the body tries to adapt to the stress of a circadian shift, sleep becoNeS more
difficult and less restful. Less restful sleep Induces fatigue. (2305) in fact, any
attempt to modify regular body rhythm Induces fatigue. (13n1401 Loan periods of
wakefulness cause disorientation along with mental and physical exhaustion. (148311)
Furthermore, after a period of little or no sleep, it takes two normal rest periods to
regain normal levels of alertness. (4#14) Nevertheless, a frustrating fact remains: a
person can't force himself to sleep when he isn't sleepy. (5:2)

The FAA acknowledges a lowered alertness level for crew on today's aircraft when
subjected to rapid time sone displacement (jet lag) due to traveling in easterly or
westerly directions. During theme periods of Odullness,* there Is a measurable lowering
of body temperature, and such low points normally occur from about 0300 to 0500 hours in
the morning. (Sol) Madical opinion varies regarding a precise range for circatian low
periods in the morning hours. The most inclusive range spans the bours between 0200 hours
and 0600 hours, with 0400 hours being the very lowest point. (21031 12814l S113) Later,
beginning about 0800 hours, mental performance and memory seem to improve until a peak at
about 1600 hours. (19071 3:13)

FATIGUZ. By its very nature, aviation is conducive to fatigue. ret, the effects of
fatigue are insidious. Since it cannot be unequivocally measured or defined, fatigue does
not have a specific scientific meaning. (15s2) Being so difficult to quantify, it must
normally be self-recognized. Rather than depending upon the amount of work performed, it
calls for subjective Judgment about how an individual feels. But fatigue's effects vary
among individuals and may not even be apparent to a pilot or his crew. (15:2,8 24:37) Some
aviators think they can fly for long hours without adequate rest, although they are
probably not aware of their own diminished performance levels. They may be able to remain
awake ui~er such circumstances, but they are generally more accident-prone and less
efficient. (707) Military pilots on long-haul transmsridian flights are especially
susceptible to the effects of sleep deprivation. (15s172) Thus, it is reasonable to assume
that performance degrades as a result of fatigue. (9156) Specifically, fatigue slows
reaction times and causes errors due to inattention. (20M6)

Characteritico of Fatioue. There are two categories of fatigues acute and chronic.
Acute fatigue, the more common type, is caused by excessive physical or mental activity
associated with short-term stress. Though serious, a good night's sleep usually resolves
acute fatigue. Chronic fatigue results from prolonged exposure to stress and causes
symptoms including insomnia and forgetfulness. Although not as severe as acute fatigue,
chronic fatigue is not as easily relieved. 124037) S•me of the psychomotor changes
associated with fatigue include: disruption of timing and perceptual field of vision;
decreased memory, attention span, cooperativeness, and communication skill; and increased
reaction times, anxiety, irritability, and error rates. (19:6; 23:5) Industry research
shows fatigue can cause inattention, perseveration of ideas, confusion, and anxiety--any
of which can degrade cockpit interaction. (4093) Recent FAA analysis has shown the three
major fatiguing factors for crews are number of time zones traveled, multiple layovers in
close sequence, and 24-hour layovers after a night arrival. Although any one of these
factors can be accomeodated by a croewmber during a layover, the presence of two or more
begins to strain physiologic recovery. Should all three factors be present during a
single mission, fatigue can have a dangerous effect on crew performance. Other
"moderate" factors which may contribute to mission fatigue include flight in an easterly
direction, multiple transits, day sleep, and missions in excess of seven days. (22t244)
Accumulation of other operational factors (e.g., departure delays, aircraft malfunctions,
air traffic, and mteorolouic conditions) also contribute to fatigue. (21:3) So, even
though a pilot may be provided 10 hours rest time, if it is during a period out of synch
wit•i reference to his body rhythas, he may not realise the full benefit intended prior to
beginning flight duties. Furthermore, his efficiency could be further reduced to
dangerously low levels if he must fly during his minimum performance rhythm period. (3s53)

Za -&EaDfiL2W .n_ m inato. Pilots are routinely expected to perform complex tasks
demanding physical well-being and mental alertness. As the most important part of the
weapon system, the pilot often becomes the weakest link in the chain if not in good
health. (743) Fatigue is consistently listed among physical and physiological factors
impacting a given M mishap. (1.7) Since noise and vibration increase fatigue, the flight
environment itself is fatiguing. in additioa to causing increased inattention, emotional
stresm also promotes fatigue. Zven before a pilot actually feels the first signs of
fatigue, 6performame de•my and poor Judgment become noticeable. (1907) Inherent human
lANLtations in monitoring automated systems, furthir impaired by fatigue or ciroadian
disrhythlma, have led to a number of mishaps or near mishaps. (17s4) In fact, there have
been aircraft mishaps where ar investigation has shown the cause was solely or partially
due to pilot fatigue. (15s4)

Professional pilot reports indicate deorments in flight performance and effective
crew interactions are related to the time of day (i.e., circadians). Further, these
docremats are more severe during the final phases of flight, when fatigue would be
expected to be greater. (4093) in near mishaps, pilot disorientation has even occurred
during final approach for landing when a high degree of pilot fatigue was present. (10M23)
Because interruptions in normal sleep patterns are considered the primary cause of
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fatigue, the importance of disrupted sleep as a causative factor in mishapa may actually
be underestimated. (15:173j 21s2) In short, most MF elements can either lead to, or result
from, fatigue. At the very least, fatigue makes aircrewe more susceptible to other R?
elements.. Because fatigue is now comonly acknowledged as a major problem in the cockpit.
FAA human factors research workshops have called for more in-depth study into the effects
of fatigue on stress and flight dock operations. (40~3)

Reducing the Rffec.= Lf v timu. The individual crewmember has the greatest Influence
on hie own physicsl wel being and can, therefore, affect his own resistance and
adaptability to fatiqu*. Since man is designed to operate better in daytime than at night
and geared for regular patterns of rest and activity, fatigue can't be completely
eliminated. (23:6) Certain routine practices can aid in fatigue prevention. Naturally, a
regular work-rest schedule plays a major role. Other factors include regular physical
conditioning programsm, healthy eating (moderate proportionsi of high protein/low
carbohydrate foods are better than simple sugar foods), and mnoderation in alcohol
consumption and smoking. During flight, drinking plenty of water (about one glass per
hour is recommended) as well as stretching and flexing exercises; will help ward off
fatigue. 16s15: 24033) The FAA also recomends remaining mentally active during long
fliqhts by making frequent radio, navigation, and systems checks. 120M)

Operational managers play a significant role in the fatigue prevention formula.
without a reminder about physiologic guidelines, suggest commercial aviation experts,
schedulers may consider the crew as an inanimate component in a system which is primarily
geared towards mission accomplishment. (22t241) Aviation safety professionals recommend
mission schedules which avoid multiple night flights, 24-hour layovers, and multiple time
Zone crossings whenever possible. (21%4) Crews need to know their own physiologic Indices
for a given flight profile and must judiciously plan their rest periodsi whenever mission
schedules jeopardine optimal work cycles. (22z247) Finally, the Flight Safety Foundation
stresses that pilots who report excessive fatigue should not be punished for refusing to
fly. (21:4)

RBCWUNKEDATIONS. The above study identifies fatigue as a likely Coemon denominator in the.
BF arena. unfortunately. fatigue is difficult to define or measure, and even more
difficult to remedy. How a given crewmember "feels" physically and emotionally in
possibly the key element in that crewmember's HLF risk profile. While empirical evidence
on the significance of fatigue in mishaps may be lacking at present, most safety experts
agree fatigue Is a factor in many mishaps. From the information available today, two
fundamental conclusions about fatigue can be derived: (1) Stresses associated with HF
considerations commonly lead to aircrew fatigue; and (2) Aircrew fatigue frequently leads
to or generates many of the UP elements which figure so prominently in mishaps. So,
fatigue may either lead to or result from the stresses considered in the EF arena.
Therefore, fatigue may be considered a "common denominatorý" or a linking factor, in HF.
This conclusion is particularly relevant for MAC aircrews, since they are exposed to smome
of the most fatigue-inducing flight duty -days in aviation. ironically, fatigue among
Military Airlift Command (MAC) aircrews is possibly more controllable than operations
managers will admit. The most common reason for constructing fatigue-inducing mission
schedules Is "user requirements" (i.e., the supported organization prefers to move or
receive goods at the particular time of day they have requested). Another reason is "base
operating hours."* Such "support driven" rationales are understandable but should not
justify routinely forcing flight safety to take a back seat for user convenience. The
"mindast" orientation of aircrows regarding a given schedule may offer another clue to a
rather insidious Ofatigue trap." Crewmembers often focus their attention on relatively
unimportant mission schedule details (such as time for shopping end amount of free time
available) which actually detract from optimal crew rest opportunity. As discussed
earlier, the duration of crew rest periods is just an important as timing of actual rest
relative to ttbe individualls circadian rhythm (i.e., his "hcme station" biological clock).

in-flight periods when critical tasks (i.e., take-off and landing) must be
accomplished deserve much greater focus during schedule development and mission execution.
Schedulers and crews shoulda work to align such periods to coincide with hours of peak
2erformance (as suggested by circadian rhythm). Practical application of Hp principles is
the greatest obstacle to real progress in preventing aviation mishape caused by human
factors related issues. The following proposal would serve as an initial step to apply BP
principles: For each daily mtiosion profile, operations sections should provide "circadian
daily planner" mission schedule charts to highight critical/demanding mission tasks as
well as low task performance periods (see Tables 1, 2, and 3). The "home station" time
between 0800 hours and 1600 hours is shaded on each mission schedule to call attention to
the optimal circadian performance periods. Likewise, the "low ebb" period between 0200
hours and 0600 hours is shaded to alert mchedulers and crews to that suboptimal circadian

J,, period. Critical mission tasks (i.e., take-of f* and landings) can be tracked on this
planning form, as optimal periods for work and rest are readily identified. The
highlighted information can alert schedulers and crews to optimal periods for critical
tasks or rest and offer a reminder to make adjustments whenever possible. Although this
is a rather simplistic approach to fatigue reduction, it takes a first practical step
towards circadian awarensess. Such a "picture" of crew tasks relative to circda cycle
a&d fatigue would offer schedulers, cro -rer, and operations management a useful tool
for massaging the mission schedule for a given crew.

the most fragile element in the flight operations system is the aircrew. granted,
airarews are a highly adaptive group, but their adaptability has limitations which can
lead to catastrophic consegueOes-. Aircrews make mistakes, and a fatigued crew is e*es
more likely to err. A fatigued crew can easily become the weakest link in an unfortunate
'chain of events, so reducing fatigue warrants extra efforts by all aviation professionals.
Although most aviators and managers are intuitively aware of crewmember fatigue

hLI
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limitations, no -structured method for mnag~ing th problem currently ozists. Thus, it is
Incumbent upon all operations or support people to make an effort to smen"g 1a~rere •
fatigue in ly Softr MW at 09897 GWOortumity available, ndVItuating "y sysltem tcsorde
the go"• of reducing aitarew fatigues impac on Saeoty mould highlight the isgpOrtanae of
airorse ftilpse atetmoted 6 thereby sere ase a point at departure for further

Table 1

HIYPOMRZYICAL NIUSION IP LU-

(&k VSP6"11Se Table 3)

Show CES 0600 030e 0300 1900 1400 1400
T.o. CBs 1015 0515 0515 2115 U•S 1615
LED DOV 1130 0630 0630 2230 1730 1730
T.O. DOV 1445 0945 0945 0145 2045 2045
LED OW 2215 2315 1715 0915 1035 0415
--- Crew Rest

SHOW RMS 1330 1430 0630 0030 0130 1930
T.O. mK 1545 1645 1045 0245 0345 2145
LND TJZ 1745 1345 1245 0445 0545 2345
T.O. 1VZ 2100 2200 1600 0800 0900 0300
LED ATE 0000 0200 1900 1100 1300 0600
--- Crew Rest

I ATD 1700 1900 1200 0400 0600 2300
T.O. ATH 1915 2115 1415 0615 0915 0115
LED hNS 2215 2315 1715 0915 1015 0415
--- Crew Rost

Sam zu 1515 1615 1015 0215 0315 2115
T.O. MIS 1730 1830 1230 0430 0530 2330
LOD CU3 01230 2030 2030 1230 0730 0730

C

NotesI
CBS - Charleston, South Carolina
DOV = Dover, Delaware
RIS - Ramatein, Germany
TJZ - Torrejon, Spain
ATE = Athenes Greece

The mission profiles are identical--same on route and ground times. The
Low Fatigue Schedule has mission "start time shifted by 13 hours in consideration of
circedian rhythms.

DZaahInR

This reeearab report represents the views of the author and "e' not
necessarily reflect the official views of the Departmset of Defense or the United
State. Air Force.



TABLE 2. CIRCADIAN DAILY PLANNER -Low Fatigue Schedule (Hypoihetical)

Home Station I
(CHS) Time - - N N N NP

Enroute
Activity

DAY 5

GMT (Z)88

Legend
Crew Duty Day q,

Circadian Low IM
Circadian. High

TABLE 3. CIRCADIAN DAILY PLANNER - High Fatigue Schedule (Hypothetical)

Home Station 15R R a 8 0 8 8  8 8 8 a 8 8 8 8 8  Q a C30
(CHS) Time i f

0.~ 0 -9 So- N- N. R4 M

Day 1Iu~~uu *

triroute
Activity

GMT (Z) 00o a

Crew Duty Day IFM

Circadian Low w
Circadian HighEý
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Aircrew Eye/Respiratory Protection
A Military Airlift Command Perspective

byA Du-P006 249 Senior Master Sergeant James Sousa
Headquarters Military Airlift Command

Toet and Evaluation Division10 111 1111Scott AFB Illineis 62225-5001

SUMMARY

-Thin paper summarizes Military Airlift Command's (MACa) and Air Force System
Command's (AFSCS) effort to improve aircrew eye/respiratory protection (AERP) in the
chemical defense environment. It discusses the signifiunnt effort to plan the
concept, manage the acquisition, design the system, test the system, and redesign the
system to meet MAC's requirements. MAC's mission to conduct and support Gperations
remains the same during war and peacetime and despite the presence of chemical agents.
We need an effective AZRP system to support our worldwide operations. Our ongoing
test effort has uncovered important problems and challengen 4o overcome. However,
after hundreds of ground and over 50 flight test hours in the MAC mission environment,
solutions are on the way. He now have even more challenges, kiat the numerous hurdles
already cleared have prepared and encouraged us to proceed.

INTRODUCTION 4, H1 e.. 41- e Jt"4Le,..

The purpose of the AERP system is to provide aircrews protection from exposure to
chemical agents allowing them the capability to accomplish assigned missions
worldwide. Current aircrew above-the-shoulder chemical warfare defense equipment
provides only limited protection, does not have valsalva capability, is not compatible
with some other systems (e.g., night vision goggles), and causes physiological
impairment which seriously degrades mission accomplishment. Therefore, enhanced AERP
is the number one USAF chemical warfare defense research and development priority.

MAC DEPLOYMENT CONCEPT

In the worst case scenario, military confrontations could escalate to use of
chemical munitions concurrently with conventional weaponry. Chemical Warfare Defense
(CWD) plans must ensure protection of aircrew, passengers, and cargo to allow for
continued air operations. During periods of increased tension (as directed by MAC
command and control) aircrews will ensure their protective equipment is loaded on
board their aircraft prior to departure from the continental United States or overseas
operating locations. Limited quantities of aircrew CWD protective equipment are
stored at selected overseas locations to facilitate issue to en route aircrews during
buildup of tensions/hostilities.

The ASP? system and associated protective equipment will be donned and worn
whenever the presence of chemical agents is known or suspected. Aircrews recovering
to bases located within a Chemical Threat Area (CTA) will comply with local
contamination control procedures. If aircraft recovery occurs at locations outside
the CTA, aircrews will continue to wear protective equipment until they are processed
through a contamination control line. Aircrews will follow similar CWD protective
procedures during subsequent aircraft missions which require flight through known or
suspected chemical threat environments.

IMPROVED AERP BACKGROUND

USAF War and Mobilization Plan, Vol I (USAF WMP-l), Annex J, requires training and
equipping of all units located within, or tasked for deployment to, chemical threat
areas (CTAs) to ensure their ability to operate in a chemical warfare environment.
Recognizing the immediate nature of the chemical warfare threat in the mid 1970s, HQ
USAF directed procurement of an off-the-shelf MBU-13P smoke mask based protection
system for aircrews. In 1977, HQ USAF further directed an operational evaluation of
the MBU-13P ABRP to determine its limitations. Simultaneously the Aeronautical
Systems Division (ASD) began a research and development program to find an improved
AERP. The emphasis was on minimum aircraft modification and minimal design work. ASD
evaluation concluded that development of two AIRP systems, integrating characteristics
of several off-the-shelf candidates, would meet the total Air Force requirement. The
selected candidates were the Tactical Aircrew Eye Respiratory System (TAIRS) for
fighters and the Protective Integrated Rood/Mask (PIHM) for all other aircraft. The
large number of aircraft and associated missions have been reduced to eight aircraft (
categories. These categories were selected based on similarities of aircraft and/or
missions. ca .
AIRCRAFT REPRESENTATIVE A, w m
CAETR AIRCRAFT SY•TM

Fighter/Attack F-16B/C/D TEARS

Observation OV-10A PluM

Strategic Bomber B-52G PIHM

C-130 and related C-130E, AC-130H PFIM

18 23 0W5 6
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C-135 and related KC-135A PIH14

Operational Support C-9A P1H1 i

Helicopter NH-53J P1HM

Other B-1B PHKM

Aircraft shown will be used to conduct Development Test and Evaluation (DT62) and
Znitial Operational Teat and Evaluation (IOT6E) for all aircraft of that category.

If the test results prove successful and the respective aircraft's command
approves, further modification kit design engineering will be accomplished for each
individual aircraft of that category. The AIRP procurement and modification action
will then be accomplished through each aircraft's respective Air Logistics Center
(ALC). The following list shows the numerous aircraft under each category.

C-130 and related C-135 and related Helicopter

c-130A 2-3A TH-lF
C-130D X-3B UH-IP
C-130E 1-3C 1H-IH
C-130H X-4B UH-3P
EC-130E BC-135A CH-39
EC-130H EC-135C CH-53C
AC-130A EC-135G MR-3Z
AC-130H EC-135H MH-53B
AC-130U EC-135i MH-53C
HC-130H EC-135K MH-53J
HC-130W EC-135L NH-60G
HC-130P EC-135P UN-60A
MC-130E SC-135Y UN-lN
MC-130H KC-135A
WC-130E KC-135D
WC-130H KC-135E
LC-130H KC-135Q Operational Support

KC-13SR
RC-135S C-9A
RC-135T C-12A

Fiahter/Attack RC-135U C-12D
RC-135V C-12P

F-1l1A RC-135W C-123
F-111D C-135A C-20A
F-111E C-135E C-21A
F-111F NKC-135A C-22A
FB-lllA WC-135B C-22B
EF-I11A KC-10A C-23A
A-7D C-SA C-26A
A-7K C-SB
A-10A C-17A
F-4C C-141B
F-4D Strategic bomber
P-4E
F-4G B-52G
RF-4C B-52H
P-15A
F-ISB Other Observation
F-15C
F-iSD B-18 O-2A
P-16C OA-37B
F-16D

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The ANRP candidate selected to replace current MAC aircrew eye/respiratory
protection is the Protective Integrated good/Mask (PIRM), and under-the-helmet system.
This system provides eye protection, filtered air/oxygen, and protective head and neck
covering for aircrew personnel. The PINK is compatible with current below-the-neck
ensemble, chemical warfare defense equipment. end MAC aircraft crew stations and
escape systems.

The PINK requires aircraft modification to provide blown air for the breathing and
ventilation. The modification kit, consisting of a blower bracket and a 28 VOC
electrical plug (with associated wiring) for each crew position, will be installed by
MAC personnel aircraft electricians, structural maintenance, and crew chiefs) with
contractor training and supervision. See annex for further details.

MAC TEST CONCEPT

Test Planning and Execution Challenges
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The MAC test effort is directed toward qualification, man-rating, and evaluation
of the operational effectiveness and suitability of the PIHM using MAC C-130E, AC-

J130H, MH-53J, and C-9A aircraft. These aircraft were selected to conduct DT&E and
IOT&E with the PIHM system for that category of aircraft (C-130, helicopter, and
operational support, respectively). MAC active duty units at Pope AFB NC, Hurlburt
Fld FL, and Scott AFB IL will provide the test bed aircraft.

MAC ideally receives a newly developed system from the implementing command after
it has been fully tested and qualified. But in this case, AFSC did not have the
resources to flight test the PIHM system. As part of a MAC-AFSC joint effort, we
developed a plan to qualify the PIHM using MAC aircrews and aircraft. After extensive
laboratory and ground testing, we flew our operational missions in this unproven
system under AFSC test direction. In essence, our operational aircrews are performing
as test pilots. The greatest challenge is releasing operational resources for test
purposes. The day-to-day MAC mission is first and foremost priority at our
operational units, but the requirement to flight test the improved AERP System is also
a priority. As testing proceeds, this sort of dilemma is still prevalent and
continues to be a challenge to MAC aircrew members as well as for our planners.

Flight testing consists of flying normal MAC mission profiles with aircrew members
wearing the PIHM. Prior to the first test flight, aircrew training and ground
preflight inspections will be accomplished using the system and the complete below-
the-shoulder aircrew chemical ensemble. During the qualifying flights, only half of
the crew will be wearing the PIHM. But during operational flight testing the entire
crew will wear the system, with safety observers, to test our aircrews and to ensure
our operational concept is a sound one.

Critical Operational Issues

To promote test and program integrity, as well as ensure valid conclusions could
be drai., t'veral critical operational issues were developed. Key among these is the
issue of mission degradation, the capability of aircrews to protect themselves from
effects of the chemical environment without adversely affecting mission effectiveness
or aircrew s3fety. In the case of the PIHM, we need to determine whether or not it is
compatible with other life support, cockpit, and individual equipment. We also need
to know if the PIHM degrades aircrew egress? Other operational issues are as follows:

* Can the PIHM system and its support equipment be operated and maintained by
USAF personnel?

* Is the PIHM system maintainable, reliable, and available?

* Is the PIHM system's technical documentation adequate and understandable by
USAF personnel?

* Are unique tools or support equipment necessary to test or maintain the PIHM
system?

* Does operating the PIHM system create electromagnetic interference with other
electrically-powered aircraft systems?

* Is aircraft-generated 28V DC power available?

The bottom line question is "will the PIHM system help MAC perform its mission?"

Problem Areas

MAC recently tested the C-130E at Pope AFB NC over the last year and the many long
hours of test planning and execution yielded some very interesting findings. These
following findings warrant further evaluation of the PIHM system.

* Difficulty in attaching to and removing blowers from their mounts.
* Navigator blower extension hose restricts movement to windows for airdrop.
* Impossible for strapped-in pilot/copilot to adjust blower intensity.
* No way to safely purge oxygen mask of vomit.
* Trace of ammonia smell present.
* Only one loadmaster bracket position in the cargo compartment.
* Extreme bulkiness of chemical ensemble, flak jacket,survival vest, PIHM, and

parachute.
* Loadmaster bracket on flight deck practically inaccessible.
* On low level flight the loadmaster and flight engineer found it easier to

breathe by removing the pigtail adapter.
Slight restriction looking left.

* Ear loop glasses uncomfortable.
* Intercom cord too short and female end too hard to find for connection/

disconnection.

To date a thorough analysis of these problems has not been completed, so by no
means can we draw final conclusions. Certainly the data collected shows a need for
further evaluating how we intend to perform our mission. Further engineering and
testing is needed and scheduled over the next two years, but we are progressing toward
viable equipment to protect our aircrews in a chemically contaminated war zone.
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CONCLUSIONS

Airlift it Qtuotal to any war effort. Our ability to rapidly project personnel
and equipment againtt the enemy is critical to the outcome. The chemical threat is a
fact of life, and our need to defend against that threat requires the use of equipment
and procedures which reduce operational efficiency. A toxic ohemioal environment is
among the greatest challengee of our airorew members since it requires the wear of
cumbersome equipment and modification of standard operating procedures. Any advances
in equipment or procedures which reduce the impact on mismion acoompl ihment must be
pursued if we are to maintain a viable capability to operate in a chemical warfare
environment. Personnrl must be conditioned to accept the limitations imposed by a
chemical scenario and must train to overcome those limitations. The PIRM system will
perform its required task, but the degree of effectiveness will ho determined by the
level of effort we apply to training our aircrews.

LIST OP ABBREVIATIONS

AERP Aircrew Bye/Respiratory Protection
AlPB Air Force Base
A'SC Air Force Systems Command
ALC Air Logistics Center
ASD Aeronautical Systems Division

CTA Chemical Threat Areas
CW Chemical Warfare
CWD Chemical Warfare Defense

DT&E Development Test and Evaluation

EPDM Ethylene-Propylene-Diene-Manomer
EI41 Electromagnetic Interference

HQ USAP Headquarters United States Air Force

IAW In Accordance With
IOT&E Initial Operational Test and Evaluation

MAC Military Airlift Command

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NVG Night Vision Goggles

OT&E Operational Test and Evaluation

PIR1 Protective Integrated Rood/Mask

TEARS Tactical Aircrew Eye Respiratory System

US United States
USAF United States Air Force
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ANNIX

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Protective Integrated Hood/Mask (PINM) System

The PINK Is an under-the-helmet system which includes a hood assembly with an
integral MBU-12/P oronasal mask, a facepiece and headoowl, a C-2 NATO filter and
manifold, portable air filter/blower unit, and connoctihig breathing and ventilation
hoses. The hood assembly is designed to interface with USAF aircrow helmets using
standard offset bayonet connectors, and is to be worn between the flight suit and the
standard chemical defense (CD) inner coverall. The PI1M protects the individual by
filtering the breathing air from the aircraft oxygen regulator and pressurizing the
head and neck cavity with filtered ventilation air from the blower.

Hood Assembly

The hood assembly is composed to three elementas the personal mask, facepiece,
and headcowl assembled to form a protective head and neck cavity. The headcowl is
designed to permit easy removal and reuse of the MBU-12/P for resizing,
decontamination, or disposal if needed.

Oronasal Mask

The mask is the USAF standard MBU-12/P modified to provide a drinking capability.
The standard silicone rubber oxygen hose is replaced bY a ethylene-propylene-diene-
manomer (EPDM) hose which is liquid agent and ozone resistant. The mask is available
in the four standard USAF sizes fitting the 5th through 95th percentile male. It
includes a standard airorew microphone for nn board use and connects to a battery
powered intercommunication unit for ground communication.

A flexible drinking tube enters the 4eask cavity through a hollow suspension
webbing attachment bolt. It has a connector/check valve to interface with the
standard canteen cap. The external drinking tube is formed for storage around the
oxygen mask, and the canteen connector is secured in a retainer pocket sewn under the
hood chin to protect it from chemical contamination when not in use. The aircrew
member drinks through a mouth-manipulated tube inserted inside the mask near the lips.
This permits the crew member to vary its location as preferred.

Facepiece

The facepiece is formed by attaching the visor to the head cowl material which is
formed to cover the standard mask over the nose cup. The facepiece is secured at the
mask suspension webbing attachment points and held in position by standard offset
bayonet connectors on the helmet. These connectors provide normal mask adjustments
for fit and pressure. A ventila+ion air hose is routed along the MBU-12/P mask hose
and enters the facepiece at the same location. The visor is a selected portion of the
HGU-55/P visor with a forehead spacer of variable thickness attached to the upper edge
for maintained spacing and accommodating standard aircrew spectacles. It is designed
to fit within the existing area defined by the standard helmet and visor.

Head and Shoulder Cowl

The single size head and shoulder cowl is mechanically fastened to the MBU-12/P
mask and bonded to the visor. The head cowl extends into a neck dam and shoulder
cowl. The shoulder cowl is normally worn between the aircrew member's outer flight
suit and CWD inner coverall but could be worn over the flight suit if required. The
neck dam is fitted to the individual and trimmed by a life support technician if
needed. Hood slack is provided for head movement.

Ventilation and Breathing Manifold

The manifold provides control of the ventilation and breathing air mixtures. One
inlet is attached to the outlet side o4 the C-2 NATO filter with the oxygen hose
attached to the in-line outlet. The filter/blower hose is attached to the second
outlet. Breathing mixture gas from the C-2 NATO filter passes through one chamber to
the oxygen mask hose, and the hood if desired. Ventilation air from the blower passes
through the other chamber to the ventilation hose leading to the hood.

Breathing Gas Filter

The C-2 NATO filter is used to filter the breathing mixture. It mounts on the
normal oxygen CRU-60/P receiver attached to the parachute harness. The manifold
attaches to the oxygen outlet of the unit to provide control of ventilation and
breathing mixture for ground and flight operations.

Filter/Blower Unit

The filter/blower unit provides filtered blown air to the hood assembly and mask,
when desired. The unit uses a C-2 NATO filter with NATO standard thread. It can be
carried by the crew member using a shoulder or hand strap, or hooked to a connector on
the PCU-15/P torso harness. For flight, it is stored on board the aircraft in a

It
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mounting bracket which has an aircraft power receptacle. When the unit receives
aircraft power, its battery is automatically deselected.

Intercommunciation Unit

A conversational unit such as the Gentex unit in required for ground
communications. It is powered by rechargeable batteries and connects to the aircrew
memsber's intercom cord. The unit has talk/listen capabilities that permit the user to
hear surrounding sound* and speak through an amplified speaker. An accessory cord
permits two people to plug into the same unit and communicate privately. The unit can
also be used in flight, if required.

Donning and Doffing Procedures

The PIH11 can be donned and doffed in a contamination control area or on board an
aircraft with an area large enough to stand, using procedures similar to the MSU-13/P.
However, the hood and mask are normally donned after the CW4D inner coverall followed
by the flight suit for wind blast and CWD protection. Assistance with positioning the
hood is helpful. Normal doffing requires assistance and procedures to prevent
contamination.

In-Aircraft Versus Out-of-Aircraft Configuration

All components, Including the blower unit, are used for ground operations.
Unassisted transition is possible. The P111W requires an aircraft mounted bracket and
power receptacle for the blower unit.

Integration With Aircraft

A mounting bracket for securing the blower during flight operations will be
installed near each crew position. This should require only minor modifications. The
proposed battery does not have sufficient capacity for most missions; four hours is
the limit. Therefore, electrical. power cables which supply aircraft power to each
crew position are required.
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EVALUATION OF A NEW FUENL WITHIU ENERGY DENSIT

PZ.Desed40erOuslosl Ross"h Wa AnuIyeis Eatablabmeot3uL3,Decm D stso dIfeagu and Duelogmen Air "

DVeperlmtMof%*xmdonIDeece

AD-P006 250 14011 = By Ddw

In order to increase the range and endurance of fighters operating in the far northern
regios of Canada, and to extend maritime iueltlanlc capbilty with exititngl aircraft asesets,

the Department of National Defence of Canada has purewed the development of an aviation fuel with
a high energy density. The fuel %election criteria included: an energy Increase of at least 10%
by volume over current NATO F40/JP-4: acceptable performance and durability Impact on aircraft
systems; and large scale availability at roesonable cost.

This paper provides a description of the analysis which was used to determine the potential
benefits to be derived from the use of a high energy density fuel. Mission analyse$ include
discussiona which cover fighter - CF-18, maritime surveillance - CP-140 Aurora, and tankers - CC-
137, and KC-130, aircraft. The paper then discusses the fuel characteristics which wore perceived
to have a potential impact on aircraft or engine military performance. The results of engine
component rig tests are then briefly discussed to demonstrate how critical fuel blend factors were
evaluated to ensure that an optimal energy/performance ulend was determined. Finally a description
is provided on tasting objectives for the subsequent full scale engine performance and durability
testing as-Well as an outline of the final flight certification program for the High Density Fuel

The test results to date have been most encouraging. Tire appears td be considerable
potential for the introduction of HOF to military service.

MAR = Air-to-Air Refuelling
C 2 Celsius
CA = Centerline station
CF : Canadian Forces
CON 2 Configuration
cSt = Cantistokes
OND Department of National Defence Canada
F Fahrenheit
FUS Fuselage weapon station
HOF High Density Fuel
I/B Wing In-Board pylon station
IFR Instrument Flight Rules
L Litre
NJ MNOa-Joules
NM Nautical Miles
O/B : Wing Outboard pylon station
TOS Time On Station
W/T Wing Tip station

,NT~ROMUCT ZON

The Department of National Defence (D0ND) in Canada was approached by a petroleum firm In 1986
with a proposal for a high energy density fuel which was, for the most part, similar to existing
aviation fuels and which could have an operationally significant beneficial impact. The proposal
provided that the fuel could be produced in significant quantities, at approximately constant
energy coats, and that while some of the fuel characteristics were questionable in light of
previous design considerations; further evaluation would be prudent.

It was decided to evaluate the potential for fuel development by:

(11) 9eteining whether or not a real operational need exists for the exte•nlon of the range
end/or alurecie of ayi Canadian Forces afreraft flsds. While'this May saem a rather obvious
point, -ifrlftn aiselon re"Ut. amit, as they are currently defined had to be evaluated against W
existing fleet capabilities to d"rmine if 'any defiiencies exist and whether there deficiencites
could be mitigated through the use of HOF.

S(2) The evaluation of the operational benefits of using HOF in aircraft which were identified
as potential targets of opportunity for the extension of operational capability Would then be
carried out. A relative asseasmnt of aircraft range and endurance capabilities on current and the
HOF fuel was completed and that assessment is the primary discussion area for this paper.

-05Y
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(4) Once the operial! n1 had been identif114d ind the potential for satisfaction of that
need through the use of HI* verified, a review woud be conducted of the critical fuel factors
impacting on energy content, performance, military acceptability, and aircraft and engine
durability.

(5) Campanent rig testlng would 'tn be 'ONUted tO idetfilfy the fuel blend factors which
offered potential for energy density MPrftViGWnt and the effests that those blend factors would
have on the performance and durability of eirborne systems.

(6) The component rig testing would identify the preferable architeocture of the fuel, and then
full scale engine sea level static, altitude thamber, and flight testing would be used to verify
the performance improvments, durability aceptability, and certify the fuel for military use.

For any particular mission profile and aircraft configuration, the maximum operating range
and time-on-station (TOS) of aertain Canadian Forcms aircraft are limited by the volume rather than
the weight of fuel that the aircraft can carry. This factor is moat significant for maritime
surveillance operations as current aircraft are heavily tasked to cover the coastlines of Canada.
Since the primary combustion procs in the ga turbine engine involves burning a given weight of
fuel in a given weight of air, it stands to reason that H0F would have a positive operational
impact on the ability of maritime surveillance aircraft limited by fuel volume to fulfill more
strenuous missions.

Other operational factors need also be considered. The CF 18 aircraft is required to operate
extensively in the far northern regions of Canada. Missions are extended by virtue of the territory
which must be covered. The aonsaquenwcs of depletion of fuel are catastrophic due to the extreme
weather conditions encountered and distance from relief centers. The ability to carry an additional
101 of energy could have significant operational and flight safety benefits for the CF 18 aircrait.

Closely tied to the fighter operations In the previously mentioned, and in many other
operational theaters is the conduct of Air-t-Air (AAR) refuelling. Canada has an extensive AAR
refuelling mission requirement, end once again, the carriage of fuel having a higher energy content
was determined to be beneficial. Tanker range and endurance would assumedly benefit as would the
amount of energy which could be transfered to the supported fighter aircraft. Potentially more
aircraft could be refuelled with a fixed energy load, or conversely a fixed number of aircraft
could be refuelled with a greater amount of energy.

OPERAT!CONAL tiPACi ASESSIMIT

The operational impact of an aviation turbine fuel with 105 more volumetric energy content
relative to NATO F40 was examined for four different Canadian Forces aircraft: the CF-18A, the
CP-140 (Aurora), the KC-130 (Hercules) and the CC-137 (Boeing 70?). Various mission profiles and
weapon/aircraft configurations were simulated for each aircraft in all phases of flight. Expended
fuel was accounted for at the and of each phase such that the aircraft would land with Its minimum
IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) reserves. In this manner, operating range and TO$ may be varied
Independently so as to determine the operational impact due to the increase in energy content
realized by a higher density fuel.

For each aircraft, a mission profile is examined which requires it to operate at a certain
range from its home base. After a long-range cruise it may either dash to the target and unload
its stores (CF-ISA), loiter-on-station In an ASW (Anti-Submarine Warfare) role (CP-140), or loiter-
on-station and provide air-to-air refueling to fighter aircraft (KC-130 and CC-137).

Regardless of the operational requirements, each simulation determines the fuel expended at
the conclusion of each phase of flight. The phases are:

(1) Start/Tax i/Take-Off

(2) Climb to cruising altitude

(3) Cruise to operating area

(4) Fulfill mission requirements

(5) Cruise to home bese

(6) Descend to hom

A7) Approach end leading

All data such as specific range, fuel flow, TAS(Trus Airspeed) etc. were modelled as polynomials
in the eppropriate parameter, i.e., aircraft groas weight or time. By varying the cruise range
end-loiter ti aid landing with minimum IFR reserves, each simulation provided a straightforward
determiatit of the operational benefit of HOF on fuel volume limited aircraft.

L.



Three mission profiles were ooneidered for the CF-ISA. They are LLLL, LLLH, and HLLH (LaLow,
Htlgh). figure I illustratee thm three profiles used In the analysis. For each profile, there
were se•ven combintion* of aircraft c•nfiguratio's and weapons (NK-Il SE lmb. K?S$ Samba, LAU-
6003A/A Rocket Launcher with 10 lb RX warhead end nose cones). Tables 1-3 detail the different
configurations and store data used in the analysis.

C ON AIRCRAFT STATION

LEFT 1 RIGHT

W/T 0/9 I/S PUS CAL PUS I/B 0/8 W/T

Al"-9 Weapon Weapons Clean 330 gal Clean Weapons Weapons AI11-9
1 (1) (2) (2) Tank (2) (2) (1)

AI"-9 Weapons 330 gal Clean Weapons Clean 330 gal Weapons AIM-9
2 (1) (2) Tank (2) Tank (2) (1)

AlM-9 Weapons 330 gal Clean 330 gal Clean 330 gal Weapons AI,-9
3 (1) (2) Tank Tank Tank (2) (1)

CON = configuration
() number of stores

TABLE 1. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

Store Weight per Drag Index Number of NATO F40 Fuel (Ibs)
Store (Mbe) Tanks (Includes internal)

NK-82 SE 565 6.0
1 11910

9L 155 610 16.8 -

, ,2 13960
LAU--5003 530 8.0

i-

330 gal 230 10.5/14.5 3 15010
Tank

Pylon 130/273 3.0/7.5
Total 9860

-ainternal
VER1 15 9.0

' NIA2 CENTERLINE/VTNG

TABLE 2. STORES OATA TAKLE 3. USASLE FUEL

The CF-iSA Aircraft Operating Instructions (AOI) were used to calculate the range and fuel expended
under each piofl~e and configuration. For eaMh dash distance (A or 5), a radius of action was
determined suchI that the aircraft landed with 20004/- 25 lbs of fuel. Each simulation was run with
F40 and HOF (1.10x F40). Table 4 shows the percent increase in the radius of action as a result
of uaing a higher denaity aviation turbine fuel.
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The results shown in Table 4 indicate saltificart operational Improvement when using HOF.

The percent Increase in the radius of action varies fro, a low of 13% (in itself significant) to
a hMO of 1ir. Even though the differegn in the radii of action due to the two fuels increases
as tih mWifiratple o aha ~ fries I to 3, the percent diffrence docreaaes. After weapmns release,
the aircraft is much heavier for configuration 3 then for configuration 1. It may cruise further
from hom but it will also expend full at a faster rate.

Under the profile LLLH and Configuration 1, Table 4 shows that the operational requiramento
are not met using either F40 or HD)F when armed with ?7556 W0m8 and dashing 1001e. However with
LAU-6003 rocket launchers under the ass conditions, the requitrment a re mat with HOF but not with
F40. This situation also occurs under profile HtLN with BLY.S's and configuration 1.

CF-i1 A RADIUS Of ACTION (NO)

LLLL LLLN NILN

A I A 9 A B

WsaOe cmN P40 MOP P40 HOP 6 0 MO a P40 MOP 1 P40 "MP 2 F40 "Of 2

I1 ll IIS17M 1 201S I I g1s 63 17? n/rn 10 - - 305 36S 1$ 241 304 24

NK-R2 2 237 211 14 224 217 15 RU IR2 is t$3 310 1 3951 414 15 348 414 20

3 281 RI6 II 21`4 315 14 M6 410 14 350 834 lB 493 I0I 13 458 152 I?

1 173 I11 is is$ isi I? Is 2 IS 1? n/r nir R" III 309 is nva I39 --

SLl ?SS nl

3 214 10 13 241 217 14 334 II8 14 312 16$ Is 417 15O 14 414 446 1

I 1 t5 Sie 14 1T3 202 17 I20 216 I n/a 229 -- 295 34? Is 231 111 RI
rL a: -n

L 3 ag1e 311 1S ITS 311 14 343 402 Is 331 JaJ16 41H S10 1. 447 U11 1T

S a vweita Percmenta Improvemet aver F40

cON - ConPt1uratien

TABLE 4. CF-18 PERCENT INCREASE IN RADIUOS OF ACTION DUE TO HOF USAGE

Figure 2 illustrates the two mission profiles considered for the CP-140 aircraft. For each
profile, there are two aircraft configurations (labelled A and B). The AOt for the CP-140 was used
to determine fuel flow, cruise range and TAS under any gross weight of the aircraft for each
profile and configuration. In each simulation, the aircraft cruised to an operating area and,
under power of three engines, loitered on station for a definite period before returning haw and
landing with 5000+/- 25 lbs of fuel. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the operational advantage when
using a higher density aviation turbine fuel In the CP-140 aircraft.

Since the aircraft returns with its minimnu IFR reserves, the results In Figures 3 and 4
represent the maximum allowable TOS for any parti-ular cruise range and the maxima cruise range
for a particular TOG. Tables 6a and Sb show the percent increase in TOS and cruise range generated
'hy HOF. The per•cet Increase in TOB (Table US) varies from a low of 9% for the shorter cruise
range (longer I'6) to a high of 48% for the longer cruise range (shorter TO). The average
increase in the T08, regardless of the cruise range Is approximately 1 hour. Table Sb shows that
the percent increase in cruise range varies from 11% for a shorter T10 (longer cruise range) to
a high of 30% for a longer TOS (shorter cruise range). The average increase In cruise range,
regardless of the TO$, is approximately ISO rim.
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Time n-O-tation Cruise Range
Cruise Congig./ (hours) Time-on Config./ (rm)
Range Profile , Station Profile
(M) (hours)

P40 HOP F40 HOF I

A/I 0.4 M0.2 9 A/1 1752 1940 11

A/2 a.9 9.9 11 A/2 1646 1832 11
8 00 -, 2--- -8/1 5.9 0.7 0 8/t 1645 1621 11

B/2 6.6 0.6 12 B/2 1564 1739 11

A/1 6.8 7.8 15 A/i 1464 1655 13

A/2 6.2 7.2 16 A/2 1351 1540 14
1000 4 -

B/1 6.2 7.2 16 8/1 1362 1540 13

B/2 5.7 6.8 19 6/2 1274 1452 14

A/I 3.8 5.0 32 A/I 1139 1328 17

A/2 3.0 4.3 43 A/2 1026 1217 19
1600 a 6

I/I 3.1 4.3 39 8/1 1038 1214 17

B/2 2.5 3.? 48 8/2 955 1137 19

A/i 775 960 24

A/2 673 863 26
TAILE 5e. --- -

B/1 673 845 26

9/2 609 193 30

(I denotes percent improvement)

TABLE 5b.

TABLE 5. CP 140 PERCENT INCREASE IN CRUISE RANGE AND TINE-ON-STATION

M1:130 - I6RMLES

Figure 5 illustrates the mission profile for the typical KC-130 mission. All calculations
on the KC-130 tanker were based on the variant configuration consisting of external fuel tanks and
refuelling pods installed. This configuration resulted in a drag index of +18. The AOL for the
CC-130 was used to determine distance, fuel flow, TAS etc. at all points in the profile.

In terms of fuel capacity, there are stress factors to be considered when distributing fuel
In the KC/CC-130. For Instance the wing tanks are weight (not volume) limitcd and structural damage
may occur if their capacity to hold 62920 pounds is exceeded. However the KC-130 tanker
configuration has an additional 3600 gallon tank (23400 pounds of F40) in the cargo compartment
which is volume (not weight limited) and could be used to carry HPF.

In its role as a tanker, the KC-130 would cruise to a rendezvous point, loiter for a period
of time, met the CF-16's and refuel each fighter before returning home to land with 6500 +/- 25lbs
of fuel. Figures 6e-Sf show the resuIts of refueling up to 6 CF-1SA's with 10,000 lbs of fuel
"each. Figures 7& and 7b show the results of refueling 1 end 3 CF-1A's with 15,000 lbs each.
Plots for 2 or 4 aircraft (refueled with 15,000 lbs each) are not included since they are
approximately equivalent to refueling 3 and 6 aircraft respectively with 10,000 lbs each.

K=
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Zn serial refueling, the KC-130 has the advantage of providing tanker support to CF-18
airoraft on northern petrol. With this capability, the fighters could extend their time on pertrol
and, thus, provide 24 hours covrerge with fewer missions and fewer aircraft. Clearly, the economic
Implications are substantial.

Figures 6 and 7 show the operational Impact of utilizing HOF in s typical KC 130 tanker
mission. Use of the fuel Increases KC I3N cruise range by 50-10 no or loiter time by 30-40 minutes.
Although these benefita are marginal, a substantial operational Improvement can be achieved in the
energy off-loaded to the OF-18 aircraft ts shown in Table 4.

CO-117 t(TIQEI 7n71

Figure 5 also Illustrates the mission profile for the CC-13? tanker. The AOX for the CF-
137 was used to determine distance, fuel flow, TA$ etc. at all points in the profile. The tanker
configuration also accounted for an additional 5% In fuel expenditures in each phase.

As for the KC-130, the CC-1$? would cruise to a rendezvous point, loiter for a period of
time, meet the CF-18's and refuel each aircraft before returning hom to land with 160004/- 25 lbs
of fuel. Figures 8a-Sf show the results of refueling up to 6 CF-18A with 10,000 los of fuel each.
Figures ga and 9b show the results of refueling 3 CF-!eA with 15,000 lbt each.

Similar to the KC-130, the CC-13i has the capability of providing tanker support to fighter
aircraft. Figures I and g show the justification for using HOF Instead of F40 in serial refueling.
As an example, Figure Sd shows the results of refueling 4 CF-18A with 10,000 lbs of fuel each.
If F40 was used, with a cruise range of 1000nm, the CC-137 could loiter for 5.2 hours, refuel all
aircraft and return home with 16,000 lbs of fuel. If HOF was used, the time to loiter could be
extended to 8.9 hours (+71%). On the other hand, If the loiter time was fixed at 2 hours, the
tanker could cruise for an additional 200nm with HOF and still refuel all 4 CF-ISA's.

The results of the operational impact assessment show substantial gains in operational
performance using HOF instead of F40.

For the CF-18A, a higher density fuel not only extends the operating range but in certain
cases fulfill mission requiremnts.which would only be marginally, if at all possible if F40 had
been used. In the case of the CP-140, the results also indicate significant operational
Improvement. The CP-140 can add I hour to fulfilling its maritime surveillance role or extend its
operating range 200 Nt beyond its normal limits. For the KC-130 and CC-137, each tanker could
refuel more aircraft, cruise for longer distances and/or loiter on station for a longer period of
time. Furthermore, the refueled fightars are able to patrol over longer distances and for longer
times using HOF, thereby decreasing the number of missions and aircraft needed to patrol, and
Increasing the patrol area.

FUEL PERE04ME CRITERIA

It is now viable to develop a high energy density fuel while retaining acceptable performance
characteristics, and minimal negative operational and durability effects. F40 is termed a wide cut
fuel as It is distilled over a wide boiling range. Its' properties approach the ideal from the
operational perspective. F40 has a low freeze point, low viscosity, low flash point, high
volatility, and burns efficiently and cleanly. Typically F40 performs well throughout all flight
regimes, and due to its' relatively low viscosity and high volatility, demonstrates good ljw
temperature startability. By way of comparison F45 (JP5), is distilled over a very narrow boiling
range and is blended to be a fuel which can be safely stored. Unfortunately, the very properties
which make It a safe fuel, result In Its performanca being poorer than F40 In terms of both
startability and efficiency. These two fuel provide what can be considered the bounds used to
determine the acceptability limits and operational goals for HOF. HOF performance should ideally
approach that of F40, but will not have characteristics which are less acceptable than those of
F45. A brief discussion on fuel characteristics is provided in order to provide a fundamental
understanding of the considerations which identified the testing required to determine the HOF
specification, and verify Its operational acceptability.

The first and foremost quality to be discussed is that of heat of combustion. Within very
narrow bounds, the heat of combustion, which is a direct expression of energy content, is constant
for hydrocarbon fuels on a mess basis at approximately 43.5 N.J/KG (18500 8TU/LN) . Thus to achieve
a higher energy density on a volumetric basis, the specific gravity of the fuel must be increased.
The mans of increasing the specific gravity of a hydrocarbon fuel Is to increase the aromatic
content of the fuel. The inclusion of a high percentage of aromatics requires access to the
appropriate crude stocks and unfortunately also carries acme performance penalties. Increasing the
volumetric energy content can potentially cause a number of engine operational problems. Control
systems which do not provide for mass flow metering of the fuel can produce excessive acceleration
rates. overtamperature conditions, or overapseding, which can in turn, cause durability or internal
aerodynamics problems.
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Aromatics are the heavy hydrocarbons in a fuel blend and &therefore are required to Increase
to produce a more dense fuel with increased energy. Arometic& when burning, produce a more luminousflame which enha4ces heat transfer to the ccmbustor walls. This increased heat transfer resultsin higher skin temperatures and hence shortened component live. Increased ar.mtics also resultsin a somewhat decreased coustion efficiency which manifests itself moat significantly in the
production of undesireable emissions, moat notably meloe. Thus in achieving a higher energy density
fuel, hot section durability can be lese and Increased Wmoe can be axpected. The Increased
smoke emissions are operationally significant for the fighter minions, and will have increasing
importance in maritims surveillance as subsurface-to-air weapons become more heavily utilized.

The vapour preasure which a fuel blend exhibits will be high if there is a erge percentage
of volatile component.. High volatility is deetreble for good low tempeaeture start capabilities;
however that som characteristic can give rigs to safety problems and other problems such as fuel
delivery pump vapour lock. The HOF goals were aimed primarily at performance as the safety issuesassociated with shipboard fuel storeag era of minor concern to the CF. As such, the HOF vapour
pressure was targeted at the F40 level.

The flash point concerns mirror these of vapour pressure, and once again it was determined
to attempt to obtain good low temperature start characteristics by maintaining a relatively low
flash Point.

Freeze point, cloud point, and viscosity are characteristics which are Interrelated and can
be discussed together. The freeze point and cloud point are essentially the same and describe whenwax begins to crystallize In the fuel. The formation of wax is significant in that the wax can clog
filters or fine orifices causing fuel metering problems. Typically freeze point and viscosity vary
proportionally, a high freeze point indicating a high viscosity at low temperatures. Viscosity is
recognized as a critical parameter in term of fuel nozzle spray patterns and atomization whichin turn affect cold startability and flom stability. As stated previously, the HOF cold startcharacteristics were considered to be . Lportance in assessing that fuels acceptability due to
both cold weather operational and altitude relight considerations.

The final fuel characteristics to be discussed are the chemical contaminants. Tar sands
derivatives contain higher levels of such contaminants as mercapton sulfur which attacks elastomersin fuel system and engine control componenta. The goals of the HOF blend would have to be to
minimize the trace element contmin&ants and also to assess the effects of the actual contaminant
levels during component testing.

The specification of HOF characteristics, and verification of the fuels operational
acceptance was to be carried out in five phase as described below.

An initial test program was usd to identify the critical blend factors for HOF to assesswhether the operational goals were possible at the increabed density level. This testing was
conducted at Universite Laval (Ref 6.) and utilized a scaled research combustor at two constanttemperature, constant pressure conditions. The combustor employed a pressure jet atomizer and had
twelve thermocouples installed at four planar locations on the combustor wall. Table 6 provides
a comparison of the critical characteristics of the five sample HOF blends, *s well as for the as-
tested F40.

Property HOF HOF HOF HOF HOF F40
A B C 0 E

Specific Gravity .846 .8063 .841 .849 .851 .754

Hydrogen Content .133 .129 .136 .133 .132 .146
(mass)

Viscosity 0 293K 2.88 3.13 2.78 3.16 2.96 .756
(cSt)

Net Calorific Value 36.9 37.3 36.9 369 37.1 32.8
(TOTJ/L)

TAIBLE 5. - PmOPERTIES OF TEST FUELS



This teat program cofirmed the expectad fuel performance characteristics. All HOF blends
burned slightly lIon efficiently, anW produced more pollutats aod visible emissions than the P40.
Same increase In wall temperatures in the Primary 00mbittion zone of the comustor wag observed
for all HOF blends, however, ift gearal the effects were net considered Significant. Once past the
primary tone, there were only negligible wall temerature differences. In fact, this Initial test
phase indicated that although further testing would be necessary to quantitatively assess visible
missions; there was no obvious impediment to the further testing of the HOP. For the moat part
all HOF blends perforead equally well.

The secon Phase of testing was conducted In a combustor rig at the Gas Dynamic* Lab of the
National Resrearh Council of Canada (Ref 0.). As OPPROW to the pha" I atmbspheric pressure
tasting, the combustion conditions in phase 2, approached the normal operating temperatures and
pressures of the TG5 series of engines used in the CP140 (P-3), and OCC10 aircraft. For this test
program F40 and Jet A-i (NATO F35 and similar to F34) were used for comparative purpoaes. The HOP
blends tested were the same as in the Loval tests. The significant conclusions for this test
program were that:

a. Emission species for *1l test and reference fuels were similar in nature and concentration
levels;

b. No significant increases in wall temperatures were noted for any of the test or reference
fuels;

c. The smoke levels for the all HOF blends showed little variante, and were slightly greater
than for F35 and F40. but not unacceptably high; and

d. Exhaust gas temperatures were higher for the HOP fuel blends than for F40, which may be
significant In terms of IR signature.

The final conclusion of the Ref 6. report was that the HOF fuel performed similarily to the
reference fuels, end that there appeared to be no reason for concern about conducting full scale
engine testing.

The third Phase of tasting was conducted at Pratt and Whitney Canada in conjunction with
advance Igniter testing (Ref 8.). This phase of testing was Intended primarily to verify the cold
start characteristics of the HOF type blend. The same five HOF blends were tested along with F40
and P36 reference fuels in a PW300 full annulus test rig. The test rig employs 22 air blast nozzles
and two hybrid pressure atomizlng/airblast nozzles. Combustor pressure drop was varied from two
to five inches of water, and the inlet temperatures varied down to -29C (-20F). The low pressure
drops and temperature represent a severs test condition, particularly for air blast nozzles which
depend on relatively high velocities to assure adequate atomization.

once again the test results were most favourable for the HOP blends. The HOF blends started
down to the lowest temperatures at the minimal pressure drops which represent the most severe
relight conditions. The HOF blends performed as well as the F40 reference fuel and exceeded the
F35 start characteristics. The high viscosities of the H4OF blends were anticipated to cause a
worsening of the fuels cold start capabilities but that *as not borne out in the test observations.
These test results chal lenge some previous concepts of fuel performance.

At the time of writing, the previous three test phases had been completed. The remaining
two test sequences are Intended to identify fuel acceptability using full scale engine tests, and
finally, flight test. Pull scale engine tasting will be conducted on the T56 engine and the F404
engine used In the CF 16. The flight testing will Most likely be carried out using a CF 18
aircraft. Engine full scale testing will have the following objectives:

A. To verify acceptable engine performance using HOF fuels, this will be achieved by conducting
back-to-back power hooks on certified laboratory quality test stands, using F40 and HOP;

b. To verify that no accelerated hot section duress occurs by the conduct of limited scope
Accelerated Mission Testing (ANT) (160 hoours for the T5S, 50 hours for the F404);

C. To quantify both visible emissions and pollutants produced by the use of HOF; and

d. To conduct cold soak atmospheric starts.
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\,,Future Large Aircraft" is a generic teon used to describe a future medium sized
tactical transport aircraft and derivatives for other roles. Its design will utilise
modern technology to provide a replacement f or airforces' mixed fleets of Hercules,
Transall and a multitude of other aircraft used in tanking, maritime patrol, and other
such roles.

Studies conducted no far have shown the powerplant to be the key technology for a new
military transport aircraft. Relative to the Hercules and Transall, large gains in
capability, and savings in cost, are available with modern powerplants. The influenceof powerplant selection is so critical that it Is likely to drive the mission capability
that can be econcmically provided.

This paper identifies the main design requirements for thin type of aircraft. The
benefits of mdrn technology when applied to both airfrazp and enqine in a military
transport are discussed. Turboprop, turbofan, and propf an engines are compared, and the
benefits and availability of civil engines reviewed.

Finally, several different aircraft solutions are presented, covering the range of
possible powerplants, and their characteristics compared.{ ,l a
List of Abbreviatiou LA4

BURR - Basic Unscheduled Removal Rate
C/USG - Cents per US Gallon
31015 - Extended tange Operations
iFS - In Flight Shutdown
ý/FH - Maintenance Manhours per Flying Hour

WI! - Mean Time Between Maintenance
KWrJ - Maximum Take Off Weight
OPt - Overall Pressure Ratio
SFPC - Specific Fuel Consumption
TET - Turbine Entry Temperature

V.3: Abbreviations #Rr-Jainf_ the text are cmitted.

"Future Large Aircraft" (F'LA) is a generic term used by the FLA Exploratory Group
(FLAW) of the independent European Programme Group (1310) to describe future,
medium-site (approx 75-125 ton AUW (All Up Weight)) transport aircraft, and
derivatives intended for tanbh . aritime patrol, airborne early warning, electronic
reconnaissance or other lar96 A.Lreraft roles.

BAS have been working formally with other companies since December 1982 on a transport
aircraft to replace the C-130 Hercules and C-160 Tran*all. Rolls-Royce and other major
engine manufacturers have supported this work by providing comrehensive powerplant
data. it should be understood that although this paper is presented under a joint
British Aerospaoe/Rolls-Royce banner there is no agreement or arrangement between
British harospace and Rolls-Royce on this type of aircraft. The co-operation between
the two -'emaie on this paper was arranged purely to give a balanced view on the topic
presented, representing the airframe and engine imanufacturer's viewpoint. The content
of this paper expresses the opinions of the authors and does not represent official
policy of British Aerospace, or Rolls-Royce. 9 - 8 3
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TC•SMOLOO AVAILABLE FOR FLA

Figure I shows the large g in techmology available for a Rmroulem/Transall
replacement. In the civil transport field there have been several generations of
aircraft developed since the 1950's, progressing from the Boeing 707, to the current
state of the art, the Airbus A320. Big improvements have been made in operating
aoonomlcs, reliability, maintainability, safety, comfort and noim. For the military,
in several countries, fighte'r aircraft have continued to push back the frontiers of
technology, eg: the defence of the UK now depends on the Tornado whereas the Hawker
Hunter was the mainstay in the 1950s. USAF Military Airlift Command have taken
advantage of technologies available with the C141, CS and the current programme, the
C17. During this time there ham not been a cmlete vaowum for the Tactical Transport.
in the 1960's in the UK, the Armstrong Whitworth AW681 was under development, then
cancelled. In the 1970m in the USA, YC14 and YC15 prototypes were flown, then axed.
All these programes placed & big emphasis on short field capability which drove the
complexity, weight and cost up and hence led to their downfall. In the meantime the
majority of the world's air forces have made do with Hercules levels of performance and
sales have reached 1900.

The current emphasis is to utilise established technologies available from civil
transports in a new design to replace the Hercules and Tranmall. Where readily
available, capability gains will be made. This is not the type of aircraft where the
customer needs are pushing back the frontiers of technology. Modern technology will be
used to offer a cheaper and a more capable answer.

The technology which has had the most impact and in the main driven aircraft design
throughout aviation history has been the powerplant. In the last thirty five years the
turbofan type of powerplant has dominated the thinking of designers of civil transports.
Immense improvements have been made in perfornance, weight and reliability, all of which
have led to the huge growth of civil air transport. Recently reliability improvements
have allowed designers to develop long range twins. The improvements offered by
powerplants are described later in this paper.

During the 1980s high speed propellers were given significant attention, driven by a
four-fold increase in fuel price and forecasts for still further increases. For all but
commuter aircraft, propeller development had practically stopped in the 1950s. Aircraft
projects by several major manufacturers, for new and developed aircraft, were dominated
by advanced open rotor powerplants, particularly for capacities around 100 to 150 seats.
Proof of concept research was led by three major flight test prograsmes. The fuel
saving potential of this type of powm.'plant led to its selection as the baseline for
FINA (Future International Military Airlifter) studies in the late 1980s. Hence
published data on FINA aircraft featured mainly a four contra-rotating propeller
solution am shown on Figure 2. Recently, civil studies have concentrated mainly on
turbofans. The situation has been influenced mainly by the fall in relative fuel price
over the last few years. Also, although the technology has been demonstrated, the
airlines have shown reluctance to take what they consider to be the risk of an immature
product.

DRIVING INFLUENCES oN DESIGN

The design process for an aircraft of this type is shown on Figure 3. The design must
achieve a required wartime capability which is significantly different to its peacetime
usage. Peacetime operation is however a major consideration as it drives Life Cycle
Costs. Powerplant selection has a very strong influence on this process. Powerplant
selection will drive the aircraft configuration and its geometry to achieve the
requirements stipulated. To achieve a given level of field performance with alternative
types of powerplants will require different compromises in high lift systems and wing
geometry. Fuel volume may or may not be a driver on wing size, being dependent on the
fuel consumption of the powerplant.

Requirements usually get somewhat compromised by cost; therefore powerplant selection
will have a major influence on the level of capability that is affordable.

FLA C2(SIDERATI0NS

The Payload-Range capability of an FLA is shown in comparison with the C-130 and C-160
on Figure 4. FLA requirements are not yet fixed, but for all nations the capability
desired is far greater than that of the aircraft to be replaced.
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Current FLA concepts envisage a loont speed advantage and a much larger fuselage than
the C-130. This is in order to allow aide by side loading of wheeled vehicles and
avoids the bulking out problems of the existing aircraft. Field capability is also
better than that of the Hercules. The gross weight of an FLA in likely to be 00-115
tonnes ccered with 70.3 tonnes for the 0-130R. Modern technology will enable major
gains in capability to be achieved with only a modest increase in weight.

A weight breakdown comparison of the C-130 and an example FLA are depicted on Figure 5.
The PTA illustrated is powred by four turbofans and has a maximin payload of 25 tonnes.
A design rang. with weziam payload of 3l50im has been anmmd. This shows that even
with greater payload and range capability, FU retains a similar wreakdown. The payload
of the Hercules is shwn at its design case of 2.59 whereas the FiA paylodd Is
illustrated at 3.0g. The powerplant plus fuel weight is shown to account for a major
fraction on both aircraft.

One of the major benefits of modern technology is illustrated by Figure 6 which compares
reliability breakdowns of the C-130H and FLA. The FLA, despite being a larger more
capable aircraft, is shown to suffer far fer failures than the current aircraft. This
will have a strong influence on availability which in ourrent C-130 fleets in poor by
modern standards. Reliability and availability have an impact on fleet size required,
which of course in directly linked to fleet cost and life cycle cost. Powerplant
problems are shown to account for a significant proportion of the failures on the
current aircraft. On FIA the fraction of failures which is powerplant driven ts
shown to be lower. The gain in reliability of powerplants in the last thirty-five
years, which is very well established, in dealt with later in this paper.

A further illustration of the benefits of modern technology is shown in Figure 7. The
maintenance manhours par flying hour are shown to be dramatically lower for the FLA than
for the C-130R. In addition to the strong influence on life cycle costs this also
directly relates to the manpower required. Manpower shortages are expected to be an
even bigger problem in the future than today. Civil contracting of military aircraft
maintenance is already established and is likely to become even more necessary in the
future, due to increased pressure for reduction of defence spending. For iraater
flexibility in the places where maintenance is conducted, it is import~ut that the
military aircraft are kept abreast of modern systems and maintenance p-ocý.iures.
Otherwise civil maintenance concerns will either charge far more or recvu the work as
their staff will not be suitably trained. This is particularly relevant •o the en-iine
maintenance, which although making a major contribution to the overall reýýIion in
maintenance manhours required, remains q major contributor to FLA maintenance
requirements, amounting to about one third of the total maintenance manhours.

The impact of the maintenance cost reductions on Life Cycle Costs is illustrated on
Figure S. The acquisition cost per aircraft for an FLA, to meet the requirements being
asked for by European Air forces in likely to be significantly greater than the C-130H.
This is counter-balanced by major reductions in both airframe and engine maintenance
costs to enable comparable life cycle costs per aircraft to be achieved. To achieve a
given airlift capability the fleet size of a Hercules fleet would have to be 50% to 100%
greater than a fleet of FLA. Hence the C-130 fleet would have considerably greater Life
Cycle Cost for a given airlift capability. The figure also illustrates the major
reduction in personnel required for an FLA.

ADVANCES IN ENGINE TECIHOLOGY

The benefits of modern military transport aircraft over their turboprop powered
predecessors have just been demonstrated. The contribution of the powerplant to these
benefits will now be considered in more detail.

Military aircraft which are primarily intended for active warfare, such as fighters,
impose different constraints on engine design from those which are intended for support
duties. FLA is primarily intended as a transport aircraft, and although it may see
active service, the engine design considerations are closer to civil transports than to
military fighters. In design terms this means an engine optimised for low fuel burn and
high reliability rather than high thrust to weight ratio.

Trends in overall efficiency of civil transport engines are illustrated in Figure 9, and
described in Reference 1. The change from propeller engines to turbojets was motivated
by the high speed calability offered by the latter, and it was not until the
introduction of the high-bypass turbofan that the overall efficiency offered by the
piston engine was equalled.

Turboprops offered considerably better efficiency than early turboiets, but cheap fuel
allowed the speed advantage of the jet to predominate on all but short range
applications. Hoever, the large rise in fuel price in the early 1980's prompted a
propeller renaissance in the form of advanced turboprop@ and contraprops. These new
derivatives offer much higher speed capability, combined with higher efficiencies.
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setween the turbofan and the propfan lie advanced dusted engine*. They combine some of
the proulive efficiency gain of the advanced propeller with the spee" capability ofi the tr~n

The aero-pokianryat st"Ty cold turn full circle, with a return to piston mdagm Powered
propellers, if speculative proposals ash as the adiabatic diesel beams preatical
propositiods. Nawever, a ach proposals are unlikely in today's market conditions, given
their wight, coat, and risk penalties.

Of the rPOWrPlnt options shown, turboprop, tWrbof!A and prop!fan were considered the
nest suitabte for VIA. rraante d ruoted r Iers do not yet offer sufficient saunic
incentive to warrant their intzefotion In airline service, although much reeaerch
work is being carried out in readiness for mare favourable market conditiona.

Turboprop development slowed through the 1970's, until the introduction of propfan
studies in the a980's. Howver, the omponent and cycle advances achieved in turbofan
development can easily be incorporated into turbopop. Figure 10 demonstrates how the
steady improvements in turbofan omponet asd •yle efficien•ios were achieved. The
introduction of the high bypasa single stage fan in engines like the Rolls-Royce R3211
gave the large step increase in propulaive efficiency.

If Figure 10 were drawn for gas turbine propeller engines, a similar story would unfold.
Cycle and comonent efficiencies would gradually increase, and contra-rotating
propellers have brought a significant propulsive efficiency gain.

Rising Cycle efficiencies result from increasing combustion temperature levels and
increasing overall pressure ratiosl this in demonstrated in Figure 11 and discussed in
Reference 2. It in important to note that the trend for increasing cycle pressures and
temperatures is flattening off. High cycle temperatures and pressures, near to the
technology limit, result in a sharp fall-off in component life and increased maintenance
cost. In recent years engine design has moved away from the absolute technology limit
to the benefit of maintenance coat so as to achieve the lowest cost of ownership. The
law of diminishing returns ensures that a large increase in cycle temperature or
pressure is necessary for a relatively small performance gain, but with a
disproportionately large increase in maintenance costs.

Nature reliability trends for two Rolls-Royce engines are shown in Figure 12. Generally
speaking, each new generation of engine has twice the mature reliability of its
predecessor. This improvement is achieved by designing in reliability from the outset,
in both the mechanical and cycle design. The reliability advantages of a derivative
rather than a new design are, therefore, obvious.

The importance of reliability in an aeroplane should not be underestimated. Apart from
obvious safety benefits, the economic and operational advantages are considerable. A
delayed takeoff or aborted flight can involve expensive rescheduling and passenger
hospitality, apart from the cost of engine repair. More insidious aspects of
unreliability are the effect on operator image, and the increase in fleet size necessary
when som aircraft are unserviceable.

In military terms, in addition to the economics of reliability, there are the crucial
effects on operational capability of unserviceable aircraft, or the possible political
embarrassment of an aborted flight.

ROOMURPAN CHOICE

Having looked at the advances in efficiency and reliability of civil aero engines over
recent yeers, the choice of powerplant for FLA will now be considered.

The relatively poor propulsive efficiency of turboprops at Mach numbers greater than 0.6
is demonstrated in Figure 13. Increasing cruise speed allows reductions in fleet size
since aircraft productivity is improved, particularly in medium and long range
applications.

Conventional turboprops do not offer sufficient sfc benefit to offset their low speed
capability, exGept in small short range applications. Even here the turbofan in being
considered because of increased passenger comfort and speed.

Propfans offer better speed capability than turboprops, combined with high efficiency.
It in difficult to refute that the propfan will eventually arrive as a civil powerplant.
However, its arrival will be delayed until market conditions make it economically
attractive, given the high development costa necessary to bring a new engine concept
into civil airline service. Against its sf0 advantage over the turbofan must also be
offset the installation, noise, and certification problem. These will eventually be
overcome. but at Present they represent a risk to civil operators. Traditionally a 7%
DOC (DirAct Operating Cot) advantage is required before it becomes worthwhile for
manufacturers and operators to launch a new powerplant.

Li
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Figure 14 shows that fuel price has to go over 1.60*/gallon before 7% mature relative
DOC in achieved, and such high fuel prices meem unlikely in the near future. If initial
relative DOC is considered, the arrival of the propfan in even further away.

Aviation fuel prices over the last 20 years are shown in Figure 15 clearly showing the
peak in the early 19802' and the subsequent fall to a more stable low level.

Payload/range is increased in re-engining applications with propfan powerplants due to
the better fuel econy. However, the payload/range benefit would be small in typical
civil prop an applications, due to shorter average stage lengths. In a new aircraft
design, the propfan would be used to reduce aircraft size and cost, instead of
increasing payload range. Nowever, the low utilization of FLA and hence the small
contribution made by fuel to DOC, means that if the reduced aircraft cost is countered
by increased propfan price, anr, economic advantage could disappear.

Turbofans an a general type cover a wide range of bypass ratio, and an attempt to
determine the optimum level of bypass ratio (or more accurately, specific thrust), is
made in Figure 16. Bypass ratio is not a good parameter to base such a study on, since
it is influenced by core cycle, whereas specific thrust is directly related to
propulsive efficiency.

Uninstalled engine efc decreases with decreasing specific thrust, because propulsive
efficiency increases. lowever, increasing installation drag, resulting from larger fan
sines, results in a bucket shape for installed efo. Increasing fan size results in a
larger, heavier engine, which in turn costs more. The effect of this is to shift the
optimum specific thrust point to the left, if minimum engine DOC is to be obtained.

It is interesting to note that the loop shape of DOC versus specific thrust is quite
shallow. Therefore, a significant shift away from optimum specific thrust implies only
a mall DOC penalty. Risk decreases with increased specific thrust, since that is where
today's engines are positioned, although increasing fuel price would shift the optimum
point to the right.

On balance, the market is opting for a specific thrust level of about 15 with a modern
high-bypass turbofan engine.

It should be noted that the above picture is only true for medium/long range
applications. At shorter ranges, cost and weight have more impact, moving the optimum
specific thrust point further left.

ADVANTAGES OF C IVIL PCWRPLAMTS

Given that the FLA engine design requirements are similar to those of a civil engine,
then there are powerful argusmients in favour of using an existing civil engine, as listed
in Figure 17.

Reliability is an important attribute for all civil engines, and an existing civil
engine will have demonstrated its reliability in service. Even a now civil engine will
have undergone considerable development before service introduction.

Competition Is a powerful driver for any engine manufacturer to keep its products
saleable. Thus competition means continuous development over the life of the engine,
and engine performance will be continually improved. These improvements can usually be
incorporated in the form of upgrade packages into existing engines, enabling an operator
to keep engines up to date over a long period.

Economic argments will usually point in favour of using an existing civil engine.
Development costs will he spread over a large number of units, and civil contracts
provide a powerful incentive for the engine anufacturer to keep to timesCales. The
design of the engine will be such as to minimise engine operating costa, and market
forces will ensure further engine development.

Commonality of the military aircraft powerplant with civil engines allows maintenance at
many external agencies, which is usually cheaper than traditional military maintenance.

Civil engine availability is summarized in Figure 18. Low bypass turbofanm and
turboprops have been largely superseded by high bypass turbofans and advanced
turboprops. No turboprop on the market at present mets the FA thrust requirements, so
a new or developed engine would be reIuired. Econooic arguments already discussed will
probably delay the intrcdustion of contraprops snd advanced ducted propellers until a
large fuel price rise occurs. The civil engine market is effectively limited at present
to turbofans and advanced turboprops.
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FLA could be conaigure as either a two, throe or four engined aircraft. Figure 19
summarimes the a4dvatages and disadvantages of each option. Three engine solutions Ipel
the major problem of combiaing a tail mounted engine and rear loading door. Twins have
an economic advantage, but safety and operational disadvantage. when one engine fails.
Conversely, the four Ongined aircraft trades a little economy for fewer problems when an
enginefailure occurs.

Field performance In better with propeller powarplants and, to a leaser extent, 4
turbofans, if it is not a design paramter. Although field performanen is not presently
a critical factor for a 1IA a change in design requirements could influence the choice
of powerplant number and type.

PMM)I , LANT CO•CSIONI

Powerplant options for FLA are summarized in Figure 20. The major disadvantage of the
turboprop is speed, which ham an economic impact when aircraft operational capability in
accounted, apart from the obvious increase in flight time. As has been demonstrated,
the turbofan suffers a little in fuel burn, but has no other obvious disadvantages. In
contrast, the propfan has several disadvantages, notably the risks &saociated with it at
present, and its non-availability.

The fuel economy benefits offered by the propf an in the FLA applications may make it
appear to be the bmst powmrplant choice. However, the economic advantage is eroded in
FLA, given it. low utilisation and the possible increased capital cost of propfans.

Given the timescale constraints imposed by the FLk prograume, and the present
non-availability of the propfan, a modern turbofan seems to be the most promising
choice.

CNPMARISOt OF SOLUTIONS WITH ALTWIATMVl M JMU'MNS

General arrangements of solutIons with 4 turbofans, 2 turbofans and 4 turboprops are
shown on figures 21, 22 and 23 respectively. All are high wing, T tail rear loading
configurations with wing mounted powerplants. Alternative configurations have been
considered in the past and rejected for a variety of reasons.

The main characteristics of the solutions are compared in figure 24 together with the 4
contraprop aircraft described earlier, Results are presented for a 25 tonnes maximum
payload at 3.0g for the contraprop aircraft and 20 tonnes for the others. Cruise mach
number is 0.65 for the turboprop aircraft; this is a realistic limit for efficient use
of a conventional propeller. All the other solutions cruise at N = 0.72. The wing
areas of the 4 turbofan, 2 turbofan and 4 turboprop aircraft have been driven by fuel
volume requirements on a long range mission. Landing considerations fixed the wing area
of the 4 contraprop aircraft, Cruise requirements have driven the powerplant site. The
maximum take off power of 10400 shp quoted for the contraprop aircraft was not needed
for take off performance, hence the engine was flat rated at 8800 shp.

The Operating Weight Empty (OWE) of the 2 turbOfan and 4 turboprop solutions are shown
to be significantly lower than the 4 turbofan solution. The 4 contraprop solution
weights are not comparable with the others because of the different design payload. The
Naximum Take Off Weight (NTOW) comparison shows a similar trend to that of the OWE's.
The benefit of low fuel consumption of the 4 turboprop solution results in the lowest
WTOW. When comparing the fuel used it is interesting to note the 2 turbofan solution
has a consumption approximately half way between that of the 4 turbofan and the 4
turboprop solutions. The fuel saving offered by propellers is more pronounced for
typical peacetime operations when the aircraft are generally lightly loaded and a high
proportion of flight time is spent at low throttle settings. Clearly the 4 contraprop
solution also offecr significant fuel consumption benefits which are shown on this
comearison despite the disparity in design payload.

Advances in technology since the 1950's have led to major improvements to civil
transport aircraft. FiL will be designed to take full advantage of available
technology, including a modern powurplant and state of the art airframo, system3 and
avionics. Major cost savings, manpower reductions and improved capability are offered
relative to old technology existing aircraft.
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The turboprop and contraprop solutions of FLA offer big potential savings in fuel
consumption as "ould be expe-.td. The twin turbofan solution offers a significant fuel
consumption advantage over 4 turbofans. Speed and hence productivity is a disadvantage
for the turboprop solution. Utilication of available civil engines is considered to be
very important to an FUL progranime. Contraprops now seem extremely unlikely tn be
fitted to a civil aircraft prior to being ndd for FLA. gropellor engiins of the
right siae also appear to be unlikely to be fitted to a civil progyamne before FLA.

Developed versions of existi•g engines may huever be available.

The twin turbofan solution is likely to offer significant economiu advantages relative
to the four turbofan and engines of the right mise are certain to be available. on the
other hand any tuin engined solution will suffer operational disadvantages. An engine
for a four turboian solution is likely to be available due to strong civil interest for
100 #eater applicationa.

No firm conclusion can be -rawn at this stage on the beat powerplant. Trade-off studies
nuiý'. to b6 conducted to show the effects on life cycle cost and operational
effectiveness.

These trade-offs will help the Aiz Forces to decide where to finalise their
requirements. Then turther, more detailed, analysis should be conducted prior to final
powerplant selection.

RRFEHR#CES

1 H. W. Sennett. institute of Mechanical Engineers.
Aero engine development for the future.
1983. Volume 197. No.48

2 N. J. Peacock and J. R. Sadler. American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics.
Advanced Propulsion Systems for Lar7s Subsonic Transports.
July 1989. AIAA-89-2477.
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4Weight Breakdown Comparison
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Civil mom engin, trends In cruse efilclncy
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Current studies have shown the interest of very large bypass
ratio engines (10 < 3PR < 14) to power Long Wange Airliners,
at cruise speed exceeding Mach 0.S. A further benefit in term
of installed SFC can be expected for the Future Large
Aircraft (FLA), cruising at Mach 0.75.

Compared to an equivalent turbofan, a very large bypass
engine can deliver a higher thrust during take off, thus
improving the high lift capability of the aircraft.

Taking into account that a conventional front fan engine is
likely to show a large Radar Cross Section (RCS), and that
this problem would have to be addressed for FLA, the engine
preferred concept is a Ducted Aft Contrafan. The resulting
high hub-tip ratio fan flow path, combined with slow rotating
composite fan-blades is indeed a good approach toward
reduction of the engine RCS.

In order to minimize the extra-weight due to the long duct, a
highly integrated engine-wing design is proposed, offering a
reduced friction drag ; a particular attention is paid to the
maintenance and transportation problems. ( # • , ,-

In the past few years, many advanced-project studies have
been done for the Future Large Aircraft, and more recently
within the EUROFLAG Organization . Various type of engines
are oonsidered, and specifications in term of thrust, SIC,
and operational requirements are available for each type, in
order to compare their merits on the base of
Aircraft/Engine Life Cycle Cost.

So far, propfan. and turbofans engines have been proposed by
the engine manufacturers : Propfans engines are very
interesting in terms of performance but much work has still
to be done on "on wing" installation. Also, their physical
avalbility for FLA depends on the evolution of fuel price
for ocomercial applications. For these resoune, emphasis has
been put recently on advanced commrcial turbofans like the
CYM 56-5C family of CFMI and their derivatives. rn

The CFM 56-5C2 (32 500 lbe take off thrust) is a good 3
candidate for a twin engined FLA. Derivatives of the CFM
56-3 or refanned versions using the CYN 56-5C core are =

currently studied for the four engined aircraft version. 0

The intent of this paper is to show a "half-way approach"
betwuen turbofan (easy inutallation) and propfan (high
thersopropulsive efficiency) concepts.

.91 8 23059
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III - •rm]mM mll

conveptIana t'rbofrue n•gis ca be considered for FLA,
eitldr twin or four wani*4 aircraft. Tin engining can be
provided by two 72.3 Inch fetn diameter CFN 56-C2 (sea
Fig.1) very efficient power plants being developed for the
Airbus A 340. This engine will be certificated in October
1991.

If a four engined aircraft ti preferred, a CFN 56-3 type
engine, derated to appromsimately 16 kib can be considered,
should an "off the shelf" and "short" programme be
required.

Other "off the shelf" engines could be candidate for FVA if
a ooenerolal 100 PAX short range aircraft is launched with
a derivative or a new turbofan engine. In case of a new
engine, this one would provide FLA with a bettor suited
powerplant Installation in terms of thrust level and
installed SFC. SHECNA has made two preliminary design
studies of new 100 PAX engines. The first one is a
"performant" cycle engine, rated at 18000 lb of SOS thrust,

with a 55 "Fan diameter" ; the second one is a "low cost"
but lses performant cycle engine, with a 55 "Fan diameter"
and also rated at 18000 lb SLS thrust.

Fig.2 and 3 show the architecture of these two study
engines, called "N 123 A" and "M 123 B" which can be
Considered as "good conventional" engines for a four
engined FLA.

Compared to the CFR 56-3 at the same thrust level, they
offer between 10 and 15% of Cruise SIC saving, and 30% of
weight saving.

IV - INKTXS OF VEY RIM N D PaS RATIO ENGMOINE FOR FLA

A Very High By pass Ratio engine can be defined by its By
Pass Ratio (B.P.R. - Seonds sass flow, of a value

Prima-y mass flow
located between the ones of a Conventional Engine (BPR - 6
typically) and a Propfan Engine (BPR - 35 typically).

Fig.4 shows a potential 12 S Fuel Consumption
(SIC) saving offered by a Very High By Pass Ratio engine
(Engine B ; BPR - 15 typically) over a Conventional
Engine (CFN 56 -5C) at a 35 Kft Mach 0.75 cruise speed.
This improvement Is due (at a given technology level) to
the increase in groulsive afficiency provided by the
higher BPR . But one must take good care that this saving
is not totally offset by the fect that the nacelle of
Engine B , being 1,5 time bigger than the CFR 56 -5C
one, will be heavier and provide more drag. In order to
minimize this drawback, SNECKA have studied a highly
integrated eglne/i installation which will be
describedater~, resulting in a project called "N_110",
basd on the CFN 56-5C core engine, whose main charac-
teristics are given In Fig.95, compared to the CFR 56 -5C,
at 35 kft -0.8 Mach number.

The highly Integrated design allows an attractive 8,7 4
cruise SIC sove over the CFN 56 -5C, taking into account
th snacelle Ight effect• on SFC (0,7%) and also the
increase in nacelle/wing interaction drag (1,3%) on SFC.
This saving would be increased by approximately 1.5% when
cruising at 0.76 Mach number.

Another interesting feature of a very large by-pass ratio
engine for FLA Is its ability to Drocure more thrust than a
conventional engine between Mach 0 and mach 0.25 (take off
speed). This feature can enhance the short take off
covebility of the aircraft.
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V - JSt• 00OWtGtqiX0laa• 5(0 ttmlmw. _zm•,• 9u•_ :_u•_A,.•r•Tn•

•mwentlmm1" (pod) Lnstalletlon 8alto • tdLa•l
eng•Lneo I•,11, but Vq•x7 lllah By Pass Sellnee ere not

_•mvontionel casinos I Due to • big ales of trJ•iLr fen,
the• need seas devi:s In ezdur to minlmln • nv•r of low

( pressure •urbLna end booster mimosa. Irig.6 shown the various
S•x'•fdi.Otswetdl.mm : "N 109", geared front Earn • "14 lOg CR',
i geaM fzont cmntwafan, "N 110", dlt•Ot drl• aft oantzafan.The studies 8re today in favour or a "N 110" oonflavreion,i. whluh of(ere • b•]m of 2,0 t SI• over •na gssz•d

Oonflguratlon (gear and hast imoh•nGer oraae Israeli), end
thus "l•aYa" lea extra weight (500 lb eve: • N 109) at sn
Sre•e of 0,6 % li• • 2200 lb of dead weight.

Znatalllng •J• "M 110" •pt under • wing ham g•vsn rimu
to t•o naln oonoe•ns 8ho• on •1g.7 : Aooeme to fe• end
ooze, and the ground-olearanoe.

F:iLg,8 land5 9 show ldllt, ld'tanka to the ve, r• lay tip a• -
(200 14/8) of the direct drive oontrafan, wht•h results in
Zow enez•F •talmlmt, the fan oo•1 mm be designed to be
opemod, giving direst meccas to tl• fan and tha •ore In a
way whd.oh is eVen better then the todeF 81SuaSion. Th18
cOnoept (•atented) 18 referred below as "Fan Cowl Openlng"
oonoept.

a furt:her mtlp Is •hLev•d (ms Flg.lO), in order to r•duce
drag and w@Aght, by Integrating the upper part of the
nacelle Into • wlng. By •oA•G •o, tha ground olearar•e Is
An•reeaed 8AgnA fluently.

The at;udiea have ahown thlt the resulting alight sevir•i is
equAvelant to the weAghE of the pylon of s •onvenlonal
engine ( 600 kg).

vx - nm•s w•qeoauTxo•

"nlg fan" @•glrml m a hemdaohe for transportatAon.
FAg, II and 12 show t/m different steps for en•Ine removal
wlth TAle "Fan ¢•wl op4•IA•g" oono•pt.
It can be noted that the resultlng volum• and •elght being
•rrAed az• the ones of the sore and •h• power turhlna, plus
the ones of •h• dAsommmbled fan blades. They o3natAtute a
auaZler v•lum• •rlng to what As •arried today when a
¢onv•ntAonal englrm of • am thrust A8 removed from the
wing.

In •oru•lualon, m•.,h an interbred desIG•1 benefits to the
p@rfoz•sen• of tl• "MllO" •pt, a8 Bald In paragraph Ill,
and provides •aSAer maAnt• end _m•aller volume and
w•1flht for 4m•tr• tramlportatlon. This latter advantage Is
pzobably mlgnifi¢ant In •L11tery op•ratAons, and could
•ultif• fUzt314• m!•ldiea.

VZZ - za•n•um• 0• as •• nmsxo• r0R .5)m mmuc=zG• ow =us
•0Zl(S • ns•n (•0sl 8a•Tx•

lrut•z• L•rge kir•rsft anLsAng x•quAremant8 do no% a•k forS8r,¥ pertAca•ler Radar 0rose Se•=tAon (R.C.8.) protection.
T•! Obvlotull•, a •LtlAtaz• TrmU•ort &Iroraft of Qonv@ntlonal

S ' design la easily detected, due to Its large dtaenat•.
Nev•z•beleaa, should spe•el absorbent aaterlala be used
for • aArplane surf see, the else of • fans (o=

i • 11•) of to day lez•e byp•m englne• me them easy
: to ld•mAfy, empeo2ally fz•a • front -(Co•mt2ng the
Snuaber of fan blades 18 8 o•mon reda• pe•formam=e).

S8NKCNA hay8 I• at ldm po•mAblllty of reducingSeig•LfAoently the •.S of • lax•e by-pass retie turbofan.
SA omlputer model ha8 bun -- de (m FIg.13) sAmulatAng two

rows of blades and the inner and outer walls of 8 turbofan.
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37 varin rthe a/ ratio and bmaigteback Stream raw
of m Simulate in a simple way,
a turbofan (L/W - 0,5) with beck Strom raw of blades not
rotating, sn aft oantrefen (L/n a 2) with beak mtrzm row
cont"a'otating, or a propfan (LI 4 O',1) with
oon• Int.a

With no absorbent material am the sh•oude, Fig.14 shows the
resulting signature diagrams when comparing the three types
of engine..

The highest signature at 00 beainl angle Is for the
turbofan, and the lowest is for the propfan, the contrafan
being in between. No correction has been made for the fact
that the propfan engine would be of a bigger diameter than
turbofan or contrafen enginem of the Samo thrust, and then
would actually rank worse.

Due to the fact that a propfan is a not shrouded engine,
the only way to reduce Its MCG would be to use absorbant
material on the blades. We have not looked at this design
so far, because it is difficult to combine tensile
resistance, stiffness end radar absorbent properties in a
single composite material.

We have made some calculation on the turbofan and the
contrafan engines, assuming that the Shrouda would be
treated with absorbent materials. The results are given on
Fig. 15. They show that reductions in RCS signature can be
obtained with shroud treatments, providing that L/H is
sufficiently high. According to this figure, -L/H - 5 aives
* very important reduction in RC8. The result on th designI
is a much longer inlet duct than usual. A cross section of
the "14110" concept with RCS treatment is shown on F1g.16,
In an integrated engine/wing design. This tvDa of nacelle
Is also well suited for noise treatment and will provide
the aircraft a reoar&uable low noise operation.

hA far as the design is concerned, the long inlet duct is
anore acceptable on the "M110" direct drive after fan
concept, than it would be on a front fan concept where the
over-hung inlet would add more weight and loads in the
mounting system as shown on Fig.17.

In conclusion, if a requirement is set On the RCS of FLA
enines, we think that their RCS ature can be greatly
decreased with a highly integrated zngine/wing design of
the type of the "M110" concept, using a longer inlet duct
treated with absorbent radar materials. This arrangement
would also provide FLA with outstanding low noise
operation.

VIII - "LOW RCS","NlIO" ElGINE CONCEPT

As said above, high integration to the wing of very high
by-pass engines is essential to take the best of the
increase In bypass ratio.

As shown in paragraphs V and Vi the "Fan-Cowl"Opaning"
concept allows excellent maintenance access, and easy
engine removal together with smaller volume and weight to
be transported than existing engines.

FigR.8, Shows a possible arrangement on a FLA wing at
cruise mods.

Fig9lg is a ooss section showing the integrated engine
and the hYPersustantation flaps at engine exit during take
of f mode.

Fig.20 shows the reverse mode, with flaps extended and
spoilers deployed. The reverse is of the A 320/CFM 56
target doors type, with three 120" apart doors, one at the
top, at a spoiler location, and two on each back end of
the "Fan Opening Cowls".
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IX - 0OCUZON

2.9yentlonal turboran .nin are candidate to power the
Future Large Aircreft, 'ihM the CFH 56- 5C2 (twin) or a
Cd 56 -3 derivat•ve (four).

If a Comrcial 100 Pe• A ioreft is launched, a "Now
S.•ation- snaifs could also fol-/l both the Coumarrl"l

and FLA speciiations ; th. 55- Frn diameter "M123" project
Is the SNBUNA approach to thia question.

A new design (not conventional) con be envisaged, taking
benefit of the CFK 56-5 core -

"* A VM High RMtio (typically 14) would
tnSWIM cruame, GWeoin•, providing that the
nfe1lle is highly inagratij to the winp and that the
tan Is e3•y% driven (no gear and heat exchanger
SOseal ' Thrzust Is 'Increasd during take off for the

benefit of short take off.

"* A long inlet duct would provide, with proper
treatmena simnificant decrease in Radar Czoss
S_.U., msking the engine more difficult to
identify. Accordingly, the aircraft would have a

,remeu;ebli low noise operation.

"a These features are found in the "M110" after
contrarotating very high bypass turbofan project. A
special attention has bean paid to the maintenance
access to the core and to the transportation problem.
The resulting "-an!Col p~e design looks very
promising to reduc the la and the weight of the
trans ted engine, end could be of interest in
militay operations.
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UBE engines are good candidates for "Under the wing" Installation
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l4.5 ADVANCED PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

All hemu studies oarled out with CFMW5-, core geoerator

M lee M 100 CR Milo
Conflgum 0FMK-9C Gowkw Geared frotat didve

fan ean wan aft contm fan

By pma rllo 6.3 14 14 14

Fan pramum rrait 1.7 1.35 1.35 1.35

Overal pressure retto 37 39 39 39

SFC unlnstahd Bme -8.2% .8.3% -10.9%

SFC knulaIe• Base -5% -4.7% -. 7%

" 35 Kft ; 0.8 N C MUIS
"m Woo Iw e.ta

Fig,5 ADVANCED PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

Geeded atont fan

dl 00 ca

GeomW t ot xm m fan

Milof.--." ::- Direct dreaat
cowtra fan

ALk.•
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Fig.7 M 110 FORMER ARRANGEMENT
Main concerns

1 - Small chord struts

2 - Access to fan
Accessories and core

3 - Ground clearance

Fig.8 M 110 ARRANGEMENT
Mounting system

Upper attachmenlt beam

Lower attachment beam
"React torque, vertical

Rear spar and side loads

React
vertical .

loads

Rearl thrust 3 rear struts
react vertical

6 O'clock strut ----- and side loads



Fig.9 M 110 ARAANGMEI4T
Fan and core malnitgnenco

Opening cowls allows for: - Borescope access
- Blade removal
- Servicing

Notae
Fan cowl opening (patented) is permitted because of low circumferential
speed (200 M/S) of contra rotating tan.

Fig.1O M 110 ARRANGEMENT
Advanced Installation concept

Wing integrated col

Weight reduction:
Upper part of nacelle
included in Wing

Inrae ground
clearance



Fig11M 110 ARRANGEMENT
Maintenance study

QCowls opening

M 110 ARRANGEMENT
Fig.12 Maintenance study (cont'd)

N)Plug moved backward

Fan blades removed

®Engine down
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Fig.13 Im o T NonEL

Fig. 14 COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT CONCEPTS(UNCOATED)

1 ; FRONT FAN

' • '2 
: AFTER FAN

3 : UNDUCTED FAN

C0 IA

-30 -2o -10 o10 20 o

BEARING ANGLE (Degrees)
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Ftg. 15 COPARISON BEMWEEN SURFACE COATING EFFICIENCY

1: L/HzO.5 UNCOATED

2:L/ = 0,5 COATED

3: L/I 2.0 COATED

4'L/U:5 COITED

/3

II

ii?) 14

* • r I *' i - I" '

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30

BEARING ANGLE (Degrees)

Fig.16 LOW RCS "K11"O. ENGINE-WING AM ENGElENT.

LiT
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Fig.17 AU IMR UGINK - MU ET KAMEL

Nouting (K) and Nacelle (K) loads

"NN109"GECUMDFRONTFIN -

"NK110N DIRECT DRIVE
AFT CONTRAFAK

Fig.l8 LWV RCS 41ilO" - EMINE - CRUISE NODE.
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fig.19 LOW RCS "N1O" - ENGINE - TWE OFF NODE.

Fig.20 LOW ICS "'NlO" - RMESE NODE.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF VERY THICK MULTI-FOIL WINGS
FOR HIGH SPEED, POWERED LIFT TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT APPLICATIONS

by

J.E.Farbridge
Manager, Powered Lift Technology

AD-P006 253 Garatt Boulevard
Downsview, Ontario M3K lY5El',,'l, Canada

SUMMARY

Motivation for the development of high speed multi-foil wingp began with the Boeing Canada, de Havilland Division Powered Lift

Augmentor-Wing Research Aircraft of the 1970s. This was a low speed, Ultra-Short Takeoff and Landing (USTOL) demonstrator aircraft

program, which used a blown ejector (multi-foil) flap at the trailing edge of a high aspect ratio wing to provide supercirculatio lift with a
signifilant augmentation of thrust (effective reduction of drag).

While the initial gatl for the development of the multi-foil sction was to simplify the aerodynamic/propulsion systems integration of the
powered lift system for high speed flight, several aerodynamic advantages also accrued relating to the powerful control of form drag exhibited by

the section.
The paper briefly discusses the theoretical development of multi-foils between 18% and 30% thickness/chord and presents results from high

Reynolds number, high speed, two-dimensional and three-dimensional tunnel tests on foils up to 24% thicknese/,,hord ratio. Both blown and
unblowvn characteristics of the foils are reviewed.

The integration of these multi-foil sections into high speed advanced USTOL transport aircraft studies using ihe ejector flap concept has led
to the potential for very efficient cruising tiansport aircraft with USTOL capability using only the thrust required for cruise.

Finally, several other potential applications for thick multi-foil sections are briefly discussed. " .

-j

LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS .

2-D two-dimensional

3-D three-dimensional

a angle of attack

CDEFF effective drag coefficient of a blown sect ion

CD nprofile drag coefficient of an unblown section

CDW CDWAKE drag-minus-thrust coefficient of a blown foil, or profile drag coefficient of an unblown foil measured by
the wake rake technique

CDWe wake rake thrust-minu.-drag coefficient corrected for externally injected mass flow

Cf/I flap/chord ratio

CJN nossk thrust coefficient alone (i.e. measured without shrouds or flape)

CL lift coefficient

C
LLD design lift coefficient

91-08835
91 8 23 060 lllE
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CL. madmum lift ceaeliant

ets drag counts (0,0001 units)

"A C•DEFF /CJN effective drag reduction due to blowing

" CL increment of lift coefficient

6 f flap angle

DGW design gross weight

A MD increment of drug rise Mach number

0 N engine exhaust deflection

k ( - rA CDi / CL
2

) induced drag coefficient

k ( -w^ a% /C2 2) induced drag coefficient

M Mach number

MD drag rise Mach number

NLF natural laminar flow

NPR nozzle pressure ratio

psf pounds per square foot

q dynamic head (in pt)

Re Reynolds number

RMS mot mean squared

t/c thickness/chord ratio

T/W thrust/weight ratio

* thrust augmentation ratio (CJMEAS / CJN

INTRODUCTION

The de Havilland Division of Boeing of Canada LId., has been in the forefront of short range, ultra-short takeoff and landing (USTOL)

aircraft development, both military and civil, since the late 19406. Hsamplea are the DHC Beaver, Otter, Caribou and IBuffalo military aircraft and

the Twin Otter and Dash 7 civil aircraft (Figures 1 and 2). These aircraft can be categorized as having field lengths, to and from a fifty foot

barrier, of 1000-2000 feet,

In the late 1950a, it was recognized that high cruising speed would be key to the viability of medium to long range aircraft and that the large

aerodynamic surfaces typical of short range STOL aircraft would be an impediment to efficient, i.e. low installed thrust-to-weight, high speed

cruise. Conversely, to achieve STOL or USTOL performance with the atmaller aerodynamic surfaces of the thea-developing high speed jet
aircraft, it was realized that engine thrust would need to be integrated efficiently with the aerodynamics to contribute to the lift.

In the early 1960s, de Havilland began research in the integration of thrust from jet or turbofan powerplants with the aircraft aerodynamics to

augment the wing lift for both USTOL and STOVL (Short Takeoff and Vertical Landing) applications. Among several concepts studied, the

integration of ejector technology has occupied a sigificant portion of our attention, for the many reasons well documented previously
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(References I and 2). The research has led, over the peOt twenty yeats, to the development of the Augmentor-Wing Rsearch Aircraft (Figure 3),
a low speed UST'OL demonstration program, and a fvuU seals model of a prosed ejector lift/vectored thrust STOVL combat aircraft (Figure 4)
for teal in the NAAA, Ames large scale facillts In Clfala.

One area of the ressarch that has received little publication anr the yaes is that of the integration of ejector technoloy into a nap aystem

at the trailing edge of a high aspect ratio wing forA.Wkjg b . This was fint reported in 1977 (Refeorenc 3) as the trisaoelc multi-foil

)ugmtlentor-wing. The multi-foil system (Figure 5) was proposed to eliminate the many complexities inherent in an ejector system that is required

to cloas up to form a single, conventional transonic roil for cruise (Figure 6), as discussed in Reference 3,
This paper has been prepared to show the development of these high speed multi-foils over the intervening yearn, The data are more well

defined now, as a result of our later work, allowing the potential systems, structures and aerodynamic advantages claimed In Reference 3 to accrue

to the concept, At the same time, the multi-foil development has been advanced.

VERY THICK, HIGH SPEED MULTI-FOIL SECTIONS

At the time of our earlier presentation on multi-fail sections In 1977 (Reference 3), a "thick' foil was considered to be in the range of 18%

thickness/chord ratio, with camber to gife design lift coefficients of the order of % - 0.35 to OA. These foil designs would he suitable for
aircraft wing loadings of the order of 70-80 per (342-391 k/.m2 ) at the speeds and altitudes considered. Following the success of the earlier

studies, and noting the powerful control of form drag with the concept (Figure 7), it became evident that even thicker foNi could be considered,

24% to 30% thickness/chord, and camber to give design lift coefficients of CLD - 0.6 and higher. Foils of this level of design lift coefficient
would be appropriate for aircraft wing londings of 100-120 pae (488&586 kg/rn"). This jump in foil performance has been taken in two steps, firt,

the increase in design CLD to 0.6 at t/c - 18%, and then, a *half way' jump in thickness/chord between 18% and 30%, to t/c - 24% (Figure 8).

A brief description of the theoretical approach will follow directly, a more complete description can be found in the various references.

Typical experimental data will be preaented on the two-dimensional tunnel testing to highlight the multi-foil characteristics. Three-

dimensional, reflection plane balnee data for the 18* thick foil with a design lift coelficlent CL, - 0.35 will be shown, which qualifies the wake

rake technique uned in the two-dimensional testing for high speed drag measurements, both blown and unbiown. Finally, three-dimentlonal,

reflection plane tests of a 20 degree swept wing model, incorporating the 24% thick section with a design lift coefficient of CLD - 0.6, will be

reviewed.
It should be noWed that the experimental results to-date do not reflect foils devloped with our latest theoretical methods. These more

recent methods allow a better prediction of the flow characteristics within the intakes which will yield improvements to both the unbowrn and

blown multi-foil characteristics. These potential improvements will be discumed.

Note that the design of the section shapes in the vicinity of the main foil trailing edge were constrained by a requirement to be able to deflect

the two shrouds collectively, in the manner of a flap, through 60 degrees of deflection. Blowing flow from a nozzle or nozzles in the trailing edge

of the main foil between the shrouds would Coanda around the lower shroud upper surface to augment the flap effectiveness.

THEORETICAL APPROACH

Subcritical Method

The approach to the development of thiee multi-foil geometries is through the use of a subcriticai method using classical corrections for

compressibility. The theory centres around the use of standard turface singularity potential flow solutions such as Douglas-Neunumn, extending

the method to compressible flow by applying the Goethert transformation to the foil geometry. The resulting incompressible flow velocities

around this auWaogoua foil are then used to compute the compressible velocities using appropriate compressible rules such as developed by Wilby

(Reference 4) and Labrujere (Reference 5). In fact, the best correiltion, with experimental 'crest' surface pressures was achieved with the Giauert

correction for Jlhi airfoils, rather than corrections mrom applicable to thicker foils with thicker boundary layers such as Van Dyke, or Kerman-

Isien. This was our first indication that the multi-foil s",ion appeared to behave like a thin foil i.e. with thin boundary layers, due to its contrl

of main foil form drag (Figure 7). A surface slope correction due to Kuchemann & Weber, as used in Wilby and Labrujere, was also required to

give good leading edge surface pressure correlation.

Boundary layers were initially modelled by direct superposition of the displacement thickness on to the airfoil surface. This has been

improved lately by a transpiration flow method where the displacement surface is modelled by specifying a flow through the airfoil surface. This

transpiratiot, approach eliminates the potential flow calculations for each boundary layer iteration, since it becomes a vector multiplication of the

influence coefficient matrix, and thus only one matrix inversion is required for each case.

Difficulty was experienced, initially, in correlating the surface pressure distributions within the intake pessages to the shrouds of the multi-

foil, until it was recognised that alaiog•us' duct geometries *in the , axis', within the potages, would also be required, It was found that this

could be closely appromimated by a direct shift of the two trailing foils towards the main foil (Referecae 7).

Mos recently, a method han been developed which combinets ompziesible flow within a duct due to Lieblin and Stockman (Reference 8)

with its counterpart for external flow due to Dietuich, Oehler and Stockman (Reference 9), and a surface slope correction to velocity similar to
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Itucheman a d Weber. TVA new approoch ptovide meve belter corswlation of psmesus artimad the foils (Referenwas 10 @and 11). Thei method
also usesa the ttza~nupnt approach to modal the bound"t layer. A typical correlatica Is peaseeted In Figure 9 for the 24% thickness/chord foil
Wr-Cr. The attraction of tit matn recent method Is that oolutlcne are based ont inooaptesmble flow calculations about at% unuransformed airfoil
asit basic solution, sand the utetthodl of suparpouslans me be seaid to obtain solutions at, for easseple, other angled of attack. The calculations for

multiple Macih numbers cam be evaluated alma frona the one bade ow.

Supercritical Methods

rth computational aerodynamics group at NASA, Amses hase applied limited resouro" to modifying an existing two-dimensional, full
potential finite difference method to calculate transonsic flaw about the multi-toil &ections (References 12 and 13). The method still needs

improvement (seo discussion In Reference 10), however, It is extrremely expnsive to rnina single cem and Is not yet considered to be a production

code.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

General Comments

All oftshe mnulti-fil suetion shown in Figure 8 were tested two-dimnaenlonatly in the National AeronautlcAb Establishment (NAE) 60 inch x

15 inch transonic facility at Uplands, Ottawa, Canada. Uft and pitching momnent were measured on the tunnel balance, and calculated franm

pressure integrations. Drag wag determined by a tour-probe (sapnwise) wake take method. The wake reke techtnique hue been very carefully

developed by the NAB staff to meassure both drag and thrust of wakes; &ad jets and includes corrections for blown configurations to account for

significant externally supplied blowing ama flow, injected into the tunnel flow. This method has been documented in Reference 14. Because of

this correction, considerable case wu required in the accurate measurement of the injected miss; flow, and a measurement technique was

developed at the de Havilland Division using a calibrated perforated plate Inside the model. This plate was alto used to smooth out any internal

flow disturbances before being Inieced into the ejector formed by the trailing shrouds. Model Reynolds numbers were mcstly around Re - 20 x

106 (i.e. typical flight values for a transport aircraft around 150.000 pounds, or 68,00 kg). Buffeting conditions were detected in these two-
dimensional testsas- a large increase in the. fluctuating normal leeds on the rear balance pin picking up the airfoil. Pressure measurements were

taken around alt three foil surfaces.

Thre-dimensional reflection plane testing has t-een performed on two wing planfonne in two different pressurixed transonic wind tunnels.

An unsftpt wing, Figure 10, incorporating the 19% thick C A VWT-CC (of Figure 8) was tested in the NASA, Ames 11 foot x 11 foot transonic

facility in California in t0e late "f~t. A 2D degree swept wing (Figure 11) incorporating the 24% thick foil %w-cr of Figure s was tested in the

mid-'"l in the NAB S foo x5 foot tri-sonic blowdown facility in Ottawa.

Effective Drag ( CD EFF )

To obtain a readily apprecited measure of the influence of blowing on any foil at forward tpeed, in psrticular with the augmentation of
thrust experienced with ejector feels, it is our general practice to add the static (i.e. zero q) blowing thrust coefficient of the nozule alone, Ic N"e
without the shrouds or flaps, to the wake take or balance "drag-minus-thrust- measurements for the configuration (Figure 12). nhis effectively

treats; any thrust augmentation (low speed) or boundary layer re energixation (high speed) as an effective reductio in proftle drag. Effective drag
coefficient, CDFF can be compared direcly, therefore, with the profile drag coefficient or conventional unblown wings or foil sections. Note

that for 'externally blown' flaps, wheom jet thrust impinging on the nlaps Is degraded due to scrubbing friction along the wing surfaces, this

technique would reflect anj~nli In effective drag due toea thrusti efficiency los than unity. This highlights one potential of the augnientor-wing

concept where the augmentation of thrust overwhelmts any scrubbing friction losse.

Two-Dimensional Characteristics

Umblow. Data

The variation of the unblosn, profil drag ( CDW ) with thIckness/chord of the two multi-foil sectionsi designed for CLD =118,1 at t/c-
18% Sad 3*~ axe shown In Figatr 13 aplna serveral other transonic: foils; of coassmtkinol design, tusted in the smie wind tunnel using the same

mesring techniques Two empirical curves for conventional sections at D-0&W .6usnthmeodbHene(Rfrce1)ae
shownt also to indicate the trends with thickaes/chord. Tweo facts are Immedilately evident from this data. Flrstly, the 13% thick multi-foil section

has a significant Inrease in palofil drag relative to conventional sections, due to the increased aki frictiont of the additional Internal surfaces of
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fthehroud ile.lg Howevrequally evident is thecontrol of form drag with the multlRi scios which indilotetati at I/c. 25*, the" aections
exhibit about the su P101116 dsaafCsm pitN frietic) AS a eonvatloaa falL In fact, th slope of the curv for the muliti-foil atidloun Is more
losely represented by that of te v -t -0 empiprical cumy Wham the boundary layera will be much thinner. At thiclrnot/cliords greater th!n

15%, it is espatted thatte -do"folastis wil have ~venwer profli drag than conventional foile.
An interesting meet ofdatw fae foil NAM 664-0-21.1, jo12tly developed by NMB andl the Os Havillanid Division, is also shown on' gRem 13,

This foil, at 21% thlcbsee/Cardo ezhblt signitficant rurn Of naturl laeinar flowi eve at high Rteynolds numbers (Reference 16), which
accounts for its low drag le" in relation to the rset of the empirical data which bas boundary layer transition at, or very near, the leading edgeý
MWe paticula significance of this foil that is hlb~gted here is that, with its relatively thin boundary Isyassits drag rise Math number
approaches within A IAD - 0.0 of that or the multi-foil sectioe Clanictenistics (Figure 14). The drag Stne chetcraitorstc for the miultlWIl

sections thow higher drag rise Mach numbers than conventional fall at the seine thlclneea/clioed, but ca* marginally so for this NLP foil. The
high drag rife Mach auinbeus achieved with the inultlfoll concept ane also Felt to be a reflection of the contro of form drag.

An alternative way of promofting drag creep and drag rime data In showa in ftgur 15, whets the prolile drag Increment, above the drag at law
Mach number, is plotted. All the foilsa exhibit the earn general drag Creep characteristics, but the Multi-foil aections are relatively better with
regard to drag rime.

The control or form drag with angle of attack for the unbiawa Netone can also be aee, typically (from Figure l6a)ý for the 2A%
thicknesa/chorti foil, where unblown there is only 4 eta drag variation between the C.L at minimum drag. say CL~ - 0.6, and CL - 0.89. Whereas,
at least 10 cui would haim been eapected for a ioeveaftlonal foi of the amnt thickaesa/chord, with the maximum thickness watt aft &ad with
turbulent boundary layers starting from near the leading edge. Similarly (from Figure 16b) for the 18% thick foll, WT-CD, we can see 10 eta; of
drag increase from minimum dragl over a lift increment of A C L - 0.54. In this casei, a 3D ets Increase would not be unresatoeable for a similar
thickness conventional foil.

Blown Characlerlstlcs

The effect of blowing between the shrouds on the effective profile drag CDBWq can be seen typically in Figures 17,18 and 19 for three of
the foils tested. The effective drag can be snee to reduce significatly with cruise blosing coefficients, giving a DIiF / C3N between .0.02 to -

0.07 (# - 1.02 to 1.07), These flgumsashow that, in the mid-Mach number range, the dragreduction due to blowing can more than offset the
increased skin frictio, of the multi-fil geometry.

For the very thick wing, t/c - 24%, blowing can be seen to be a disadvantage at the higher Mach numbers (Figure 20). At low Mach
numbers, thrsst augmentation overwhelms whatever characteristic created the initial -profile' drag increas at lo C3N (in Figure 20). TIi drag
increase is now considered to be due to the extreme curvature of the main foil @action shape just ahead of the lower intake (Figure 8). The
curvature heme became progressively more severe as foil thickness was increased, due to the inadequate theoretical epresentation within the
intakes at that time. This denied a flexibility to fully control the intake and overall diffuser area ratios between the intakes and exit of the ejector.
The lower intake shape has bees modifiedl now, using the latest theoretical approach, (M~ ~pr 37 and discussion: 'Potential Development?'
following),ý and it is expected that the new foi will show no dreg Increase with blowing at low JN

Figures 21 and 22 provide an alternative approach to showing the influence of blowing at constant NPR for two cases, Vigur 21 for the
thinner foil, WT-CC, showing drag reduction owe the: whole speed range, end Figure 22, for the 24% thic foil, showing the degradation descibe
previously at higher Mach numbers.

Generallyt, blowing favourably influencas the foal characteristics by delaying any incipient separations at high or low angles Of attack. That is,
in effect, intearizIng the CL~ - Cpcurmes even moea (wee Figure 23 for an 19% thick foil). An even more dramatic clean up can be seen for
the 24% thick foil (Fgur 214), which, because of the sharp curviature into thet lower Intake (previously describe), experienced a severe boundary
layer separation at lift coefficients below CL* n A. Elven a relatively small amount of blowing. well below cruise values, cleaned up this
separatiomn.Tis severe lower intake separation for the thicker foil will be eliminated with the revised foil shape (gre37).

Since the shrouds lie in a sensibly invariant flow f..ld, directly behtind the main foil, and are thus insensitive to angle of attack changs", any
foil buffieting at hioghaped is due to flow separations on the mein fWi. Thesef main foil sparations, in turn, are reduced or eliminated by the
presence of the shroud foils delayin foil buffeting. With Its effect on boundary layer separation, it would be anticipated that blowing would delay
foil buffeting even more Figur 25 (from Referenc 17) shows some typical buffet mneasurements observed from the RMS of the normal load
data taken from the rart support pin of the Z.D berla'nc.Tis provides a convenient measure For the strength of separation. Geneirally, buffet
onse coincided with the main break in the lift curve, which is well beyond the desip lift coeflicient for the section. At the higher Mach numbers.
buffeting was due to dhick induced separation on the, Main foil upper surface. The data of Figure 2S shlow that, relative to the level achieved with
the unbliown foil, the buffet levels with blowing are reduced. It Iais A felt that the unblown multi-foi will haem a buffet level below that of the
Ailtgie conventional alioi beca.a of the containment or the min foil boundary layer by the shroud falls whe separated. But bthi has yet to be

Plgasr 26 shone the appretelmate maximaum or buffet onset lift coefficients for the 254% thick aifoil at On flabgn a both umbiown and
blown. TINejower of blowing at the lowe Mach numbers due to boundary layer control, and als to jet flap supercirculation, can be seen. In
most case " in" (NPR - 3.0) w ea r rem ached during an a sweep. and the CLý curv presented in Figure 26 is felt to be conservative.
Figure 27 shows at NPR - 1.0 the unblown multi-foi section contaIns the separated flow on the upper surface within the intakes; me lift break at
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abou CL - 11 77he sus i arelon electthat only amall amouantof blowa t: I - 0.11 at M4- 0.15 (equivalen to T/aim 0.02 DOW, or
appeosMately III Of theismtfe b tha" fo1r cruise) pseIDe signifcantcetol f t hupr tfcbudayear

MW influence ofe aModerate flap an^e 6~ fde S 01 t low speed Is presented in Flgures 28 through 30. Figres 2 shows the effect on
ifit curne sloqre. Figure 29 dwlqspl the powerful inflenc of the ejecto auwloeatlo at low speed for this eostfigurtlond even though the ejector
diffuser iam ratio wee not optimised fts low qspedl Moit. An wav~thigs West ugeetatlsto of # - 12 ( A CDEW, / 3IN -0.2 ) can be snon
for this Configusration. With C M - 415, notoly 007 oud the total prefile din of an aircraft be effectively eliminated by this effective
reduction in doeg but a significeant proportion of any induced or wasdreg would also be effectively, offnet. This highlights, very simply, the
threst efficienacy of the augteatW-vtIn high lift s)s I I "tine to exterally bloom concepts, which require nasaly twice the installed thrust of the
ejector concept for the ame airfield perkoin~ane to fact, with en optimi'1ed augmentor flop, the sugrnentor-wlng aircraft can achieve its short
field performance with only the thwed imsagled for enud@e and with ore eangles out.

Figure 30 presents the data a C,, - CD sh, owing how a smel asmouat of blowing maintairsat tachled flow initially, end then heavier
blowing paugetsthethrst due tothe~t ectrkato and the liftdue tojet flep aupeicrmllation.

IThee-Dimensional (Reflection Plane) Characteristics

As mentioned previously, two reflection plane tests haerm been performed during the cousen of the multi-foil wing development to-date. The
first was with en unsuempt wing model (Pigate 10), ineorpoetlag a full "ap, 19% thilokwm/chord foil section, Wr-MC at a design lift coefficient
CL - 0,35. This test was carried out in the 11 foot K 11 foot transonic pressurised wind tunnel at NASA. Arnes In California. This teat had two
principal goelis. First, it was to confirm that the method of wake rake profl~e drag measurement for the 2-D sections was valid. In particular, for
the btown configurations, where a significant correction must be applied to the measured rake data to account for the mass momentum Introduced
Into the tunnel by the blowing flw. Secondty, It was to confirm the control of form drag with angle or attack in the 3-D environment. 'The second
study was on a 20 degreeswept and twisted wing with a fllttspan 24%thick Wr-CT foil at adesign tift coefficient CL - 0.6 (Figure 11). This test
was performed at the NAB th-soni pressurized 5 foot x 5 foot blowdown wind tunnel in Ottaw. "is swept wing teat had the same goals as the
first teat for a thicker, higher lift foil, but with the additional VWorl0 determining the effects of sweep on the multi-folt characteristics.

Figure 31 documents the results frme the straight wing test in comparison with its 2-D section characteristics. When suitable corrections
have been made to bring the two teas Into line, a remarkabty good correlation is observed. Some of the discrepancy in the unbkown data arsee
due toea small separation observed in the lower intake, particularly towards the wing tip. Measurement of fth foil locations after the teat showed a
geometrical discrepancy in the lower shroud outboard. This espareti-n was eliminated with blowing, and the figure shows that the correlation
between 2-D mnd 3-13, with blowing, was good.

Figure 32, again for the stright wing teat, demonstrates very clearly the remarkable control 01 form drag exhibited by the multi-foil section,
both unblown and blown. In this figure, the nozrie thrust, 3N , and the vortex drag (CL /rA), for the unblown configuration, CN 0, or

C!(irA + 2 CJNq) for the blown configuiration, has been removed from the measured data from the balance to leave the foil profile drag or
effective profile direg, respectively. The virtually invariant profile drag over a lift coefficient range from CL - -0.3 to + 0.7 in the mid-Mach
number range NI - 0.6 to 0.7, are evidence of the remtarable control or form drag with the section. At the lower Mach numbers, the reduction in
dreg at higher positive end negative lift coefficienta4 i.e. indicating hinoat induced drag factors, Is ( '.*A CDj / CL 2 ) less then unity, are due
to the need for tunnel corrections. At lower Mach numbers, the low porosity (6%) of the tunnel walls is such that the tunnel behaves more closely

like a closed section, and thus cor rectin would add to the drag at high positive and negative lift, straightening the curves. At the higher Mach

numbers, no tunnel corrections ane required. Comparison between the blown end unblown characteristics in Figure 32 also show the reduction in
effective profile drag due to boWing

Resultts fom the swept wing studies of the second reflection plane test for the ynbj section were clouded when it was found that the
section was separated in its upper intake. It became evident from the test data that, for the flow into the intakes, the locations 01 the shrouads and
the intake diffuser area ratios shouild be detertmined more from a streamnwise section then, say, a section normal to the quarter-chord, Increasing
the ejector diffuse area ratio or the configuration improved the unbiown characteristics slightly, but the main foil upper surface was still
separated. The model had insufficient adjustment capability In the flap bracket mountingi Sstem to Move the foils sufficiently close to the main
foil. As Figure 33 shoes, however, separations were cleaned up with blisweing on the foil. and a fairly reasonable correlation was achieved with the
blown 2-D data for Mach numbers up to MI - (16. Above NI -

0 .6, the drag creep for the 3-D section appears to be somewhat smeared" relative

to the 2-D datae, due to 3-D effacts, no doubt, but the evenitual drag rise, NID a0.75, appears to correlate well with the 2-D data when corrected

for sweep. Figure 34 shows much the sam degree of correlation between the 2-D and 3-D lift data, with a good correlation for Mach numbers
less; than NI -0.62, and then a praduat approach 01 the S.D lift data towards the sweep-corrected 2-D data at I w 0.73 and above. A S.D design
point 01 CIL - 0.6 at MI -0.7 has besn achieved with the 20 degree swept wing.

Figure 35 showe, typically, that the CE - CL 2 curves, with blowing on, were very lnear over a wide range of lift coefficients. Figure 36
presents the results over the Mach number rang tested, and shows an induced drag factor of unity between MI - 0.3 and 0.7. Again, these factors

highlight the control of profls drag with the multi-foil aection. it should be noted that tunnel corrections were applied to this swept wing data

using the method of Mokey (Reference 19), T1his method matchea tunnel wall pressures measured along rails on the tunnel walls. 1hese

corrections reduced the measured drag 01 the model, more appropriate to an open tunnel, due to the 20% porosity or the tunnel walls.
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POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS

Th theoretical approach hia bean Improved, a- meationed prvioul•y, whereby we have more confidence, in predicting the cheracteristics of
the flow within the intakes to the showida, and thus have better control In predicting the foil geometry. W2 hae modified the basic 24% thklc,
CIL - 0,6 foil acoredinates therefore, in the vicinity of the lower intake (Figure 37), with a view to delayinig the separation of the boundary layer

into the lower intake, unbioln, to much lower lift coefficients. We also expect a 5 to 10 count redumc m in unblown profile drea at higher lift
coefficents with this change. The cheep in the lowe: intake shape will also allow the collective diffuser area ratios of the upper intake, the lower
Intake and the overall ejector of the thicker fril to be at more optimally. We epet to achieve a drag roductiont with blowing at high Mach
numbers, as experienced with the other multi-foil sctions. It should bu not"d that the foil still retains the capability fcr a simple hinge point for
the flap system, to allow flap dhflectiocs up to 60 - 60 degmes, end achieve Coatda attached flow around the lower shroud upper surface when
blown.

The theoretical method was alan used to develop a family of foils of varying flnp/chord ratio, C9/" - 35%, 30% and 25% for
thicknees/chordi of 18%, 24% and 30% (ote Igrlum 38 for a typical selection), Using incremental drag% from this study, the Influence of lower
skin friction drag due to sMorter flap/chord ratio can be seen in Figure 39. The cross-over point with conventional foils is seen to reduce from
approximately 243. thicknme at CF/c - 3X% to 22.5% thickness with a flap/chord ratio of Cf/c - 0.25.

APPLICATIONS FOR THE VERY THICK MULTI-FOIL WING

There are several ;otential aircraft applications where a very thick, high aspect ratio, high speed multi-foil wing, could prove of significant
value. Most of these applications would be with the winge blown to take advantage of the very high lift and low effective drag capability of the
multi-foil configuration at low speed, but unblown applications are considered possible also.

As noted previously, the initial imp.tua for the development of the thick multi-foill wing section was the desire to simplify the ducting system
in a blown wing for a high speed Advanced USTOL Tactical Transport Aircraft. As a next step to the low speed Augmentor-Wing Research
Aircraft USMOL demonstration program described earlier, a high speed USTOL demonstrator aircraft hex been marketed by Boeing Canada, de
Havilland Division and the Caundian Government for several year. as a potential operational demonstrator program. This proposal is based
upon the use of a baskc C-130 Hercules fiwelage and empennage with a completely new wing incorporating 1he 24% thick, high speed multi-foil
wing (Figure 40). The aircraft would be powered by two proposcd Pratt and Whitney blowing engines (Figure 41), based upon the PW2037 engine
used in the Boeing 757 and McDonnell-Douglas C-17 aircraft. According to Pratt and Whitney, this blowing derivative engine would have 80%
commonalty with the basic PW2037. A description of this aircraft, powerplant, and itc performance capabilities can be found in Reference 1.
Suffice it to say that this aircaft would achieve its USTOL performance into field lengths lesi bhar 1500 feet, to or from a 50 foot barrier, with
only the thrust required for cruise, i.e. T/W m 0.3. The blowing system requires only 40% of the installed thrust and can be contained in a single
cross-over duct system aft of the rear spar in this very thick wing. Duct flow caose-over at the fuselage permits the economy of a twin engine
layout to be exploited.

A proposal to extend the multi-foil concept to STOVL capability was offered to the U.S. Nav for a medium speed carriebome transport
aircraft (Figure 42). Vertical landing capability would be achieved with partial tilt of ýhc wings by 30 degrees, and partial thrus! deflection from
the primary thrust nola;es of 0 N - 60 degrees. The powerplant proposed for this concept was a Rolls-Rovce Pegasus engine, with the fan thrust,
blowing the wings, approximately 50% of the total thrust.

The ability to design the multi-foil io very thick sections and very high dcsimpn lift coefficients, say CL - 1.0, woald be ideat for high altitude
long endurance reconnaissance aircraft, such as shown in Figure 43.

The very thick multi-foil section would also give sffit•'ent wing depth to permit span-loader concepts starting at design grors weights as low
a 300,000 pounds (136,000 kg) (Figure 44).

CONCLUSIONS

With the powerful control of form drag exhibited by the multi-foil section described in this note, a potential has been shown for very thick,
high speed multi-foil sections to have unbilown profile drags the same as, or less than, that of conventional foils, at the same design lift coefficient,
for thickness/chords greater than 22 to 25%.

The control of form drag with the multi-foil section also embraces a , or lift-dependent variations, and these have been shown to reduce to
that of the vortex drag contribution alone. That is, k ( - WA a% D / a CL

2 
) wv 1.0, possibly 25% len then with conventional foils. The control

of form drag has been shown also to yield higher drag rise Mach numbers for the multi-foil section than for conventional supereritical foils of the
same thickness/chord.

Combination of blowing with the multi-foil section has been shown to considerably reduce the efs profile drag of the section at low
speed due to thrust augmentation in the ejector passage betwten the trailing foils. In fact, at very low speed, M < 0.15, typical of takeoff and
landing speeds, the thrust augmentation is suffidently hig to effectively offset all of the profile drag and a significant proportion of the induced

5.
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drug of any aircraft configuration. In the middle Mach number range, M - 0.3 to O.5, the reduction lin effective drag of the multi-foil secion
due to blowing Is more than sufficient to offset any akin friction penalty the three-foil configuration incurs. At higher "ped also, thrust
augmenrtl-ton (or possibly boundlary layer se-energlzation) has also been demonstrated, to the amount of # -1.05 to Ur.0, which wilt reduce the
efrective profile drag of the multi-foil sectiont. Attention to the high speed multi-foil geometry should allow this blowing thrust 'augmenetation" at
high speed to be Wi'mized for all foil sections

Several Potential applications hame been suggested where the very thick, high speed multi-foil sections may have a distinct advantage over
moeconventional foils.

Future experimental work should possibly focus around the improvements to the 24% thick foil and its application to the swept wing
reflection plane model. On the theoretical side, a cod, begun many years ago to simulate the bk-wn ejector characteristics should be completed,
now, that the intakre flows ,are better calculated.
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Elector Wing for Cruise
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Figure 5

Original Concept: Augmentor Folds Up for Cruise Suppression of Form Drag
and Blowing Flow Is DIverted to Separate Nozzle Due to Angle of Attack and Wing Thickness
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High Reynolds Number Model Tests - Compound Airfoil

2-D Model
in 5 x 5 ft NAE Wind Tunnef, Ottawa

(Re . 20x10
6

)

3-D Model
in 11 x 11 ft NASA, Ames Wind Tunnel

(Re 1 0xO0
6
)

Figure 10

Reflection Plane
Compound Wing

Model

* 24% t/c

* 20 degree Sweep

Figure 11
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Effective Drag Reduction Due to Slowing- Effective Drag Reduction Due to~ Slowing;
17% Thick nee~i/hord Foil, WT-CB Foil WT-CB vs Foil WT-CC
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Figure 17Fire8

Effective Drag Reduction Due to Blowing; Effective Drag Reduotion Due to Blowing;
18% Thickness/Chord Foil, WT-CD 24% Thickness/Chord Foil, WT-CT
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Figure 19 Figure 20

Reduction of Effiective Profile Drag Due to Blowing; Chaingei of Elffctive Profile Dreg Duei to Blowing;
18% Thick Foil, WT-CC 24% Thick FoIl, WT-CT
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Figure 25 Figure 26

Effect of Blowlng on Lift of 24% Thick Multi-Foil Influence of Flop Angle and Blowing
at Low Speed on Lift Curve for 24% Thick Multi-Poll
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Drag Efficiency of Blown Multi-Foll at Low Mach Number Influence of Flap Angle and Blowing
on Lift-Drag Polars for 24% Thick Multi-Foil
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Reflection Plane Data for 20 Degree Swept Wing NI .
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Figure 39
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PS-05
High Altitude Long Endurance Aircraft (Compound Wing RPV)
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SUMMARY

This paper addresses long range military transport technologies with emphasis on defining the potential
benefits of the hybrid laminar flow control (HLFC) concept currently being flight tested in a cost shared
NASA, USAF, and Boeing program. Results of a 1990's global range transport study are presented showing
the expected payoff from application of advanced technologies. The paper concludes with a technology
forecast for military transports. , • / ..- ' • •

INTRODUCTION 4-.L~ 10(-I ~ ft .
The design of very long range aircraft and the important interrelationships of the primary design variables
are illustrated in Fig. 1 which is based on the Brequet Range Equation. For a given specific fuel
consumption end weight fraction, the lift to drag ratio (LID) is the parameter to be optimized by the
designer. This is accomplished by minimizing the fuselage drag, increasing wing aspect ratio to minimize
induced drag, and by selection of high LID airfoils.

Drag reduction by development of natural laminar flow (NLF) on aircraft wings has been a goal for over
50 years. Fig. 2 summarizes some of the test results beginning with the B-18 bomber flown in 1939,
Reference i. Modern transport wing half chord Reynolds numbers are shown at the applicable wing sweeps.
It is clear that NLF alone will produce limited laminar flow benefits on these aircraft; therefore, some
form of active laminar flow control is required to achieve significant drag reductions on large aircraft.

THE HLFC CONCEPT

The hybrid laminar flow control (HLFC) concept shown in Fig. 3 has active suction applied forward of the
front $par of the wing. Natural laminar flow is maintained aft of the suction zone by appropriate airfoil
selection and surface finish. Supercritical airfoils currently applied to aircraft like the Boeing 757
have compatible pressure distributions similar to that shown in Fig. 4. The other major factor which
supports early application of the HLFC concept is the high quality manufacturing standards of todays
aircraft industry. Current commercial aircraft are delivered with wing surface tolerances between the
forward and aft spars which satisfy the criteria for a HLFC wing.

The HLFC concept shown in Fig. 3 provides for chemically anti-icing the wing and the same fluid would be
applied to the wing through slots to prevent or remove insect contamination during takeoff and low
altitude flight. (Insect contamination can cause boundary layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow.)
Another concept for protecting the wing utilizes a Krueger high lift device which would shield the suction
region from insect strikes and foreign object damage. In this concept, no lower surface laminar flow
would be possible; however, improved wing high lift characteristics would be achieved.

GLOBAL RANGE TRANSPORT STUDY

The Global Range Transport Study reported in Reference 2 was sponsored by NASA-Langley Research Center and
the Wright Research and Development Center (Formerly the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories).
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Co. performed this study which applied the HLFC concept to a military
transport designed to carry a 132.500 lb (60,100 KS) payload. The mission called for delivery of the
pryload 6500 rn and return empty and unrefueled. For this long range mission, fuel reserves include
5 percent of cruise fuel plus one half hour. A cruise Mach of .77 was specified and initial cruise
altitude was fallout.

All of the airplanes were designed with technologies that will be available in 1994 and incorporated the
following advanced flight control features,

Pour channel digital fly-by-wire

Relaxed static stability

Stability augmentation

Maneuver load control

Gust load alleviation

"Flutter mode control

The major improvements offered by the above features are: minimization of airframe weight, incorporation
of automatic trouble-shooting, and improved ride characteristics.

Advanced materials are utilized in all designs and Fig. 5 depicts the representative use of graphite/peek
in each major assembly and the associated percentage weight reduction. Through the nose cargo loading
is provided on all aircraft to minimize the fuselage drag and weight.

The Turbulent flow airplanes were designed with 5 percent excess critie thrust. Takeoff is from a
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10,000 ft (3,048 a) runnay at sea lel standard day conditieos and the midpoint leanding is on an 8.000 ft
(2,048 a) or less rummy at the sme conditions. The KLC aircraft were designed with 12 percent excess
cruise thrust and were assmmed to heve turbulent flow during 6 percent of the cruise flight time t'o ass&et
mission completion should weatherý comdistsou pslude the use of the auction system during short periods of
the mission.

Several turbulent flow aircraft mere designed with various Wing sweeps end the 30 degree sseep aircraft
shown is Fig. 6 was sel*caed " the best baseline aircraft for comparisom with the HLI aircraft. The mlIc
aircraft were litited to wing sweep of 20° because oeee leed"Ir edge cross flow effects would be encount-
ered. If higher wing sweeps prow feasible for the EXC aircraft. significantly reduced gross weight
aircraft would result.

Both low wing and high wing LFC aircraft were designed. Fig. 7 shows details of a low win$ configuration
and Fig. S shows a high wing design. The high wing configuration proved to be significantly lighter than
the low wing design.

Comparison of the NLIC aircraft with the baseline turbulent flow aircraft produced the following percentage
changes ralativa to the baseline:

Low Wing HLFC High Wing LFC

Gross Weight - 4.02 - 7.4%

Fuel Weight -13.42 -17.02

LID +18.42 +19.22

Required Thrust -10.61 -13.01

Fig. 9 sumarizes seven aircraft designed to these specifications, all compared to the baseline turbulent
flow aircraft. The first four aircraft are low wing configurations. Increasing initial cruise altitude
may be attractive; however, the engine by-pass ratio used in this study would have to be roptimisead.

The best overall HLYC aircraft identified in this study is the high wing aircraft w,.th both upper and lower
surface RMFC. Elimination of the lower surface HLFC appears attractive because incorporation of a combin-
ation high lift/insect shield would be feasible. This configuration is currently being flight tested in
the HLFC Flight Experiment on a Boeing 757 aircraft. Use of hot air de-iting in this program eliminates
the need for the liguid cleaning/do-icing system which weight* approximately 7000 lbs on the aircraft in the
Global Range Transport Study.

In order to evaluate the impact of increased payload on these global range aircraft, a turbulent flow
transport was configured for the some mission with a payload of 212.000 lb (96,162kg). Fig. 10 presents
this aircraft which has a 602 increase in payload and a 48% increase in TOGW compared with the baseline
turbulent flow aircraft in Fig. 6. Similar increases would be expected for the HLFC aircraft.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FORECAST

Future military transport aircraft will benefit from a wide range of advanced technology now in active
development. On-going advanced technology development programs show the potential for providing signif-
icant increases in L/D, decreases in specific fuel consumption (SiC) and decreases in airframe structural
weight. A list of some of the major technology dsvelopments underway in several technical disciplines is
provided in Fig. 11. These research and development programs are sponsored by government agencies such as
NASA and the U.S. Air Force as well as by private fundiag by the aircraft manufacturers and related Indust-
ries. Some of the advanced technologies will be addressed as they are incorporated into the design con-
cepts of the aircraft of interest In this paper. The design challenges and benefits from the application
of advanced technologies such as laminar flow control, composite structures, and propfan propulsion are
discussed in Reference 3.

Rapid development, in computational fluid dynamcs (CFD) capability, coupled with advanced unobtrusive
instrumentation, will provide vastly Ii..ruved understanding of fundamental flow phenomena. Progress in
CFD will provide for modeling of increasingly complex flows, including development of improved turbulence
models and full Savier-Stokes simulation.

The key technologies include the use of advanced composite materials in both primary and Secondary struct-
ures In order to achieve a Weight saving of about 20 percent as predicted In previous Lockheed design
system studies. Reference 4. Very high propulsive and aerodynamic efficiencies at X - 0.80 cruise condit-
ions can be obtained by use of advanced propulsion and natural and hybrid laminar flow control. Design
studies show that lminar flow control aircraft tend toward higher aspect ratio wings require active
controls for Sust and maneuver load alleviation and flutter Suppression. Lockheed preliminary design
studies of transports utilizing the advanced technologies just described will provide a cumulative improve-
sent in efficiency of 65 percent.

Advanced electronics will continue to enhance the commnication capabilities of USAF alrcraft. In the
future, communication systems will have security that rivals an optical link. Advances in computers,
software, and artificial intelligence processes are expanding at a tremendous rate. An example in the
Pilot's Associate program with advanced flight stations and mart cockpit instrumentation. A typical
"SWlIG of the epplicatio of advances in %ento and guidance is in an autonomous landing system for
night or in adverse weather conditions. An area of special technologies is concernwd with aircraft surviv-
ability and vulnerability. It is expected that significant advancements will be made in reduced radar
cross seotio•s for aircraft and in control system that rapidly adapt to components that are damaged or fail.

Two additional deaign concepts which are of interest for application to future lage* long range transports
are multi-body configurations and strut braced wings. The latter is of special interest for aircraft with
high aspect ratios.
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CONCLUDING IRMABRK

Future military transports will benefit greatly from application of advanced materials, propulsion, flight
control and aerodynamic technologies. The Hybrid Laminar Flow Control concept currently being flight
tested is expected to find early application due to its favorable impact on operating costs, especially
on long range missions. Advanced composites are expected to finally achieve the long predicted benefits
in transport applications.
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PAYLOAD 132.No L (49.M u)
RA$• 6,W NM'
MACH NO. 0.77
ALTITUDE 33.119 FT (9U )1
TOGW 616.135 LB (279,40 U)
FUEL 2SI,Ml LB (132.1710W
LIP 2U.5
MAC 22.WP FT (G.") inAS_
SPAN 15.51 FT (79 1)
AN 13.s4
C/4 SWEEP 30 DIC

"12,038KM, OFF LOAD PAYLOAD AND RETURN UNREFUELED

FIGUm6. TURBULENT FLOW BASELINE DESIGN CONCEPT

PAYLOAD 132.5• LB (60. 100KG)
RANGE 615" NMO
MACH NO 0.77
ALTITUDE 41.351 FT (9.559t)
TOGW 5"1,636 LB (2"6,362KG)
FUEL 252,211 LB (114,403KG)
LID 30.,
MAC 22.6 FT (6.89K)
SPAN 253.9 FT (78.9m)
AR 13.67
L.E. SW•EP 20 DEG

08.9m) (55.5M)

FIUE7. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF Low WING
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PAYLOAD 132.50 Lb (04.10 5)
RANCG G.5i6 NM*
MACH NO. 0.77
ALTITUDE 11.10 PT (9.16 10

STOW S70,734 Le (236061 ,)
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LID 30.".
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HLFC AIRCRAFT

CHANGE. PERCENT-RELATIVE TO TURBULENT FLOW BASELINE AIRCRAFT

HIGH WiNG
NO fLFC NO LOWER ASPECT HIGH WING ENGINES ON WING.

HLFC ON SURFACE ALTITUDE RATIO ENGINES ON NO LOWERSASELINSEMNNAGE HLFC 36.0I FT 10 WING. HLFC SURFACE HLFC

WMIGHTS

OPERATING EMPTY 5.4 t.4 7.9 15.S -0.? 0.2 1.9

GROS - 4.0 - 4.3 -0.6 - 6.3 -1.1 - 7.A - 4.4

FUEL CONSUMPTION -13.0 -13.7 -1.9 -12.6 -3.5 -17.1 -11.I

LIFT TO DRAG RATIO 10.1 111.2 1 .S 22.7 0.0 1.2 13.4

Fieom9. SUMMARY OF HLFC AIRCRAFT RESULTS RELATIVE

* LTo TURBULENT FLOW BASELINE2r
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PAYLOAD 312,M LB (6910 W)
RANOIK 6,5W NMe
MACN NO. O.77
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FUEL 1".76 LI (I.i38W
L.D U.31
MAC ".J (a." I*
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L.K. SIWP 30D00
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(".54 at (0yex
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CoimputatWnl AeodynmiwMs Metal Matrix Compostes

Prpl se Active Controls
Advuesed Tewbotuas Eltron cCod"piSAutomatic Control Systems

Fiw1. CURRENT TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS
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C-13OlIRWVION DKVICE(3ZU3L)

by

AD-P006 255
So AFI, Min*o 62225-5001

United states

In the late l17O's and early 1I8'0, Military Airlift Comand IMAC) participation in
Red Flag, mple Flag, and other exorcises pirovided trong evidence that airlift aircraft !
needed a rear vision capability for early warning and defense against air-to-air attacks.
This may not be now information to manyak.•-U.• h..k 4othis old idea*&-

marke4_&a. t ntng-pofiit lor MAC.

The USAF Airlift Center (ALCINT) developed and tested three devices for providing

rearward vision. The first device was a standard RC-130 observation door as used in

search and rescue operations. The second device was a 100 degree field-of-view (FOV)

bubble mounted on the cockpit overhead escaps hatch. The third devi6e was similar to the

second, but it provided a 360-degree PO.

The teat was titled MAC Project 15-48-81. The three devices were tested at various

exercises and in special sorties against fighters from Langley AfR, Virginia. The test

director also consulteod members of 47 Squadron, RAP Lyneham (C-130), to benefit from

their experiences with observation cupolas. The test findings, published in August 1983,

confirmed that the 360-degree FOV bubble proved to bo the beat of the three devices for

warning againta. r-to-air attack and for observing the attacking aircraft during evasive

maneuvers ný: .'~L0j~

In 1987, the Commander in Chief, Military Airlift Command ICINCMAC) tlected to

procure and deploy bubbles with all MAC C-130 units to incluae the Air Force Reserve

and the Air National Guard. Bach C-130 squadron was slated to obtain three bubbles.
Since that decision, about one third of the required devices have been fielded.

A great deal of experience hAs now been gained through bibble operations. That

experience can be conveniently divided into three partsi equipment, training, and
tactic#. The remainder of this paper will discuss those three topics and the future of

the rear vision device program, ....

The C-130 bubble, shown in figure one, is manufactured by the plastics shop of the
438th Military Airlift Wing at McGuire APB, New Jersey. The plastic cupola itself is

made from heated and free-formed plexiglass. The rest of the hardware is made in a jig

created from a surplus C-130 overhead escape hatch ring.

The bubble is fitted with a ring shaped plenum for defog air and ventilation. 3nce

the bubble Is mounted in the aircraft, the defog ring may be connected to an air
conditioning duct by a short hose.

Xxperiemee Indicates-that the bubble works beet with a few pieces of support
iqulpmestd TM observer aeed. sme protection in the form of a helmet, body restraint,

and a good handhold. The helmet Is standard crew issue, but the matter of a handhold end

restraint is pretty much left up to individual observers. Some observers report using an

ordizary caro tiedown strap to build a sort of web. Others use a restraining harness

whict is standardaircraft eqipment. Project 15-48-81 suggested adding a handhold to

the front.face of aircrift station 245, but to date, this has not been done.

91 8 23 062
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FIGURE I

C-#30 $CAR VISION

Aircrew coordination in greatly facilitated when the observer can monitor the
radios. The instructor intercom panel or a Y cord from the navigator's intercom is

preferred for the observer's headset connection. If an intercom panel is added for ready

access by the observer--so much the better. Stretching an intercom cord from the cargo

deck is not desirable since most loadmaster intercom panels do not allow radio
monitoring. There have been a couple of intercom lash-ups devised to allow the

loadmaster (the most likely observer) to monitor all the radios and not just the
intercom; however, these special intercom hookups are all local techniques and not in

widespread use.

Finally, if the observer is to spend any appreciable time in the bubble, it must be
distortion free. Bubbles with visual defects have proven to be annoying and fatiguing.

A pair of sunglasses or a dark visor is also a necessity.

Until recently, ventilation has been a problem. The observer gets quite warm while
sitting in the bubble, and a connection to the aircraft air conditioner has proven

inadequate for good air flow into the detfog ring. One enterprising squadron recently

solved this annoying problem. Instead of connecting the defog ring to an air conditioner
outlet, they connect it to the flare port or sextant port with a length of standard

oxygen hose terminating in a short length of plastic pipe as shown in figure two. The
pipe is inserted into the slip-stream. The end of the pipe is cut at an angle and turned

so that ram air is fed to the bubble defol ring. The angled pipe end can also be faced
aft to ventilate the bubble by drawing air. out. The low pressure of the aircraft air

conditioning system is no longer a problem.

YPAJUZWS

The key to successful bubble operation is a trained observer, however, the training

Is not altogether simple. Royal Air Po:ce and USAF experience both indicate that a

single traiqing sortie is insulficient for a person to acquire the necessary skills to be

an effoqtLueobesWver. . Aditieally, periodic practice against aggressor aircraft in

needed to maintain the vArious skils.

Xn|ttisl training should include scannsing techniques. aircraft type recognition, and

matimestitgr $a9 to&ggjriesw airCraft. The observer suet rtcognise threat and nonthreat

situations, and understand avasive maneuvers umefal during various phases of an air-to-
air attack.
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Observer training must emphasize crew coordination. The observer learns to pass
visually acquired information to the other crewmembers using words. Concise interphone

calls such as "Pilot, observer, break left, bandit at 7 o'clock." must be practiced.

Purthermore, the observer must learn to time the break maneuver precisely. Calling for a

break maneuver too early is a universal observer tendency, but this incorrect impulse can

be corrected with training.

If a threatening aircraft flies In the dead 6 o'clock position, it will be blocked

from the observer's view by the vertical stabillser and, on some airplanes, the station

keeping equipment radome. In these instances, the observer learns to request a shallow

skid from the pilot to re-establish visual contact.

Note that all this scanning, estimating, and advising is done while facing aft

during low altitude flight. To many observers, this is initially disorienting and

confusing. The observer must overcome the discomfort caused by turbulence, heat, and the

unusual viewing direction. One observer technique used to overcome the backwards

directions is to write the clock positions and also the words "left" and "right" at the

appropriate locations on the plexiglass as shown in figure three.

TACTICS

Specific C-130 tactics are published in a classified chapter of NkC Regulation 55-

i30. This paper will not discuss those specific tacticas however, there ate unclassified

sources that offer insight into use of the bubble.

In his book, Airlift Operation& In b gile |vtonNnts Lt Col John Skorupa
identifies a @hain of six steps that an attacking aircraft must accomplish in order to

shoot down another aircraft. Those six steps are detect, acquire, track, identify.
intercept, and attack. It any link in the chain is broken, the attack fails. An

airlifter with a bubble and trained obeervor can increase the difficulty of an attacker's
task at four steps in the chain, namely detection, acquisition. Interception, and the

7 •actual attack--especially if it is a gJun a•tck.
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The observer should concentrate his *aon on the rear hemispherei i.e., from 3

o'clock to 9 o'clock. 12 the observer detects a bogey Iunkmiwn aircraft) the pilot can

aneieuver to decrease the chance of the airlLfter being detected. This may mean terrain

masking or. perhaps, keeping in the bogey'e six o'clock position.

If the bogey detects the airlifter, the acquisition task Can still be made more
difficult by relying on camuflage at low level and by terrain masking. The observer-
pilot team must work together .o complicate the fighter pilot's acquisition task.

If the observer notes the bogey maneuvering for intercept, timely evasive action can
seriously delay the engagement.

It is useful to point out a seemingly obvious bit of information here. It is not
likely that a fighter will waste a missile on an unarmed transport if a more economical
gun pass will shoot it down. Armed with that knowledge, a C-130 equipped with a bubble
has a distinct advantage over a plane not so equipped. The observer-pilot team can
ianeuver to foil a rear approach by the fighter and significantly complicate a gun
attack. If friendly fighter planes are close by, just such a simple delay might prevent
an attack. The bogey must concentrate on achieving a stern firing solution against the
transport plans while worrying about his own safety.

If a gun peas is unavoidable, the observer-pilot team can still make a shoot down
very difficult. Again, I borrow information from 8korupa.

"a& fighter closing on a transport at low altitude and slow airspeed will
have to acriflict much of its potential energy and a portion of its kinetic
energy, particularly if it intends to make a gun pass. To use its guns, it
mset drop to near the altitude of the target and if it does not slow down, the
time available to make a gun pass is so short that its chances of success are
small. This In so becauee an air-to-air cannon is only effective at ranges of
lea" thean 3900 to 4,000 feet. Inside 1,000 feet. the fighter employinq a
cannon rune the risk of shooting itself down as it flies through shrapnel.

Therefore, the window of opportunity is open only as long as it takes the
fighter to traverse the range from 4,000 feet to 1.000 feet. A S00-knot
fighter overtaking a 210-knot transport would enter and exit the window of

opportunity in about 7 seconds. Against a nonmaneuvering target at moderate
altitudes, this time would be sufficient for even the least proficient of
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fighter pilots, but against a maneuvering target at low altitudes, the
available time is much lessa."

Skorupa gave on to make a fairly convincing argument that a maneuvering transport
could not only reduce the window of opportunity to about 4 %*condo, but that the fighter

will probably not risk multiple gun passes.

"*For example, consider a fighter making a gun pass on a transport that

is flying at 300-foot altitude and 250 knots. If the fighter's cannon is
inclined above centerline 2 degrees (author's noter aoording to Ikorupa, this

Is a eomon boresight angle for several air-ta-air fighters) and the fighter

requires 3 degrees angle of attack to maintain level flight, Its cannon will
be pointed S degrees above horizontal. Therefore, to aim the cannon at a

coaltitude target, the fighter must enter a 5 degree dive. 1if the fighter
starts the gun pass at a higher altitude than 300 feet, it must increase the

dive angle by 1 degree for every 69.8 feet above 300 feet. Since a higher

dive angle also increases the sink rate of the fighter, little is tO be gained

so close to the ground). Assuming the fighter begins the maneuver at 500

knots, it has about 4 seconds before it hit& the ground."

To reiterate, the observer-pilot team can complicate the detection, acquisition,
interception, and attack links in the chain of events required to achieve a shoot down.

The added complication may be enough to discourage the attacker, or, if the attack

ensue., evasive maneuvers could force a wide enough overshoot to force the fighter to
begin tile chain all over again. Meanwhile, the transport may be able to use camouflage

and terrain masking to get away.

PU"MU PLANS

In there tight budgetary times it in always dangerous to make predictions about what

equipment may be developed or deployed. Nonetheless, there are a cotuple of initiatives

being worked by the acquisition community.

First, although it was recommended by M1AC Project 15-48-81, the bubble has never
been fully tested or certified to be pressurized. This is an obvious drawback as long

duration *high-low-high" flight profiles can't safely use the bubble. Installing a
bubble in flight is dangerous. Those who have attempted in-flight installation report
that the low pressure region above the cockpit draws the bubble rapidly into the escape

hatch hole with enough force to sever a finger. Efforts are under way to develop and
test a bubble using thicker plexiglass or other materials that would safely withstand
multiple pressurization cycles at cold temperatures.

Second, a bubble has been designed and partly tested for use on the C-141. This

bubble design mounts in the aft side escape hatch and affords a good view of one side and

directly behind the aircraft. It would take two such bubbles to protect the C-141.

CaCLUNZON

Wl_ The C-130 bubble In widely, but not universally accepted. There remain people in

the airlift community who are skeptical as to the value of the bubble. Aircrewn that

have used the bubble at led Flag. Maple Flog, and other exercises almost all favor
getting more and improved bubbles. There is also keen interest among those who do not

employ C-130s for airlift, such an airborne comand posts and tankers.

As stated earlier, the bubble development is a revisit of an old idea. many
lessons, once comon knowledge am aviators, are surely being relearned.
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SUMPARY
• The AdVanced Transport TechnolOgy Niibion Analysis (ATTNA) program is a broad
based on-going investigation of future 0h1etkr airlift mission requirements and the
technologies necessary to satisfy those requirements. The ATTMA study is an Aero-
nautical Systems Division, Deputy for Development Planning (ASD/XR) and Wright Re-
search and Development Center, Technology Bxploitation Directorate (WRDC/TX) joint
initiative. This paper, which is based upon selected results of this study, ad-
dresses the design and technology issues posed by the perceived mission requirements
for a twenty first century theater transport.

The theater transport of the future will be called upon to operate throughout the
world in a variety of climatic conditions. In addition it will be called upon to
operate into and out of remote and austere locations with unimproved runways, limited
or non-existent landing aids, and in many cases no cargo handling equipment. Such an
airlifter will be required to operate near, and occasion_ y, into enemy territory,
where the threat will be far more lethal than in the past

The design and technology implications of these perceived require!mAnts ace
discussed relative to three design/technology issues: field__ength; which addresses
both the impact of takeoff and landing rules __Sh-ert7r'fkeoff and Landing (STOL)
aircraft design, and the impact of prgpuJ&etK and vertical lift payload on Vertical
or Short Takeoff and Landing-STOLf aircraft designt payload/aircraft size, which
addresses typical theater-transport payloads, productivity as a function of payload
and the contributi,hof advanced materials on aircraft sizel and survivability, which
adlo.,es the impact of low observables considerations upon theater transport design.

INTRODUCTION Li Af X
The emerging doctrine of an integrated AirLand battlefield, which emphasizes

battlefield mobility in a lethal environment, makes it necessary to reexamine the
role and nature of the tactical airlifter. To accomplish this examination, ASD/XR

and WRDC/TX embarked upon a. pr9gram 61 in-house and contracted mission analyses,
technology application and concept de'elopment to understand the key issues and
assess their impact upon mission requi..aments and technology needs. The examination
of future' airliftr needs was conducted in the context of three notional acenarios;

NATO Central Region, Southwest Asia, and Central America. The regions represented in
these scenarios offer a diverse representation of geographic features, logistics
infrastructure, climate conditions and threat intensities necessary for a comprehen-
sive analysis.

To determine the relative importance of critical technologies and design issues,
it is first necessary to examine cutrent airlift operations and projected future
operations. Figure (1) depicts the current airlift operations. Airlifters in
theater oeira p Qou of main operatiag bs (NOB) into forward operating bases (POB)
a li o Itýt~rt locat'oik (POL) with th. final movement of cargo accomplished
by ArMy snrfaco or helicopter transport. Figure (2) depicts a perception of the
inttatheatr airlift *orations 'relative to the battlefield of the future. The
futgre 'b.t~lefie!• _11 requir4 iIncreased airlif, support for small forces (battalion

and co any) vlIA-h 6a*re co tinually on the move.' The airlifter will be required to
operat-d in an increased threat environment from austere airfields or non-airfields
(roadways, opan 1i otp#) and on both sides of the forward line of troops (PLOT).
UA,~ih~tiotn p1 bsttlefild indiceted a need exists for a short field or4ttealit-. I na *r!s. 4. to the required field length, and the

Pigure (3) illusttratts thb'U~alti-•top A~sault 'Nishion. 'This mi*eion is characterised
by out-of-country basing, in-country payload on-load followed by payload deliveries
employing assault takeoff and landing rules, no in-country maintenance or refueling

!9182 a'aIMu6f8 " O r
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and low altitude terrair following/terrain avoidance legs at the delivery sites. The
High Hot Assault Mission, Figure (4), is characterized by a sea level hot day take-
off, cruise at 1000 feet (300 m) above ground level (AGL) to an assault Ian.Sing end
takeoff at 4000 feet (1200 m) runway elevatiOn, 95 degree Fahrenheit (35 C) con-
ditions, bracketed by 200 foot (60 m) above ground level penetration and egress loge.
These design-to mission profiles represent the initial attempt at defining future
theater transport missions, and as such, are being continually updated as the
mission, and analysis technology assessment progress.

Figure (5) identifies a number of the aircraft concepts examined in the ATTMA
study effort. Through the course of the effort three STOL powered lift techniques
and six VSTOL vertical lift techniques were examined. In addition to conventional
configurations, low observable (LO) configurations were also included in the study
matrix. The STOL propulsive lift concepts include both turbofan and profan
externally blown flap and upper surface blown propulsive concepts. In addition,
turbofan lift engine concepts for low observable STOL were investigated. The VSTOL
matrix included both turbofan and turboprop propulsive concepts. The turbofan
propulsive concepts include lift-plus-cruise, lift-plus-lift cruise and fan-in-wing.
The propeller concepts include variations of tilt wing, tilt nacelle and tilt
propeller propulsive concepts. The technology and design considerations presented
within this paper focus on propfan externally blown flap STOL and turboprop tilt wing
VSTOL concepts.

To accomplish the examination of the box size/payload issue, three nominal box
size/payload combinations were employed in the design matrix. This approach
permitted the operations analyst to determine productivity as a function of box size
for each STOL and VSTOL concept. Table (1) identdfies these combinations for the
assault condition (3g load factor) payloads. The medium box size/payload case
represents the C-130 cargo box dimensions, but with ar. increased assault payload
capability. The small box size/payload case represents a point in the design matrix
characterized by aircraft that are primary carriers of palletixed cargo. The large
box size/payload variation represents the capability to assault airland large
payloads, such as the Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS).

Having established a notational concept of operations, defined typical design-to
mission profiles, and identified a concept matrix, the issues of field length, box
size/payload and survivability can now be exanined.

FIELD LENGTE-STOL TAKEOFF AND LANDING RULES

Since both a VSTOL and STOL takeoff and landing capability appear to offer
distinct operational opportunities, both were examined to determine their impact upon
design, technology and operations. The impact of STOL field length will be discussed
first.

The STOL field length desigr point was established at 1500 feet (460 m), sea
level standard day conditions and assault takeoff and landing rules (maximum effort).
This definition of field length was established to serve as a reference about which
tradeoff and sensitivity analyses can be conducted. Figure (6) depicts the assault
field length. Assault rules require speed, maneuver and climb margins to be
established with all engines operating. Assault rules also permit the use of maximum
reverse thrust and braki.ig during landing. The landing field length is defined as
ground roll plus 300 feet (90 M). Takeoff field length is defined as the distance
required to accelerate and liftoff.

The impact of the perceived requirement for a 1500 foot (460 m) STOL field length
is .llustrated in Figure (7), for a propfan STOL configuration which employs
externally blown flap (ESP) powered lift devices. The baseline aircraft in this
example exhibits a mission gross weight of approximately 160,000 lb3. (72,500 kg).
Reducing the field length to 1200 feet (370 m) would incur extremely large weight
penalties. The slope of the curves from 1500 feet (460 m) to 1200 feet (370 m) is
extremely steep, indicating that 1500 feet (460 m) may be the shortest field length
that can be reasonably considered for a STOL aircraft of this size which employs
powered lift devices. The cost of a 1500 foot (460 m) field length capability is
readily seen. Relaxing the field length requirement fr'om 1500 feet (460 m) to 2000
feet (600 m) offers reductions of 130 in mission fuel, 15% in operating weight empty
(OWE) and 18 in mission gross weight (CW).

Since the theater transport of the future will be called upon to operate
throughout the world, the effects of runway elevation and temperature conditions must
also be considered. Using sea level standard day conditions and assault rules as the
point of referencet, Figure (6) illustrates the effect of varying runway elevation and
temperature, and landing rules upon aircraft fuel weight, operating weight empty
(OWN) and gross weight (GW). If the design poivt is established at 5000 feet (1,500
m) runway evaluation 103 degrees Fahrenheit (40 C), in lieu of sea level standard day
conditions, an increase of It in mission gross weight, 11% in operating weight empty
and 10% in mission fuel weight is inCurred. If normal operating rules at 5000 feet
(1500 a) runway elevation end 103'F (4W0C) were to be employed, in lieu of assault
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rules at sea level standard conditions, penalties of 18%, 25% and 21% to mission

gross weight, operating weight empty and fuel weight respectively would be
experienced. Normal operating rules permit continued cafe takeoff or stopping after
loss of an engine during takeoff, and continued safe landing operations or go around
after the lose of a critical engine during landing, while assault require that all
engines be operating. This difference ham a large impact on engine size. As can be
seen, the selection of field length, -field length rules and atmospheric conditions
have a large impact upon aircraft design weight.

Figures (9) and (10) illustrate the effect of atmospheric conditions and field
length rules upon landing performance. In Figure (9), the assault landing design
point is shown to be established at a 3g load factor with an aircraft landing weight
of 220,000 lbs. (99,800 kg) and a corresponding field length of 1500 feet (460 ml.
The corresponding hot day landing performance at the same gross weight requires a
field length of approximately 2000 feet (SOO in). TO retain the same field length
performance of 1500 feet (460 a) at high hot conditions, a large reduction in
aircraft payload is required. Figure (10) illustrates landing performance for the
same conditions, .but for normal operating rules. For the sea levJel standard day
case, field length varies from 1800 (550 m) to 2400 (730 m) feet, while for the 5000
foot elevation (1525 m) hot day case, field length varies from 1900 feet (580 m) to
3250 feet (990 m). For the 3g load factor weight the critical field length is 2075
feet (630 mn) at sea level standard day conditions and 2750 feet (840 m) at the high
altitude hot day conditions.

By placing the STOL field length design point at sea level standard day
conditions and assault rules, good performance is attained at high hot conditions, as
well as at sea level standard conditions, for both assault and normal operation, and
this performance ia attained at the lowest gross weight.

FIELD LENGTH-VSTOL PROPULSION AND PAYLOAD

operations analysis indicates that a VSTOL capability could enhance theater
airlift operations by offering both an excellent emergency resupply capability and
means of rapid movement of reinforcing infantry battalions. The following discussion
identifies som~e of the design considerations and their impact upon weight and
technology. The takeoff and landing field length for the VSTOL configurations is
defined as 0 to 300 feet (90 m) ground roll with 1.5 minutes of hover time allotted
for each takeoff or landing operation. Figure (11) summarizes the relative merits of
candidate VSTOL propulsion concepts. In order to conduct comparisons of a wide
variety of VSTOL concepts, the definition of 'VTOL WEIGHT FRACTION* is expanded t:
include the installed weight of propulsion and lift engines, the weight of the fuel
they consume in VSTOL operations and any other significant weight penalties relative
to a conventional 'cruise airplane.' The curves presented indicate that the X-Wing,
Lift-Cruise and Lift-Plus-Cruise concepts exhibit either high weight fractions or
high exhaust jet velocities (disk loading). The Multi-Stop Assault Mission, with its
multiple stops, favors the low hover fuel consumption of the Tilt Rotor and Tilt Wing
class of propulsion concepts. The turbofan lift engine propulsion concepts are of
interest because they lend themselves to low observables design and are later
employed to assess the impact of low observable considerations upon theater transport
design.

Erosion of the ground surface by the lifting engine efflux is a problem which is
critical to the development of a VSTOL tactical transport, since the stated desire is
to operate near to the final delivery point into unprepared austere sites. Figure
(12) presents the ground erosion characteristics of typical propulsive concepts as a
function of exhaust dynamic pressure of the jet sheet at the ground plan~e, and disk
loading. Disk loading is defined as the static thrust divided by the device exit
area and is a primary measure of surface erosion. The high disk liading of the
turbofan lift engine concepts makes them only suitable for operation on prepared
surfaces. Propeller concepts, such as the XC-142, with disk loadings of
approximately 60 paf (2900 nt/sq m), are suitable for operating on wet sand, wet dirt
and gravel, while helicopters, with disk loadings of 20 paf (960 nt/sq ml and lower,
can operate on wet sand, dry dirt and water with Acceptable surface erosion.

Since disk loading determines the suitability of a VSTOL transport to operate
into forward areas, the determination of the optimum disk loading from a design
perspective is of interest. Figure (13) is a notional representation of the
variation in total propulsion weight as a function of propeller diainete., and disk
loading. The horsepower required to produce a given thrust is strongly influenced by
disk loading. As propellers become larger (lower disk loading), the engine size
becomes smaller. Conversely, as propellers become smaller (higher disk loading),
larger engines are required. When considering these effects for a four propeller
VOTOL aircraft# the lowest aircraft weight would occur at a disk loading of
Approximately 30 lb/eq ft (1440 nt/eq in). This optimum disk loading is not
constrained by physical design limitations such as wing span, wing loading, uopect
ratio and propeller diameter. when considering these constraints, the disk loading
for the lightest vertical lift gross Weight Tilt Wing configuration is in the
neighborhood of 70 lb/sq ft (3350 nt/sq a). This is not an extremely low disk
loadings however, it is adequate for austere site VSTOL operations. If lower disk
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loadings are desired, other propulsion-wing-airframe configurations which can
facilitate larger diameter propellers or rotors, such ts a dual Tilt Wing, may be
considered.

The propulsion system, consisting of engines, gear boxes, shafting and
propellers, and the vertical lift payload are critical to the design of a viable
VSTOL configuration. Figure (14) offers insight into the effects of critical
propulsion parameters upon propeller Tilt Wing design and technology needa. For this
example the vertical lift propulsion system is sized for the High Hot A~sault Mission
with a medium payload of 33,000 lbs (15,000 kg). Significant "mprovement in
propulsion system weight, a 52% reduction, is achieved through emplojiilg flat rated
engines, propeller figure of merit (FM) of 0.75 and a thrust tt weight ratio of 1.08.
FM is defined as the ratio of the propeller slip stream kinetic energy rate (induced)
to the input energy rate of the propeller shaft. Tne effect of this reduction in
propulsive system weight is reflected in the aircraft parartters of takeoff gross
weight and operating weight empty. For this example, the elfect of a high FM and a
reduced thrust to weight margin is more effective than resk;cing the payload by 8,000
lbs (3,600 kg).

Significant improvement in propeller VSTOL vehicle weight can be made through
reductions in the propulsion system veightj however, since VSTOL transports must
operate at both sea level and at higher elevations the judicious selection of the
vertical lift payload is important if reasonable size aircraft are to be realized.
Figure (15) depicts the impact of altitude and temperature upon vertical lift payload
for the previous example. By flat rating the engines at the high hot condition
aircraft gross weight is reduced, as well as the sea level vertical lift payload
capability. By also reducing the payload from 33,000 lbs (15,000 kg) to 25,000 lbs
(11,300 kg) gross weight is reduced further, while an acceptable vertical lift
payload match across the altitudg tem erature spectrum is attained: 25,000 ;b
(11300 kg) at 4000 ft (1220 m) 95 F (35 C), 33,J70 b0 (15,136 kg) at sea level 90 F
(32 6C), and 37,000 lb (16,780 kg) at sea level 59 F (15 C).

A VSTOL vehicle can be considered a viable theater transport alternative to a
STOL vehic.e if propulsion system weight reductions can be achieved, and payloads are
selected to take maximum advantage of a VSTOL vehicle's STOL and VTOL capabilities.
Propulsion 6ystem weight reductions can be achieved through: the use of flat rated
engines, engine overboost for emergency operation, proper propeller selection and
optimization of propeller design. The payload selection for a VSTOL transport could
be based on three levels of operational capability: where the vertical lift payloads
might be determined by emergenzy movements and resupply which require direct
delivery: the STOL payloads, which are larger, might be determined by the requirement
for operations into forward austere stripse and the maximum payload, might be
determined by the lirgest item to be transported, such as the MLRS, and be
accomplished at a reduced load factor.

AIRCRAFT SIZE AND PAYLOAD

The payload/box size capability of a future theater transport must be determined
within the context of the theater in which it will be operating. In addition,
consideration must also be given to the other airlifters that may also be operating
in the same theater. In the case of an Advanced Theater Transport, the C-17's may
also be operating in the same theater. Figure (16) is an example of the
interdependent nature of the payload/box size issue. This figure presents, for the
European Theater, the increase in productivity for families of the small, medium and
large Advanced Theater Transports. The data presented was produced by the
Generalized Airlift Mobility Model (GANM), developed specifically for the evaluation
of theater transports, and is representative of a notional thirty day scenario. The
percentage of Total Tons Delivered over a thirty day period is compared for varying
fleet miz ratios of C-17 aircraft, with either Advanced Theater Transport STOL
configurations or C-130 aircraft. This figure indicates that box size/payload for a
future theater transport may be dependent upon C-17 aircraft availability and its
short field capability. To achieve acceptable effectiveness with minimum numbers of
aircraft, the medium or large payload box size combinations may be preferable since
more C-17's are required to compensate for the small box size configuration. The
medium and large configurations can carry the largest piece of equipment, the
Multiple Launch Rocket System: the large box size variants at a 3g load factor
(assault conditions) and the medium box size variants at reduced load factor of
2.Sg'a.

The payloads that tend to site a future theater airlifter are the: amunition
pallets (463L pallet system), the Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS), the
Palletized Loading System (PLS) flatracks and the M198 Howitzer with truck. Figure
(17) depicts these items. The MLRS, at 57,400 lbs (26,000 kg) and 9.75 feet (3.0 m)
wide, establishes the mazimum payload and the minimum cargo box width. The M198
howitzer and truck establishes the minimum cargo floor and ramp length. The PLS
flatrack offers an interesting problem to the designer, in that, the cargo loading
rack I ft x 20 ft (2.4 m x 6.0 m) weighting 37,000 lbs (16,800 kg) when fully loaded.
The PLB flat flatrack is primarily designed to be PLS truck transportable, but it is
envisioned that the need may arise to air transport PLS flatracks in the future.
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The contribution of advanced materials upon aircraft size and weight is
significant for both STOL and VSTOL configurations. The impact in largest upon VSTOL
designs where the larger propulsion system weight fractions more rapidly grow the
mission gross weight. Figure (15) offers an insight into the contribution of
advanced materials to aircraft weight for a medium payload box size externally blown
flap (Bar) propfan STOL configuration and a low observable turbofan VSTOL
configuration. Two cases are examined: direct substitution of advanced materials
into a design originally sized for conventional materials (not resized), and the
resised case, where advanced materials are the initial material of choice. The
primary advanced materials utilized are aluminum-lithium and a carbon filament
reinforced plastic (CFRP). Direct material substitution results in a structural
weight reduction of approximately 26% for both the STOL and VSTOL examples; And gross
weight reductions of 20% and 28% respectively. These weight reductions are
impressive; however, the true impact of advanced materials can be oeon in the case
where the example configurations are resined. In the resised case, the STOL
configuration exhibits a 47% reduction in structural weight and a 30% reduction in
mission gross weight. Larger weight reductions are achieved for the VSTOL
configuration where a 504 structural weight reduction and a corresponding 35% mission
gross weight reduction are to be found. The STOL example employs 44% advanced
composite. which accounts for 74.4% of the total weight reduction. The low
observable VSTOL configuration is composed of 44.6% advanced composites which
accounts for 62.5% of the structural weight reduction. When all composite materials
are accounted for, the total composite content is 55% for the STOL and 65% for the
VSTOL. The use of advanced materials can significantly impact the payload range
performance, the payload field length performance, and the physical size of the
theater transport. The achievement ef these benefits is, however, dependent upon the
producibility of large composite structures, the battle damage tolerance of the
selected composite material, and the composite material's battle damage repair
characteristics.

SURVIVABILITY

The theater airlifter of the future will be called upon to operate into and near
a wide variety of threats not previously eizperienced by transports. These threats
include small arms, air-to-air missiles and cannon, artillery, surface to air
missiles (SAM's) and the hand held IR SAM's. Survivability enhancements must be
considered in the design of an airlifter since they are critical to both mission
completion and aerodynamic efficiency. Conrideration must be given to both the
susceptibility and vulnerability components of survivability. From the vulnerability
perspective, the future theater airlifter must be capable of sustaining battle damage
and continue to operate. Thus the reduction of vulnerable area through hardening,
shielding of 7ritical components, inerting, and dual path techniques must be included
in the initial design pxocess. The impact of low observable technologies upon design
and misaion success also is an important issue. Figure (19) proviees a comparative
view of the impact of low observable design considerations upon aircraft weight. The
LO STOL, VSTOL and LO VSTOL examples employ turbofan lift engines. The selection of
turbofan lift engines is predicated upon low radar cross section considerations. The
cost of low observability is presented as a percentage weight increase relative to
conventional STOL and VSTOL designs. The radar cross section of the LO
configurations is several orders of magnitude lower than that of the pxopfan STOL
example. Both the LO STOL and LO VSTOL examples exhibit apprcximately a 25% increase
in mission gross weight over their conventional counterparts. The penaltiqs incurred
in fuel weight and jperating weight empty are also significant. These large weight
penalties can be attributed primarily to radar cross section considerations.

TECHNOLOGY RECONMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The ability of future theater airlifters to operate nearer to the PLOT and to
operate into many short austere fields, that were inaccessible to theater airlifters
of the past, is in great part due to the advancements in light weight composite
materials and the specific fuel consumption of advanced propfan and turboprop
engines. To effectively utilize the potential gains in short field operating
capability, several subsystem capabilities and associated technology developments are
required.

The future theater airlifter must locate the landing site, execute a landing,
offload its cargo and depart. To locate the landing site a precise navigation system
is essential. Such a system, in addition to inertial elements, most likely will
utilize the Global Positioning System (GPS) and a digital terrain map. The ingress
and egress legs to the delivery site will be conducted at low altitude, thus
requirinq a terrain following and terrain avoidance capability. In the likelihood
that more than one aircraft is involved in the mission, the need will exist for a
formation flight capability. Such a formation fllght capability must afford safe
aircraft separation at higher altitudes and during terrain following and terrain
avoidance flight. To minimize the threat to the aircraft over the delivery site,
during airdrop operations, the formation flight system should be capable 0f time sae-

iL quencing deliveries from differing headings. For airland operations into austere or
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forward sites an on-board autonomous approach and landing guidance system will be
required. Additionally, as 8TOL/VSTOL transport operations *break free', from know
established airfields, there will be an increased nevd to determine the suitability
of landing site@ of opportunity. Perhaps the most critical need generated by the
ability to operate into forward areas is an on-board cargo handling capability.
Forward end austere sites will have limited or no ground handling equipment. The
operators of the theater transport of the future will be faced with the problem of
directly transferring cargo onto a variety of surface vehicles, and off-loading cargo
in a rapid manner into precise locations.

in addtioan to the opera iona-driven technology needs, technology development is
needed for reliable and lightweight transmissions and cross shafting for propeller
VSTOL concepts. The state of the art for convertible rotors is currently represented
by the rotors on the V-22 aircraft. Additional research is needed to optimise the
performance and weight of props/rotors operating in the size, disk loading and speed
ranges of a future theater airlifter.

The material presented in this paper is a product of the first iteration of a
process directed to understanding the future theater airlift problpm. As such,
design-to missions and specific configurations are employed to gain insight into
design impacts and technology development needs. Future work will involve the
refinement of mission requirements and design rules, and a more detailed assessmmnt
of both STOL and VBTOL technology needs and benefits.
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APPLICATION OP CIVIL AIR TRAM&PORT TWINNOLOMT TO ILZITART AXILIFT
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Due to a strong market demand and competition the civil passenger aircraft have improved
considerably in performance and operating cost in the last 30 years. These improvements
were achieved mainly by progress in technology.

Comparable improvements were not reached in military airlift. The military transport
aircraft in operation today are of older design.

Civil and military transport technologies are identical to a large extent. Therefore,
application of the advanced civil transport technology to a new military transport air-
craft promises a leap in performance improvements and operating cost reductions. More-
over, changes in tasks and requirements can be incorporated in a now design.

The example of an advanced medium tranport aircraft shows promising indications of the
improvements which are possible by applying civil transport technology and encourages
further investigtions.-

Civil passenger aircraft have developed enormously in the last decades. This is true for
large commercial jets as well as for smaller turboprop planes for regional/commuter
services.

"The reasons for such, in some respect dramatic advancements are the market demands
together with a strong competition In this market sector. The regular passenger air

traffic has Increased strongly over the years; e.g. the seat-miles flown in regular
passenger air traffic have more than quadrupled in 20 years (fig.1). This increase in
traffic has led to a great demand for aircraft. In ton years (1976 - 1988) a total of
about 7200 civil transport aircraft were built (4100 jets + 3100 props).

Itpecially for the regLonal/commuter market the aircraft manufacturers offered several
aircraft models, and a rather strong competition took place (fig 2). As a consequence
thereof and in order to better fulfil the needs of the market, e.g. lower operating
cost, better fuel consumption, low noise, improved passenger comfort etc. new technolo-
gies had to be developed and applied to the new aircraft types.

Therefore, a vast variety of aircraft models have appeared on the market, especially in
the last twenty years and a number of new models are under development (fig. 3). Because
of the predicted further steep increase in market demand for civil aircraft the strong
competition will continue with the necessity for the aircraft manufacturers to push
ahead new technologies and to develop new aircaft models.

ThiA competitive race has not taken place in the military sir-transport field. On the
contrary, if the sedium tranport is considered for 20 years no new development was
carried out (mIlitary derivatives of civil passenger airplanes are not taken into
account here).

Such aircraft an the C-160 *Transall" are still in operation in the armed forces.

Therefore, in applying the achievements in the civil field to military airlift both
drastic performance improvements and operating cost reductions can be expected.

The following chapters concentrate on turboprop aircraft technologies, which still seem
to be most suitable for a now advanced medium transport aircraft. €V i

2. *P P AEU• IN CIVIL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

The pregrams in civil passenger aircraft can be shown in terms of reductions in overall
drag and weight, improvements in performance, safety, reliability and maintenance with i
the main result of the reduction of the operating cost and will be discussed subsequent-ly. These achievement@ are due to the application of advanced technologies in th fieIds tm

of flight physics, materials and structures, equipment and avionics as well as to•
improved procedures in air traffic and aircraft handling and will be outlined in chapt.
3. -182306
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The term: I ax take-off weight x max.cruise speed/instalLed engine power "•i essen-
tially proportio aI to the lift/drag ratio of an aircraft under max. cruiar conditions
and can be taken as & measure for the overall effiaienay of an aircraft. ;jjg term hag
been increased by about more than 30% in 20 year@ (fig. 4).

The advances In weight reduction can be shown by the ratio of "Operating
weight.empty/nuMber of @eat@" (fig. 5). This ratio depends strongly on the Lax. cruise
speed of the aicraft. Out for approx. the same design Cruise speed a weight reduction of
about 20 % can be assumed in the last 20 years. This result was achieved in spite of
weight adding because of additional certification requirements, increased passenger
comfort by better accomodationa. more specious cabins and cabin noise improvements.

In the same time and following market requirements the max. cruise opted was increased
lately from appr. 100 knots to more than 330 knots or appr. 70% (fig. 6).

The safety of air traffic improved by a factor of appr. 6-0. (fig. 7). For jet trans-
ports the number of accidents decreased from an average of 6-7 accidents/million depar-
tures In the 50.os to an average of only 1-2 accidents/ million departures in the 80ios.

The maintenance labour cost for a typical regional airliner could be reduced from 1966
to 1909 by 66 % due to better technology but also improved methods (fig.8).

In consequence of the*e various improvements the operating cost of civil passenger
airplanes could be reduced continuouslv over the time by 25-35% every ten years or from
1950 to 1990 by appr. 75 % as shown in fig. 9 for Jet transports.

The examples shown demonstrate convincingly the tremendous progress achieved in civil
airtransport in the last decades.

From this one can deduct already that for a new military transport operating cost
reductions in the range of 40 - 60 % against those of existing military transports seem
to be possible.

3. OUTLINR OF ADVAJOCD TRCUILOGT P0R CIVIL ?Ut/SPORT AIRCEAPT

How were those advancements attained as shown in the foregoing chapter; what progress in
the various technology fields of aeronautics and what further developments can be
expected? To answer this questions only some examples can be given in the following.

Confiaurations

The overall layout of the aircraft as it is reflected by the aircraft configuration
influences to a large extent performance and cost. As shown already in fig. 2. modern
turboprop aircraft mostly still show the classical kite configuration with the engines
mounted to the wings and appear to be the best solution. However, immense detail optimi-
%ation was accomplished for reducing aerodynamic drag by better shapes (front/aft fuse-
lago,wing/fuselage fairing,landing gear fairings), and by improved overall fineness-
ratio (amnufacturing tolerances, avoiding of disturbing rivetings and skin-Joining.
etc).

Aerodynamics

The progress in aerodynamics was achieved mainly through better understanding of the
flow phenomena end made possible by highly developed calculation methods (semi-empirical
and theoretical) using high performance computers and by the testing in advanced wind
tunnels. It is possible to simulate and calculate the flow field around complete air-
craft configurations with relatively high accuracy ( fig.10).

RAearding the wing design the wing sections can be designed to specific requirements.
Nosential transfers were made from supercritical or transtonic wing section develop-
mente, which originally were targeted to military combat aircraft. With respect to civil
aircraft a main objective of such developments was to reduce wing section drag for
cruise conditions (fig.11). In addition, improvements were achieved by more sophisticat-
ed wing planforms especi&lly concerning the wing tip shape in order to reduce the
induced drag (winglets, strokes, etc). The laminar wing technology currently under
development promises a further drag reduction in the order of 10-20 % with fuel savings
depending on the final solution in the order of 5 - 10 %. In the case of regional/
commuter aircraft a natural laminar flow solution with a wing of no or moderate sweep
seems to be feamable. The technology work carried out so far in Germany has shown
encouraging results in this respect (fig.12).

Utility/commuter aircraft are sometimes required to operate from or to smaller airfields
with relatively short runways, e.g. London ITOL-port, operation to Greek islands etc..
Noreovor, rough field operation from less prepared sites are sometimes required. Thera-
fore, some of these aircraft have astonishing capabilities in this respect (fig.13).
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The propulsion system has contributed substencially to the improvements achieved in
civil passenger aircraft. The turboprop engine has gained special attention again for
the regional/commuter aircraft because of the lower fuel consumption in comparison to
jet engines. A number of newly developed engines was offered by the engine manufacturer@
in the course of the development of such aircraft as ATR 42, Saab SR 340, Dornior 320
and others.

The efforts to improve the engines concentrated to a large exte.at on reducing the
specific fuel consumptLon. A reduction of ibout 40 % was remched (fig.14). Other to-
markable improvements are related to reliability and maintenance cost.

Concerning the propeller development the improvements attained were through better
aerodynamic design and structural layout of the blades, leading to higher efficiency and
lower specific weight. Pig. 15 shows the improvements in efficiency of advanced propel-
lers for medium and high speed subsonic aircraft in comparison to conventional propel-
lere. Especially *the counterrotating propfav is very promising for a next generation
turboprop aircraft.

Materials and Structures

The development of advanced materiali e.g. reinforced fibre composites was pushed ahead
originally for the military combat aircraft. because of the priority given to high
performance goals, which exist in this aircraft field. Therefore, the application of new
materials and related structures is most advanced here, especially also for primary
structures. In the civil field, coat and certification aspects are playing a more
important role.

Composites structures are introduced widely for secondary structures; for example some
landing flaps of the Airbus show a carbon fibri composite structure. But the application
for primary structures is still relatively limited, e.g. the outer wing of the regional
aircraft ATR 72 is a carbon fibre composite structure.

It can be expected that in next generation aircraft composites structures will be used
to a higher extent including possibly a composite fuselage.

As known, the new materials have a tremendous potential in various parameters as for
example in tensile strength (fig.16). This potential cannot be reached completely for
the complex structures of aircraft, but weight reductions in the range of 20-25 % has
been accomplished. Because of the higher cost of the composite materials the development
of new structures has to concentrate on lower cost manufacturing methods. The develop-
ment shows a trend towards still more inteirated structures and automated processes.

In order to give some examples of modern structures for regional aircraft, fig. 17 shows
the wing panel of the Dornier 228 which is an integrally milled AL-alloy structure; not
only the stringers but also the rib caps are integrally milled. The number of parts and
rivets is drastically reduced leading to a large cost reduction for tooling and wing
assemblying.

The airframe of the new Dornier 328 will consist with 20% of nonmetallic structure
(fig.16). The horizontal and the vertical tail spars are in carbon fibre composites. The
vertical tail spar and the fuselage attachment frame are produced in a single manufactu-
ring process, thus leading to a weight saving of appr. 25% with production Cost very
close to those of a comparable metal construction.

The carbon fibre composite technology for the next generation aircraft is in progress
both with regard to wing and fuselage. In connection with the development of a new
laminar wing the concept of a carbon fibre composite wing is developed and the necessary
atructurel tests carried out. In the course of a technology programme for a new fuselage
a CFRP fuselage test sample was built and tested. Up to 250.000 flights were simulated
without any problems concerning the structural integrity of the integrally otiffened
CPRP-call (fig.lg). Based on these results further efforts are concentrating on ob-
taining the design goals of a reduction in weight of 15 % and in production cost of 5 %.

Important advances have been reached also in the development of corrosion resistant
materials and surface technology which lead to higher service life and lower maintenance
cost.

InteareteO control technoloav

Integrated control technology (ICT) deals with the problems of flight control and
includes topics like:

+ Fly-by-wire/ fly-by-light technology,
+ Advanced autopilot technology (4-D-Nav., autothrottleautnland),
+ Active control technology.



There are increasing interfaces to the avionic system concerning functions like

"4 Flight management system
"* Communications systems
"* Cockpit technology

Therefore a strong interdependence exists between integrated control technology and
avionics.

The integrated control technology ham potential to reduce operating cost, to increase
flight safety and to improve passenger comfort.

The most advanced commarcial aircraft in this respect is the Airbus A320 with its
fly-by-wire system. The applicatin of rCT in regional/commuter aircraft is still very
limited due to the fact that for these aircraft less costly solutions must be found in

order to end up with a reduction in operating cost.

However, it is generally expected that the next generation regional aircraft will make
higher use of the integrated control technology.

Avionics

The progress in modern electronics has led to dramatic changes in architecture and
hardware of the avionic systems. Volume, weight, reliability, maintainability and
operating cost could be reduced considerably. For example, volume and weight of typical
avionics computers were reduced both by a factor of about 4 (fig. 20).

The trend is an increasing degree of integration between the different subsystems or
functions including also basic systems e.g. the hydraulics system for condition monitor-
ing, fault detection etc..

The changes in the lay-out of the cockpit and especially in the instrument p. .el show
the development in this field in a most impressive way. As an example for a regional
aircraft the advanced glass cockpit of the Dornier 328 is shown (fig. 21).

The avionics system of the Dornier 328 is a totally integrated Honeywell system, using,
the Avionics Standard Communication Bus (ASCB) and a Radio System Bus (RSB). It is
comprised of the following major subsystems and LRU's:

Integrated Electronic Display System (EDS)

- 2 Primary Flight Displays (PFD)
- 2 Nultifunction Displays (NFD)
- Engine Indication and Crew Alerting (EICrS) Display

a Guidance and Display Control Panel

Integrated Avionics Computer (IAC) containing:
- Power Supply
- Buscontroller
- Input!Output Interface
- Display Electronic Interface
- Fault Warning Computer
- Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS) Computer

(single basic, dual optional)
- Flight Management Computer System (optional)

C Digital Air Data Reference Units
* Attitude and Reeding Reference System (AHRS)
• Data Acquisition Units (DAU's)
• Radio and Weather Radar Subsystems

* Inertial Reference System (optional)
"5 Traffic and Collision Avoidance System (optional)
"a Lightning Sensor Systes. (optional)

Due to the high dependence of modern aircraft on electronics this equipment must be safe
and be protected against external high energy electromagnetic radiation ( HERF/ENI

environment).

The Do 328 will be the first regional aircraft in its class, which will be certificated
according to these new certiiication requirements.
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Integrated effect of technolegy dav 1 lonet on civil turboprop aircraft

The progress in the various fields of technology as shortly outlined in the foregoing
subchapters can be combined to an integrated effect for a next generation turboprop.
According to the investigations carried out the following improvement potential in
comparison to current aicraft technology can be assumed (fig.22):

- Laminar wing technology: 15% drag reduction
- Pzopulsion - engines 9% lower SFC

- propellers: 8% better prop efficiency
- Materials and structures: 26% structural weight reduction
- ICT and avionics: 1% HTOW reduction

The resulting operating cost reductions depend strongly on the specific project and
application. The combined effect of the various improvements can be shown, if the
take-off weight of two aircraft are compared which are designed to 'he same require-
ments, but differ in technology status (fig. 22). The comparison shows a take-off weiCht
reduction of about 17%; this reduction zorresponds to about 72% of the payload.

4. COMPARIBOU OP PASS1ORR AIRCRAFT WITS KXLITART TANIBPQRT AIRCRAFT

In order to answer the question to what extent modern technology for civil passenger
turboprop aircraft is applicable to military transport aircraft and can lead to similar
improvements, it is necessary to compare both aircraft categories with each other.

Tasks and requirementS

Mission and design requirements for civil and military aircraft are different in many
respects. But in the case of military transports a number of jimilar requirements in
comparison to civil aircraft can be found. This is especially true if civil propeller
transport aircraft for regional/commuter/utility missions are considered as discussed.

The tasks of both aircraft categories are basically identical, namely the transport of
persons or goods from one place to another (fig.23). To a larger part the requirements
are similar or even identical an for example high cruising speed, medium range and
payload, good airfield capabilities, low cost operation and good mainainability (fig.
24). The military transport has to be more autonomous, flexible and robust in terms of
operation and variety of goods. Civil aircraft designed for utility missions are getting
very close in this respect.

However, military aircraft must be designed according to more stringent military certi-
fication rules e.g. load factors, floor strength, manoeuvrability etc. leading to higher
structural weight. On the other hand the utilization of military transport aircraft in
peacetime is relatively low (200-400 h/year) in comparison to civil commercial pas-
senger airplanes (2000- 3000 h/years) having a positive affect with respect to structu-
ral weight.

General configuration

Civil and military medium transport airplanes are of very similar general configuration,
especially if civil aircraft with a high wing arrangement and the main landing gear
retracting into fuselage nacelles are considered ( fig.25). Both types use turboprop
engines. Moreover, cockpit and system design, components and material show a high degree
of commonality.

There are important differences as fuselage cross-section, floor height, rear fuselage
and landing gear design (fig 26).

Due to the differences in the certification rules as mentioned, military transport
airplanes have to be designed according to the military requirements in order to achieve
desired results in terms of performance and cost, i.c. a dedicated design is required.
Derivatives of civil aircraft suffer from restrictions leading to unsatisfying military
usefulness.

Agnlicebility of civil passenger transport technology

It can be concluded that the differences between the two types of aircraft as shortly
discussed ere much smaller and less important than the commonalities which exist in
overall configuration, technology, systems- and component design.
Therefore, the civil passenger transport technology can be used to a large extent to the

military transport. The state of the art of dedicated military turboprop transports
• ' still in operation today are that of the 60's and early 70's. Therefore, the progress
* achieved in the civil field can be very beneficial to a new military transport. f

Li
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S. APPLICATZON Or CIVIL PASIUBg TRANSPORT TOCNUOLOOY TO KILITART AIRLIFT (AN XZAXPLUI

General remarks

In the following an example of an advanced medium transport is presented incorporating
the most probable technological state in the year 2000. The preliminary design shown
rapresents an extrapolation from civil transport technology as outlined in the foregoing
chapters. The specific design requirements of military tranporta are taken into account,
too. Moreover, probable changes in tasks and operations for future medium transports are
considered.

Example of an advanced medium transport aircraft

The tasks for a future transport aircraft should be oriented towards the new expected
roles of the armed forces in Lurope. From this point of view a medium air transport
system assistinig defence roles with the characteristics listed in fig. 27 seems to be
very interesting.

Especially peacetime support missions after catastrophes, missions in the context of
armament control (verification) and against terrorists and smuggling, UNO-support
missions also for cricts management may get higher priority. Such missions will require
a higher degree of mobility, flexibility and autonomy of the reap. taskforce carried to
the employment area (fig. 28).

Therefore, a mobile taskforce consisting, for example, of a truck ( Unimog,2 to) plus
equipped container plus 4-6 troops as a selfcontained operational unit is seen as a
possible design payload.

Other important requirements may be:

"+ high cruise speed for quick reaction,
"+ good fliaht manoeuvrability and take off and landing performance

for excellent operational flexibility
"+ medium-cange capability to cover a sufficient area,
"+ low operating cost comparable to those of civil aircraft.

The configuration for an advanced medium transport aircraft as an example is proposed as
still conventtonal with high wing* and two turboprop engines fitted to the wing (fig.
29). The overall design is for optimal aerodynamic drag. The fuselage is bulky with a
rear loading ramp to allow the transport of 2 to trucks and contains a cabin crane
system for the lifting and loading of containers and other loads (fig. 30).

Other examples of typical payloads (cross-sections are shown also in fig. 30):

+ 3 shelters (2,9 m x 2,05 m x 1,83 i),
+ 2 trucks, (UNIROG, 2 to)
+ 4 container (8I'' x 108'' x 71''),
+ 56 troops, equipped.

The operating range as illustrated in fig. 31 covers major parts of Europe, Middle East
and North Africa, the latter interesting for support missions as mentioned.

The example given utilizes the following technological features (fig. 32):

"+ Advanced propulsion system
"+ Laminar wing technology
"+ High lift flap system
"* Carbon fibre fuselage
"+ Fly-by-wire technology
"+ Relaxed stability
"+ Advanced avionics system.

The improvements which seems to be achievable in comparison to earlier designs are given
in the diagrams of fig. 33. As can be seen the lift/drag ratio of a modern design could
be increased by 30 % against designs of the 60/70iOs (see chap. s). The weight break
down in percentages show that the ratio: "operating weight empty/max take-off weight"
will decrease only by a limited amount (7 %) due to the fact that cruise speed and
relative fuselage volume (especially diameter) both have increased considerably. The
mex. cruise speed ts 40 % higher.

Another characte!'istiC value concerning weight represents the ratio:" operating weight
empty/max. payload'. This value is decreased by appr. 20 %.

Concerning a comparison of fuselage cross-sections, fig. 34 shows that a new dedicated
medium transport can be designed such that it equals or even surpasses larger transport
aircraft and is very superior to derivatives of civil passenger aircraft in this class,
because of a more favourable floor position. The width of the cabin is comparable to a
six-abreast passenger lay-out.
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S. CONCLUSIONI

The performance and operating coot of modern civil passeenger aircraft have improved
significantly in the last 30 years due to considerable progress in aeronautical techno-
logies end operation procedures. The military transport aircraft in operation today are
of older design with operating cost not competitive with those of modern civil transport

aircraft. Mew dedicated military transport aircxaft for medium roles are not available
and not under development.

Due to the high degree of commonality of civil with military transport technology a
major leap seems possible for military transport aircraftnow, if civil technology are

applied to a new design.

In addition, now designs coul 1 incorporate the substancial changes ir tasks and require-
ments for future modern air tranport systems.

Because of the specific requirements for military transport aircraft dedicated designs
are necessary: derivatives of civil passenger aircraft are not satisfying.

The example of an advanced medium transport aircraft is designed to possible new re-
quirements which seem to get importance in the future. The design shows a conventional
configuration usIng turboprop engines and incorporating foreseeable technology develop-
ment. The example gives promising indications of the improvements, which are possible by
applying civil transport technology.

Naturally, more detailed investigations are necessary to substanciate these statements
further.
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SUMMARY

" Military tankar aircraft are being increasingly produced by the conversion
of civil airliners. Civil and military aircraft are designed to different
philosophies and operated in different ways, the civil operation being predictable,
the military less so. This paper draws attention to these different philosophies,
discusses the problems arising from typical civil aircraft conversions and auqqests
how future conversions can benefit from the lessons of the past.

1. INTRODUCTION

Military tanker aircraft, with their ability to act as force multipliers are
becominq increasingly important even to small sirforces. However with the exception
of the USAF the quantities of tankers requirad do not normally justify production of a
specialist design. This results in tankers being produced by modification of existing
aircraft, initially these were derivatives of bombers, the conversion of which was
regarded as a role chanqe albeit a significant one, however with the demise of this
type from most of the world's airforces the emphasis has shifted to the conversion of
commercial airliners. Theme offer certain advantages, mainly their ready availability
worldwide without political strings attached and the wide variety of sizes and types.

The UK requirement for tankers in recent years has resulted in the conversion of
two civil airliners is VC1O and TriStar. In the USA the KC-10 has been produced as a
new build dorivative of the DC10 and as such is not a conversion, in addition there
are an increasing number of Boeing 707 conversions although most of this work is
undertaken outsid3 the USA.

The extent of the conversion depends on the type of receiver operated by the
customer. If only probe equipped fighter type receivers are to be refuelled, the
relatively simple task of fitting wing pods may be all that is requiredr however if
large receivers or receptacle equipped fighters are operated then the conversion will
require the addition of a contreline refuelling station or a flying boom system.

The range of Royal Airforce ra.-eivers covers all the operational types in the
inventory, therefore the selected tanker must be capable of refuelling such diverse
aircraft types as the Tornado, Hercules and TreStar. The scope of the UK conversions
is therefore quite extensive, however since all the receiver types are probe equipped
it is only necessary to fit hose reel units.

2. TANKER REQUI REMENTS

The selection of a suitable civil airliner for conversion to a tanker depends on
the specific requirements of the cuttomers

What type of refuelling equipment is fitted to the receiver aircraft? This will
dictate where the refuelling equipment can be placed eg if the receiver is equipped
with a USAF type receptacle, the tanker will require a flying boom, which because of
its size must be mounted under the rear fuselage.

What sile are they? Fighter sisa receiver aircraft can be refuelled from wing
pods, if probe equipped and assuming a large enough tanker, since wing/tailplane
overlap will not be a problem. However if the receiver is also large then the
refuelling equipment will have to be mounted an the centreline.

What quantities of fuel are to be offloaded and at what distance from base? This
will determine the tanker's fuel capacity and hence weight.

What is the speed range of the receiver aircraft? Most refuelling occurs in the
250-300 kn speed range with small receivers, which is ideally suited to turbo-fan
powered, swept wing aircraft. However the requirement to refuel prop driven transports
or helicopters will require a tanker with compatible performance and handling
characteristics. 91-08840---- 23-65IlH~lANll
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What is the intended area of operation? This will determine the minimum number of
angines required eg operation mainly over land may permit the use of only two engines
whereas long duration flight far out to sea or battle damage considerations will
probably require more than two engines.

3. TANKER CONFIGURATION

if a tanker was to be designed speoifically for that role, it would be possible to
define its configuration from the experience gained in testing the present generation
of tankers. The basic layout would comprise A high wing on which are mounted the
engines. tooether with a hiah tail. The sixs of the afrorAfl And the type of refuell-
ing equipment would be decided by the customer, however this basic configuration would
allow the beet flexibility for fitment.

The determination of this basic configuration is mainly intended to minimise the
effects of the tanker on the receiver aircraft. This can be summarised as follows,

The hiqh wing layout produces the maximum vertical separation between the wings of
the tanker and receiver both in the refuelling position and the approach to it. This
would minimise the effects of downwash from the tanker on the receiver and therefore
reduce the drag rise experienced during refuelling.

The mountinq of the engines on the wing would minimise the efflux effects on the
receiver tail or possibly engine intakes, mounting them above the wing would be even
better. On the negative side underwing enqines would restrict the positioning of any
wing pods. However in reality mounting the pods nearer to the tips will be required to
maintain adequate lateral separation.

The high mounted tail allows maximum separation from a receiver refuelling on a
wing station, furthermore it would be less effected by the "bow wave" generated by the
receiver and less of a distraction to its pilot.

This configuration would allow optimum illumination of the underside of the wing
from lights mounted low on the fuselage. In addition the upswept rear fuselage
inherent in such a design would permit easy location of a centreline refuelling
station, either hose reel or 7lying boom. Furthermore it would provide sufficient area
to allow for the optimum positioning of night lighting and line up markings.

4. CANDIDATES FOR CONVERSION

The first and second generation of civil airliners comprised several different
configurations, ranging from wing to fuselage mounted engines with low or hiq'l tails.
From age and availability considerations these are becoming less likely to he eligible
for tanker conversion. It is therefore necessary to look at the third generation of
jet airliners is 1970 onwards, as the most likely candidates for conversion.

This generation has virtually standardised on a low wing, low tail configuration
with the engines mounted in underwing pods; the exception being the TriStar and nClO
with their third, tail mounted engine. The size of these aircraft ranging from the
A320 to the Boeing 747, is sufficient to satisfy the requirements of most potential
customers. High by-pass engines improve their economy and hence increase the amount of
disposable fuel and furthermore the advances in modern wing design permit a wider range
of speeds to be flown without resort to the use of high lift devices.

There is also the possibility of converting freighter aircraft, indeed there are a
number of C130 tankers in service, however their limited fuel capacity and performance

preclude them from meeting some customer requirements. There are more suitable jet
powered freighters in service, however, they have only been bought in sufficient
numbers to carry out the transport task. The IL-76 remains in production and could be
bought new, if political considerations were resolved, but at greater cost than a
second hand airliner.

Such considerations as politics, cost and availability, therefore make the third
generation of jet airliners the most likely candidates for tanker conversions. What
are the problems?

5. DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION PHILOSOPHIES

Civil and military aircraft are designed to different criteria and tested
accordingly. The civil aircraft is intended to meet the requirements of many
different customers around the world; an such the design requirements are specified not
by the individual customers, since each only buys 1elatively small numbers, but by the
certification authority for each cirrier, whose responsibility is to ensure the safe
carriage of the fare paying publicl in reality most countries accept the certification
requirements of the major manufacturer's national authorities, eq USA ?AA (FAR), UK CAA
(SCAR), these are now being superseded by the Joint Airworthiness Requirements (JAR).

Military aircraft are designed to the requirements of a specific customer,
although consideration is given to bkoadening the appeal of the aircraft to improve its
export potential. These requirev.ents usually .omprise a definition of the role of the
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aircraft and specific performance points to be met, toqether with a formal specifi-
cation, which not only details the precise deeLqn requirements, but also spezifies the
manner in which the requirements will be met, eg "must cnmply to Mil-F-3363" (Fuel
Systems).

Some eXamples of the differing philosophies followt

(a) Design - The civil aircraft's basic desiqn will be in accordance with the require-
ments laid down by the certification authorities of th- airline purchasing the
aircraft, consideration will aleu bw given to minor chanqee to meat the iequire-
ments of that particular customer.

The military aircraft will be designed to a speoific requirement, which will be
followed up by a detailed specification, it will alai have to be desiqned in
accordance with specified criteria. Furthermore the customer will be invclved in
the Design Peview procedure from the outset.

(b) Test objectives - The civil aircraft manufacturer will be required to demonstrate
compliance with the specified airworthiness criteria, either with or without the
participation of the certification authority. The test programme will be only
that which is necessary to cover those aspects demanded by the authority and those
guaranteed to the prospective customers by the manufacturer, because he, aftmr
all, is paying for the testing.

The military aircraft test programme will comprise, manufacturer's trials intended
to establish the basic flight envelope, together with compliance with the cardinal
-oints of the specification, or more detailed testing, depending how the contract
was written. The aircraft is then handed over to the customer who will then

establish the limitations within which it can be operated and its fitness for
purpose. A further test programme may be required to establish r.liability and
maintainability, under a realistic military environment.

(c) Stability and control - The civil requirement is to demonstrate compliance with
specified Points defined within the airworthiness criteria.

The military requirement is to define the limits within which stability is

acceptable.

(d) Performance - The commercial airline will require the aircraft to operate with a
repeatable and reliable performance throughout its service life. This will
probahly be specified in the contract to purchase and the manufacture may incur
financial penalties if not met. The airc'aft will be designed accord qly.

The military requirement will be to perform at peak whilst suhbected to a military
envir-nment, without regard to overhaul life in wartime, whilst still expecting
reliability. However peacetime operation will be to a degraded performance level
to take fatigue life into consideration7 the analoqy can be drawn as between the
road going and the racing car.

(e) Engineering - Civil desiqn requirements will be to ensure safety to the passenqers
at all times, together with the operators wish to keep operating coats to a
minimum, thereby linkinq reliability with cost of operation.

The military will require the aircraft to nerform reliably up to its maximum
limits with a minimum of ground support equipment. As a result of experience with
military aircraft in recent years greater emphasis is now being placed on relia-
bility, maintainability and life cyzle cost. Furthermore there will be additional
considerations with respect to battle damage. This latter opect tends to be
random in nature, as opposed to the predictable failures which are concidered in
Failure Mod, and Effect Analyses which are part of every aircraft design, both
civil and military.

(f) Operation - The civil aircraft is designed to fly as often as possible in order to
earn revenue, whereas the military aircraft is only allowed to fly within limita-
tions. These are usually dictated by aircrew cur.ency and the constraints of Lhe
budget, althouqh tanker operations are also decided by *he need to sjoport other
aircraft.

These different design and testing philosophies can produce problems when attempt-
Ing to clear a civil aircraft for military une. The usual approach is to take the
civil aircraft as the baseline and limit the assessment and testing to the changes
introduced at conversion. The problem does not occur in assessing the new equip-
ment, which can be handled in the normal way, but in assessing the basic aircraft.
The problems occur in two main areas, firstly the change of use to which the

aircraft has been sUbjecte•1 duty cycles and loads on systems may have been
increased, it may now operate in parts of the flight envelope which as an airliner
it would not have been expected to. Secondly the original cettification programme
will have been conducted to demonstrate compliance with civil criteria which are
no longer relevant to the future operation of the aircraft. Mlearlv it may be
possible to derive some information from the original data obtained in the
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certification testing, however this is not always easy, often the testing would
have been conducted several years before by a manufacturer who has not been
contracted to undertake the conversion and therefore ham no obligation to provide
this data, or the data is available but requires interpretation by the individualsinvolved at the time, who have long since retired.

6. CoMwVRSION OF THE VC1O AND TRISTAR TO TANKERS

Those two aircraft will be used as examples of conversions since they represent
two iaitinct generations and two fundamentally different configurations. The UIK
requirement that all tankers be capable of being refuelled in flight resulted in both
having a probe fitted. The changes introduced to each type cai be broken down into
systems as follows.

(a) Structure - The VC1O in both Standard and Super variants were converted into 3
point tankers (is 2 wing and I centreline refuelling stations) as the K Mk 2 ard
K 14k 3 respectively. Two significant structural changes were introduced, the
first was to cut sway the underside of the rear fuselage in order to accommodate
a Nk 173 Hose Drum Unit (NDUI, since this removed a section of the pressure hull
the walls and roof of the IDU bay were stressed to act as pressure bulkheads. The
second change was the installation of extra fuel tanks in what was the passenger
cabin, these tanks had to be stressed to withstand the 9 g craehlanding criteria.

The TriStax conversion took as its basis the -500 series aircraft, this being the
long range version, contained the largest fuel capacity and was certified to
operate at the highest weights of any of the 'TriStar family. The centreline
refuelling station comprised 2 Nk 17T HDUs, the second was provided for
redundancy. This requirement was driven by the distance the aircraft would
operate from bass which, in the event of an HDU unserviceability, would preclude
the quick substitution of another tanker, should one exist, together with the lack
of wing pods. The HDUs were mounted further inside the rear fuselage than in the
VClO, however the exit tunnels for the hose still penetrated the pressure hull and
therefore required the construction of a pressure box to contain the HDUs.
Additional fuel tanks were mounted in the cargo bay, which still allowed the
carriage of passengers.

(b) Fuel system - The VC1O fuel system comprised tanks 1-4 in the wings and a centre
section tank containinq 65000 kq of fuel, the provision of a fin tank in the super
VCIO increased this to 70400 kq. The wing tanks supplied fuel to the engines and
were replenished in turn from the centre tank. The fuselage tanks added at
conversion, gravity fed the centre tank and increased capacity by 12000 kg. The
gallery used to transfer fuel to the winq tanks was extended outboard to feed the
refuelling pods and rearwards to the centreline HDU. Additional fuel pumps were
installed to cover the requirement to be able to dispense fuel as well as feed the
engines.

The TriStar fuel system was similarly modified increasinq capacity from 96550 kg
to 141225 kg, albeit also increasing maximum weight to 245000 kq. The extra
fuselage tanks incorporated 8 fuel pumps of a similar type to those in the wing
tanks. Both these modified systems allowed ready transfer of fuel between tanks
and each also incorporated a supply pipe from the nose mounted refuelling probe.

(c) Hydraulic system - No modification to the VCIO hydraulic system was required since
the refuelling equipment introduced comprised electrically or pneumatically driven
pumps.

The TriStar however used hydraulic pumps to dispense fuel when high flowrates were
required. Three pumps were installed, however an interlock ensured that only two
could be used simultaneously. At times of high demand eq undercarriage retraction
or high rate refuelling, when the capacity of the engine driven pumps was
exceeded, air turbine powered pumps supplied by engine bleed air, were used to
supplement the normal sources.

(d) Electrical system - The addition of extra fuel pumps, together with the refuellinq
hose rewind motor (Kk 17 HDU only) were driven by the aircraft electrial system,
in both aircraft.

(e) Powerplants - No change in the engines was required for the tanker role.

(f) Undercarriage and tyres - The conversion to the tanker required no design changes
as such, other than those associated with an increase in maximum weight.

(g) Avionics - The change from civil to militazy use required the fitment of military
avionics eg UHF, Tacan, OMEGA, and eventually RWR and JTIDS. In addition the
ability to see behind and to the side of the tanker resulted in the fitmen. of a
closed circuit television monitored by the Flight Engineer.

L
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7. PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE CONVERSIONS

(a) Airframe - The problems occurred in two main areas, firstly the installation of
additional fuel tanks1 the fact that the fuel was contained in its own discrete
tanks located within the foselage meant that the static and dynamic loads from
this mass of fuel, was reacted at the fuselage mountings. This resulted in the
introduction of "point" loads to the structure and required localised strengthen-
ing, in the form of doubler or even tripler plates. In the civil role the load,
whether passengers or cargo, is evenly distributed within the fuselage. The
second problem was experienced with the TriStar, where differences with build were
found between nominally identical airframes. This made it difficult to produce a
jig for the airframe modifications which could be used on all aircraft.

(b) Fuel system - The abi.lity to move fuel at high rates and hence velocity during
refuelling, resulted in the generation of high surge pressures. This was true
whether the aircraft was acting as a receiver or tanker. Most aircraft have their
fuel systems divided into a series of discrete tanks, which individually can only
accept relatively low fuel flows into them, this normally results in only small
step decrements in flow as the tanks fill to full, thereby minimising surge
pressures. The TriStar however, is an exception to this, which is probably also
true for other aircraft similar in size or larger, where high flow reLps Are
required into each tank to keep ground refuelling time acceptable. The problem
could have been overcome in any of three ways: (a) strengthen the fuel pipes to
accept the surge pressures, (b) use slow closing refuelling valves, this may not
work because at some point during the closing sequence the flow through the valve
wl'1 effectively "choke" and cease even though the valve is not physically closed,
(c) rastrict the flow prior to tank shut off, this was only necessary when the
final tank was filling, because otherwise there would always be flow into another
tank and hence an "escape route" to dissipate any surge. This could be accom-
plished by the tanker reducing flow or the receiver dropping back thereby closing
the tanker refuel valve and tripping off the high pressure refuelling pumps,
before restoring flow and topping off on the boost pumps. The latter solution was
favoured since it involved no modifications and hence incurred no extra cost.

Thu carriage of fuel within the fuselage pressure shell, together with the
requirement to vent the tanks to atmosphere, meant that the tanks had to be able
to withstand the cabin differential pressure. This resulted ir .he use of bladder
tanks contained within their own pressure shell. The resultinc ethod of
construction incurred a considerable maintenance penaltl,.

(c) Hydraulic system - Using the hydraulic system to drive the refuelling pumps on the
TriStar, placed an increased demand on the engine driven pumps. This could result
in the supplementary air turbine driven pumps being used. The maintenance policy
for these units initially assumed a safe design life, which in airliae service,
where the units experience a predictable number of cycles, the inspection time
could be .nticipated. However in military use, where it is not possible to
predict the number of cycles, a different maintenance policy would have to be
introduced.

(d) Electrical system - The addition of extra fuel pumps, together with the refuelling
hose rewind motoe (Mk 17 HDU only) resulted in increased loads on the electrical
system. Whilst the overall load was not significantly increased, the type of load
was changed; the principal source of electrical loads on the civil airliner were
the galleys, these produced mainly resistive loads, whereas the tanker systems
required electric motors, either to drive fuel pumps or rewind hoses, these loads
were reactive in nature with varying power factors.

(e) Powerplant - Civil operation of the engines results in predictable duty cycles and
smooth handling, which dictates the overhaul life. In the tanker role, for
receiver aircraft considerations it was sometimes necessary to operate the TriStar
with the centre engine at idle. This not only increased the oil consumption, due
to the lower air pressure on the seals, but also degraded the performance of
engine driven systems eg hydraulic pumps and anti icing bleed air. Operating t,.
tanker as a receiver, which required continual throttle movement, in order to
change or maintain position astern the tanker, resulted in a comrletely different
duty cycle. Furthermore operating the engines in the airflow astern the tanker,
at the increased power settings necessary, could produce other problems. In the
case of the VC10 pop surges were experienced, in the TriStar, llrge increases in
vibration and TGT could occur. These effects will be detrimental to the overhaul
life of the engine.

(f) Undercarriage and tyres - The VC10 tanker conversion did not increase the weiqht
from that previously certificated, therefore no modification to the undercarriage
was required. The TriStar however increased the maximum weight from 228000 kq to
245000 kg, whilst this remained within the structural limit. for the undercarriage
it did require an increase in tyre preesmire, furthermore the nose tyres were
replaced by ones of a higher ply rating. Due to the lack of informa ion on the
effect of increased tyre loads on acceptable taxy distances, tests were conducted
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to establish tyro temperatures, this resulted in operating limits being applic..
One further difference between civil and military us*, is the requirement for the
aircraft to remain fully loaded on standby for prolonged period@ and then become
operational without reocourse to additional maintanance. This heavyweiqht standby
could be detrimental to the undercarriage, in that the oleos could lose pressure,
or whore not fitted with separator pistons the gas could dissolve in the oil,
thereby reducing oleo extension, the tyros will also tend to form flat spots,
requiring periodic rotation.

(g) Avionics - installation of military avionics caused problems. The URF radios
introduced to tie TriStar were not compatible with the commercial headsets in use
and required a change of headset, this was also beneficial in that the better
acoustic protection provided, helped counter the increased noise levels generated
by the addition of the refuelling above the fliqhtdeck. Positioninq of the

additional avionics to achieve optimum performance on the TriStar resulted in
excessive lengths of feeder cable, which had a detrimental effect on signal
strength. The closed circuit television camera was positioned below the rear
fuselage to provide the nec. sary field of view, with the monitor located on the
flight deck, therefore requiring long feeder cables. The result was considerable
electrical interferencel the cables therefore had to be screened and carefully
routed to avoid such things as the cabin fluorescent lighting.

S. WHAT ARE THE LESSONS POR THE FUTURE?

All aircraft design is a compromise, the tanker, which is usually a conversion
from an aircraft optimised for another purpose, is therefore more of a compromise than
most.

Do not 3ssume that any civil aircraft of the right size, or that is readily
available, will make an acceptable tanker. The trend to two crew operation may not be
compatiblo with the crew requirements of a tanker. The lack of a dedicated navigator
on the TriStar increased the workload of tho pilots. In airline service, operating
known and predictable routes, using advanced flight navigation systems this is
acceptable. Whereas in the tanker role, in what may be a constantly changing
situatlor, whilst trying to control a formation and fly the aircraft, this can become
unacceptable. The loss of the fl4.qht engineer from the latest generation of airliners,
will cause a major problem for future conversions. Since during refuelling operations
it is tbe flight engineer who undertakes the task of transferring the fuel, maintaining
the centre of gravity, monitoring the systems and keeping an eye on the aircraft
astern. To transfer these tasks to the pilots will not only give them an excessive
workload, hut also, considering the con2iner of the fliqhtdock, may require a
considerable redesign to ennble them to do it.

Select the worst receiver type and fly it in a representative refuelling position
behind the candidate tanker, to see if there are any insurrountable problems.

If possible in a wind tunnel, check how the refuelling equipment behaves behind
the tanker.

Study tre aircraft Ya3tems t) determine whether their loads and duty cycles have
been effectel by the change of role.

Consider the design and certification philosophy of the original aircraft and
establish whether it is compatible witb its new role. Extra trials to cover areas not
required for civil certification, will prove both time consuming and expensive.

Consider before selecting the lowest bidder, the experience Acquired by the
original manufacturer and the availability of design and certification data on the
type.

Last but not least review the requirements and place them in an order of priority
eg essential, highly desirable and desirable, since this will have a considerable
influence on inevitable compromLsea that will have to be made in selection, design,
conversion and testing.

N
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C 160-TANSALL LIFE iM EXrENSION.

AD-P006 259 HG
AIlIIual TEWE 03

Postfach 107845
II-2800 Brepn I

Gemmny

Introduction to the C 160-Transall proaramme

"The C 160-Transall wei initiated by the French-Germar Inanporter Allianz Consor-
tium in the late 50ies. The aircraft as developed and produced to specifications of
the French and German Airforces. The .-.. e..-.-evtes-ef-he aicraft are shown.-
• e . The aircraft was built In a partnership aecording-to RV 9, with VFW-
Fokker later merging into the transport division of MBB, which recently was set up on
its own as Deutsche Airbus GmbH (DA) in the course of the MBB and Daimler Benz
merger.

DA and Atrospatiale are again partners in the EUROFLAG ccnsortium (European
Future Large Aircraft Group) which was constituted with British Aerospace, Airitalia
and Casa as further partners to man the future larpe aircraft programme, the
envisaged C 130 and C 160 successori•-•-" ; T•-- -t .... C ... P.,
The chronology of tlie main Tra~aI events is showa1 in Fig. 6. 160 aircraft were built

in a first seriep and went into operation with German Airforce (90), French Airforce
(50), and Turkish' Airforce (20). In a second series initiated by the French government
another 15 aircraft were produced, 6 for the Indonesian Pelita Company and 29 air-
to-air refuillable versions for the French Airforce with 10 tankers and 6 versions for
special military intelligence missions included (see fig.. 7). The product support of the
German, Turkish and Indonesian aircraft has been carried out under German leader-
ship in cl3se cooperation between government authorities and industries. Therefore the
following iemarks refer to these aircraft only.

112 of originally 116 German, Turkish and Indonesian aircraft are still in operation,
most of them being near to the end of their certified life, which originally was calcul-
ated to 5,000 flights of about 2 hours each within 20 to 25 years. The average age of
the aircraft is between 4,000 and 5,000 flights of about 1.2 hours each now. The struc-
tural life time reserve, the relatively good conditions of the aircraft and budget
problems caused the German MoD authorities to extend the C 160 operation by
another 20 years with a total of 12,000 flights of about 1.22 hours each until about
2010. This decision was taken, well aware of increasing difficulties to maintain
product support for systems and equipment of 1960-technology standard, some of
which will have to be replaced.

The French MoD had aiready decided independently in a similar way at an earlier
time.

2. Procedure fcr life time extension

The measures for life time extension have to cover

"o aircraft structure and systems fatigue, wear and corrosion,
"o systems maintainability and supportability
"o adaptations to new operational requirements and modern standards (where

really required),
"o maintenance and update of programme data basis, documentation, software.

procedures, etc. 91-08841
191 8 23 066 i
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The following steps have been decided:

Resardins Structure: 7

Inspect the structure of exemplary aircraft paying special attention to
heavily stressed components in order to find out kind and degree of
damages and the priority of measures to be taken.

Define and carry out structural ground tests with the still existing
static/dynamic test aircraft taking into account stress cycles derived
from actual operations and artificinlly introducing initial damaging
(i. e. cracks) at particularly endangered places in order to find out
damage behaviour and crack propagation.

Equip one aircraft with strain gauges and MSR (mechanical strain
recorder) to determine load transfer functions of critical aircraft
components.

Define and carry out an inspection programme for 3 exemplary aircraft
especially regarding those parts of the aircraft which have ng.t been
subjcct to periodic maintenance procedures such as HPO (Hourly Pst
Inspection, after prefixed flight hour cycles), PE (f.riodical Inspection,
36 month cycle), DI (Lepot Inspection) to assess

corrosion,
wear,
fatigue,
friction, backlash of movable parts,
surface protection.

Analyse results from I to 4 and define measures

to eliminate deficiencies,
to take preventive actions

an(' assess viability and efficiency of these measures by tests.

6 Derive actual stress cycles from operational and test experience and

apply these stress cycles to the aircraft structure with the modifications
according to 5; calculate extended life time of the modified aircraft. If
the result does not satisfy the requirement of 12,000 h life time, define
measures for those parts of the structure which do not satisfy the
requirement.

Carry out all measures defined under 5 on all seti es aircraft.

II. Regarding Systems

Analyse systems with respect to

o maintenance cost increase of existing systems during the next
two decades compared with replacement by new systems,

o system corrosion and wear,
o systems adaptations required by functional and operational

reasons,
o systems alternatives.

2 Define measures for systems repair.

I/1.
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2 Define measures for systems repair.

Decide system modifications and replacements and initiate equipment
procurement, integration, test and certification with one exemplary
aircraft.

4 Carry out all modifications on all series aircraft

3. Measures referring to structure

3.1 Structure inspection and rps e1,ilts

The selected spots of heavily stressed components predominantly referred to special
rivet holes. Damages could be put down to manufacturing dleficiencies instead of aging
effects.

The wing proved to be the weakest structural part, i. e. best designed to life, especially

"o the station 1560 (near wing/fuselage connection) does not withstand more than
about 5m00 flights,

"o two stations at the outer wing are endangered as well,

"o reinforcements at station 1560 cause increased stress at stations 1910.

Different rivet hole expansion methods have been analysed and tested with test
specimens specially prepared to conditions derived from C 160 manufacturing proce-
dures and aging peculiarities. The achievable degree of strainhardening and associated
life time extension could be demonstrated to be more than a factor of two in each
case.

A thorough inspection programme covering more than 1,000 examination items in
these parts of the aircraft which had not been subject to periodical inspections (HPO,
PE, Dl) was carried out with 3 aircraft concerning structure and systems installations
(equipment itself excluded) as shown in the following, table:

Airframe 40 %
Flight control system 25 %
Undercarriage 5 %
Engine-related installations 5 %
Electrical System 3
Instruments
Environmental Control
Hydraulics20
Lights
Fuel system
Fire warning and extinguishing systems

The areas of increased corrosion as found during the inspection programme can be
seen from fig. 8
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3.2 ,m~ n~mmatm

The measures derived from the above results are listed below:

- Reinforcement and strainhardening of important parts of the wing str .cture
(see fig. 9).

- a number of immediate repairs to prevent further damage progress such as

o exchange/replacement of different mounts and joints,
o elimination of corrosion and improvement of surface protection in hot

air areas and battery compartment,
o cavity sealing;

- other repairs to be carried out at next depot inspection mainly concerning
corrosion elimination and prevention;

- some minor design changes;

- total replacement of the electric wiring incl. connections;

- adaptation of maintenance and inspection programmes for the future,

- determination of remaining structure life by

"o evaluation of strain gauge, MSR and other test results,
"o adaptation of stress cycles,
"o analysis and certification of fatigue strength of the modified aircraft

with accumulated damaging.

4. Systems modifications and renlacement.

4.1 Navisatin sstm

Due to new tactical requirements and a deteriorating product support situation, the
navigation system is being replaced by a modern but proven technology system. This
means the removal of the main navigation system components such as

the analogue navigation computer,
the Doppler system,
the gyro reference,
the LORAN C.

At the same time the control units for VHF-Comm./Nav., TACAN and HF will be
removed and replaced by a central control concept.

The new system for which Rockwell Collins was selected as main supplier is described
by its block diagram (fig. 10), its main features are

- autonomous navigation capability by high precision Laser inertial Navigation
System (LINS),

- navigation update by GPS to reduce long-term navigation errors to less than
500 m,

- digital control and display units for centralised navigation and radio manage-
ment,
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- improved display capability by electronic horizontal situation indication,

enhanced failure survival capability by using the autnpilot AHRS as heading
sensor beck-up.

improved operational capability by introduction of mission data entry and
computer aid for map display, cargo release, take off and landing data etc.

improved system integrity, reliability, testability and growth potential (MLS,
NIS etc.) by application of MIL-Std. 1553 S.

*rhe new navigation system results in major changes to the cockpit panels lay-out,
especially referring to the central pedestal (see Fig. 11). The navigator place is dedica-
ted to special tactical mission tasks and may be deleted for normal ICAO flights.

4.2 Autonilot/Fliaht Director System

The increase of costs for product support and of reaction times in cases of complaints
and the decreasing reliability of components forced the aircraft owner to replace the
initial autopilot system by a modern standard system. The new system is described by
the block diagram (fig. 11). The main features of this system for which Honeywell
Sperry are selected as main supplier, are

- redundancy by duplicating autopilot/flight director computers (one active, the

other in stand-by) and making additional use of navigation sensor sources,

- an improved and extended mode concept,

- incre"- i sensor reference precision and actuators with increased power and
dyi-, 's both resulting in improved flying qualities,

- reduced failure monitoring thresholds resulting in improved failure behaviour,

- improved maintainability and reliability resulting in reduced costs and
improved availability.

4.3 Wrngstem

Most of the wiring in the cockpit and front part of the fuselage has to be redesigned
as a consequence ot " navigation and autopilot systems replacements. Taking into
account , .,sio,• dit.ons of all wirings and connectors especially in the non-
pressurist., ,arts o' .ue aircraft and the adverse effects of opening up and re-arran-
ging aged wiring bundles, it has been decided to remove and replace the whole electric
wiring system including all connectors with the exception of the high-power distribu-
tion wires.

4.4 ELxch•ngeofna u.. inaz troduction of new avionic subsystems

To ensure maintainabitity at reasonable costs for the future the following subsystems
have been replaced by modern standard subsystems

- Weather radar transmitter/receiver,
- Radio altimeter including antenna positioning,
- HF-transmitter/receiver subsystem.

Due to operational requirements, a SELCAL- and a Data Telecommunication capabili-
ty has been integrated.

1I
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5. Prt--en•~u• l~mmldat bla at ea

With the aircraft life time of more than 40 years, problems with respect to programme
handling ariae and have to be solved. This may be demonstrated by the following
example:

"o The original aircraft development did Pot make use of any computer aid. So
design, manufacturing, analysis, documentation etc. were done manually. In
the mean tive, computer aid has become general standard and engineers have
lost their skills in manual procedures. So a reasonable degree of changc to
computer aid has to be provided (and paid for) to ensure product support in a
responsive and correct manner.

"o Drawings, part lists, certification reports, engineering documentation etc. are
subject to a natural aging procesn with respect to

physical constitution (readability, reproduceability),
obsolete contents (e. g. material not longer in use or defiverable).

Hence increased effort for restauration and continuous maintenance has to be
expended.

"o Especially regarding engineering background, the personal experience of those
who developed, tested, certified and maintained the aircraft and its compo-
nents is extremely helpful for any later trouble shooting. After 30 years none
of those who gained the know-how in the early phases of the programme is
still available. So some sort of know-how safeguarding and transfer has to be
organised.

Problems of this kind have been permanently discussed between users, certification
authorities, government maintenance responsables, industry, etc. with the result of
systematic analysis and implementation of all required actions. This is still in progress.

6. ilme.Khedult

Is is obvious that only certain aspects of life time extension require immediate action
or strict time discipline. So the major portion of the actions have been planned and
implemented in accordance to budget availabilies. This leads to a rather stretched time
schedule shown in fig. 13.

The work progress is in due compliance with this time schedule.
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FIG.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
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FIG.3 PAYLOAD/RANGE
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FIG.5 PRODUCTION BREAKDOWN
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FIG.7 C160 TRANSALL. DELI VERES
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FIG.1O NAVIGATION SYSTEM
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FIG.12 C160 TRANSALL MODIFIED COCKPIT221
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AD-P006 260

The High Technology Test Bed - A Research
Programme For Technology Development

By

C. B. Payne
Division Engineer

Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company
1011 Lockheed Way

Palmdale, California 93550

Proposed roles for future tactical airlift drive aircraft is highly modified to perform the STOL
requirements for research and development in the mission and is fully instrumented with a real time
areas of advanced Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL), data acquisition syvstem. The HTTB undergoes
Electronic Systems, Survivability, and Advanced modification spans followed by flight spans to
Cockpit capabilities. A common scenario may evaluate systems performance.
involve deep penetration into enemy territory with - / -'tS '-/
no air or ground support. The transport may be ,
required to land on bomb damaged runways, highways, v .or dirt roads. Landing dispersion requirements may Program involvement spans the aerospace industry
not exceed 1,500 feet with a 50 foot obstacle at with many companies flying their IRADs on zhe HTTB.
the runway threshold. The aircraft may have to take To date these companies number 60 with participation
on cargo in this area and get airborne again with exceeding $13 Million. This participation includes
the same runway requirement, cost shares on systems development, equipment

consignments, and sharing of technical expertise.
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company began the Those involved in the Program to date include:
High Technology Test Bed (HTTB), an Independent
Research and Development (ORAD) program, in 1984 to ABEX
address technologies required for these future AEROQUIP
tactical transports. The program utilizes a AIRCILNFT POROUS MEDIA
commercial, stretched C-130 transport as the AIRDROME PARTS
technology focal point. This "Flying Laboratory" AIRESEARCH
is an ideal platform for systems development. The ALLEN AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS

91-08842S? 2' '
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\Li.ISON SPIERRY-DEFENSE SYSTiEMS
ARCO iMETALS S11ERRY-Fl.CII'T SYS'E>MS
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R.Al: SYSTEMS TYEE
DiJAt)O UTAH RESEARCH & DJEVEL)OI'MENT CORP.
1-s Y S T'r;i>s UNISYS

I"L IT. DYNAMICS, INC. VICKERS, INC.
(C f: V I ONIC:s

I;iVtE'"AIR In addition to the vendor participation, pilot,
i.-K[NINN, TIWEED from various U.S. and intcrna01 onalI agenicie• lI.1d

-I II.TO.N-STANI)ARD support to the program. Tlle., pilots provid.
i)NEY WELL Lockheed w[ih an independent evaluation of the
O;EY WELII-lE:ENSE AVIONICS SYSTEMS pilot workload. As new systems mature during

HOWELL. INSTRUMENTS FlighL test , the pilots are invited to fL\' L1t'
:NLDRO-AI K modified aircraft and comment on Ldih. p..rformnnct.,
KI-LSEY HAYES handling qualities, vtc.
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FIGURE 1. STOL LandFVr Profil
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will fly the landing profile illustrated in The mechanical flighi control system is also
Figure 1. This profile proposes an 80 knot modified. All surfaces are fully powered as
approach with a glide slope of 6-7 degrees. Sink opposed to the original boosted systems. The tabs
rate approaches 14 feet per second with ground* on the elevator and rudder are fly-by-wire through
effect reducing the sink rate to approximately 10 the digital flight control system (DFCS) and serve
feet per second at touchdown. The aircraft pitch a dual function. They aerodynamically balance the
attitude will he approximately I degree nose up control surfaces and provide emergency surface
with no flare. position control in the event of two hydraulic

system failures to a surface.
Control Surface and Mechanical FliCht Control
Modi f Icat ion Complex mechanical systems suh, pilot, trim, and

DFCS stability augmeatation system inputs for the
The control surfaces, :- the HTTB are mrodilied, elevator, rudder, and aileron hydraulic power
Flgure 2, to include a chambered leading edge control units. These systems also have structural
allowing aircraft no:,e up trim for no-flare land- feedback links to prevent the possibility of
ingý.. Spoilers on the wing upper surface provide surface instability. The aileron and rudder
direct lift control and, in concert with extended control systems use series trim allowing the
chord ailer',rs, enhance roll control in the low control shell and pedals to remain centered even
speed regime. The rudder chord is also extended with large tr.m input. The rudder system also
to- improve low spe-d control. A high sink rate incorporates an input limiting function to prevnut
landing gear is incorporated with a floating rudder over cont-ol at higher airspeeds. The
pist:, arrangement to separate the air charge from elevator control system uses a series and parallel
tit, i i lobr nhrancel rough field operations. A trim conceptt. This approach gives the pilot
doubl,- slotted flap assembly, detailed in Figure 3, column movement with trim inputs. hut not enough
providtes thie high lift landing configuration, to drive the control wh,-el into tire pilot at large
ilorsi,, arid a dors,:i improve airflow in the trim inputs normally required for STOL.
empr.:r.ag, ars-a wi!t the flaps full,' extended.

J r

;.J..J

•. I 1I.I ,f~~ ~r j - .) : aI
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Spoiler Yaw Augmentation Tab
Actuators Actuators Actuators

S_~~Controllers •
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Tihe jpui lrs are nowered by hydraulic systems The T56 Series IV turboprop derives its improved
utilizing a non-flammable fluid chlorotrifluoro- performance from modern technology improvements
OtitVienC (CTFE). Unfortunately, the fluid weighs in the compressor, turbine and control system.2.5 ines the weight of the current hydraulic fluid. These improvements are illustrated in Figure 7.
'.r,: ore., system pressure is increased to 8,000 psi The new 14-stage compressor has demonstrated theto re.duce -vstem volume. Three independent highest average stage efficiency, in its sizehydraulic systems drive the spoilers under fly-by- class, of any compressor currently in p.roduction.

wire control through the DFCS. Two are power Turbine temperature has been increased to raise
transfers from 3,000 to 8,000 psi and the third is the power rating; however, advanced turbine coolingan •ngine driven pump. The dual actuator technology results in blade metal temperatures
arrangement, shown in Figure 4, allows continued lower than those of the current C-130 T56 engine.spoiler operation of 4 panels in the event of two This feature, coupled with the use of single-
hydraulic system tailures. crystal alloy blades, also significantly improves

turbine life and engine reliability. A digitalAllison T56 Series IV Engines electronic supervisory control for the engine fuel.
metering system has replaced several componentsTIh,- Allison 756 turboprops, which power all C-130 which required frequent maintenance. This newaircraft, have been in continuous development and system provides a linear engine output torque

nroduction since the first C-130 was produced at schedule instead of a turbine temperature sC:1eoule,Marietta in 1955. Since then they have benefitted and incorporates torque and temperature limiting,from several major development upgrades shown in which climinates overshoots thereb% adding service
Figure 5. The latest T56 production variaiit offers life and reliability to the engine. In addition,a 25 percent power increase and a 13 percent the automatic features also reduce the presentreduction in fuel burn over the engines currently flight crew workload. This modern electronic
in the latest C-13011. It was developed for the control also provides for an engine monitoring
U.S. Navy E-2C llawkeye, carrier-borne, AER aircraft system (EMS) which will allow on-condition
to enable high gross weight carrier take-off with maintenance, cycle tracking, diagnostics, andone engine out on a hot day. This new T56 is performance trending resulting in large reductions
called the Series IV and, like all its predecessors, in field maintenance requirements and elimination
it can be installed into any aircraft currently of some trim procedures. EMS parameter sensors are
powered by T36 turboprops (Figure 6). shown in Figure 8.
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The HTTB benefits from increased performance of
the power section and modified propeller.

FIGURE 5. T-56 Develpm~t t42gacb
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The new T56 Series IV turboprop is configured
externally like the Series III Engine

FIGRE 6. Series rN Cornorelty

T56 SERIES IV IMPROVEMENTS
OVER SERIES III

-%77 -7~es*

iT

GEARBOX TURBINE

GEAR RATIO CHANGED COMPRESSOR REBLADED FOR EFFICIENCY
FOR IMPROVED POWER IMPROVED SEALING
SECTION OPERABILITY INCREASED INLET ANNULUS FOR IMPROVED COOLING
SECTION__PERABILITY INCREASED AIRFLOW IMPROVED MATERIALS

REBLADED FOR EFFICIENCY
IMPROVED SEALING
IMPROVED MATERIALS

CONTROLS COMBUSTION

SUPERVISORY DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CONTROL AIRBLAST NOZZLES FOR SMOKE
TORQUE LIMITING REDUCTION
IMPROVED ENGINE RESPONSE FOR PROPELLER IMPROVED COOLING

COMPATIBILITY
RELOCATED THERMOCOUPLES
ENGINE MONITORING SYSTEM-AVAILABLE

Significant technical improvements of the
T56 Series IV turboprop
FIGURE 7. Series VTednIgyhPTvWn0ft
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hli- n.w :36 Series IV turboprop offered increased a math model of the flight control system in a
powevr to demonstrate short field capability and its flight simulation facility. The facility includes
,a-r .of fit into the HTTB at miniMum cost and air- a Singer-Link six-degree-of-freedom motion base
craft downtime made it a natural for the program. coupled with a TI-980B mini-computer. Test pilots
In rnid-1988 the decision was made to install the rated aircraft handling using the Cooper-Harper
Series IV engines, while the HTTB was ir. lay-up for rating scale. The chart in Figure 13 indicates
aerod'namic mods and avionic changes. The that the HTTB will perform better during an 80-knot
propulsion configuration consisted of new, T56 approach than the basic C-130 at a much higher
Seri-.. IV power sections (the gds turbine from the airspeed. The requirement for the DFCS is evident
E-2C engine), Series 111 prrpeller gearboxes and as well, with the aircraft unacceptable at 80 knots
propeller blades which are 1.5 inches longer than without this system. Current plans are to link the

-.tandard C-130 propeller blades. The resulting actual flight control hardware with the motion base
turooprop s.vstem -ds rated it 5250 shaft horsepower for pilot-in-the-loop evaluation of the Honeywell
(SHP) at sea 1evel takeoff; a 25 percent: increase system control laws.

over th( Series IIl installation. A rating
;:omparic:on at sea level static take off power is The DFCS consists of three computers driving five
show"n in Figure 9. redundant independent Sundstrand electromechanical

systems. A system general arrangement is shown in
Witnin six months of the eo-ahead decision. Allison Figure 14. Three of the EMAS systems provide the
delivered the new Series IV engines with refurbished stability augmentation functions and the other two
gearboxes to Lockheed. Photographs of the nacelle EMAS systems drive the tabs on the rudder and
installation are shown in Figures 10 and I1. In elevator. The DFCS also controls the spoiler
less than three months they had mated the propellers, panels through triplex servo valve motors on the
ins.talled and checked out the engines, and completed 8,000 psi E-Systems actuators.
",he first flight without a hitch. About a month
later the HTTB shattered three world records for A MIL-STD-1553B data bus links the EMAS electronic
STOL-class aircraft performance. Performance control units with the flight control computers.
achievements of the HTTB are shown in Figure 12. These "smart actuators" systems consist of
This schedule accomplishment is a testament to the controllers and actuators - one controller per
ease with which the T56 Series IV can be adapted to actuator. The controllers house microprocessors
the C-130 installation. In addition co the power which continually monitor actuator position
plant installation, a four-engine EMS system was versus computer commanded position.
incorporated, the first of its kind of any turboprop
aircraft. The flight control computers take inputs from the

air data computers, angle of attack sensors, ac
Digital Flight Control System acceleration rate and gyro packages, as well as

from triplex position sensors on the throttles,
A digital flight control system (DFCS) is forward and aft flaps, rudder and elevator trims,
required to extend the flight envelop to the low and torque tubes for the rudder, aileron and
speed STOL regime. During 1985 and 1986 pilots flew elevator. These signals are input to control law
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The T56 Series IV has more power at sea level static.

FIGURE 9. Static T.O. Thust Con:aisc

algorithms to derive actuator position commands, provide the pilot with flight cues while he isTwo computers control the EAS augmentation system viewing the outside world.
in an active standby arrangement. The elevator
servo tab surfaces are controlled independently and The navigation sensors being integrated with tie
th,- rucddr cab is configured in an active-active mission computer include Honeywell fit, form, andfail-cent.rr,d arrangement, function inertial navigation system (INS) and two

Delco Carousel IV inertial navigation systems. OneAvionics improvements Delco unit is a MIL-STD-1553B compatible, 0.25
nauticrl mile per hour (NMH) error rate systemThe changvs to the flight control surfaces and and the other is a 0.8 N1P unit doppler-damped,systems hield an airframe with low speed control to reduce velocity errors. A Litton mini-FLIR is

capability for very short landing distances. mounted above the cab and its image is rastered onFigure 15 indicates that the HTTB will require about the Flight Dynamics HUD concurrent with the flight
half the landing distance of a basic C-130 aircraft symbology.
and will he a marked improvement over the C-17 in a
similar payload range. This performance coupled Currently under development is a Lockheed Adaptivewith an avionic system capability to accurately Modular Platform (LAMP) to further enhance thedetermine aircraft position, are required to avicnics suite. This unit houses a charge couplesupport deep, covert operations into enemy territory. dev',ce camera and a rasan shifted ND:YAG laser

ranging system. The unit will be mounted justThe HTTB avionics system shown in Figure 16 is built forward of the nose gear extending from the loweraround a highlv flexible cockpit management system part of the radome. The system will be used byusing the MIL-1553B data bus. This Collins CMS-80 the navigator to find and "range to" waypoints.system allows integration and testing of systems not This information will be sent to the missionMIL-15539 compatible through bus system interface computer over the MIL-STD-1553B data bus to support
units and system interface modules. Currently, the flight path generation. Future plans are toavionics suite includes a MIL-STD-1750A, 1638 develop digital map systems, global positioning
processor as a Mission Computer. This unit is the systems (CPS), slewable forward looking infraredbus controller and computes the flight path based on systems (FLIR), terrain following radar, and otherinputs from various other sensors. The mission precision sensors to suppoft enroute nayigation andcomputer then drives the head up display computer to autonomous landing guidance into austere landing
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New power for the HTTB.

F1GLFE 1QC S-ies V Exre ~~irsaa

area-. The system is capab~le of acquiring over 1,000
channeIs at a 201 sample per socond rate, and it

Lockheed Airborne Dlata Svstem also can acqpuire a reduced number of channels at
sample rate., up-to 160 per second.

Supportin4 development of these now technologies,
the HTTII is equipped with a real-time data A processing center support, the data analys is
acquisition svstem. Tht, svstem, as shown in The center includes a telemetry svst em, printers,
rigur, 17, includes signal conditioning modulus, plotters, And CRT terminals. The tvlcm(-trv system,
acquisition computers, and a master computer. with color graphic CRT displays, allows engineers

to monitor critical data points to determine if
Eight, sixteen channel signal conditioning modules th e a ircýraf(t can proceed to the next flight
are connected to each acquisition computer. Under condition safely. This capability reduces flight
command of the master computer, each acquisition test costs bv allowing tests up to a hazardous
computer commands its modules to acquire channel 1, situation without going back to base after each
then channel 2. and so on. In the time required to maneuver to analyze the data.
acquire 1f6 channels nf data by one module. all data
channels from the other modules are acquired within For off-site developmental testing, a data van
375 microseconds. The signal conditionIng modules supports the aircraft. This unit has both data
also digitize the signals and send the data on to processing and telemetrv capabilities, and it can
tHe acquisition computers. In the time between he transported in the HTTB cargo compartment.
scans, the acquisition computers apply calibration Upon arriving at the test site, the van with its
factors and convert the data to engineering units; associated power cart is off-loaded and the
therefore, reducing the ground data processing time, telem~etry antenna is set up within 30 minutes.
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The T56 Series IV installed in the HTTB with ease

FGURE 11. Series IV Engne k1stalaion

"* Program Go-Ahead Sep 1988

"* Engines Installed in HTTB Mar 1989

"* Flight Clearance Tests Apr 1989

"* STOL Development Flight Test Started May 1989

"• May 19, 1989: HTTB Sets Four New World Records For
STOL Aircraft

- Time-To-Climb To 3000 Meters
I- N " 6000 "
of " " 9000

- Greatest Payload Lift To 2000 Meters

14,220 LB Payload
Take-Off Distance 1400'
Landing Distance 950'

"* Continuing STOL Development & Flight Demonstrations

The HTTB T56 Series IV Engine Program
and Achievements

mJ 12. -r'TB pertbr A&kvemerft
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F~aIE 15. EtTB Laf Di vs. C-13O0H C-17

>jI Electronics
S~Integration

' Facility

Fli hAel . S/W Development

Flight Test

* Fully Integrated System Hot Mockup
* Autonomous Avionics System * S/W Debug

* Equipment/Sensor Control
in Lab Environment

F-IMRE 16. HT'-B Avbis System
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SChannels

Data Scan
375 Micro Sec

FIGLE 17. Lockheed Arbome Data System

SA:!SON PCO avionics svstem. The unit car also be linked to
the airborne data system to support data acquisi-

Durv~ t~ teýtu in 19,S5, the HTTB supported the tion and analysis of these new systems and sensors.
SA,_:S0.N, Spccal Avionics Ni~ision - Strap On Now, This concept allows for technology assessment
Proera,". lhi- program used a modified external fuel without affecting aircraft safety and without
pod to ouse a turret mounted FLIR and a ram air ,xpensive aircraft mods or excessive dow-n time.
turbinn, Figure 18. The turbine turned a generator
providing power f,,r the FLIR system and three IR Flight Tesciqn
rteccivr/transmitters. FLIR control and video
,ipcal:. were transmitted over an !R data link The HTTB first flew on April 24, 1988 following
netwee1 tue too and toe airplane fuselage, the extensive STOL modification. Since that time

the aircraft has been cleared for flutter
The rUI e of tIe SA•YSON systuer is to perform multiple throughout the flight envelope. Full stalls have
missions with a single aircraft. Bv 'impiv changing been accomplished in all modes except STOL flaps.
the pod the aircraft could be ready for a sea search The flaps have been operated to the full STOL
mission, an electronic contermeasure mission, etc. position and cleared to the linit speed of 110

knots with maximum engine power. The three 8,000
Sensor Evaluation Platform psi hydraulic systems have been interfaced with

the DFCS. All avionics are flight worthy andA long term goal is to develop tho aircraft to a developmenc continues. The DFCS has been driving
siensor evaluaticn platform as illustrated in the servo tabs on the elevator, but is locked out
Figure I'l. Pod mounting locations between the in other functions at this time.
engines currently exist. At this location, payloads
up to 45" diameter, 25' in length, and 8,000 lbs. As simulator activities prove out the flight
can be mounted. Plans are to install mounting control hardware, the aircraft will progress to
locations outside the outboard engines. inflight checkout of the rudder tab and the DFCS

stability augmentation functions.

The existing avionics rock can support fully

integrated systems or a hot mockup can support Conclusion
autonomous development. The hot mockup is a
portable unit with a MIL-1553B data bus, a control The HTTB Program allows for continuing research of
and display unit, a mission computer, a bus system many technologies at minimal costs. The program
interface unit, and mounting provisions for radios uses the battle proven C-130 platform as the tech-
and inertial systems. A software integration nology integration focal point andprovides
facility supports avionics integration tasks. As researchers at Lockheed and other companies and
the software is developed, the various sensors can agencies the opportunity to assess rapidly changing
actually be controlled on the hot mockup. The hot technologies in a flexible environment. Lockheed
mockup can be loaded into the cargo compartment of invites interested companies and agencies to
the HTTB to serve as a control console for pod participate in the program to advance the
mounted sensors providiag a completely autonomous technologies required for future ta::tical systems.
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FRGLIRE 18& Special Avionics Mission Program - Strap On Now (SAMPSON)

... .. _ _ _ - - -R a m A ir

Radar Antenna Turbine

S~LLLTV
FLIR

Ram Air Turbine PerformanceS~Payload
14 Clean and Capability

SHalf Flaps 45" Diameter

Power 25' Long
KW 8000 Lb

88 135

Air Speed Knots IAS

FIGRFE 19. Swsor Evaluation Platform
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THE C-17: MODERN AIRLIFTER REQUIREMENTS AND CAPABILITIES

leonard R, Tavernettl
Douglas Aircraft CompanyAD-P 06 261 McDonnell Douglas CorporadonE hIII hIlU Long Beach, Calltornia 90025 USA

SUMMARY
Modern airlift technology otters defense planners an effective tool for husbanding their resources in centralized locations,

yet quickly deploying them to any trouble spot for a deterrent show of force or to prevent an aggressor from consolidating
an attack. The newest military airlift aircraft, the U.S. Air Force's C-17, can rapidly move substantial quantities of large, modern
weaponry in fighting condition anyplace on the globe. The new air transport capability capitalizes on proven technology which
is currently incorporated into today's commercial airliners and front-line fighter aircraft.

This paper describes how existing technology is being applied on the C- 17 to satisfy the requirements for modern military
airlift aircraft. The C-17 expands the traditional airland and airdrop modes of transportation to include direct delivery of large
outsize equipment. This airlifter transports M-1 tanks, AH-64 helicopters, and Bradley Fighting Vehicles and delivers them
to semiprepared austere airfields as small as 94 meters by 27 meters. The aircraft is operated by a crew of three employing
fly-by-wire and mission computer technologies to integrate information and operations

BACKGROUND

The NATO commitment that binds our nations together is fused with a common resolve to safeguard freedom by maintain-
ing a deployment capability for modern forces in support of mutual defense. The recognition of this capability has successfully
deterred a numerically superior force from aggression for the last four decades. At a time when tensions appear to be relaxing
in Europe, politicians are encouraging a reduction of military budgets by delaying modernization and decreasing the size of
our forces. The impact of these actions on our military capabilities can only be deleterious.

As force sizes are reduced, older equipment will be retired from NATO, leaving smaller but somewhat more modern forces
for defense. These smaller allied forces will still face the challenge of defending our common interests and must therefore
continue to make maximum use of modern technology.

Conflicts around the globe during the last two decades have demonstrated that speed and surprise contribute immeasur-
ably to victory. Where they were lost, victory was still attainable but at a very high price. Land forces can attain speed and
surprise only with airlift, except for countries with mutual borders. And the airlift must be capable of delivering all their new
weapon systems to the battlefield.

The C-17 aircraft has been designed to satisfy all the requirements for airlifting modem forces. This paper focuses on
those requirements and how the aircraft design capitalizes on proven technology to satisfy them.

REQUIREMENT

Deployment concepts and strategies are based on the premise that the selected mobility option should be responsive, reli-
able, and affordable. To be responsive, airlift must be able to rapidly move all required land forces and equipment, sometimes
over long distances, in all weather - day or night - and deliver them where the local commanders need them. Airlift must
also offer a variety of delivery options in the forward area to exploit dynamic battlefield conditions and be capable of operating
through and surviving in delivery areas. Both the aircraft and support systems need to be relatively simple to operate and be
dependable - to a very high degree. Further, the airlift system must place a minimal burden on manpower and other resources
for both training and operations.

The current airlift capability does not meet these requirements (Figure 1). Speed and surprise are sacrificed as C.5 and
C- 141 aircraft cannot use the small airfields which are often found throughout a deployment area. Only relatively short-range
aircraft such as the C-130 can use these small airfields. For U.S. forces, a time-consuming two-step process is now necessary
in which C-130s are repositioned for forward deployment, and intercontinental C-141 and C-5 aircraft then bring the forces
to a large transshipment base. Since the C- 130 aircraft can only deliver smaller equipment, much of our iand force equipment
must be transported forward over road or rail, sacrificing speed and surprise.

Future airlifters will span long distances, land in small fields, and deliver large equipment, thereby achieving speed and
surprise (Figure 2). Modern airlifters will direct deliver over long distances because they are designed for this type of mission.
The aircraft that will accomplish this task is the C-17, w',ich McDonnell Douglas is building (Ficure 3I.

91i 8 23 06 8 91-08843
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FIGURE 1. SHORTCOMINGS OF CURRENT AIRLIFTEAS

"• RESPONSIVE

"• FLEXIBLE
- CHANGE DESTINATION AIRFIELDS j
- DELIVER$ ALL PAYLOADS cr F T

C-17f DIECN T DLVRY04

'"'"1,f~rAND C-130 REPOSITION MO

FIGURE 2. CHARACTERISTICS OF FUTURE AIRLIFTERS

TECHNOLOGY

To illustrate how technology has improved the performance of airlift aircraft. consider the DC-3, or C-47 as it was known
in uniform. The C-17 is three times as long, has twice the wing span, can deliver a payload 18 times greater than the DC-3,
and can take off and land on a shorter runway.

A comparison with current Air Force airlift aircraft shows the C. 17 has approximately the wing span of a C-141, the interior
width of a C-5. and the landing distance of a C-130 (Figure 4). The technology that enables a large aircraft to land on short
runways is called propulsive lift. This technology was proven in more than 800 flight hours during the late 1970s by the
McDonnell Douglas YC-15. In propulsive lift, the flap is lengthened to extend into the engine exhaust, and the exhaust is
deflected downward along both sides of it. The C-17 flap is about the same size as an MD-80 wing.

The additiona, lift allows the C-17 to slow to 115 knots and make a no-flare landing at a sink rate of 274.4 meters per
minute. A 5-degree approach angle permits the C-17 to cross a 15-meter-high obstacle and still touch down within the first
150 meters of the runway (Figure 5). A conventional aircraft will normally approach the runway at an approach angle of
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approximately 3 degrees and will accordingly have les control over thi touchdown point. The C-17 then employs antiskid
brakes and engine reverse thrust to decelerate. The C-17 wil deliver its full 78,110-kg payload into a 914-meter-long runway.

The C-17 ongines Ait Pratt ,&Whtney 2000 series. These fuel-efficient engines are curremtly in commercial revenue ser-
vice. More than 300 engines have ben delivered to 12liffereht customers andlthase engines have accumulated over 1.8 million
flight hours. Each engine provides 181.06 kilo-Newtons of thrust, and four of these engines can lift off a fully loaded C-17 in
2,316 meters.

The fuel efficiency of the engines permits the C-17 to transport its maximum payload over 4,000 kilometers (Figure 6).
In fact, the C-17 can transport an M-1 Abrams tank nearly 6,000 kilometers. And the aircraft can be refueled in flight for even
ionger ranges.

RANGE (1,000 NM)
1 2 3 4 5100 I I f I

- 200

75 -150

PAYLOAD PAYLOAD
(1,000 kg) (1,000 L)

s0 - 100

25 - so

10
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

RANGE (1,000 km)

FIGURE 6. INTERCONTINENTAL PAYLOAD RANGE

Once on the ground, the C-17 uses improved technology to operate on narrow runways. The reverse thrust from the
engines generates sufficient force to back the fully loaded C- 17 up a 2-percent slope. This enables it to completely turn around
on a 27.4-meter runway (Figure 7). The narrow gear and high wing allow the C-17 to maneuver on 13.12-meter taxiways. In

order to ensure that three C-17s fit on a -typical" 92- by 122-meter parking ramp, the wing span was reduced approximately
3 meters. Winglets were then added to recover the flight efficiency lost with the wing size reduction.

FORWARD REVERSE FORWARD
3-POINT

STAR TURN

180-DEGREE -

U-TURN

FIGURE 7. C-i 7 GROUND MANEUVERABILITY

PAYLOAD

While the Soviet threat might be diminishing in :entral Europe, their armored vehicles are showing up in potential trouble

spots throughout the world (Figure 8). In the last decade, more than 40,000 Soviet armored vehicles were exported outside
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FIGURES6. SOVIET ARMAMENT EXPORTS

of Europe. The C-17 is designed to transport the modern ground forces equipment that can counter this threat. Armored
vehicles such as the M-1 Abrams tank and M-2 Bradley Fighting Vehicle were test loaded into a full-scale cargo compartment
mockup. Loading analyses were completed for a variety of armored units such as those equipped with Leopard tanks or Cougar
armored vehicles (Figure 9). Analysis shows that a notional 18-tank company could be airlifted in only 19 C- 17 loads. Construc-
tion equipment loads are also developed (Figure 10).

IAVUPI

LEOPMA M 11

32 PERSONNEL

6 LAY. AP~s

LAV.AI ] ILI*m (2O.FT) RAMP
LVACLAW.ArC 18,1 42-k (40,000LB)[::~iE~CAPACITY

12 PERSONNEL (OR 40 PERSONNEL AND
ONE LESS LAV-APC)

FIGURE S. HEAVY LOADS INTO 022-rn (2,700-Fl) FIELD
(586-km RADIUS, SL/321C; 300-NM RADIUS, SLISO*F)

The large volume of vehicles that can be loaided in the C- 17 results from its large cargo ramp and doors and the fact that
more than 18,000 kilograms can be carried on the ramp. The height of the cargo compartment is sufficient f-)r tall items such
as helicopters (Figure 11). Helicopter units can be moved in a single lift.

The cargo compartment floor of the C- 17 is the largely responsible for its versatility (Figure 12). The aerial delivery rails
that run down the center of the cargo compartment accommodate 11 of the standard 463L cargo pallets which are 2.74 meters
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FIGURE 10. RESULTS OF TANK COMPANY LOADING ANALYSIS
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FIGURE 11. CARGO COMPARTMENT DIMENSIONS

wide. There is ample room and seating for 54 personnel when these pallets are loaded. By turning the pallets sideways on the
ramp rollers, two rows of pallets can be loaded into the logistics rails. These pallets are 2.23 meters wide in this position, and
IS can be loaded. If only one roW is used ftc pallets, there is still sufficient space for vehicles in the remaining space.

The versatility of the cargo system is enhanced by the fact that the compartment can be reconfigured by a single loadmaster
while the aircraft is either in-flight or on the ground. Reversible roller trays can be flipped over for pallet loads. All conversion
items such as centerline seats and litter stanchions are stowed on board. Rigging for personnel airdrop is accomplished by
loadmasters, and the probability of successful mission completion is improved by precision-setting the airdrop restraint locks.

The ('- 17 can also be used to transport patients in litters or seats and download fuel directly from the wing tanks into land
force vehicles. Delivery options include the low-altitude parachute extraction system, or IAPES: airdrop of personnel, equip-
ment, and supplies: and combat off-load from either rail system.

AVIONICS

The C-17 cockpit matches the cargo compartment in modernization, versatility, and efficiency. There are only two mem-
bers of the flight deck crew - a pilot and copilot. .wo additional seats are behind the pedestal for an instructor or special
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FIGURE 12. CARGO COMPARTMENT CONFIGURATIONS

mission commander, plus bunks and a work area for a second crew. The key features of this cockpit are the two head-up

displays, an instrument panel that displays by exception, the four multifunction displays (MFDs) and eight standby indicators,

the thite redundant mission computers with their four displays, and control sticks rather than yokes (Figure 13).
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WiTH FOUR DISPLAYS

FIGURE 13. THREE-DIMENSIONAL PERSPECTIVE OF C-17 COCKPIT

The pilot can easily view three of the MFDs on the instrument panel (Figure 14). There are five different MFD formats:

Primary Flight, which is normally displayed on the co-pilot's dedicated panel, Navigation; Plan Position Indication, such as

radar: Engine; and Configuration. Submodes are available for the last four formats. The flight crew can switch formats frm

one screen to another to best suit its needs. Standby or hb.ckup instruments are arranged around the MDs.
I 1-un th M1s
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INSTRUMENTPANEL

FIGURE 14. PILOT'S GLARESHIELD AND INSTRUMENT PANEL

The pilot's glareshield has a head-up display with primary flight data on it. The glareshield also includes the integrated
radio management system and the navigation radios in the communication navigation control. This allows frequencies to be
selected by a pilot without lowering his field of vision..

The C- 17 employs digital electronic fly-by-wire technology with mechanical backup for flight control. The electronic flight
control system monitors onboard commanded configurations and provides parallel autopilot positioning of the control stick
for aileron and elevator movement. Automatic functions are: three-axds stability and control augmentation system. autopilot,
flight director, autothrottle control, and automatic flight control system.

Full-authority quadruplex configuration is maintained in the "electronic control" mode as long as two or more of the four

flight control computers (FCC) are operational. In the event three of the four FCCs are lost, the hydraulic-mechanical backup

system is engaged. providing a "get home" capability.

The integrated systems control panels are located above the crew in the C-17 cockpit. The switches on these panels for
fuel, hydraulics, pneumatics. and electric power are "set and forget" controls. Levels are automatically monitored by the
onboard computers, and in the event (ft abnormal consumption, the crew is alerted by the appropriate indicator illuminating.

The overhead panel also contains the C-17 watchdogs: the warning and caution system. and the central aural warning

system. Any abnormal condition brings tone and voice message alerts to the crew and a written message on the billboard as
to the cause. The ground proximity warning system. which is also in the overhead panel, receives input from the flap and gear
positions, radar altitude, barometric altitude, and glideslope deviation, It has five operational modes which can be tailored
to the special requirements of a military mission.

Ihe aircraft recording system includes four recorders, each with a different function, rate, and format. The cockpit voice
recorder provides a 30-minute crash-protected record of the crew voice communications. The other three recorders receive
inputs from the aircraft and propulsion data management computer. The crash data recorder provides a 25-hour record of
digital information. The aircraft structural integrity program recorder provides onboard recordings for the load environmental
spectra survey and individual aircraft history. And the airborne integrated data system quick access recorder compiles engine
data on tape cassettes. It can also be used to record any of the crash data parameters collected for maintenance actions.

The control pedestal between the pilots contains the throttle levers, radio controls for presetting up to 20 frequencies,
and the mission computer keyboards. The three redundant mission computers continuously cross-check each other for accu-
racy. They can be accessed manually by two keyboards. while flight planning data can be entered from outside sources with
a lapt6p computer,

Information from the aircraft computers is shown on the two head-up, four multifunction. and four mission computer dis-
plays. The mission computer displays are on the forward pedestal. These displays have touch-button controls with "pages" of
information on frequencies, routes, airfields, reference points, and navigational aids.

The navigation system enables the two-pilot crew to conduct all airlift missions. It provides all-weather, worldwide naviga-
tion capability for short-range, long-range over land and water, and rendezvous and airdrop/airland missions. The system is
composed of four inertial reference units, the mission computers, the Global Positioning System, weasther radar, conventional
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nvigation radios for very high frequei~cy (VHF) omnidirectional range (VOR) and distance measuring equipment (DME),7 4
dtton-keeping equipment, and two combined altitude radar altimneters.

SURVIVADBfLM o-ee p~osbcuetesrcueo h -?i

The C- 17 is designed for routine operations in the severe environments of the forward areas where land force commanders

designed for these maneuvers (Figure 1 6). Because it has a short-fleld takeoff and landing capability, the C-17 can be diverted
to adaetarilswe h eirdWfedi nutbeo snot avial.A rs egt f1149kilograms, teC-17
hus a 3-S capability at 350 knots. Since the C-17 can carry four times the payload of a C-130, only one aircraft need make a
flight for such a payload. exposing only three aircrew members instead of 20 and eliminating the risk of a succeeding aircraft
being engaged by an alerted enemy. The C-17 also spends minimal time in the most vulnerable area - the forward austere
airfield - as it is designed for drive-off equipment or the "combat off-load" of pallets, eliminating the need for material han-
dling equipment. The other design features of the C- 17 such as the onboard inert gas generating system (OBIGGS) also support
the utility of the C-17 in austere airfields.,
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The C-17 is less vulnerable than older aircraft because it has a fuel system with compartmented fuel tanks that are inerted
by OBIGOS. There are two boost pumps per tank and any one pump can supply two engines. It has four independent hydraulic
systems and 12 pumps. and the plane can continue to fly with only one hydraulic system and one pump operating. The structure

I has a damage-tolerant design with multiple load paths. The propulsion systems are well separated and shielded. There are
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four engine generators and one awaliary power unit (APU) generator- any two will fully power all systems and the battery
alone will power all essential systems for 30 minutes, The quad redundant flight controls have mechanical backup.

The Air Force is evaluating options for equipping a selected number of C- 17 aircraft with defensive systems, Space is pro-
vided on the pedestal for controls, and space, weight, and power requirements have been considered for a nominal system.
The systems under consideration Include missile warning receivers and flare dispensing equipment.

MAJNTAINADuMfn

In addition to its performance capabilities, the most important aspect of the C- 17 is its designed-in maintainability features
to ensure lowest possible life-cycle costs. Maintainability features aimed at sustaining a high availability rate and providing
ease of maintenances include 227 access panels and doors, an integral ladder in the vertical tail, and an underfloor passageway.
Easily accessible servicing point locations make it possible to meet quick turnaround requirements. Maintenance problems
are identified by a comprehensive centrally reported built-in-test system. Efforts are under way to automate technical and logis-
tics data for ease of management through the computer-aided acquisition and logistics support system. Additionally, the C-17
does not require a jack for the main landing gear as the aircraft can jack itself for tire changes. OBIGGS eliminates the need
for nitrogen replenishments. The designed.in maintainability features in the C-17 allow rapid replacement of maintenance-
significant items at the forward or deployed base environment with a minimum of support equipment. The C-17 is expected
to operate at a significantly lower number of maintenance man-hours per flight hour when compared to comparable aircraft
in the Air Force inventory. The overall design and built-in features of the C-17 ensure the lowest possible operation and support
costs for its entire life-cycle.

FLEXIBILITY

Derivative applications that are not part of the Air Force C.17 contract are under review at McDonnell Douglas. Some
of these are: a combination transport/tanker that incorporates hose and drogue pods from the existing hard points on the wing,
a special mission variant that incorporates a double deck and can be used for medical, communications and control, or search
and rescue missions.

The Air Force plans to buy 120 aircraft through tlie year 1997. The first flight is planneO fer 1991, with a 12-aircraft squad-
ron operational in 1993.

aI
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The paper reviews progress made initially by the Future International Military
Airlifter (PIMA) Group and, since 1909, by its successor the European Future Large
Aircraft Group (BUROFIAG), in studying the 'potential for development of a
collaborative programme to satisfy airlift requirements for the tlst century.
EUROPLAG studies indicate that future military transport and other FLA designs based
on mid-1990s, modern but proven technology standards, can provide a greatly enhanced
airlift capability at significantly lower fleet life cycle cost@ and with major
manpower savings oompared with aircraft in service today. Theme attributes are
important in a world climate of shrinking defence budgets, growing manpower shortages
and defence scenario uncertainties. European or transatlantic collaboration to
develop and manufacture such aircraft is soon as the moat economical wgy for air
forces to obtain the operational capability required at the lowest cost. '
INTRODUCTION L.'f tKI -C-t4 [-it; 4

In December 1962. foul: companies, Aerompatiale. British Aerospace, Lockheed
Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm (now renamed Deutsche Airbus), signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) which provided a springboard for joint studies into future
military transport needs, possible solutions and collaboration opportunities. In
1987, the group was expanded to six companies when it was joined by Aeritalia and
CASA. In 1989, Lockheed left the group by mutual agreement, and the five European
Companies signed a new NOU under the title European Future Large Aircraft Group
(EUROPLAG). The work reviewed in this paper draws on the experience and the results
of past studies and focuses on some of the key issues addressed. The companies have
concentrated their attention on the needs for transport aircraft in the C-130
Hercules and C160 Transall class - sometimes referred to as medium-airlift - and on
similar-sized corollary role aircraft (eg tankers, and LRMPA).

Throughout the paper, reference is made to "Future Large Aircraft" (FLA). This is a
generic term used by the FLA Exploratory Group (FLANG) of the Independent European
Programme Group (INPO) to describe future, medium-size (approx 75-125 tonnes MTOW)
transport aircraft, and derivatives intended for tanker, maritime patrol, airborne
early warning, electronic reconnaissance or other FLA roles.

THE EUROPEAN INDUSTRIAL GROUP - EUROFLAG

Aeritalia, Aerospatiale, British Aerospace, CASA and Deutsche Airbus are an
industrial group with wide experience in military and civil international
collaborative projects. It in the Group's intemtion to form a limited liability
company in Rome, Italy. This will strengthen their ability to engage jointly in all
activities necessary to achieve a programme for medium-sized military transport
aircraft and any derivatives. It will provide a single point of contact between
EUROFLAG and other companies and agencies. Whereas, even now, the companies consult
and act in unison on all matters concerning the programme, the formation of a single
BUROFLAG company and headquarters will further assist collaboration.

The aims of EUROFLAG are to co-operate in requirements definition, engineering,
production, customer support and marketing for FLA. The group's task includes the
determination of technology readiness, the development of aircraft configuration
options, business plans and possible collaboration agreements. EUROFLAG represents
the partner companies collectively to third parties. The EUROPLAG organisation is
currently at three main levels. At the senior management level there is an
Executive Board (2E) consisting of the Managing Directors (or equivalent titles) of
the five companies of the group. The EB decides and directs the overall programme
strategy and the level of effort. Below that is a EUROFLAG Management Committee
(14C) which manages the work programme. Joint Working Groups (WGs) of specialists
undertake the day-to-day work on a shared basis. This method of co-operation is
economical and works well. Through long-standing co-operation, EUROPLAG partner
companies have developed a bond of mutual confidence and understanding. EUROFLAG
embraces all the major partners who era also involved in the Airbus programme, and
art in the forefront of aerospace design, technology and development, world-wide.
Technology and experience of the Airbus A320, A330 and A340 programmes are being
applied to and will directly benefit the European FLA project. Additionally, work
by EUROFLAG companies on military combat aircraft such as Tornado and EPA will also
have application to FLA. Hence, the sum of modern technology experience across a
broad range of military and civil programmes in which the EUROFLAG companies are or
have been involved, can converge aqd focus on a European FLk programme.

91 8 23 069 91-08844
L 1111111191,111,11!
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THE MARXT

Beginning in the late 1990s, about 1250 meajum-tia. military transport aircraft, 200
tankers and 60 maritime reconnaissanee aircraft in service in 1ATO and the rest of
the world will become duo for retirement and replacementl this excludes Eastern
Europe, the USSR and the Peoples Republic of China. In addition, there are some 700
long range maritime patrol aircraft of which 400 are operated by the USN. Wh4le the
transport market alone could support more than ono type world-wide, it would be more
economical for Western air forces to agree upon a single transport aircraft design.

FUTURE AIRLIFT MISSION NEED8

Whether in the context of Alliance or 'out-of-area* operations, in times of
threatened hostility or war, a nation's military airlift is likely to be required at
short notice to deploy army and air forces rapidly to their required operational
areas or forward operating bases. These may be only a few hundreds of miles
distant, or several thousand. Deploying forces must take with them their vehicles,
artillery, anti-aircraft defence systems, helicopters, stores and ammunition, to
provide their mobility and Lighting capability. Deployed air force squadrons
likewise need all their maintenance personnel, ground support and test equipment,
spares, vehicles., ammunition, bombs, missiles, additional drop tanks, etc to be
airlifted to deployment bases in the shortest time possible to allow aircraft to
become combat ready immediately on arrival. The moving of troops and air force
ground-crews themselves is not usually a major airlift problem. The main factor to
influence the tisie required to complete an airlift, is a transport fleet's capacity
to carry, firstly, large numbers of vehicles, trailers, towed equipments, containers,
cabins, plant and similar equipments, many of which are bulky and low in densityl a
force of 2500 troops could typically require up to 1000 vehicles, trailers etc, to be
airlifted in the initial deployment. Secondly, high tonnages of palletised
ammunitiont the airlifting of anything from 400 to 3000 tonnes of ammunition and up
to 1000 tonnes of stores, is typically required.

Once deployed, ground and air forces must be re-supplied. Casualties (and even
prisoners or war) need to be evacuated quickly, and on a regular or daily basis. A
shortage of arrival-time slots, congestion, and a lack of cargo handling facilities
at forward airfields are common problems in airlift deployment and re-supply
operations. Optimisation of the transport aircraft's cargo hold to maximise its
payload-carrying, delivery and pick-up capabilities, will be key factors in
determining the aircraft's efficiency and cost effectiveness.

Range, too, is important. Too little range may restrict the routes over which the
aircraft can operate, or significant payload weights may have to be sacrificed for
fuel thus extending the completion time of airlifts. Avoiding the need to refuel at
forward operating bases or airstrips can be important where fuel stocks are limited,
airfields are congested, fuel boweers are scarce, or survivability considerations
necessitate aircraft remaining on the ground for the shortest time possible.
Another consideration is that most air forces cannot afford to operate more than one
main military cargo transport airarait type, Moreover, very large strategic
airlifters, such as the C-5B and C-17, have a much greater capacity than air forces
outside the USA can, in general, utilise economically in peactime. Hence, the future
tactran's range will have to be adequate with a substantial payload, not only to
cover the extremities of the NATO area but beyond, to national, out-of-area
locations. A future 'tactical' transport is therefore likely to have a
payload-range in the order of 2200-2500nm. A long range capability has the added
benefits of enabling tactical missions to be flown at low altitude without the need
to refuel at forward airstrips. This increases mission rates and reduces
vulnerability.

Speed. also. is important. Faster cruising speeds reduce sortie times and crew and
passenger fatigue, and more sorties can be flown by each aircraft and crew per day
over a given stage length. This reduces airlift completion times and requires fewer
aircraft to carry out a particular airlift. This increases operational flexibility
within a given fleet size by releasing aircraft to do other concurrently required
tasks. Some reduction in crewtaircraft ratio may also be possible wichout lose of
operational capabili y. Since airlift tasks can be completed in fewer flight hours,
maintenance man-hours per airlift task in peacetime will also be reduced.

In addition to air-landed deployment, resupply and recovery operations, there will be
a continuing need for military transports to be able to airdrop paratroops, heavy
equipments and supplies in large quantities, and accurately, including at night.
Forces may become largely or wholly dependent on resupply or recovery, by air.
However, the increased numbers and lethality of hand-held and mobile anti-aircraft
weapons and small arms, common in armies everywhere including the third world, demand
that greater attention be given to increasing the survivability of future tactical
transport aircraft which at times will have to be flown in risky or hostile areas.
Major survivability 'improvements can be built into a totally new tactran by
damage-tolerant design of the structure and systems. Threat avoidance can be
increased by designing and equipping the aircraft to manoeuvre and fly safely and
faster than today, at low level, including at night and in all weather, and by
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providing it with defensive systems and crew protection. Modern engines can provide
an FLA tactran with a radius-of-action of 700-1000nm at 200 ft with typical tactical
payloads. In general, therefore, there is both the likely need and the capability
to design a new qeneration FIA with significantly greater levels of survivability and
reouced vulnerability compared with current tactical transports and fleets of adapted
civil aircraft.

RATIONALISATION OF FUTURE LURGE AIRCRAFT FLEETS

The draft Outline European Staff Target (OUST) for "Future Large Aircraft", prepared
jointly by the Ministries of Defence of Belgium, France, West Germany, Italy, Spain,
Turkey end the United Kingdom, was issued in April 1988. The OLBT covers
requiremente for a tactical transport (Tactran) and a tanker variant. It recognisee
the advantages and potential for the development from a transport aircraft, of FLA I
derivatives for other large aircraft roles (eg tanker and LRMP). It acknowledges
that some interchange between these roles could also be possible, for example, the
re-roling of tactrans for tanking. The FLA fleet rationalisation concept, which has
the potential for reducing fleet life cycle cost (LCC), is stated as an objective in
NATO Euro Longterm Air Sub-Group Sub-Concept Paper ELT-72 lated 29 September 1986 -
Rationalisation of the NATO Fleet of Large Aircraft. EUROFLAG, too, recognises the
benefits of fleet rationalisation. While design-driving requiremeni-. for the
transport aircraft must be over-riding, resultant basic designs can be examined for
their suitability, with minor or major modifications, as corollary role derivatives
or variants. If certain changes to the basic aircraft or its performance can
improve its potential for other roles without significant detriment to its
cost-effectiveness as a military airlifter, such changes can and should be considered
early in the design phase. The logistics, operational, training and LCC advantages
of reducing the numbers of types of aircraft (and engines) within air forces are
self-evident. Preliminary indications within EUROFLAG are tnat an efficient tanker
variant could be derived from a modern FLA transpcrtr this could take the form of a 2
or 3 point tanker/transport, or a specialised 3 or 4 point drogue and boom tanker,
with a fuel transfer capability of 40000-50000 Kg (8000-110000 lb) at 300-450 nm
radius-of-actlon. Such an aircraft could operate from relatively small airfields
(and even semi-prepared airstrips) and, being intended as a military aircraft, would
have a high level of survivability built into the design compared with present-day
tankers. EUROFLAG will continue to examine possible future tactran designs for
their suitability for corollary roles, especially air-to-air refuelling (AAR) tankers
and long range maritime patrol (LRMP).

SATISFYING FUTURE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS - EUROPEAN FLA

A number of key characteristics for a future tactical transport have been identified
by European air forces in the FLA OEST, and some of these are briefly mentioned.
The aircraft is required to be simple and rugged incorporating modern, proven
technology of the mid 1990.. It must have a greater payload and cargo hold capacity
than the r-130 and C160. An enhanced fleet airlift capability is required at lower
fleet LCC. The aircraft should incorporate substantial improvements in reliability,
maintainability and availability, and major savings in maintenance manpcwer.
Pnpr.ved rough-field performance and ground manoeuvrability are required, with the
ability to carry a 20-25 tonne payload into CHR6 airstrips 760-900m in length. A
h,.h cruise speed in called for, typically 400-450 KTAS at 30000 to 36000 ft, and
300-350 KTAS at low level; the aircraft should be capable of all-weather operation,
day and night. Threat detection and avoidance with improved manoeuvrability
(including a 3g manoeuvre factor), crew protection and defensive systems, are also
required. Fly-by-wire or fly-by-light control systems, and a 2-man 'glass' cockpit,
are expected.

The challenge is to find the best compromise for an efficient and affordable
solution. Some of EVrope's key requirements (Fig 1-6), are somewhat separated.
iuwever, these are 'indicative' requireaents, and in some cases nations have already
stipulated a brrcket around which a compromise can be found. Some rel-Aation of one
or two of the more demanding requirements is already known to be under consideration.
Others may represent little more than a provisional 'wish list' since
cost-versue-capability trade-offs have not been carried out and the comaarative costs
are not known by air forces; this is woak that EUROFLAG has advocated. However, the
general pattern is clear. Air forces necd an aircraft with a design payload of 20
to 25 tonnes. This implies a required increase in actual payload-carrying
capability of between 40 and 75 percent compared with that typically achieved by the
C-130 and C160 with average dens, cy payloads. A 20-25 tonne payload equates
apprcoximately to a carrying-capabiliry of 8-9 pallets (88 x 109 in) plus 35 to 55
troops. Increasei c bin height und an unobstructed cross-sectLion are needed to
accommodate large trucks and medium helicopters of the Super Puma, PAH-2, Rlack Hawk,
Ap~bhe class, without removal of -he gearbox etc. All air forces are asking for a
sigq:Ificantly wider floor than the C-130 and C160; between 3.66m (144 in) and 4.Om
(157 in) is most commonly required, compared with the current 3.13m [123 in) floor
width.

The advanzages of a wider floor tzre illustrated, firet, at Fig 7. On the left is
shon the cross-sertion of cue -ent aircraft. Only if pallets are lcaded ir, the
!.24m (88 t,.) conf.-_uration can passengers be accommodated in sid-. -ill seating.
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Similarly, common light military vehicles of the UMM490, FIAT 1107, VW Iltis,
Landrover, VLTT size, and their associated trailers, can mostly be loaded only in a
single row, resulting in low payloads. These and other vehicles are commonly
required to be deployed in large numberst using today's aircraft they typically
constitute 25-40 percent of the total sorties required for major army deployments.
The ability to double-row light vehicles and towed equipments, and to seat troops onr
both sides of pallets loaded in the 2.74m (108 in) configuraton, can achieve major
increases in payload uplift per sortie. This will significantly reduce airlift
completion times, cut the numbers of sorties required, reduce demands on and
congestion at forward airfields, and ameliorate airlift concurrency deficiencies
acknowledged in the OEST. The percentage of light vehicle types which can typically
be loaded side-by-side and the percentage gain in payload, on various floor widths,
are shown at Fig 8.

European air forces have not yet agreed a Pommon, design payload-range or radius of
action for the FLA tactran. Instead, they have individually specified certain high
priority mission profiles which they would wish to be able to fly unrefuplted. As
the payload-range graph at Figure 9 shows, uome are more demanding than others;
moreover, the payload or range requirements of some of the longer range missions are
expected to be relaxed. Ultimately. all nations' payload range and other key
requirements are likely to be sufficiently close to be met efficiently by a single
aircraft design. In a transport aircraft, few performance requirements can be
regarded as 'absolute', so that some compromise is almost always possible without
major detrimental effects.

EUROFLAG DESIGN CONCEPTS

A range of different design concepts have been examined. In 1982, the assumed
spread of performance requirements was more widely separated than today. Because of
this, early conceptual design studies began with a pair of aircraft: a twin-engined
turbofan transport and a larger, more capable 4-engine turbofan aircraft. This dual
solution was aimed at satisfying both the least and the most demanding ends of the
spectrum; it resulted in almost no commonality between the two aircraft. Companies
then examined modular solutions with as much commonality as possible with the aim of
defining a more economical programme. Combinations of aircraft with 2, 3 and 4
turbofan engines, and 4 turboprops or propfans with single or counter-rotating
propellers, were all studied and their likely cost compared. A later approach w.s a
two-aircraft solution with a common fuselage and common external geometry, but
different structural strengtha; these became known as the FIMA D4P Base and Max, the
Max version having a longer range.

The message derived from this work is that the most cost-effective solution, whether
it be 2 or 4-engined, is for a programme based on a singlu aircraft design (a
3-engined aircraft is not favoured, for design, logistics and other reasons). Even
though some nations may consider that a chosen common aircraft has more capability
than they require, while others may feel it falls a little heort of their optimum
needs, analysis will show that fleet life cycle cort savings due to fewer numbers of
parts, bigger production runs and lower non-recurring costs will outweigh the
detrimental effect of any excess or shortfall in the capability of an individual
aircraft design. What has to be established is where on the fleet LCC versus
capability curve the optimum solution lies. This can best be determined by
specifically targetted prefeasibility trade-off studies tasked upon EUROFLAG by the
IEPG Future Large Aircraft Exploratory Group (FLAEG; or NAFAG Air Group 1. To meet
the FLA development schedule contained in the draft OEST, the commencement of such
studies is already overdue.

AIRLIFT IMPROVEMENTS ATTAINABLE BY A EUROPEAN FLA

Paper No 14 described some of the possible alternative FLA configurations.
Attention was drawn to the major impact of advances in engine development over the
30-40 years technology gap since current, basic transport aircraft designs were
fixed. Three-view drawings of possible FLA tactrans are shown in Figures 10, 11 a d
12. MTOW will probably be between 80-110 tonnes with a wing area of 145-200m9.
The span will be generally similar to the C-130 and C160. A major difference will
be in the fu~selage diameter, about 25 percent larcer than the Hercales and Transall.
Modern engines will allow an economical cruise speed of M=0.72 although higher and
lower speeds are being considered. Criise speed at low level is expected to be
300-350 KTAS. To meet military requireaents, the design payload range is likely to
be 2000-2500nm.

Assuming a design payload of 20-25 tonnes, a floor width between 3.66m (144in) and
4.Om (157 in) and an overall floor and ramp length of between 20m (65 ft) and 22m (72
ft), EUROFLAG modelling indicates that 50-100 percent improvement in airlift
capability can be expected for this general size of aircraft compared with the C-130
and C160. Studies of realistic military airlifts show that payload factors of 80-95
percent will generally be attainable, even when carrying such loads as soft skinned
vehicles o7 freight pallets with passengers/troops. A 3.Og manoeuvre factor at 20
to 25 tonnes payload, required by European air forces, will provide .mproved tactical
manoeuvrability and survivability at low level; it can also safely allow fuel to be
traded for above-normal gross payloads (eg to carry _xtra ammunitioO) over less than.
maximum design ranges without exceeding the normal M'rOw.
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The European FLA Is required to supersede and improve upon the C-130 and C160.
Airlift studies carried out by EUROFLAG using the British Aerospace Automated
Transport Loading Assessment System (ATLAS) therefore have compared the numbers of
sorties required by prospective C-130J and FLA aircraft to complete typical major
airlifts. The results of one such study are shown in Fig 13. With similar numbers
of aircraft, a baseline European FLA with a 25 tonne (55000 lb) design payload and an
87.1 floor can complete the specified airlifts in about 40 Fprcent fewer sorties and
well under half the time compared with a C-130E or J fleet. The expected reduction
in sorties comes from an 85 percent increase in floor area, and an 80 percent higher
mean achieved payload per sortie. The assessed mean payload factor (payload
offered/payload actually carried) over these airlifts is 0.72 for the C-130 and 0.87
for the European FLA. The shortening of the elapsed time for the European FLA to
complete the airlift is due to 40 percent fewer sorties, about 100 knots higher
cruise speed, and an expected 90 percent Full Mission Capable (MC) availability for a
modern FLA, compared with 78 percent assumed for the C130. In general terms a
EUROFLAG FLA should have a 50-100 percent greater airlift capability than the C-130.
Superiority over the C160 is even greater.

EXPECTED SAVINGS THROUGH IMPROVED R & M

According to published figures, the current USAF mixed fleet of C-130 E and H models
averages 23.8 MKH/FH. Othar sources quote the C-130H at 21 MHH/FH. Paper No 14
covered RlAM expectations for a European FLA in some detail; it can be seen that an
8-fold improvement in ETHM and about a 70 percent reduction in MMH/FH can be expected
in a new generation airlifter compared with the C-130. This assumption is based on
established in-service experience of Airbus and other modern aircraft, with
allowances made for size, different military practices and lower annual flight hours.
Improved R & M would allow reductions of about 70 percent in air force transport
fleet maintenance effort and concomitant reductions in manpower. This will be an
important saving in a climate of defence budget stringency and increasing skilled
manpower shortages exacerbated by adverse demographic trenads. Similar reductions in
MMH/FH, costs and manpower could be expected for an FLA tanker and other corollary
role variants. While it is not within the scope of this paper to discuss precise
costs, on the basis of comparable fleet airlift capability it is estimated that a
fleet of modern European FLA tactrans would show savings of 40-50 percent in fleet
LCC over a 30-year period, compared with the C-130H (depending upon the particular
design selected and the analysis criteria used).

PROSPECTS FOR AN FLA PROGRAHMP

In July 1988, the FIMA Group proposed a programme for the development and
introduction into service of a European FLA and in May 1989, proposals were made for
Prefeasiblity Studies (PFS). Experience, and many official reports, indicate that
too little effort devoted to relatively low-cost but fundamentally important studies
at the outset of a programme tends to lead to programme cost over-runs and delays;
avoidable expenditure early in the programme escalates LCC unnecessarily and cannot
be recovered later.

An encouraging start was made by the IEPG in 1985, culminating in the completion of
the draft FLA Tactran and Tanker OEST in July 1987. The decision by the NATO
Conference of National Armament Directors (CNAD) in late 1989, to initiate action
within the NATO Air Forces Armament Group (NAFAG - Air Group 1) to consider the
replacement of medium-lift and heavy-lift transport aircraft over the next 20 years,
is also welcome. In the USA, as reported in Paper No 2, a draft Statement of
Operational Need (SON) for an Advanced Theatre Transport (ATT), a successor to the
long-serving C-130, is epparently on circulation within the USAF and US industry.
There may well be a high degree of commonality of requirements between USAF and
European air forces; if so, it will make economic sense for both to be satisfied by a
common transatlantic collaborative programme in which EUROFLAG is linked to a US
compary.

The IEPG is expected shortly to initiate PPS trade-off studies by industry to
harmonies European requirements. By the time thin task is completed, Advanced
Theater Transport mission Analysis (ATTMA) studies, which have been underway in the
USA for several years, should have been finished and the feasibility of drawing
together requirements on both sides of the Atlantic into a single programms can then
be addressed. The evidence so far available is that either European or European-US
programmes are viable.

CONCLUSION

Some 800 NATO tactical transports and 140 tankers are expected to be retired fron
service and to need replacement between 1998 and 2015. This will provide a unique
opportunity to bridge a 30-40 year technology gap by bringing into service new
generation FLA fleets which can provide savings in operating, support and life cycle
costs. Substantial improvements will be forthcoming in airlift capability and
aircraft performance, reliability, maintainability and availability. These can lead
to a 70 percent reduction in maintenance effort allowing major cuts to be made in the
number* of military maintenance and back-up personnel. Compared with today's
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fiesta, between 50 and 100 percent improvement in payload uplift capability, 25-35
percent higher cruise speed, about a 15-20 percent improvement in the Mission Capable
(availability) rate, and the increased survivability of a new generation FLA, can
eliminate current short-falls in airlift without any increases in fleet numbers and
at significantly reduced fleet LCC for a given fleet airlift capability. This
improvement in fleet life-cycle cost effeCtiveness is estimated to be in the order of40-50 percent. European FLA-based derivative tankers and other variants, including
LRHPA, can also meet future force requirements at reduced fleet lifo-cycle and
manpower costs, and achieve other economies through fleet rationalization. Even
allowing for some reduction in fleet numbers from today, but without any loss in
fleet airlift capability, a European or transatlantic collaborative FLA programme
would be 'low risk' and would provide significant long-term fleet LCC savings.
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Paun. 10 CONFIGURATION STUDIES FLA
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FIGURE 11 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
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FIGU 12 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
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FIGURE 13 AIRLIFT COMPARISON
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V-22 OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the operational capabilities of the V-22 Osprey, the world's first operational tiltrotor aircraft.
The designed-in capabilities of the V-22, plus its performance characteristics, provide a multi-mission aircraft that will
improve the capability of all service forces well into thp 21st century. Key elements in providinq a broad operational
capability are shipboard compatibility, payload-range, mnaneuverability, high speed capability with an external load,
reduced vulnerability, and "glass cockpit" integrated avionics for- reduced pilot workload during day and night mis-

sions.

BACKGROUND -

The V-22 Osprey tiltrotor is a revolutionary new aircraft being deve~oped by a Bell-Boeing joint venture to provide a
multi-service, multi-mission aircraft for the U.S. Department of Defense. Full scale development was initiated in 1985
and led to a successful first flight on March 19, 1989. See Figures 1 and 2. Initial envelope expansion was completed
in December 1989 and the objective of obtaining 250 kts in airplane mode was accomplished. Full envelope expan-
sion is now underway and will be completed in 1992 with a Government Operational Evaluatiot. (OPEVAL) of two of
th-e flight test aircraft.

Figure 1. V- 22 In VTOL Mode

FiFgure 2. V-22 In Airplane Mode 91-0 9845
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AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

The key to the broad spectrum of capabilities offered by the Osorey is the unique combination of the hover capability
of a helicopter plus the fast forward flight capability of a fixed wing airplane. As shown in Figure 3, the tiltrotor con-
cept provides this dual capability by tilting the wing tip nacelles. In hover with the nacelles vertical, the rotors provide
all the lift and as the nacelles are tilted forward, the rotors both lift and propel the aircraft. In airplane mode, the na-
celles are horizontal and the rotors only propel the aircraft as the wing provides all the lift.

0 WITH THE WING TIP NACELLES 'IOINTING VERTICALLY, THE
TILTROTOR OPERATES LIKE A HELICOPTER WITH SIDE-BY-SIDE
ROTORS. THE ROTORS PROVIDE LIFTAND CONTROL.

e STHE ROTORS ARE TILTED, THE
TITROTOR ACCELERATES WITH THE

j WING GAINING LIFT AS SPEED
INCREASES. CONTROL IS PROVIDED
PARTLY BY THE ROTORS AND PARTLY
BY THE CONVENTIONAL AERODYNAMIC
SURFACES.

* WITH THE NACELLES HORIZONTAL, THE TILTROTOR OPERATES
AS A CONVENTIONAL TURBOPROP AIRPLANE.

Figure 3. Tiltrotor Conversion

The overall dimensions of the V-22 are shown in Figure 4. Each rotor i:onsists of three highly twisted rotor blades of
composite structure. The rotor mechanical control system has standard helicopter controls of collective and cyclic
pitch. This is shown in Figure 5 along with the nacelle housed engine and transmission. Each proprotor is driven di-
rectly by an Allison T406-AD-400 engine, rated at 6150 shp, through a proprotor gear box. An interconnect drive
shaft located along the aft portion of the wing torque box allows one engine to drive both rotors, as shown in Figure
6, so that continued safe flight can be accomplished on one engine.

384 FT

Figure 4. Overall Dimensions

Both the wing and fuselage are primarily composite structures. Sixty percent of the V-22 is carbon / epoxy and an ad-
ditional 10 percent is fiberglass. This provides the V-22 with the significant advantages of composite structure:
strength-to-weight ratio, non corrosion, good fatigue life and damage tolerance.
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Figure $. Rotor, Hub and Mechanical Controls

Figure S. Power Train With ;nterconnect Drive Shaft

The V-22 flight control system is a digital triplex in-line self-monitored fly-by-wire design, as shown in Figure 7. The
primary flight control sy.stem (PFCS) and automatic flight control system (AFCS) are separated to partition the flight
critical functions from the mission and handling qualities enhancement functions as shown in Figure 8. During flight
test development, an analog backup computer is provided to give dissimilar backup redundancy in case of a generic
software fault in the digital system.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The design configuration of the V-22 results in an aircraft with a unique combination of performance characteristics
that provide the potential to perform a wide spectrum of missions. Key performance characteristics are as follows;

e Hover Gross Weight

The hover out-of-ground effect gross weight capability of the V-22 at sea level standard is 47.800 lbs. At the USMC
operating weight empty of 32,691 lbs., the useful load is 15,109 Ibs. By increasing the tip speed from 789.5 feet
per second to 820 feet per second, the useful load can be increased to 17,509 Ibs.

e STOL

With the rotors tilted forward, the V-22 has a short takeoff and landing capability that significantly increases the
payload capacity, as shown in Figure 9. Optimum nacelle tilt to minimize the takeoff roll is 30 degrees from the
vertical. In this configuration, the V-22 is designed for a takeoff gross weight of 60,500 lbs. This allows for a pay-
load plus fuel capability of 27,800 lb or increased fuel capacity with additional fuel tanks in the cabin for self de-
ployment,

* Payload-Range

The payload-range capability of the V-22 is shown in Figure 10. The V-22 will have a payload-range capability
three to four times greater than the CH-46, which it replaces in the U.S. Marine Coa ps. Mission speed will be twice
that of today's conventional helicopter.
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The aircraft is designed to fold compactly for efficient stowage aboar( ship. The stowing sequence is shown in Fig-

ure 14. The rotor blades are folded inboard over the wing, nacelles are rctated to cruise mode, and the wing is
then rotated clockwise 90 degrees. The entire sequence is accomplished in 90 setonds.

;12 Feet
8 Inches 12 Inch

Minimum Fuselage-Rotor
- 38 Feet Clearance

"Diamete- (Airplane Mode)

>28. Deck Edge
, /Turn over •Clearance

Angle

Figure 13. LHA Clearance Requirements

(c) Naceneil;06 rotat t~ 4itwa*-dV ,odcv

Figure 14. Wing Stow Sequence

* Self Deploym.nt

The V-22 is designed for a self deployment capability of 2100 nautical miles. For tie Marine self deployment mis-
sion, the fue; configuration is shown in Figure 15. Standard fuel capacity for the three sponson tanks and the two
wing feeder tanks is 9,700 lbs Two internal palletized fu-el tanks are added inside 'he cabin to provide a total fuel
capacity of 26,234 lbs. With this fuel configuration, a short takeoff is accomplshed at 60,500 lbs gross weight.

" In-Flight Refueling

The V-22 is designed with two types of in-flight refueling: air-to-air and hover. Figure 4 shows the refi'el-
ing probe located on the nose of the aircraft. Air-to-air refueling can be accomplished at an average rate of 330
gallons per minute by the KC-130, KC-10 or r-ther standard tanker aircraft. Hover in-flight refueling over land or
ship deck is accomplished, as shown in Figure 16. The rescue hoist, which extends through the cabin side door, is
used to haul the ground fuel line up into the c-bin. The ground fuel line is then connected to the aircraft fuel sys-
tem through an access port in the cabin for fuel transfer.

"* High Speed External Load

The V-22 is designed to carry external loads faster than any of today's helicopters. A dual hook system is provided
for a combined 15,000 lb load. Single hook capability is a 10,000 lb load. Examples of external load configurations
are shown in Figure 17. For the Marines, a key external load for first wave assault is the HMMWV (high mobility

Lima-
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multi-purpose wheeled vehicle). The V-22 has the installed power capability to carry the HMMWV to 215 kts and
the HMMWV has been shown by wind tunnel test to be a stable load In a dual hook configuration at airspeeds

higher than 21S kts. High speed carriage of the HMMWV will significantly enhance the Marines' first wave assault
capability.

TAKmS

Figure 15. Fuel Configuration For USMC Self Deployment

FU L ACCESS"" • "-. 4IFm ifITlNG

" / ,//1''ou
~ 7 ,.--- -RESCUE HOIST

GROUND FUEL LINF

FLOOR

Figure16. Hover In Flight Refueling

MILVAN HMMWV

Figure 17. V-22 External Loads
Crashworthiness

A key design element of the V-22 is the inherent crashworthy design. The aircraft is capable of withstanding a 24
fps vertical landing and remain intact. For landings with a higher descent velocity, the wings are designed to

break off at the fuselage to relieve the force at impact. Both cockpit and cabin crew seats stroke to reduce passen-
ger vertical g loading. The stroking seats provide a 14.5 g capability. In addition, the fuel system is designed with
crashworthy fuel cells and the nose of the aircraft includes an anti plow bulkhead. For ditchings at sea, the V.22
has demonstrated an inherent buoyancy stability in Sea State 5 (8-12 foot seas). Figure 18 shows a model of the
V 22 6uring ditching tests. F mergency egress is provided for both land and water landings via removable cockpit

windows and cabin doors, hatches and windows.

Ii
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Figure 18. Model of V-22 During Ditching Tests

Vulnerability

A significant reduction in vulnerability is achieved on the V-22 by means of two methods systems protection and
ballistic tolerance. The V-22 includes nuclear, biological, chemical NBC filtration as a part of the overall environ-
mental control system. For E3 protection (electromagnetic interference, lightning, nuclear electromagnetic pulse),
the V-22 has been designed through selection and application of materials and electronic and electrical systems
design to perform satisfactorily in the worldwide modern electromagnetic environment. Additional protection
for aircraft systems is provided by selective use of armor (pilot/copilot seats, swashplate actuators), redundancy,
and system separation. For example, the hydraulic system is designed to op, zte with two failures by means of
separated, redundant systems and control surface actuators. Ballistic tolerance on the V-22 is enhanced by the use
of inerted fuel tanks, self sealing fuel bladders, hydraulic ram protection, haion engine fire suppression, and the
extensive use of composites in the primary structure. The V-22 airframe is designed for HEI ballistic hits and will
continue to fly safely up to limit load maneuvers. The V-22 is also designed to survive armor piercing rounds CAP!).

INfTEGRATED COCKPIT AND AVIONICS

Designing an aircraft to satisfy the extremes of operator performance during both daytime and nighttime puts high
demands on the cockpit designers. To meet these demands, the V-22 operational capabilities have been significantly
enhanced through integration of all avionics and systems control via an all "glass cockpit". Emphasis has been placed
upon using automatior, and the latest technologies in navigation, guidance and control to simplify tasks, reducing pi-
lot workload to make the aircraft easier to fly, and stressing the pilot's role as mission manager. To accomplish this,
the integrated cockpit and systems controls are task oriented rather than hardware oriented.

e Glass Cockpit

The V-22 is the first military aircraft to complete a fully integrated "glass cockpit" (Figure 19). There are no dedi-
cated gauges or instruments for display of aircraft data. The Cockpit Management System (CMS) is focused around
four (4) color Multifunction Displays (MFDs) and two (2) Control Display Units (CDUs). The MFDs provide the pri-
mary interface with the aircraft, while the CDUs accommodate all required data entry tasks. Each high-resolution
MFD utilizes a 6-inch by 6-inch usable display surface that is sunlight readable as well as fully Night Vision Goggle
(NVG) compatible. The CDUs allow the operator to make all data entry through a single device, via dedicated
function keys and a full alphanumeric keypad.

* Helmet Mounted Displays

Another critical aspect of the V-22 Cockpit Management System (CMS) is the incorporation of two integrated Hel-
met Mounted Displays (HMDs). Each HMD will allow the operator to fly "heads-out" of the cockpit while display-
ing critical flight symbology, FLIR video, and Night Vision Goggle (NVG) imagery directly in front of his eyes. This
unique capability allows for V-22 crews to perform all missions using head controlled sensor slewing and target-
ing, which enhances threat avoidance, rescue operations, and landing zone penetrations.

* Surveillance Capabilities

The V-22 avionics suite includes a Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) system to further compliment night operations.
The FLIR supports low level flight, navigation, and target / survivor location. For the U.S. Navy Combat Search and
Rescue (CSAR) and U.S. Air Force Special Operations Forces (SOF) missions, a Multifunction Radar provides naviga-
tion modes including terrain following / terrain avoidance (TF / TA) capabilities. Supplementing the sensor capa-
bilities is a Digital Map reference system allowing the crew to continuously update their current position with pin-
point accuracy.

The use of these sensors, combined with the NVG capability afforded by an integrated helmet, dramatically increases
the ability to f;y low level missions at night with a minimum chance of detection, thereby assuring mission success.
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Figure 19. V-22 Cockpit

SUMMARY

The broad spectrum of operational capabilities make the V-22 Osprey a multi-mission aircraft with both land and ship
based applications. The combination of performance characteristics (e.g., speed, range, payload, maneuverability)
plus designed-in features (e.g., "glass cockpit," survivabiliiy) result in an aircraft capable of satisfying many mission
requirements well into the 21st century.
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TACTICAL SUPPORT EH101
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SUMMARY

The paper will review the development and use of military tactical helicopters from the
early beginnings to the present day. It will then cover the background to the EHIO1
explaining the rationale of its design philosophy and the application of technology and
equipments to meet the requirements of the late '90a and the early 21st Century.
Finally the paper will address the operational capabilities and applications of the
E£101 related to a changing fast-moving battlefield environment., OP-4

MILITARY ROTARY WING DEVELOPMENT he~~.tf~~s.J
During the 1930's and 40's rotary wing aircraft developed slowly with only tentative
use by the military of autogiros and helicopters.

In 1950 the Korean War commenced and the US Military employed several hundred Bell H-13
helicopters as they policed the war zone on behalf of the United Nations. This initial
force of helicopters was soon joined by hundreds of the larger Sikorsky H-19's and
Piasecki H-21's undertaking the role of support vehicles replacing trucks, jeeps and
ambulances in a road-poor terrain. Little was done at this time to arm helicopters
as they often only had marginal performance to start with but their success in the
roles they did carry out changed the tactics and strategy of land warfare forever.

The British used helicopters during operations in Cyprus, Kenya and Malaya where less
than ideal hot, moist conditions provided the opportunity to learn a great deal about
operating parameters.

The French developed helicopter tactics to a level not seen before during their
involvement in Algeria and as well as employing the vehicles in support roles some
where armed with guns and rockets to make them into offensive aircraft.

Technical development, particularly in turboshaft engines, facilitated further change
to helicopter tactics which was applied during the Vietnam conflict. Greater payload
and improved performance was now available and with the need for the suppression
from the air of the Viet Cong who could take effective cover in the natural foliage of
the jungles and fields, some of the Bell HU-1 Huey helicopters were equipped with guns
and rockets.

It was at this time that military commanders called for helicopters to be der'_ned to
meet specific roles. The Bell UH-l was developed to become the AH-I Huey Cobra and
since then the concept of attack helicopter hat led to the McDonnell Douglas Apache in
the West and the Mi-24 in the Soviet bloc countries. (Ref. 2)

Logistic support helicopters have moved on from the Bell H-13 to custom build aircraft
designed to lift very large loads, accepting internall; up to 45 troops, vehicles or
palletised freight as well as retaining the agility a,, survivability so necessary
when entering active battlefield zones.

EHI10 BACKGROUND

In the late 19
7
0's the British and Italian Governments concluded studies on the type

of helicopter that would be required to replace the aging Westland Sea Kirg's and
Agusta SH3D's for both their Navies. These studies showed'the need for a larger
helicopter with increased range, payload and overall operational capability. The two
Governments also recognised that the development of a new helicopter was a significant
event in terms of cost and investment and required that the resulting vehicle had the
widest possible application.

In 1979 Great Britain and Italy, in conjunction with Agusta and WestlanJ, eigned a
bilateral memorandum of understanding to jointly undertake a feasibility study of the
design, development and manufacture of the next generation of Anti-Submarine Warfare
(ASW) helicopters. In 1980 the two companies formed a jointly owned Company, European
Helicopter Industries-, (EHI) to undertake the management of the project. The two
companies through EHI also initiated an extensive market research activity to establish
if markets existed for a 13,600kg (30,0001b) class helicopter. Desk work combined
with a large number of visits to defence and civil operators in many parts of the world I
resulted in the confirmation that there was a substantial market for an export military •
utility and commercial version of such an aircraft. I,

Therefore, from thnse varied requirements, EH101 (Fig. 1) was born resulting in the
helicopter being the first to be developed jointly for military and commercial
operations from the outset.

1108 230
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Fig I RNl0l.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

To design a helicopter to meet the demanding and dissimilar roles of a naval ASW
vehicle, a battlefield tactical helicopter and a civilian passenger variant called
for optimisation. Therefore. trade-off studies between variants were undertaken in
order to establish those variant requirements which matched and those which called for
a compromise.

The sizing of the vehicle had to be consistent with small ship operations and therefore
similar in external dimensions to the vehicles it was to replace. At the same time,
increased cabin size was needed to house additional equipment essential to achieve the
naval mission requirements, namely, of being completely autonomous with respect to the
ability to collate and analyse data received by the acoustic sensors, as well as locate,
target and destroy enemy submarines. This resulted in a helicopter with an overall
length of 22.8m (75 feet) and 15.8m (52 feet) with the rotors and tail section folded
for shipboard stowage. For comparison, the Bee King is 22.0m (72 feet 8 inches) long
and 14.4m (47 feet 3 inches) long with blades and tail section folded. The cabin of
the EHI01 is 6.4m (21 feet) long and almost 2.4m (8 feet) wide, a floor area which
provides ample room for mission equipment packages and personnel. The large cabin
is attractive from a passenger/troop carrying point of view and will allow the EHIOI
to carry 30 passengers in airline comfort in the civil variant and up to 35 seated
troops in the utility variant which incorporates a rear loading ramp.

The initial issues of mein rotor design were between the need for small ship operations
requiring agility and the need for low vibration. The result was a 5-bladed fully
articulated rotor hub with a 51 hinge offset. The 5% hinge offset, which is high for
an aircraft of its class, also satisfies the utility variant need for agility,
particularly whilst nap of the earth (NOE) flying. Tip speed was next considered and
here weight, blade area and transmission torque levels were in conflict with noise.
The problem was resolved largely in favour of rotor noise, thereby satisfying both
civil noise legislation and reducing battlefield signature for the utility variant.

The main rotor blades on the EHl01 were derived from the British Experimental Rotor
Programme, in-olving Westland and the Royal Aircraft Establishments (RAE) at Bedford
and Farnborougn.

The availability of powerful computer aided design facilities, the advent of composite
blades, and the perfection of moulding techniques enabled the designers to use optimum
distributed aerofoil sections and a novel tip design to produce a more efficient rotor
blade. The two old enemies to high forward speed in helicopters, retreating blade
stall and advancing blade compressibility effects, have been pushed further back by
using an efficient thicker, reflex cambered section on the inboard part of the blade,
and a thinner aft loaded section outboard which has better high speed capabilities.
The inboard reflex camber effectively counters the pitching moment produced by the
outer aft loaded section. The tip itself is also thin, and overcomes high Mach number
problems by using the familiar technique of sweep back. In fact the outboard sweep
uses the shape familiar from Concorde. Just sweeping back the tip would put the centre
of pressure too far aft, giving imbalance of both mass and lift at the tip, so a
forward stagger was evolved to overcome this.

By careful design, this also provided a notch, which acts like a wing fence, isolating
the flow either side of it. The controlled vortex thus generated at the tip softens
retreating blade stall, thus making penetration inte the stall regime less onerous from
the load and handling viewpoint.

At high forward speed the design increases rotor lift by about 30% (in comparison with
a conventional blade of similar chord and length) and significantly reduces noise and
vibration.
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Final main rotor design requirements centred about the three variants performance
needs. For naval requirementa, a good hover performance was needed with low speed
considerations but htqh engine failure safety margins (flyaway ability), this being
critical for dipping sonar operations. The utility variant called for the same
transmission capability as the naval but needed a substantial increase in installed
power to satisfy the hover design point for the mission take-off performance. The
requirement for good flyaway ability-was also needed by the utility variant for NOS
flying. In power terms the civil version was dependent on an uprated transmission
system when compared with the naval version. Since it also had to deal with a more
onerous hover environment than the naval, the engine requirement was seen as beinv
consistent with the needs of the utility variant. The result of integrating the
needs of the three variants produced the following:

Rotor diameter 18.6m (61 feet)
Number of blades 5
Tip speed 204 m/s (670 ft/se')
Transmission 3879 KW (5200 shV)
Engines:

- naval 3 x GE T700-401
- utility/civil 3 x GE CT7-6

Blade de-icing

The tail rotor of the EH101 was designed to provide the naval variant with the ability
to hold heading in adverse wind states, at maxiium mission weight with good pedal
margins plus the agility to operate from the confined decks of small ships in high sea
states. In addition, the noise signature was minimised to a level compatible with the
main rotor external noise and compliant with the civil requirements. Tail ritor data
is as follows:

Rotor diameter 4.Om (13 feet 2 inches)
Number of blades 4
Tip Speed 198m/s (650 ft/sec)
Blade anti-icing

With the requirements of the integrated programme firmly established, a review was
conducted of the various regulatory documents involving the civil and military
authorities in the UK and USA. This covered both design aod testing and resulted in
a defined single standard for the EHlI0 covering the requirements of AVP 970, MIL SPECS,
BCAR and FAR. The resultant document therefore, defined the common philoaphy around
which the military qualification and civil certification will be based.

At all times, however, the design philosphy sought to seek improvements in:

Performance
Safety and Survivability
Operating Costs
Reliability and Maintainability
Operational Capability

This waL to be achieved through the application of:

3 engines and higher power margins
Advanced rotor technology
Damage tolerant airframe and dynamic structure
Greater system redundancy
On board health monitoring systems
Advanced avionics

BAY L'FIELD SCENARIO

No matter how fast, agile, adept at load carrying or effective in dispensing fire
power a helicopter is, it can never hold ground. The purpose of a helicopter in a
battlefield environment is to act in concert with ground troops and ensure that air
fire support, troop reinforcement and the delivery of supplies are at the right place
at the right time.

The Soviet forces employ three main tactics in order to advance their armies.
Encirclement, the exploitation of weak points or the straight forward frontal attack.
The exploitation of weak points such as the boundaries between two nationalities'
"armies or the deployment of operational manoeuvre groups (O*MGs) who, via helicopters,
pass over the front line of own troops (FLOT) in order to seize and hold ground until
relieved by their own troops (Ref. 3) requires NATO forces to have on call agile,
large load carrying helicopters, like the EHl01, to transport troops and freight in
order to repulse such actions.



The initial identification and subsequent tracking of the Boviet PLOT is likely to be
difficult due to the higa mobility doctrine adopted by the Warsaw Pact countries.
Support helicopters must therefore expect to find themselves operating close to enemy
forces and to receive fire from unexpected encounters.

Avoiding Detection

The best defence is to remain undetected which calls upon the highest level of piloting
skill to use effective ground cover and on an aircraft to be capable of operating at low
level, with low signature, at night and in poor weather.

If detected, ASB aircraft survivability equipment) can offer protection but the
aircraft must alý he as agile as possible to avoid being hit. If hit, it must
be able to absorb damage and keep flying, and if brought down, the crew and passengers
need the beat chance of survival.

For the majority of missions, the large cabin of the 3H101 will comfortably house the
payload to be airlifted, thereby precluding the need for an underslung load. This
increases the speed of the aircraft from 95 knots with an external load to its normal
cruise speed of 150 knots as well as allowing the vehicle to travel NOR (nap of the
earth). The combination of these factors with the 5% hinge offset incorporated in
the main rotor hub and the relieving of the pilot's work load through the automatic
flight control system (AFCS), which allows more pilot attention to be given to external
events, makes the 3HI01 a far more difficult target for radar acquisition devices to
pick up or for manually directed fire to be effective. The 3H101 can also avoid
detectien by deploying .,. poor weather as well as at night as the aircraft will bL NVG
compatible.

The noise siqnature is low and unobtrusive for the size of the aircraft thanks to the
relAtively low blade tip speeds.

Slow blade rotation speeds on the 3H101 help to minimise leading edge signature. (Ref.4)

BATTLE HARDNESS

Once detected, there are a number of devices available which either warn the pilot of
an impending threat and/or disrupt hostile missiles. Jammers, some of which employ
pulsed heat radiation to confuse missiles whilst others detect and then call upon
Chaff or Flare to protect the helicopter, are optional fits to the EHI01, as are
Hostile Fire Indicators, Laser Warning Receivers and other Electronic Counter/
Surveillance Measures.

The aircraft has been designed to sustain a certain degree of ballistic damage. Thir
is achieved through the application of greater system redundancy and damage tolerant
airframe and dynamic structures. In addition, the crew seats as weli as many of the
critical system areas can be armoured or shielded.

Structures

The forward fuselage is made up of a traditional light alloy underfloor construction
with a fully composite glazing structure, the latter capable of withstanding a 1.8Kg
(41b) bird strike at 150 knots. The cabin section consists of precision machined
aluminium lithium frames with aluminium honeycomb sandwich skin panels.

The structure is a careful blend of traditional light alloy construction and the use
of composite materials where they given a significant advantage.

The gearbox and engine fairings and cowlings are all composite. Tests show that
composites have better characteristics in respect to operation in a high frequency
environment, in particular their slow crack propagation rates and fail safe
characteristics.

Multiple load path philosophy is incorporated throughout the structure. The upper
structure is designed with significant fore and aft members joining the main lift
frames, but also continuing both forward and aft to the adjacent frames as shown in
Fig. 2. This permits significant vertical loading to be beamed to the adjacent frames
shouli the primary lift frames receive ballistic damage and fail.
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Secondary Load Primary Load Paths
Paths

Fig. 2 - Airframe Load Path Redundancy

Power Plant

The EH101 is equipped with three engines plus an APU, providing considerable redundancy
in terms of safe continued flight following an engine failure. Layout of the engines
has been carefully chosen to avoid simultaneous damage. In the unlikely event of an
uncontrolled power turbine failure, the disc burst line does not impinge on an adjacent
engine. A single engine failure over the battlefield would not call for the mission to
be aborted nor prevent NOE flying thus improving survivability.

Dynamics

The main rotor head desion orovides for improved structural integrity through the
series of rings made up f rom unidirectional windings which forms the two composite
plate structures attached to a metallic core. There are five inner rings with a single
outer ring around the inner rings. In the event of a failure of the outer ring, the
centrifugal loads can be taken through the inner smaller rings associated with each
blade position, into the central metal hub as shown in Fig. 3. Each load path is
strong enough on its own~ to carry the centrifugal loads. The elastomeric centering
bearing at the end of each metallic arm, where the blades are focused at a 5% hinge
offset, allows flap, lag and torsional movement. This is also the normal path tor
lift and out of plane loads through the arms into the care. Should there be a failure
of a lift arm, the lift loads from the blades come into the main elastomeric bearing
for the blade. The elastomeric is mounted at the outer junction of the two composite
plates, which effectively forms an 'A' frame to take the lift loads back into the hub.
The design has produced a structure which is reliable, easy to maintain and whose
condition can be assessed by inspection and if a failure does occur in service, the
result is a minor inconvenience rather than a major disaster.
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rig. 3 Main Rotor Head

Load path redundancy applies also to the blade attachment bolts as shown in Fig. 4.
The primary shear loading is normally carried out by the outer sleeve but should this
fail, the retaining bolt is capable of transmitting the load into the outer tension
link.

SLEEVE - CAPABLE OF TRANSMITTING

SOLTe Ve AND LIFT LOA

Fig.N M Main RldOAtcheTO
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Hydraulics

The hydraulic system is made up of three independent integrated hydraulic power
supplies, two of which normally supply the duplexed flight control servo jacks, while
the third circuit supplies the auxiliary services. The advantages of a third system
which can if necessary power the main and tail flying controls are that the probability
of being reduced to a single hydraulic system is lowered from 3 x 10 - 4 (Reasonably
Probable) to 2 x 10 - (I xtremely Remote) and is much more typical of fixed wing
flying controls. There is a high degree of separation of the three systems to minimise
multiple failures and battle damage.

Fuel

Fuel, under normal conditions, is supplied to the three engines from their own dedicated
tanks by duplex AC electrical bovater pumps. In the event of a failure, the electrically
operated croasfeed manifold enables any engine to be fed by any pump or tank. The
integrity of the fuel supply is further enhanced by the fuel suction capability of the
engines.

The self-sealing fuel tanks, designed to accept penetration of up to a 12.7mm (1/2 inch)
tumbled round, are housed in individual main cabin underfloor strengthened bays with
little side elevation exposure.

Transmission

The main gearbox, as with all helicopter transmission systems, has a number of single
load path configurations which cannot be duplicated. With the EH1OI gearbox, four
vertically mounted struts accept all shear and moment loads and in the event of a
single strut failure, the remainirg three struts accept the redistributed loads. The
torque reaction is taken directly into the aircraft structure at the cross-members of
the lift frames by a four horizontal strut reaction system which places the struts in
compression. Again these are sized to react to the redistributed loads following a
single strut failure.

Therefore the gearbox casing only has to transmit torque reactions and not the full
reaction associated with lift, as with the more conventional footed gearbox. In
addition the gearbox casing weight is substantially reduced because its role permits a
thin wall configuration.

The gearbox also has two independent lubrication circuits, each with self-contained
pumps, sumps and filters. No external piping is present, thereby reducing the risk of
balListic damage. Should there be a loss of lubricating fluid, the gearbox has the
cepiihility to run for at least 30 minutes.

Electrical

The electrical system has been designed to provide a power distribution system which
is flexible and failure tolerant, with a totally independent emergency back-up which is
not subject to a time limitation. Main power is derived from two generators, one
mounted on the drive from the main rotor gearbox and the second is driven by the
accessory gearbox. A third lower rated generator is provided for emergency service
and is driven from the APU. The electrical system thus provides two independent main
channels each capable of maintaining the total system with reversion for the essential
supplies to the emergency generator.

Flight Control System

The Automatic Flight Control System is designed to allow single Pilot IFR operations
to be carried out. The AFCS design is such that the basic auto stabilisation modes on
first failure calls for no pilot action. The less critical ASE functions and the
Autopiloc modes will achieve a 6-second intervention time on first failure. All
facilities will meet a 3.5 second intervention time on second failure. Other redundancy
features are: ASE Implementation is by duplexed series actuators inaertod between the
pilot and the primary mechanical mixing so that axis searegation is maintained.
Auto-pilot functions and control trimming are provided by a simplex parallel actuator
on each axis. The AFCS architecture features two separate identical digital computer
units, each of which have four micro-processors, two of one type and two of a
dissimilar type, with software also being dual sourced; duo-dual sourcing of this type
reduces the possibility of a common mode failure to the system. Tho mechanical controls

41 have duplicated large diameter (mostly 40mm) control rods which are protected by
structure.

Crashworthiness

Accepting all the measures taken to prevent a forced landing, such as system redundancy,
the employment of threat warning devices, piloting skills to avoid hostile fire and the
use of damage tolerant materials, a forced landing may still occur. The EHl01 hasL therefore been designed to have a high energy absorbing undercarriage and structure.

41t
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The level selected for the HIOl ii the 05th percentile survivable crash as defined in
the American erash Survivable Design Guide, which means that using nominal energy
aboarbing seets, 0.3m (12 inch seat stroke), the occupants can survive a vertical
velocity of descent of lO/s (33.5ft/ase).

The undercarriage is designed to withstand vertical rates of descent of 3.66s•/
(12 ft/medl without any defornticn to the undercarriage or fuselage structure. In
the event of a descent rate ir eacess of 3.6)m/u (12 ft.sec), the undercarriage is
designed to prevent hydraulic locking, thereby allowing for maximum vertical energy
absorption by the undercarriage before the forces are transmitted to the fuselage
structure. Ivrnt 41ly# the fuselage will contact the ground and, finally, the lOOm.
(4in) of crushable structure beneath the fuel tank floors will deform, absorbing
impact energy. The EflOl's fuselage smpluys aluminium lithium frames because the
material is a good absorber of impact energy. The fuselage is shed to prevent
ploughing, and as protection for the occupants the side walls buckle outwards, whilst
the cockpit is designed to prevent injury to the crew from splinter fragmentation.
The main landing gear has been located outside of the cabin atea, thereby avoiding
the penetration of the passenger spAce or the fuel system under crash conditions.

The fuel system is also designed to provide an improved standard of crashworthiness.
The fuel system incorporates self-sealing. crashworthy tanks, break-away fillers and
self-sealing frangible couplings. In a crash condition, provAsion of cross-over fuel
vents ensure there is no fuel syphoning in the event of a roll-over.

OP•RATIONAL CAPADILITY

The majority of nations, if not all, when considering the procurement of a new tactical
support helicopter are driven by the need for a multi-role vehicle which, accepting
the inevitable compromises, will successfully achieve the majority of their operational
requiremento. This multi-role concept was in initial consideration when planning the
utility version.

The large cabin with access fr,)a a front port airstair door, a large centrally located
starboard sliding door and the cabin width rear ramp provides a variety of loading/
unloading options.

Tactical Troop Lift

Various configurations are possible: 30 fully equipped troops complete with four
anti-tank Milen posts and 16 rounds can be seated or up to 45 lightly armed troops
sitting on the floor with the seats removed. Loading anJ unloading trials have taken
place with 30 fully armed troops: entry and exit times were 2 minutes and 40 seconds
respectively. This rapid unloading is accomplished by using the rear ramp and
minimises the time spent on the ground, therefore, greatly improving the survivability
of the helicopter and caroo.

LogiLtic Support

Supplies can be taken direct from the rear area supply depots to the edge of the
battlefield. The large floor area of the cabin combined with the 1.85metre (6ft 1 inch)
headroom gives a volume of 26 cubic metres. The MHlOl can accept two Landrover *ise
vehicles or any mix of loads, for example, one vehicle, eight soldiers, plus freight -
(Fig. 5). The large cabin allows for the movement of troops/stores whilst allowing the
aircraft to retain its natural agility, high cruiae speed and 'nap of the earth' flight
capability, all essential requirements because it in inevitable that in its logistic
support role the EH0l1 will have to operate some of the time in a hostile environment.

Fig. 5 Typical )H101 Mixed Load
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Underslung loads-can be carried via a crane hook, the maximum carrying potential of
the helioopter being 5440Rg (12,0001b). The a eed for such operations is 95 kts and
when combined with the necessary pedestrian flight pattern the helicorter becomes more
vulnerable to enemy fire than when in a clean condition. Such activities are beatS~carried out inl the lower risk areas of the bsttlefield.

Casualty avacuation

On the battlefield area, a vital role is the 'Casevac' or casualty evacuation. The high
speed transfer of wounded front-line soldiers to life-saving faci tics is recognised as
a valuable morale raiser. The ability to rapidly load stretchers through the large
rear ramp winimises the time on the ground and once airborne, at 150 knots the ECHOl
can carry 16 litters and a five-man crew, together with full medical equipment, at a
range of 500 nautical miles.

Rang* and Performance

Examples of the CHIOl range and performance for varying applications of role are as
follows and are based on a speed of 150 knots for internal loads at an altitude of
500m AMSL under ISA conditions with a radius of action of 75 nautical miles:

30 troops at 130K; each 2 round trips without refuelling

Tnternal freight of 4536Kg l 1 round trip without refuelling

Landrover and trailer at 2375Kg 1 round trip without refuelling
2 drivers at 220KR. and freight at 1941Kg

16 stretcher patients 2 round trips without refuelling

Availability

The operational availability of the EHIO1 has been enhanced through the inclusion of
a number of high technology features.

The EN101 is unique in that a Health and Usage Monitoring (HUM) system has been
developed concurrently with the airframe, dynamic and avionic systems. The EHl01's
HUM system is the most advanced system yet incorporated into a helicopter, providing
real time stored information not only from transmission but also from engines and
critical components, working toward 'on-condition" maintenance and lower operating
costs. The application of "on-condition" maintenance will reduce downtime by not
having to carry out what is effectively unnecessary maintenance. HUM itself will also
reduce maintenance time as the system will enable faults to be isolated quickly to
line replacement unit (LRU) level.

Operational sorties may be called for during poor weather or at night; however, the
need to maintain tactical flight patterns under such conditions remain thereby
increasing the risk of the mission. The design of the EH101 has sought to redress
these problems. The helicopter carries full anti and de-icing systems, thereby
overcoming the severe weather icing conditions encountered in the northern or
mountainous areas of Europe. Navigational aids such as Global Positioning Systems (GPS),
Terrain Reference Navigational Systems and Digital Maps can be integrated into the EHI01
to provide 24-hour all weather pin-point navigation around the battlefield area. Night
time flying in particular will be enhanced by the application of a Night Visioih Goggle
(NVG) compatible cockpit. The combination of all these aids to poor weather and night
time flying improves the availability and effectiveness of the EH0I1 to a level not
seen before in tactical support helicopters.

CONCLUSION

The recent developments in Europe concerning the changes of controlling authorities in
Soviet satellite countries and the initiatives taken by Mr. Gorbachev to reduce the
number of arms to be deployed in the future, has brought about much debate and radical
re-thinking.

Whilst pursuing and supporting these new and welcomed developments and at the same
time ensuring the continued safety of our nations against any aggressor, the helicopter
is likely to play an even more vital role than is seen today.

A reduction of troops in Europe calls for those that remain to be more effective than
at present which in turn requires that they are more mobile and it is here that the
EHI0I will play its role. Battlefield Commanders will have at their disposal a vehicle
which is fast, agile and capable of transporting large numbers of troops and/or freight
to repulse hostile actions.
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Designed fo exeoly this role, the philouphy applied to the il901 from its inception
has bes to provide three e•agi feFty vaned avioni©c system, inoreased redundancy
and gr~ater survivability, all of these. th•lg have resulted in a rotorereft capable
of providing safe WW, day or night all rather flying with a rapid response to role
changes.

The ulo01 Utility variant is the ideal airmobile tactical support helicopter for the
1990'm and beyond.
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